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Abstract 

This thesis examines the CjU Dj, individual ecclesiastics who constituted the 
intellectual and spiritual elite in the early medieval Irish church. The period covered 
by the thesis is restricted to A. D. 700-900 and focusses most fully on the late eighth 
and early ninth centuries. A distinction is drawn between those individuals referred 
to as cili Dj during this period under study and those 'communities within 
communities', concerned for the welfare of the sick and the poor, to whom the name 
is later attested. The thesis examines the primary source material, considers past and 
present theories regarding these ecclesiastics and refutes the consensus of opinion 
that the c8i Dj were a reform movement who emerged in reaction to a degenerate 
clergy in a church under secular influence. It discusses what was intended by the 
designation cili Dj and proffers the opinion that the c8i Dj were instead concerned 
with advancing all aspects of the duties and responsibilities of the church. Particular 
developments in ecclesiastical organisation during the period under study are 
discussed and the extent of the role of individual cile Dj in these are examined, but 
will conclude that it should not be assumed that these developments, or concern for 
their introduction, was wholly restricted to the cili De. 

There was a change in the basis of the source of royal authority from popular 
to divine sanction, during the course of the eighth century, and the political 
repercussions of this more abstract concept of kingship would ultimately culminate 
in the emergence of Irish national identity. The potential extent of cili Dj 
involvement in the promulgation of ecclesiastical law, a contributory factor in 
establishing centralised ecclesiastical authority, is discussed and an examination of 
attempts by kings of Tara to control the appointment of the abbots of Armagh is 
provided in an effort to indicate how they sought to establish a centralised secular 
authority on the basis of the acknowledged authority of Armagh. Finally, the thesis 
provides an examination of the reign of Feidlimid mac Crimthainn, king of Munster 
(820-47), who was an ecclesiastic before becoming king and who, it is considered, 
was himself a Me De. 
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Preface 

There has been, for almost two decades, a significant revision in the 
understanding of the early medieval Irish church. Prior to this, the work of scholars 
in the field of early Irish ecclesiastical history had focussed on the peculiarities of the 

early Irish church and had developed an understanding whereby an early diocesan 

organisation introduced by Patrick had succumbed to a monastically-based 

organisation, in which abbots were perceived the supreme ecclesiastical authority to 

which bishops, if they were considered at all, were subject. This unique 

understanding of ecclesiastical organisation evolved from the concept of a 'Celtic 

Church' at variance with Rome, a concept which has proved tenacious, lingering 

long after the decline of the religious sectarianism from which it emerged. The 

monastically-based organisation which was understood to have supplanted Patrick's 

diocesan framework, however, came to be accepted as itself failing prey to an 

avaricious laity and the subsequent secularisation of the church proffered as the 

reason for the emergence of a monastic reform movement called the Culdees, an 

anglicization of the Irish cRi Dj, in the latter half of the eighth century. These 

Culdees would themselves be perceived as succumbing to secular concerns by taking 

wives and establishing hereditary succession in their positions and titles and 

generally neglecting spiritual affairs until displaced by more orthodox monastic 

orders from the continent from the twelfth century. 

For almost two decades, however, this accepted model has been displaced 

and the understanding of the organisation of the early Irish church has fundamentally 

changed, as a result of the re-examination of the primary source material, originating 

from the question of the provision of pastoral care. It is now well established that the 

mere fact of the obligation of pastoral care must mean the presence of a network of 

priests under the direction of bishops - indeed, the revision has been so well accepted 

and established that it is almost anachronistic to refer to it in the present tense when 

there is now a generation of scholars, myself included, who have known nothing 

other than the revised understanding of early Irish ecclesiastical organisation for our 

entire academic lives. 

Nevertheless, the understanding of the organisation of the early Irish church 

is far from complete. The efforts of those scholars most directly involved with the 

subject have, understandably, been focussed on a detailed examination of all aspects 
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of pastoral provision; however, there is still a great deal of work to be done in other 

areas of early Irish ecclesiastical history, the understanding of which were also called 
into question by the revision in ecclesiastical organisation but which have not yet 

received the attention they deserve. The aim of this thesis is to turn attention towards 

one of the most important of these topics that of the body of ecclesiastics who have 

become known to us as the cjU Dj. The religious impact of these ecclesiastics has 

been noted, if not entirely agreed upon in regard to detail over the years, and their 

significance, consequently, accepted. The general impression, as will be discussed, 

has been one of a movement promoting the ideals of an austere, rigorous ascetic 
lifestyle in reaction to the failings of a church which had succumbed to the corrupt 

and insidious influence of a voracious laity and this, by-and-large, has remained, 
despite the removal of the model to which this understanding belonged. 

The purpose of this thesis, however, will be a study of the impact of the cili 

Dj both on political philosophy and on ecclesiastical organisation in early medieval 
Ireland. No attempt will be made here to deal with their liturgical or spiritual 

concerns: these matters have already been dealt with in print at some length and are, 
in any case, the bases of other, concurrent doctoral theses undertaken by Morgyn 

Wagner in Edinburgh and Westley Follett in Toronto. The focus of the study will be 

restricted to the period from the early eighth century until the middle of the ninth, 

after which time the understanding of the nature of the cili Di began to change and 

they were not so influential as they had been during this period. It will examine the 
impact the ecclesiastical developments of the period in question had on political 
development and the dynamics of power politics, on the centralisation of authority 

and on the concept of the kingship of Ireland, and attempt to delineate the extent to 

which the d1i Di were responsible for these developments. 
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1 

Concepts of the cili Dj. - views past and present 

At the tum of the nineteenth century, John Jamieson considered that 'There is 

no portion of Scottish history, which has a higher claim to attention, than that which 

respects the Culdees. " Jamieson proved to be an extremely influential writer - indeed, 

his book was cited as 'One of the standard works on the history of the Culdees' in a 

bibliography published by the Pictish Arts Society as recently as 19952 - but rather 

than history from our concept of study of the past through the objective consideration 

of surviving contemporary evidence, Jamieson's Historical Account belongs to an era 

where contemporary attitudes were projected into the past and then used as a 

justification for the present. For Jamieson, the cili Di were synonymous with the 

monks of Iona and he considered that they were 'a subject which merits the regard of 

all who bear the name of Protestants. 3 

Jamieson was bom in south-west Scotland in 1759, in the years following the 

Jacobite Rising and in an area which had been the heartland of the staunchly 

presbyterian Covenanters. During the course of the Rising, the religious card had been 

played, with the terrors of a return to idolatrous papistry being projected by a 

Hanoverian regime preparing for flight as Charles Edward Stuart's ill-fed, ill-equipped 

and exhausted army reached as far south as Derby. Viewed in such a fight, Jamieson's 

account was more moderate than it could have been, but it cannot be considered an 

objective account of the c0i Di. 

Jamieson projected that Iona was the principal seat of the celi Dj, or the 

Culdees as he refers to them throughout. He discussed the term 'Culdee', then noted 

Tertullian's assertion, that the Gospel had reached further north than Roman arms, 

I john jamieson, A ffistorical Account of the Ancient Culdees of Iona and of their Settlements in 
scolland England and Ireland, Glasgow, 1811; repr. 1890. 

2 J. PLF Burt, 'A Pictish Bibliography', in E. Nicoll (e&), A Pictish PanoraMa, Angtis, 1995,37-173. 
3 janlieson, Historical Account of the Ancient Culdees, 2. 
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'perfectly agrees" with the claims of the Culdees themselves that they received their 

modes of worship from the disciples of John the Apostle. He also notes, however, that 

The Irish say, that this order of monks was first instituted in their island, by 
Columba, A. 546 [sic]; and afterwards, by the same apostolic presbyter, in 
Scotland. Till his time, indeed, we have no evidence of the existence of any 
societies observing a particular institute; though there seems to be no, good 
reason to doubt that the doctrines by which the religious of the Columban 

order were distinguished, were held in North Britain long before! 

Thus, for Jamieson, the c8i Dj were introduced by Colum. Cifle, as evidenced by 

anonymous Irish sources, but their ethos had been in general accord with the long 

standing principles of those Christians Tertullian had believed domiciled 'in North 

Britain long before. ' Based on an unknown assertion of the 'Culdees' themselves, 

Jamieson argued that the distinct organisation of the c8i De, which he went on to 

detail, derived from John the Apostle, thus emphasising that the 'Culdees' had an 

apostolic origin wholly separate from the 'Romanists'. 

Jamieson repeatedly emphasised this difference in the matter of ecclesiastical 

organisation between the 'Culdees' and 'Romanists', citing that 

By some it has been urged [again, it is not specified by whom], and certainly 
not without great appearance of reason, that the goverment of these societies 
of Culdees bore a very near appearance to the Presbyterian forM6 

The basis for this was Bede's statement that Iona had as its princeps a presbyter- 

abbot, 'to whose authority the whole province and the bishops themselves, by an 

unusual constitution, were subject. " With the emphasis on presbyter, rather than on 

abbot, Jamieson provided Iona with a Presbyterian organisation that was a forerunner 

to the ecclesiastical governance of his own day. He conceded, however, that bishops 

4 ibid., 17. 
5 ibid., 17. 
6 ibid., 36. 
7 HE IH 4. 
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were sent from Iona to Northumbria and Mercia; yet, while pointing out that 'No 

pastor can have any reasonable prejudice merely against the name of Bishop. For it is 

of scriptural authority; and was originally given in common with that of Presbyter, or 

Elder, to all who were overseers of the flock%` he considered that, since it was 

evident that these bishops 'cannot be viewed as diocesan bishops', ' they were distinct 

from 'Romanist' bishops. Indeed, he went on to posit of Finan, bishop of Lindisfarne, 

that 'we cannot hence conclude that he viewed the office of bishop as essentially 

distinct from that of a presbyter', " and envisaged that there was a 'College of Culdees 

at Iona, "- which he subsequently describes as a 'college of Elders"' - who ordained 

these bishops. 

Jamieson's work was concerned to show the 'hostility between the Culdees 

and the Romanists was of a very ancient date'; " that, 'from a very early period the 

Culdees vigorously opposed the effors, and resisted the encroachments, of the Church 

of Rome'; "' and to conclude that 'the ecclesiastical power, established at Iona, bore a 

striking analogy to the presbyterian form. "' His work was a fluent, closely argued and 

impassioned account and it is not difficult to see why it proved to have such an 

influence - much of the subsequent concept of a 'Celtic church', indeed, grew from it 

- yet, for all the sophistication of his writing, Jamieson's history of the Culdees was 

no more than a retrospective apologia for the Reformation in Scotland and its 

subsequent preference of ecclesiastical form. 

The first scholarly, and the most comprehensive, examination of the evidence 

concerning the d1i Dj, and one intended to refute Jamieson's projection, was that by 

William Reeves, at the time vicar of Lusk and Armagh, but subsequently bishop of 

Down, Connor and Dromore, and secretary of the Royal Irish Academy. Published, 

8 Jamieson, IfIstoricalAccount of theAncient Culdees, 237. 
9 ibid., 36. 
10 ibid., 37. 
11 ibid., 36. 
12 ibid., 37. 
13 ibid., 161. 
14 ibid., 146. 
15 ibid., 236. 
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firstly, as a single volume in 1864 and, subsequently, in the Transactions of the Royal 

Irish Academy, 16 Reeves' collation of the evidence was intended as a work of 

reference - 'to gather together, in a compact and methodical form, all the scattered 

evidence upon my subject which I could discover in external as wen as domestic 

records'. 17 In stating his intent not to comment upon the nature of the evidence, to 

allow a simple and impartial presentation of the material, Reeves restricted himself 

merely to a discussion, firstly, on the origin of the name c8i Di and then an analysis 

of its meaning. The Irish term cili Dj, he suggested, was a direct translation of the 

Latin servus Del, the use of which to denote a follower of an ascetic lifestyle he traced 

back to as early as the fourth century writings of saints Hieronymus and Augustine. " 

Reeves believed the earliest example of the term servus Del in an Irish context 

belonged to Tirechdn, who referred to one Bronus filius Icni, servus Del, socius 

Patricii, 19 which he dated to the first half of the eighth century, but which is now more 

generally accepted to date from the end of the seventh. He pointed out that the Vita 

Tripartita of Patrick contains the sentence fororchongartfor cJli nDJ dia muintir. i. 

Malach Britt a thodiuscu and believed this to have been one of the earliest instances 

of the use of the vernacular equivalent. Reeves gave no indication of the date he 

believed should be ascribed to Vita Tripartita, but the dates variously ascribed to it 

subsequently frequently place this example later than other instances cited by Reeves 

himself20 As a postscript to his work he added that the Life of St Fintan provided a 

16 Vvrilliain Reeves, Yhe Culdees of the British Islamis as they appear in History uith an Appendbc of 
Evidences, Dublin, 1864; reprinted Lampeter, 1994 (all subsequent references will be to the 1994 
reprint); 'On the Cdli IV, Trans RU, xxiv (1873), 202-15. 

17 ibid., v. 
ibid., 1-2; 64-5. 
ibid., 3; LiberArdmachanus, fol. 11. See also Ludwig Bieler, Ae Patrician Texts in the Book of 
Armagh, Dublin, 1979. 

21 The date to which the compilation of the rita Tripartita should be ascribed is still very much 
under a discussion which is far from reaching consensus. Kathleen Mulchrone, in Bethu 
Phdtraic. - the Tripartite Life qfPatfick, Dublin, 1939, concluded that it was compiled c. 895-901; 
Bieler, in Four Latin Lives of Patrick, Dublin, 1971, had indicated an earlier ninth-ccntury 
recension, but in Patrician textsftom the Book qfArmagh concurred with Mulchrone's dating; 
Frederic N1ac Donncha, 'Ddta rita THpartita Sancti Patricii', kgse 18 (1980), 12542, and 19 
(1983), 354-72; Kenneth Jackson, Mie Date of the Tripartite Life of St Patrick', ZCP 41 (1986); 
and David Dumville, Saint Patrick A. D. 493-1993, Woodbridge, 1993, all consider a tenth or 
elevcnth-century date. See the discussion of their conclusions in Francis Byrne and Pddraig 
Francis, 'Two Lives of Saint Patrick: rita Secunda and rita Quarta', JRW 124 (1994), 5-115, 
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further example of the early use of the vernacular ternL2' He believed this vita to have 

been compiled soon after Fintan's floruit, which he stated to be c. 800, in 

Switzerland, land was committed to writing in that country by someone who was 

conversant with the Irish language, and who seems to have understood the term as 

denoting a religious order. "Fintan'sfloruit, and thus this vita, was not so early as c. 

8009 23 but, nevertheless, Reeves believed that this reference apparently indicated that 

the cili di were understood to have been a religious order, in Europe, by the turn of 

the ninth century. 

Within Ireland itself, the Rule of the Cdli D6 - Rfagail na Celed-nde 6 

Maelruain cecinit, as it was entitled in the manuscript - apparently placed 'the term 

Cdle-d6 in a definite sense, and in local connexion with a religious class or 

institution 124 by the end of the eighth century. Despite this, however, Reeves seemed 

uncertain whether or not the term c8i Di did indeed reflect a religious order at this 

time. In a discussion of the author of Mire 6engusso he noted that 

he may have borne [the epithet cile Del rather as denoting his order than for 

any peculiar quality which he possessed; or, as COLGAN supposes, his personal 
holiness procured him, par excellance, the title of Ule-D6 in the sense of 'a 
lover or worshipper of God. "' 

This suggestion that the epithet may have denoted the adherence to a religious order 

contrasts with his own earlier statement, in regard to Riagail na Me nDj, that It is 

sufficient to observe in this place that the subjects of its precepts are in various places 

where, in his introduction, Byrne states that the internal evidence indicates a date for the 
exemplar of no later than c. 830. 

21 A inme iW ocus in naldchi n! longe celede remut noferfa sruithiu. 
22 Reeves, Yhe Culdees of the British IsImids, 145. 
23 James F. Kenney, while agreeing that it was written soon after his death, states that it was believed 

he died in 878: Yhe Sources for the Early History of Ireland: Ecclesiastical, New York, 1929; 
repr. Dublin, 1997,602-3. 

24 R teeves, Yhe Culdees of the British IsImuh, 7. 
25 ibld., 9; cf. Acta Sanctor. Hib., 580 a, cap. 5. 
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styled CjIe-nDJ, either in an application liýnited to a particular so called, or, what is 

more likely, in a sense allied to that of "ascetics" or "clerics of stricter observance. "126 

While discussing Tallaght, however, Reeves noted that the 'church of 

Tamhlacht was founded about twenty-four years after the institution by Chrodegang 

of the order of canons, in his church of Metz, to whom the title of Fratres DominjCi 

was given, and afterwards that of canonici. W Chrodegang's canons 'were, an 

intermediate class between monks and secular priests, adopting to a great extent the 

discipline, without the vows, of the monastic system, and discharging the office of 

ministers in various churches. 128 Despite his suggestion that the epithet was more 

likely to denote a 'cleric of stricter observance', he wondered whether 'the institution 

of Maelruain' - by which it could be logically thought he meant Tallaght, since the 

suggestion was made in the section discussing Tallaght [7-10] - may have adopted 

some features in common with the order of canons, since 'in after ages both the 

Keledei of Scotland and the Colidei of Ireland exhibited in their discipline the main 

characteristics of secular canons. 12' This point is confusing, for it seems to suggest 

that Reeves had the cili Dj themselves in mind, rather than Tallaght, when he referred 

to 'the institution of Maelruain'. He had pointed out in his previous sentence that the 

Council of Aix-la-Chapelle in 817 created a new rule and enacted additional 

regulations which formalised the order of canons, but this took place well after Miel 

Ruain's death in 792, so presumably Reeves must have envisaged any adopted 

features to have come from Chrodegang's own rule. In that case, however, the 

compiler of the Vita Fintani, based in the upper Rhine, presumably Rheinau, " who 

could be expected to have been aware of the rule of the bishop of Metz, referred to 

the supposed order as celede rather than canonici, and so, presumably, did not 

26 ibid., 7. 
27 ibid., 9. 
2' ibid., 10. 
29 ibid. 

For further aspects regarding St Fintan and Rheinau, see Whitley Stokes and John Strachan (edd. ), 
Yhesaurus Palaeohibernicus vol. 2, Cambridge 1903,258; Kenney, Sources, 602-3; Michael 
Lapidge and Richard Sharpe (edd. ), A BibliqgrcTVýv of Celtic-Latin Literature 400-1200, Dublin 
1985, no. 1272. 
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consider the two to equate. Reeves based the remark on the fact that those referred to 

as cili Dj 'in after ages' displayed more in common with an order of canons than with 

4clerics of stricter observance'. Despite the fact that the formalisation of the order of 

canons took place a generation after Mdel Ruain's death and despite the implicit 

suggestion being loosely made and, indeed, at variance with much of the evidence 

Reeves had himself presented, the consideration that the emergence of the cili Dj was 

a consequence of the introduction of Chrodegang's Rule was one which not only 

persevered, but was embellished by subsequent scholars. 

Heinrich Zimmer's discussion of the cJU 
Dj3I did little to further any 

appreciation of their significance. Essentially following Reeves, he added a further 

example, unknown to Reeves, of the use of the vernacular term in a gloss to the 

Commentary of the Psalms then attributed to ColumbanUe 2 and maintained that the 

term originally could be applied generally to any monk or anchorite, but that it 

subsequently became limited 'to the members of spiritual associations whose existence 

cannot with any certainty be traced back beyond the close of the eighth century. 933 

Zimmer made explicit Reeves" implied suggestion that the Rule Chrodegang compiled 

for Metz in 749 was introduced into Ireland, stating that it was 'in accordance with 

this rule that those Irish anchorites who were not under the sway of monastic rule 

were first associated. " Having asserted such origins for the cJli DJ, he then, 

somewhat confusingly, described them as the 'last creation of the Celtic Church of 

Ireland 131 and dismissed them with the statement that 'these associations of Colidei 

never attained any great importance. ý36 While Zimmer summarily dismissed the ali 

Di as largely an irrelevance, he nevertheless considered those of 'North Britain' to 

have attained a much greater importance', " but neglected to explain why. Instead he 

31 In 7he Celtic Church in Britain and Ireland, (trans. A. Meyer), London, 1902, qqff. 
32 Anzal asmberar is Me dae infer hisin. No modem scholar, however, would now attribute this 

Commentary to Colurnbanus. See Stokes and Strachan (edd. ), 7hesaurus Paleohibernicus Vol. 1, 
Cambridge 1901, The Mlan Glosses and scholia on the Psalms', 7-483. 

33 ibid., 100. 
34 ibid., 101. 
35 ibid., 112. 
36 ibid., 10 1. 
37 ibid. 
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proceeded to explain the introduction of the c8i Di here, bizarrely, to be a result of 

the expulsion of 'the refactory monks of Hi' by Nechtan in 717 38 _ thus contradicting 

his own earlier assertions - claiming the resultant vacancies among the clergy of the 

Pictish church could not be entirely filled by Roman clerics from Northumbria, and so 

the cili Di were introduced to plug the gaps. The cili Di in Scotland 'appear as a 

mixture of secular clerics and of anchorites disciplined in the monastic pattern', 

circumstances due to 'the absence of a common head and the lack of fixed forms. 1)39 

Zimmer, clearly, did not regard the cili Di as either reformers, or as what could be 

considered to be a cohesive movement - describing them as spiritual associations - 

and in this, as Daniel Binchy was to note concerning an entirely different matter, 

'Zimmer's treatment of the subject is typical of his flair for reaching the right 

conclusion for totally wrong reasons. 940 

Whitley Stokes came to consider the c9li Di while translating and editing the 

Fifire 6engusso, ` but did so in the briefest of terms. While again providing the 

earliest examples of the use of the term, he, too, envisaged the cili Dj in tenns of 

Chrodegang's Rule, claiming they 'denoted a kind of secular canons, who occupied an 

intermediate position between the monks and the secular clergy. " Indeed, he 

perceived that 'They had a rule of their own, regulating their food, drink, 

communions, confessions, sleeping, fasting, tonsuring, labour, etc; their head was 

called cenn "chief', or prioir "prior", not abb "abbot"; they were sometimes married; 

and at Armagh they looked after the sick, had charge of the repairs of the church, and 

helped in the service of the choir and the altar. "" Despite his work on one of the 

earliest and best known ecclesiastical texts to emerge from the scribes and anchorites 

of the late eighthlearly ninth centuries, and one of the very few to have an accepted 

c8i DJ provenance, Stokes appears to have envisaged the c8i DJ to have been some 
38 ibid. 
39 ibid., 111-2. 
40 D. A. Binchy, 'The Old-Irish Table of Penitential Commutations', Xfiu 19 (1962), 47-72, at 50. 
41 Filire 6eng-usso CJU DJ: 7he Man)roloSy of Oengw the Culdee, edited by Whitley Stokes, 

Henry Bradshaw Society 29, London, 1905; repr. Dublin, 1984. 
42 ibid., xxvii. 
43 ibid., XXVii_XXViii. 
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form of an ecclesiastical third party, neither monastic nor pastoral in function, but 

supplementing both. 

James Kenney's comprehensive and meticulous collection of the sources for 

the early Irish church naturally included a discussion of the cili Dj. 44 His 

consideration, while brief, provided a much greater insight than any previous 

discussion. Rather than simply expound an opinion on what the entity referred to as 

cili Dj should be, Kenney outlined the circumstances he considered resulted in the 

emergence of the cili Dj, listed those individuals whom he thought could be 

considered cili Di and then concluded with a discussion of the significance of the 

monastery of Tallaght to 'the eighth century reform movement., , 

Kenney considered that 'By the eighth century the beginnings were apparent 

of that secularisation which overwhelmed the monastic churches in the tenth and 

eleventh centuries. "" In reaction to this secularisation and decay, he outlined the 

development of the disert, 'where the more devout monks, and the "pilgrims" from 

other establishments, might lead the life of recluses'; the tendency for religious ideals 

to become 'more rigorous and more Puritanical'; the emergence of leaders who 

promoted and organised these reform tendencies; and, finally, the rise of the c8i Dj. 411 

Thus, he considered the cili Dj to be an organised reform movement whose aim was 

to counter secular encroachment on the church, but although he listed the rise of the 

c8i Dd as one of a number of reactions to this, it is clear that he considered all of 

these aspects to be manifestations of a single movement. Kenney named Fer-d& 

chrich, abbot of Dairinis, the Ui Suanaig of Rahan, Caencomrac and Dublitir of 

Finglas, Elair of Ros U6, Fothad na Can6ine of Othan or Rahan, Eochu of Louth and 

Mael Ruain of Tallaght among those who were the driving force of this reform and 

also, implicitly, the houses, together with Lismore, Terryglass and Dfsert Diannata 

(Castledermot), from which these ideals emanated. 47 

" Kermey, Sources, 468-71. 
45 Wd., 468. 
46 ibid. 
47 ibid., 468-9. 
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In a discussion of the importance Of Miel Ruain and TaUaght, Kenney draws 

attention to the fact that 'From his church of Tamlachta, or Tallaght, come three 

famous documents, the Martyrology of Oengus, the Martyrology of Tallaght, and the 

Stowe Missal. ' He also pointed to the influence of the cil! Dj as an apparent spur to 

the introduction of Irish monastic rules, since, with the exception of that of 

Colunibanus on the continent, 'all the Irish rules are of the eighth or ninth century, or 

later. '" 

Only after such consideration does Kenney attempt to define what was meant 

by the term cili Dj. It was Kenney who first dismissed Reeves' implication and 

Zimmer's assertion that the cili Dj were a consequence of the introduction into 

Ireland of the rule of Chrodegang of Metz and concludes: 

In the 'Notes on the customs of Tallaght' it seems to designate all who were 
leading a strict monastic life under spiritual direction and in accordance with 
the ideals of Mdel-Main, Elair, Mdel-Dithruib, etc; but the Rule of Fothad na 
candine has distinct sections for CM Di and for monks. The most satisfying 
hypothesis seems to be that the CM Di were the communities of religious who 
gathered around the reform leaders as the monks of an earlier age had gathered 
around the primitive church-founders; that their aim was to revive the ancient 
zeal and discipline of the monastic churches; and that the method followed was 
to combine the austere life of the recluses or anchorites, already an element in 

the majority of the larger churches, with a community organisation and the 

close and strict supervision of a spiritual superior. It is probable that in some 
churches, as at Tallaght, they formed the whole monastic body, in others, as at 
Ros-cr6, a distinct community set up in the neighborhood of the old church; 
and in others, as at Armagh, a group residing within the monastic bounds, 

perhaps performing most of the sacerdotal and eleemosynary duties, and 
constituting a community of 'stricter observance' in the midst of the older, 
larger, and laxer organisation. " 

48 ibid., 469. 
49 ibid., 470-1. 
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Louis Gougaud" followed Kenney in dismissing the hypothesis that 

Chrodegang's Rule 'gave rise to the institution of the Culdees of Ireland or aided in 

its development. "' Otherwise, however, he was content merely to state what little was 

known for certain about the cJli Dj by the late eighthlearly ninth centuries, drawing 

no greater conclusion that 'we are chiefly struck by the austere life of the Culdees on 

the one hand, and, on the other, by the singularity of some of their liturgical 

practices. 152 

Robin Flower provided another early, considered, discussion of the c8i Dj 

themselves, " rather than speculation on the part of the writer on what was thought 

they should have been. This short, but highly influential, essay focussed on his literary 

interests, but the perspective, together with Flower's critical analysis, provided a 

different approach to an understanding of the c8i De. since, he considered, they 

themselves had a particular preference to be referred to as anchorites and scribes. He 

indicated, indeed, that the terms 'anchorite and scribe' had a particular relevance 

during the late eighth to early tenth centuries, but which peaked in the first half of the 

ninth century. The frequency of these annalistic references to scribes and anchorites, 

Flower argued, indicates 'that we are in the presence of a movement which rises, 

culminates and declines. "' The stark preference he indicated had emerged for this 

specific nomenclature led Flower to state his preference to refer to the cJU DJ as an 

anchoritic movement, a reform movement which 'clearly aimed at enforcing an 

anchoritish severity of conduct in monastic life and in the direction of the lay 

conscience. "' The great outpouring from scriptoria at this time was itself a direct 

result of 'the spirit that causes and sustains all reformations in religion. "" For Flower, 

50 Louis COugaud, Christianity in Celtic Lwids: A History of the Churches of the Celts, their 0ýýn; 

their Development, Influence, and Mutual Relations, London, 1932; repr. Dublin, 1992. 
51 ibid., 77. 
52 ibid., 78. 
53 Robin Flower, 117he Two Eyes of Ireland". Religion and Literature in Ireland in the Eighth and 

Minth Centuries', in W. Bell and N. D. Ernerson (edd. ), Yhe Church of Ireland A. D. 432-1932, 
Dublin, 1932,60-75. 
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however, there is no indication of reactionary reform - his anchorites 'throw aside all 

the defences of conventional morality, the easy compromises of a merely conforming 

faith"' and are driven, not by disgust at the encroaching secularity of an increasingly 

degenerate church, but by a desire for a more intense, personal piety. 

One further point regarding Flower's essay which has deserved greater 

attention, but which has been largely overlooked, was his recognition of the potential 

significance of the congressio senodorum at Tara in 780. The record of this congress 

states it was attended by anchorites and scribes and held under the direction of 

Dublitir of Finglas, " who, together with Mdel Ruain of Tallaght, was considered by 

Flower to be the driving force behind this movement. The fact that this was the first 

recorded gathering of ecclesiastics since that of Birr nearly a century earlier and one 

which was held at a pivotal point in the history of the early medieval Irish church 

should mark it as deserving scholarly attention, but the finiher fact that it was held 

under the auspices of an individual accepted to have been a cile Di and, Flower 

suggested, resulted in the drawing up of a penitential" makes it all the more surprising 

that the event has been largely ignored. The potential importance of this congress and 

the likelihood that it may have been responsible for more than the po ssible 

compilation of a penitential will be discussed in due course. 

Early Irish ecclesiastical historiography shunned the c8i Dj for a generation 

until Nora Chadwick published The Age of the Saints in the Early Celtic Church. 60 

Chadwick's work was very much a product of its time and its value today lies in the 

fact that it stands as a testimony to how the history of the early Irish church was once 

perceived. In her consideration of the cili Di she essentially followed Flower's 

terminology and structural outline, although not always agreeing with his conclusions. 

She considered that 'the Anchorites, with whom are frequently mentioned the 

Culdees, as if they were identical or at least closely related, are clearly the religious 

57 ibid. 
58 AU 780.12: Congressio senodonan nepotum Neill LAnginentiumque in opfpjido Temro ubifuenint 

ancorite 7 scribe multi, quibus dwc erat Dublitter. 
19nower, "Ibe Two Eyes of Ireland', 69. 
110 Nora K. Chadwick, 7he Age ofthe Saints, Oxford, 196 1. 
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who in the Catalogus [Sanctae Hiberniae] are classed as the Third Order of the 

Saints of Ireland. "' On the basis of the Catalogus, therefore, she rejected the dating 

of both Flower - who placed the greatest influence of the c8i Di in the late eighth 

and early ninth centuries - and Kenney, whose dating was erroneously thought to 

have been to the seventh and eighth centuries. Instead, she considered that 'To my 

mind all the weight of evidence is in favour of a close association of the asceticism of 

the Anchorites with the saints of the Second as well as the Third Order, and I believe 

that they were contemporary', which prompted her dating of the emergence of the 

cili Di at the latest to the sixth century. ' Following Flower's outline, she addressed 

the 'Two Eyes of Ireland' and the congressio senodorum of 780, interpreting the 

literature produced by the anchorites and scribes as a defence by the 'Celtic Church' 

against 'Romanization': 

The Irish monastic church was stimulated to substitute the written for the oral - 
eyes for ears. It is thus that I would interpret the nickname of the two 

monasteries on the two banks of the Liffey, Tallaght and Finglas, the 'Two Eyes 

of Ireland'. It is Tallaght that during the eighth century led the literary 

movement for the recording and formulation of much of the 'Literature' of this 

period. ' 

Chadwick was aware of the progressively increasing volume of religious 

material produced from the late seventh century, but considered that this was not 

a period of original thought, for it echoes and develops the thought of the Age 

of Saints and Anchorites of the preceding century. It is a period of 

consolidation and organisation, of the mobilizing of the intellectual specialists, 

the Anchorites of the monastic Church, and an implementing of their teaching 

by the scribes. It is not an Age of Reform, but of Formulation. it is as an 

element of this formulation that I would interpret the notice in the Annals of 

61 ibid., 84. 
62 ibid., 86. 
63 ibid., 142. 
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Uster (sa 780) of a congress of the synods in the OPPIdum of Tara attended by 

anchorites and scribes under the presidency of Duibfitir. 64 

While agreeing with Flower that this congress was concerned with production of 

'rules and other anchorite literature', Chadwick's reasons for doing so were perhaps 

less than secure: 'Writing was still a rare and impressive thing. They called the 

president of the Congress Duiblitir, "Black Letter", "Old Inky". 1 65 

While many of Chadwick's conclusions were wholly led astray by her blithe 

and uncritical acceptance of the Catalogus Sanctae Hiberniae, a text which had long 

been accepted in her day should not be treated as evidence for the history of the 

earliest Irish ecclesiastical period, and while her imaginative assertion regarding 

Dublitir's name is perhaps indicative of questionable methodology, her position of c8i 

Dj influence representing not reform, but 'consolidation and organisation' was a 

departure from the accepted position and, as wifl be seen, actually had much to 

commend it. Nevertheless, her reliance on the Catalogus so unbalanced her thesis as 

to virtually ensure that any valid point made in it would be essentially discounted. 

Hard on the heels of Chadwick's book was D. A. Binchy's article on the Old 

Irish Table of Penitential Commutations. Here, Binchy considered that 

The 'Culdee' movement was essentially a reform movement: it represented a 
sharp reaction against the laxity and corruption of the older monastic 
federations, 'the people of the old churches' (lucht na sencheld) or 'the lax 
folk' (lax-ais) as they are called with obvious disapproval in the 'Monastery of 
Tallaght' (§§26,27). Its insistence on the renewal of ancient ascetic zeal is 

shown, inter alia, by the composition in the vernacular of a Penitential based 

almost entirely on the older Latin sources, as well as by the stringent monastic 
rule prescribed for by its members. " 

ibid., 143. 
ibid. 
Binchy, 'The Old-Irish Table of Penitential Commutations, 53-4. No mention of Jay-aJs appears 
in either § §26 or 27 of Monastery of Tallaght. 
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Binchy noted the frequency with which the Penitential cited 'the specialised O. Ir. 

arr(a)e in the sense of a commutation of penance, which ... was originally confined to 

the religious literature of the Culdees. "' This, together with the evidence of the 

linguistic forms, provided 'almost conclusive evidence' that, the date of the 

compilation of the text was c. 800. Nevertheless, his belief in reform and sharp 

reaction against laxity and corruption led Binchy to reject the dating of the Penitential 

to so late as the end of the eighth century, arguing that the ascetic zeal of the reform 

would have been unlikely to countenance any commutation of penance - even 

although he noted the term was initially found only in cili Di material - and so he 

dated the Penitential instead to no later than the mid-eighth century. " 

Kathleen Hughes also noted that the emergence of the c8i Di equated with 

the period when 'the number of recorded anchorites markedly increases. '69When she 

came to consider their origins, however, she appears to have been swayed by 

Zimmer's assertion that the c8i Dj must have had continental antecedents. She 

highlighted the fact that 'the Culdees have much in common with the Carolingian 

reform associated with the name of Benedict of Aniane' and added that, as the 

reformers definitely encouraged boys to take holy orders', then 'the number of men in 

orders must have substantially increased, as it did during the Benedictine reform on 

the Continent. '70 These ascetics, who 'achieved a powerful reViVall, 71 were 'no longer 

isolated individuals, but often groups of like-minded men. " With reference to Binchy 

and Chadwick, she concludes that it 'is surely reasonable to apply the words "refornf, 

or, better, "religious revivar' to these developments. 173 

Hughes believed that the c8i De 'certainly regarded themselves as reformers', 74 

citing Teagasg Maoil Ruain as the principal evidence of the need for reform. The 

67 ibid., 47. 
68 ibid. 
69 Kathleen Hughes, Yhe Church in Early Irish Society, London, 1966,173. 
70 ibid., 180. 
71 ibid., 173. 
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impression that the eighth-century church was a degenerate one fies almost entirely 

with this text and, correspondingly, this question will be examined at some length in 

chapter 3; however, for the present, it will serve merely to state that Hughes 

apparently accepted the evidence of the text, but was aware that there was other, 

contradictory evidence which painted a different picture. 

Hughes was aware that these passages, particularly that from Teagasg, has 

had much to do with the generally accepted belief that the church in the eighth century 

was degenerate and corrupt, succumbing to the secular abuse against which the c8i 

Dj emerged in reform. However, as has been noted, she herself appears to have felt 

some disquiet at many, if not all, aspects of this scenario or the terminology used. She 

pointed out that the relationship between the 'reformers' and 'the folk of the old 

churches' need not have been one of animosity or of opposition: 'on the contrary, 

they often maintained the ascetics, giving them honour, sometimes appointing an 

anchorite as head of their scriptoriurn or as abbot. '" Hughes rationalised this clear 

paradox by stating that 'ardent reformers are bad witnesses to the piety of their 

predecessors, and, in any case, though the views expressed in the tract are likely to be 

an accurate representation of the reformers opinions, the self-righteous tone in which 

they are couched may not be typical of the whole MoVeMent. 276 

In her discussion of the cili DJ, the most comprehensive examination there 

had been to that time, Hughes, perhaps understandably, appeared uncertain about 

what exactly to make of thern. While the prevalent attitude had been one of the cili 

Dj as a 'reform movement', there were points in her discussion that rightly 

emphasized a diversity which indicated that the description of the cJU Di as a 

movement could only have been valid in very loose terms, but she appears to have 

been unwilling to draw that conclusion. She seemed to be happier, at least, with the 

suggestion of the c8i DJ as reformers, which, although she stated a preference for a 

description as 'religious revivalists', was the term she maintained throughout. Hughes 

75 ibid., 175. 
76 ibid. 
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questioned the orthodox account of the emergence of the cili Di as a contemptuous 

reaction to the laxity, worldly concerns - the evil - of the clergy of the older churches 

to some extent, but not entirely, envisaging that there was indeed a decline in religious 

standards which needed to be revived. As she was apparently influenced by earlier 

assertions that the antecedents for the cili Di lay in the continental reforms of 

Benedict of Aniane, she appears to have considered that the movement emerging to 

reform a religious decline due to peculiarly Irish circumstances should be thought of 

having continental origins. 

Peter O'Dwyer's book on the subject was subtitled 'Spiritual Reform in 

Ireland', although he admits that 'An examination of the literature of the reform 

throws little light on its precise nature. 77 O'Dwyer was primarily concerned with the 

spiritual, liturgical and ritual observance of the c8i Dj, together with day-to-day life 

within the religious community; however, he accepted uncritically the now famuiar 

theme that the c9li Dj instigated reform 'to counterbalance a tendency towards Laxity 

in the older churches... restoring monastic studies to their rightful place. M He further 

considered that this reform 'was also meant to counteract what was to be the chief 

cause of the downfall of Irish monasticism in the twelfth century namely the 

introduction of the lay-abbot. 79 Notwithstanding the fact that the circumstances of 

the Irish church in the twelfth century cannot, with any validity, be cited as 

justification for events in the eighth, O'Dwyer considered this the chief reason for 

reform. In mentioning the growth of monastic property, and the wealth of monasteries 

providing a magnet for Viking raiders, he reiterated that, as far as reform was 

concerned, 'Probably the continuance of the lay-abbot or airchinnech, due to family 

interests, proved to be the greater obstacle. "O O'Dwyer referred to the text known as 

the Monastery of Tallaght and to Teagasg Maoil Ruain" in stating that there are 

surviving documents which condemn the laxity of 'older churches' and equated this, 

77 peter O'I)Vyff, CJU Dj: SpirijUal ReforM in Ireland 750-900, I)Ublir4 1981,1. 
" ibid., 192. 
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91 For these tWs, see below pp. 76ff. 
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in unequivocal terms, to a church coming under the increasing control of a degenerate 

and avaricious laity. This conclusion had little bearing on the subject matter of 

O'Dwyer's topic, which provided no justification for it. It detracts from the overall 

perception of worth from an otherwise valuable study, particularly since, as will be 

discussed, there is evidence to suggest that, rather than emerge in reaction to the 

airchinnech, the most influential of the cili Di in the late eighth century themselves 

encouraged the position. The perception that the church was coming under 

increasingly secular control in this fashion, therefore, was not one that would have 

been generally recognised by any contemporary ecclesiastic. 

The accepted understanding of the cjU Di sat comfortably within a perceived 

progression of circumstances within early Irish ecclesiastical history, whereby Patrick, 

following the introduction of Christianity throughout Ireland, had established an 

episcopally controlled diocesan system along conventional lines, but which was 

unsuited to Irish conditions. Consequently, this system was supplanted by a 

monastically controlled system of organisation, in which abbots replaced bishops as 

the ultimate authority in the church, as apparently better suited to these conditions. 

There was much difference in opinion, however, as to precisely when this change took 

place, but the new monastic system itself was understood to have quickly succumbed 

to secularisation and the airchinnech, or 'lay-abbot', replaced the abbot in 

importance. It was in reaction to this secularisation, it was then considered, that the 

c8i Di emerged in an attempt to re-establish or reform the church along ascetic 

ideals. 

In 1986, however, Richard Sharpe forced a major re-evaluation of this 

scenario, 82 pointing out that a great deal of primary evidence had been misinterpreted 

or ignored as a result. Citing the hitherto largely neglected eighth-century text Riagail 

Phdtraic, Sharpe demonstrated that the understanding of the Irish church as a purely 

monastic organisation was a great distortion. Following a previous contribution by 

92 Richard Sharpe, 'Some Problem Regarding the Organisation of the Church in Early Medieval 
Ireland', Perifia 3 (1984), 230-70. 
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Corish, "concerning the fundamentally important question of the provision of pastoral 

care for the population at large, Sharpe emphasised that Riagail Phdtraic was solely 

concerned with the question of pastoral provision and that, consequently, there was 

an attested infrastructure of priests and bishops in the eighth century which had been 

passed over or ignored in the emphasis on monasticism. He was scathing of the 

prolonged development of a model of the early Irish church whereby it was envisioned 

that there were two different ecclesiastical systems - an episcopally administered 

church and a monastically administered church - involved in a constant struggle for 

supremacy in Ireland. Important primary evidence, such as Riagail Phdtraic, he 

considered, was overlooked or ignored because the circumstances portrayed did not 

fit in with this model. This 'distinction of two systems', he pointed out, 'is the work 

of modem historians: the Irish church knew only one. '84 

Sharpe's re-evaluation of the picture the primary evidence provides of the 

early Irish church greatly invigorated work in this field. Subsequently, many scholars 

have focussed on the question of early Irish ecclesiastical Organisation and a great deal 

of valuable work has been undertaken in regard to the question of the pastoral 

responsibilities and provision by the church during this period. The question of the 

cili Dj, however, has yet to be reconsidered in a context whereby the old model of 

successive forms of Organisation, each emergent in opposition to its predecessor, no 

longer holds credibility. With it went the validity of the thesis of the cili Di emerging 

in reaction to an increasingly secular and degenerate church 

Sharpe himself did not consider the cili DJ directly. He noted, however, that 

the tendency to see secularization of ecclesiastical office as an abuse has 

become part and parcel of an approach which prevents a proper understanding. 

It is a phenomenon of the eighth and ninth centuries and is a critical step in the 

definition of the peculiarities of the Irish church. But during this crucial period 

there has been some diversion of historical attention: growing abuses are 

noted, succeeded by a revival of true monasticism at the end of the eighth 

83 p. j. CoriSh, yhe ClidStian MISSion, DUblin, 1972. 
84 Sharpe, -Some Problerns', 263. 
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century under the influence of Maelruain of Tallaght ... The monastic revival of 
the late eighth century, which may have been rather limited, did not try to 
change churches; it sought to invigorate the small religious communities within 
the churches or living separately as small ascetic monasteries. There was no 
attempt to reverse the secularization of large-scale power, merely to avoid the 
wholesale neglect of devotional life. "' 

Despite the fact he does not explicitly refer to them by name, Sharpe clearly 

considered that the c8i Dj had emerged in reaction to a secularisation of the church, 

although he revised what was understood to have been meant by secularisation and 

indicated that there was no subsequent attempt to change churches, merely maintain 

communities committed to devotional ffe. 

in a subsequent paper, " Sharpe had had time to consider the cili Dj and 

monasticism in light of his earlier work and doubted that, in the ninth century, there 

was 

any general continuance of regular monastic life in Ireland at this date. The 

surviving 'monastic rules' (so called) from this period do not attest widespread 
regular life, and it would be highly tendentious to argue from the several works 
associated with the Cili Dj movement and to Miel R6ain of Tallaght that a 
monastic reform in the late eighth and early ninth century led to a universal 
revival of a supposed 'monastic' organisation. The Rule of Tallaght [i. e., 
Rjagail na Celed nDe] actually summarises the provisions of Riagail Phdtraic 
for a pastoral ministry under episcopal direction. 87 

To deal with the last point first, Sharpe was quite correct to point out that §§57-65 of 

RCD summarises Riagail Phdtralc - the text is clearly composite and, in addition, 

§§55-56 is drawn from the Rule of Coluincille. §§1-54, however, has been drawn up 

in a conscious effort to provide a general rule from other, earlier, Tallaght material 

(see below, pp. 83-90) for a coenobitic community. The Rule of Columcille provides 

85 ibid., 266-7. 
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for a more austere asceticism, while Riagail Phdiraic, as Sharpe emphasised, deals 

with pastoral provision - thus all aspects of the church are covered to some degree 

and the text needs to be regarded as an entity rather than considered in its composite 

parts. Sharpe, otherwise, was quite correct to nip in the bud any suggestion that a 

fmonastic reform' led to a universal revival of a supposed monastic, organisation. 

This matter should have been laid to rest following the publication of his earlier paper, 

but he was forced to point out that 'some recent writers have not appreciated that the 

challenges are not further refinements; they undermine the model from start to 

finish. "' The need to recover this ground may have distracted Sharpe from a proper 

consideration of the cili DJ in the context of his revision; however, this surely does 

not excuse the inconsistencies within his paper. He notes that 'it is generally the case 

that by the late eighth or early ninth century monastic life means "collegiate or 

communal life" rather than the contemplative religious life', " - although quite how 

the degree of contemplation practised within a community can be measured is 

uncertain. Contemplation, indeed, may be thought to be a cornerstone of any religious 

practice. In Bretha Nemed Tolsech, §6 lists both being 'without the active life' and 

being without the contemplative life' as among the disqualffications debasing a 

church; while §12 has 'maintenance of the contemplative life' listed as the first of the 

'three lights which characterize privileged ecclesiastics. "* Even if, by 'contemplative 

religious life', those referred to as anchorites, or perhaps ascetics, were intended, the 

coenobitic community need not be to the exclusion of individual ascetic practice. 

Indeed, both forms of monastic lifestyle are apparent in early medieval Ireland, 

although it is quite correct, as Sharpe states, that communities of coenobitics were far 

more numerous than anchorites - indeed the Tallaght texts clearly encourage 

coenobitism. and discourage the undisciplined anchorite, although the individual who 

became an anchorite after having mastered self discipline within the coenobitic 

community was greatly respected. Nonetheless, the monastic rules of this period do 

98 ibid., 100. 
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deal with the coenobitic community. Those conununities were, therefore, by 

definition, 'regular'. It is true that they were not uniformly regular, as the later 

Benedictine Order, for example, would be uniformly regular, but they were regular, 

nevertheless. The texts themselves provide no indication of whether or not those for 

whom they were intended were widespread; however, there is no reason to expect 

that they would. It is an unexpected observation, therefore, that the surviving 

monastic rules do not attest widespread regular life. Whatever the opinion of scholars 

as to just how widespread regular life may have been, it is, nonetheless, clearly 

attested and, correspondingly, Sharpe's doubt of 'any general continuance of regular 

monastic life in Ireland, in the ninth century is surprising, particularly as he himself 

goes on to note the 'collegiate or communal life' as a feature of the late eightb/early 

ninth century. 

Sharpe's work proved to be something of a watershed in early medieval Irish 

ecclesiastical studies and these apparent contradictions in his work should not detract 

from the overall value of his observations, particularly, as one suspects that they come 

about largely as a consequence of a different understanding of the definition of 

particular terms. 

The first scholar to consider the c8i Dj since Sharpe's re-evaluation, and who 

has broached the subject on several occasions, was Thomas Owen Clancy. In his 

paper entitled 'Iona, Scotland and the Uli Dd', 9' he examined the history of Iona and 

its abbots in the years following the foundation of Kells and sought to account for 'the 

mysterious success in Scotland of the religious reform movement associated with the 

name of the cJli De. ̀ 

Evidence for the presence of cili Di communities in Scotland is sparse prior 

to the early twelfth century, although it has long been known that Custantin mac 

Aeda, king of Scots, 'retired' to become head of the c8i DJ in St Andrews, c. 943.91 

91 T. O. Clancy, Ilona, Scotland and the Cdli IV, in B. E. Crawfbrd (ed. ), Scotland in Dark Age 
Britain, St Andrews, 1996,111-30. 

92 ibid., I 11. 
93 A 0. Anderson, Farly Sources of Scottish Ifistory A. D. 500 to 1286,2 vols, Edinburgh, 1922; 

repr. Stamford, 1990, L 447. 
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Clancy sought to account for the arrival and influence of the c8i Dj in Scotland, a 

topic hitherto wholly neglected yet one with significant implications for the kingdom 

of Alba, which, he convincingly argued, was due largely to Diarmait, abbot of Iona 

(814x c. 831). Diarmait's importance and influence among the cill Dj can be seen 

from the references to him in the Monastery of Tallaght, 94 but Clancy's examination 

of what is known of his life, and there is a surprising amount, indicates that Iona must 

have been one of the most important and influential of the c8i Di centres at the 

beginning of the ninth century. " 

Although declining to go into detail about cili DJ custom and practices 

which would detract from his purpose, he noted that 'it is accurate enough to call this 

a monastic reform, dedicated to the renewal of the coenobitic lifestyle', 96 which 

appears to be along fairly conventional lines of reform in reaction to laxity. However, 

in regard to the increase in reference to anchorites recorded in the annals at this time, 

which led to Flower's preference to refer to the c8i Dj as an anchoritic movement, 

Clancy considers that 

it is somewhat less than accurate to describe the c8i Di as an anchoritic, or 

even simply as an ascetic movement. All the documentation makes it clear that 

the c8i De lived in communities and served under rules. Later notices of their 

communities, existing within larger monasteries oriented primarily towards 

pastoral care or property management or political games, make it clear that 

within this mixed development called the monastery, they were the true 

monks. " 

While, in this respect, Clancy was in agreement with the consideration that the c8i Dj 

were driven by a desire for a more intense, personal piety, he also noted that they 

94 §§ 47,52,65,66,68,69,80,85. 
95 T. O. Clancy, 'The Career of Diarmait dalta Daigre, Abbot of Iona 814x831', forthcoming. 

Contrast this with Nl, *e Herbert's important and othmvise fme study Iona, Kells and Deny. ý yhe 
History and Dagiography of the Monastic Familia of Colwnba (Dublh 1996), which did not 
consider the cili DJ, despite the fact that Iona was clearly an important and formative influence. I 

am grateful to Dr Clancy for providing me with a copy of his paper in advance of publication. 
9" 'Iona, Scotland and the c8i DJ', 118. 
97 ibid. 
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were also deeply interested in promoting those proper orientations and structures for 

church government and pastoral care which had been a main concern of ecclesiastical 

legislators in the eighth century. "" In other words, while accepting the aim of the c8i 

Di was to strive for a more devout, pious and detached coenobitic; existence, he was 

the first to appreciate that the c8i De were well aware of the fact that any such aim 

could only have been achieved as a result of 'each member performing his task ... [and 

that] the very possibility of ascetic detachment demanded a peaceful and well- 

fimctioning church. "' 

More recently,, Clancy has emphasised that 'the bulk of the literature 

belonging to the earliest phase of C61i De communities in Ireland shows that the ethos 

behind them was one of reform. "' Citing the various problems outlined by Hughes 

which affected the church, he stated that 'Groups both of monastic communities and 

of like-minded individuals were involved in a reorientation of the Gaelic church', ", 

but warned that the distinction between the 'old churches, and 'the communities 

participating in the reform spirit"' is much less marked than has often been 

suggested, referring to the influential involvement within the ciii Dj of Colcu aa 

Duinechda of Clomnacnoise as well as Diarmait of Iona. 

The early medieval ecclesiastic Blathmac mac Con Brettan. compiled stanzas 

of poetry reflecting subject matter that James Carney placed fmnly within the c8i Di 

milieu. The language of the verse places their compilation in the eighth century and, in 

a recent study, "' Brian Lambkin examined the context in which these poems were 

"' ibid. 
99 ibid. 
100 T. O. Clancy, 'Reformers to Conservatives: Cdli Dd Communities in the North East', in L Porter 

(ed. ), 4fler Columba; 4fier Calvin: Religious Community in North-East Scotland, Aberdeen, 

1999,19-31. 
101 ibid., 14. 
102 ibid. 
103 Brian Lambkin, 'Blathmac and the Cdili Dd: A Reappraisal', Celtica 23 (1999), 132-54. 
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compiled, during the course of which, following a brief outline of the comments of 

Hughes and O'Dwyer on the nature of the cJli Dj, together with a discussion of the 

meaning and implications of cjli / C&ISine, he notes that 

The concept of the cile De was a profoundly aristocratic one. There are no 
6servile' or 'menial' or 'totally dependent' connotations to the term Rather, it 

connotes 'inter-dependence'. In the tradition of Christian spirituality in 
Western Europe the concept is audacious, signifying membership of the 
'retinue' (ddm) of God as his 'companion'. That the cile De was a spiritual 
aristocrat is indicated by the existence of the complementary term mog Di 
(literally slave of God'), which may be taken as a reflection of the social and 
econornic divisions within secular society between the sojr-chile (noble client) 

and the d6jr-chile (base client) and the mog (slave). Not every man could be a 
Me Dj. The cili Dj were a select group from among all the men on earth who 

were 'followers' of God and who could in suitably humble fashion call 
themselves collectively mogae Di (slaves of God). in other words, the celi De 

were 'saints', men of high status within the 'following' of God marked from 

the other mogae Dj by virtue of their spiritual wealth or holiness of life. 104 

Through the secular analogy whereby the retinue of a ri ruirech was legally 

delineated as thirty sojr-chili, Lambkin more closely refines this concept: 'Although 

God as flaith [Lord] caffed aH men to be his cili, it would not be practicable for all 

men to become his immediate and intimate CM (sojr-chili) while on earth. This 

honour could only be attained by a few, a spiritual elite - the CO De. "' 

With regard to the prevalent consideration that cili Di was a translation of 

servus Dei, Lambkin pointed out that this undue emphasis on servility and abject 

dependence obscured 

the fundamentally aristocratic nature of their motivation. A man became a cile 
DJ in order to improve his status. There was no higher status to which a man 

could aspire in this world. In order to prepare for this higher status and to earn 
it, the Me Di set himself apart from his fellow men. He underwent a severe 

" ibid., 142. 
los ibid., 144. 
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ascetic regime which was designed, like the training of a soldier, to prepare him 

for a spiritual battle with the forces of evil (g6) on behalf of hisj7aith in Heaven 

and his fellow men on earth. The Me Dj was apart, but at the same time was an 
integral part of the society which had produced him. He acted as an 
intermediary for his fellow men. '06 

Lambkin doubted any suggestion that the emergence of the cili Dj was due to 

a need for reform, or, indeed, that there was any increase in degeneracy within the 

church during the course of the eighth century. He saw the increasing number of 

scribes and anchorites referred to in the annals as the result of an increased attention 

to detail and of a widening of the range of information given by annalists and noted 

that it 'seems too much of a coincidence that laxity and corruption in the Church 

should have become an acute problem at exactly the time when the historical record 

becomes much fuller. ' 107 Correspondingly, he perceived the ideals of the cili Dj to be 

the product of a slow, more or less continuous development in Irish spirituality in 

which the sacred and secular spheres were becoming increasingly inter-connected, 

rather than the product of a "refornf 'or "religious revival". "0' 

This view, as he noted, reflected Chadwick's view of continuity in the Irish 

ascetic tradition projected in her Age of the Saints. While Chadwick's reasoning was 

unorthodox, Latnbkin's understanding of the emergence of the c8l DJ has, 

nevertheless, reached the same conclusion. Whether the picture of the circumstances 

of the later eighth-century church, with warfare between monasteries, dynastic 

inheritance of abbacies and the degree of involvement of secular overlords in local 

churches, was entirely due to more precisely detailed annalistic records, however, is 

not quite so certain, as Lambkin himself seems to indicate, noting that, as a result of 

the synthesis of the sacred and secular he outlines, 'it may be supposed that an 

106 ibid., 150-1. 
107 ibid., 151-2. For an omination of the periodically greater increase in attention to detail by 

annalists from around the middle of the eighth century, see Colmdn Etchingham's study, Viking 
Raids on Ilish Church Settlements in the Yinth Century. A Reconsideration of the Annals, 
Nlaynooth, 1996; see also A. P. Smyth, 'The earliest Irish annals: their first contemporary entries 
and the earliest centres of recording', PRU 72 C (1972), 148. 

log Lambkin, -Blathmac and the Uili IV, 151. 
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increase in ecclesiastical laxity and corruption was an inescapable consequence. '109 

Nevertheless, Lambkin has provided the most acutely perceptive analysis of the cm 

Di provided to date, but one which requires a degree of re-examination to particular 

facets before it cdn be accepted (see below, pp. 44ff). 

Cohndn Etchingham produced the first post-revisionist volume concerned with 

a comprehensive examination of early Irish ecclesiastical organisation, and this 

naturally included a consideration of the cili Dj. "' He, also, coincidental to Clancy's 

observation, considered that the cili Di were concerned with rigorous coenobitical 

monasticism rather than anchoritic seclusion, and, similarly, also refuted the 

suggestion that the cili Dj were a reform movement, noting that 

The U11 DJ of the Tallaght memoir were advocates and practitioners of 
cenobitism, a cenobitism. which, however, was combined with an ideology of 
anchoritic or eremitic mortification. Such a combination had a precedent ... and, 
in fact, is attested in sources from as early as the seventh century. "' 

Etchingham also considered Flower's observation in regard to the annalistic 

evidence reflecting the rise, culmination and decline of an anchoritic movement to be 

in error, due to changes in the keeping of annalistic record. 112 This, together with his 

conclusion that while the cJli Dj have been seen as reformers emerging in reaction to 

secularisation in the later eighth and ninth centuries, 'they may reflect no more than 

the continuation of the rigorously monastic tendency in this period, alongside and in 

more or less uneasy co-existence with greater JaXity', 113 indicating, quite 

" ibid., 152. 
110 Cohntj Etchingliam, Church Organisation in IrelandAD 650-1000, ý, ýnooth, 1999. 
"I ibid., 354. 
112 Etchingliam justifiably Points Out, ibid., 356, that since Bannennan (in 'Notes on the Scottish 

entries in the early Irish annals', Scottish Gaelic Studies 11 (1968), 149-70; reprinted in idem, 
Studies in the History of Dablada, Edinburgh, 1974,9-27) noted (on p. 20) that anchorites do 
not appear to have been reported in the 'Iona Chronicle', which provides the basis of the Irish 
annals up to c. 730, it 'is surely significant ... that following three isolated seventh-=tury obits of 
anchoritae, the eighth-century cluster begins in the 730's. ' 

113 ibid., 463. 
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independently, much the same conclusion as Lambkin and, ultimately, however 

uncertainly arrived at, that of Chadwick. 

Over the years, therefore, there have been a great many different, even 

contradictory, perceptions of what was meant by the term cill Di and even more so 

by its anglicised derivative, 'Culdee'. From being seen as stubborn Celtic champions 

against the errors of Rome and projected as proto-Presbyterians, the term 'Culdee' 

has been perceived as a name applicable to all monks of a 'Celtic Church' generally. 

Nor, as Thomas Clancy has recently had cause to remark, is this perception wholly 

restricted to the past and the 'notion that it may be applied wholesale to the Celtic 

Churchmen of early medieval Scotland before the reforms of the twelfth century'114 

can still be encountered. 

The subsequent development of a model which considered that Patrick 

introduced a diocesan framework throughout Ireland, although, as a concept alien to 

the Irish, it was quickly (or, in some cases, not so quickly) supplanted by a monastic 

organisation 'better suited to Irish conditions', allowed a new concept for the cili Dj. 

While the evidence was interpreted in such a way to perceive that monasticism fell 

victim to the avaricious degeneracy of the laity, the cJli Dj were believed to have 

emerged in reaction to such secularisation. While this scenario necessarily 

presupposed a meekly passive and submissive church which fell prey to a voracious 

laity, it also wholly reversed the perception of the cJli DJ from one of dogged 

resistance to Roman reform to that of the champions of reform by the reintroduction 

of ascetic ideals, the basis of which was most commonly accounted for along the lines 

of continental models. 

Since the basis of this model is no longer accepted, the nature of the cJU DJ, 

and the evidence of the sources, can be re-examined with a fresh, and more critical, 

eye and the remainder of this thesis seeks to try to understand them in the context of 

changing ecclesiastical governance in the late eighth and early ninth centuries. Chapter 

2 will discuss the meaning of c8i Dj and its possible origins and will attempt to 

114 ClanCy, 'Reformers to Conservatives', 19. 
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provide a context for the term from which a better understanding of the implications 

of the applied designation may be attempted. Chapter 3 will examine a few of the 

wide range of cJli DJ texts which show signs of their concern, not just for the proper 

maintenance of the coenobitic spirit, but also for the overall organisation of the church 

and for pastoral care. Chapter 4 will take the ideas provided by these texts and 

measure them against the dominant idea that the cili Di emerged in reaction to the 

perceived laxity of the eighth century. That idea will be found to be wanting, 

particularly when subjected to statistical scrutiny. Without the underpinning notion of 

degeneracy, the idea of the cili Di as simply a 'monastic / ascetic reform movement' 

cannot stand. In its place must be put an understanding of how they fit into the wider 

scheme of developments in ecclesiastical organisation. This win be attempted in 

chapters 5-7. 

Chapter 5 will seek to show how reorganisation of concepts of authority 

within the church, especially in regard to the temporalities of the church, fit into the 

c8i De agenda. It will concentrate on the coincidence between changes in annalistic 

practice in recording the deaths of a wider range of ecclesiastical officials and the 

congressio senodorum at Tara in 780. While conclusive proof is not possible, and 

while there will be still further questions that will. arise from this approach, it will be 

examined from the prospect that the coincidence is due to the agenda of the cJli Dj, 

which, it will be argued, advocated a proper organisation of the church and a more 

efficient harnessing of its temporalities in order to aim towards a universal standard of 

pastoral care. Further, the freeing of ecclesiastics from temporal concerns would 

allow them to focus more fully on their spiritual concerns. 

Chapters 6 and 7 will. deal with matters not directly contingent on the cili De. 

the rise in the use of cana by churchmen and secular rulers in the period under 

consideration and the simultaneous disputes over the control of the successorship of 

Patrick, the chief ecclesiastical prize in Ireland. As will be seen, although not directly 

the product of cili De concerns, the rise in the use of cdna and disputes over the 

control of Armagh reflect and are reflected in cill Dj texts, events and personages. 
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The ciii DJ cannot be taken in isolation and these chapters Will provide some 

indication of how interconnected ecclesiastical development was in this period. 

Finally, chapter 8 will deal with the career of one individual who brings 

together these disparate strands. Feidlimid mac Crimthainn was associated, at the very 

least, with the cili DJ, interfered with the successorship and organisation of major 

religious houses, intervened in the disputes over the control of Armagh, and enforced 

cdna. In this chapter, he will be viewed quite contrary to previous analyses - as a king 

who emerged from the ecclesiastical and elitist training of the c8i Di and who 

attempted to enforce their ideals by violent means. He will be viewed against the 

backdrop of Viking incursions and through contemporary ideas of a 'providential' 

reading of diasters. 

This thesis does not seek to be a comprehensive history of the cili DJ. It does, 

however, seek to comprehensively examine the question of whether or not the cjli Di 

can legitimately be claimed to have been a reform movement, or 'refonners' in any 

capacity. It also probes, occasionally speculatively, their relationship with the 

ecclesiastical politics of their day. While not all of the arguments presented here may 

find favour, it is hoped that it will make clear that the cili DJ were not isolationist or 

inwardly monastic, but were instead to the very forefront of the complex and 

changing nature of ecclesiastical government in the period 750-850. 
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2 

The context of cili. - what was meant by cili Di? 

What seems to be apparent from the historiographical review in the preceding 

chapter is the modem acceptance of the understanding that the c8i Dj constituted 

some form of religious order - an understanding that has been compounded through 

the appellation of the anglicised term 'culdee' by scholars in the past. While the 

evidence for the church in eighth-century Ireland was interpreted as revealing a 

degenerate clergy, it made sense to believe that this 'order' emerged in reaction to 

the increasing secularisation of the clergy by the end of the century. The purpose of 

this chapter, however, will be to examine the significance of this terni cili De, its 

origin and its intended meaning. Again, from the historiographical review, it is clear 

that many scholars have addressed the meaning of the term, with such diverse 

conclusions ranging from 'slave-', 'friend-' or even 'spouse of God', to that of an 

ecclesiastical elite, God's retainers on earth. This diverse, even contradictory, range 

of conclusions is due, in large part, to the range of idiomatic usage in which the term 

c8i is found and to the consideration of how 'formal' a meaning, from the 

perspective of its use in the Old Irish law tracts, should be placed upon it in the 

context of this term WR Dj'. The use of the term cili makes the early Irish law 

tracts the obvious place to begin in any consideration of the meaning of the term, 

particularly in light of some of the more recent suggestions in this regard. Ultimately, 

however, it will prove necessary to look elsewhere for an understanding of what was 

meant by the appellation of this term during the period under study, for, as will be 

seen, the application of the term cili Dj was not unique - nor, indeed, was it even the 

most prevalent term used, even in regard to the community of Tallaght. it will be 
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necessary, therefore, to attempt to determine the extent of the significance of the term 

before it will be possible to even begin to address the view that the cili De 

constituted a reform movement. 

The association between Tallaght and the cili Dj was first brought to the 

attention of scholars by Reeves in his collection of sources, it acquired universal 

acceptance following Kenney's great work, to the extent that, in regard to the origin 

of the c8i Dj, it has been claimed 'Mael Ruain, who died in 792, is honoured as the 

founder and patron saint of the "Culdeee'. " This differed from Kenney, who listed 

Fer-dd-cbrich (d. 747) and the UI Suanaig of Rathan (d. 757 and 763) as numbering 

among these reformers (see above, p. 18), and indicates a further evolution of the 

model. Yet, despite the survival of several texts originating from Tallaght which 

refer to him and cite his practice, Miel Ruain is never referred to as cile De. His 

obituary notice in A U, on the other hand, states Mael Ruain Tamlachtai, A ldhain 

Rathain, Aedhan h Con Cumbu, episcop! 7 milites Christi in pace donnierUnt, 2 the 

potential significance of which will be examined below. Nowhere, however, is there 

any contemporary suggestion that the cill Dj were founded by Mdel Ruain and the 

evidence for all of these basic assumptions requires to be reconsidered. 

The understanding that the cill Dj constituted some form of religious 'order,, 

regardless of whether or not that 'order' ought to be thought of as a reform 

movement -a separate argument that will be considered in due course - has been 

generally held, although with the caveat that they should not be considered an order 

in the same formal sense that, for example, the Benedictines or Augustinians were 

orders. The basis for this belief essentially appears to stem from the fact that a 'Rule, 

survives for the cJli Dj, albeit one certainly much less formally defmed than those 

D. A. Binchy, in Ludwig Bieler, '7he Irish Penitentials', Scriptores Latini Hibemiae v, Dublin, 1963, 
47. 
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for the later Continental orders. This understanding of the cili Dj as an 'order' is 

further reinforced by the earliest annalistic reference to them which provides a 

context, with the sack of Armagh by imar in 921 . 
3The list of evidences collected by 

Reeves explicitly connect the cili Dj with the foundation of hospitals at St Andrews 

and York4and the annalistic entry relating the burning of Armagh in 921 would seem 

to imply that here, too, the sick were under the care of the cili Dj. Further annalistic 

references5also indicate care of the poor and the subsequent Latmilsation of the term 

c8i Dj so frequently used in the Latin texts transcribed by Reeves' certainly suggests 

an entity, recognised by contemporaries, and which constituted distinct communities 

within communities. The evidences provided by Reeves indicate such communities 

at An-nagh, Clonmacnois, Clondalkin, Monahincha (formerly Ros Cre), Devenish, 

Clones, St Andrews, Dunkeld, Brechin, Rosemarkie, Dunblane, DornoclL Lismore, 

Iona, Abernethy, Monymusk, Muthil and Monifieth, among others. There are many 

2 AU792.1. 
3AU 921.8, which details the sack of Aj=gh by fmar son of Gothfrith 7 na taighi ae"jaighi do 

anacal lais cona lucht de cheffib/i De 7 di lobraibh... ( ... and he spared from destruction the 
prayer-houses with their complement of cJ11 DJ and the sick ... ). The only annalistic notice of a 
Me Dj prior to this is the entry contained in AFM sa 806, which noted that 'In this year the Cdle- 
dd came over the sea dryshod, without a vessel; and a written roll was given to him from heaven, 

out of which he preached to the Irish... ' This entry appears to be connected with the cdin 
Doninaig (see below, pp. 189-92; Kermey, Sources, 476-7). An entry inA U, 8873, relates Eipistil 
do thiachtain lasin ailithir d6cm nErenn co Cain Domnaigh 7 coforcetlaM maithibit ailibh. A 
letter, with the Law of Sunday and other good instructions, came to Ireland with the Pilgrim,. This 
Pilgrim, elsewhere named as Ananloen (see below, pp. 189, rL 40), is not otherwise referred to as a 
cile Dj in any of the references to him and the uncertainty of the basis of the entry and the 
variation in the date ascribed to it makes the reference of 921 the first certain annalistic notice of 
the cJli DJ. 

4p 
, eeVeS, Yhe Culdees ofthe British Iskoids, 38,144. 

5 As, for example, the incidental references in AFM sa 103 1: 'Cam na mBochd, head of the cjli Dj 
and anchorite of Clonmacnois, [died. He was] the first that invited a party of the poor of Cluain to 
Iseal-Chiarain and who presented twenty cows of his own to andAFMsa 1072: 'A forcible 

refection was taken by Murchadh, son of Corichobliar, at Iseal-Chiarain, and from the cJli Dj, so 
that the steward of the poor (rechtaire na inbocht) was killed there; for which magh Nura was 
given to the poor. ' 

See Reeves, 7he Culdees ofthe British Is1wids', 98-145 for numerous examples contained within his 
transcriptions of ecclesiastic registra from both sides of the Irish Sea. One entry which may be 

cited here, to illustrate how common was the usage of the Latinised form of the term, is the 
etymological rationalisation found in the Vitae Dwikeldensis Ecclesiae Episcoporwn ab, 41exandro 
AVIn ejusdem Eccleside Canonico, published by the Bannatyne Club in 1831 and cited by Reeves, 

p. 118. It notes: In quo quidem monasteriO iMPOsuit viros religiosos, quos nominavit vulgus 
Kelledeos, aliter colideos, hoc est, colentes Deum; ... 
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explicit references to the care of the sick and the poor by the cili DJ at these sites 

and, if these specific examples allow the conclusion that this was true in every case - 

perhaps universal care for the poor with hospitals established at the larger 

foundations - then it would indeed appear reasonable to consider that the cili Dj 

constituted a recognisable 'order'. This 'order' maintained a contingent within most 

of the greatest ecclesiastic foundations in the Gaelic world and were concerned with 

provision and care of the sick and the poor. 

This can be seen to be true, however, only from the third decade of the tenth 

century. The annalistic record for this period, it has to be said, carries a great deal 

more incidental information - which, in 921, allows an annalistic reflection of the 

c8i Di for the first time - than had been the case earlier. It cannot be claimed, 

therefore, that this recognisable 'order', to which the term cill Di, to judge from its 

subsequent Latinlisation, had formally been appended, must have emerged at around 

this time: it is certainly possible that the c9li Di had existed in this guise, invisible to 

the annalistic record, prior to the 920s. In this case, there could be some validity to 

understanding the formal appellation of cjU De as intending to denote 6servants9 of 

God, in the sense of clerics who devoted themselves specifically to emulation of 

Christ's concern for the infirm, the sick and the poor. 

What falls to be considered in such case, then, is the primary perception of 

the celi Di as an ascetic reform movement emerging in the eighth century. The 

validity of this hypothesis itself will be discussed at length in chapter 4, but for 

present purposes, the emphasis of this perception rather provokes the question of by 

what justification, irrespective of whether or not their attributed motive of reform is 

accepted, are those individuals of the second half of the eighth century - miel Ruain, 

Dublitir, Elair and Diarmait, among others - considered to have been c8i DO if it 
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should prove to be justified, does this mean that the appellation of this term to those 

individuals in the eighth and early ninth centuries ought to be understood in precisely 

the same sense as those 'communities within communities' apparent from the tenth? 

Lambkin's recent proposal that the c8i DJ were an ecclesiastical elite who 

considered themselves, or were considered by others, to constitute God's retinue on 

earth is based upon the definition of the rights, responsibilities and obligations of the 

Me in a formal, legally-governed state of cjilsine with his lord, outlined in such 

detail in the early Irish law tracts. These law tracts express some distinction between 

the cjle gialinai, the Wle of submission', and the s6erchile, literally the 'free cj1e,. 

Subsequent glossators rendered Me giallhai as d6erchile, which has provided the 

literal understanding of the distinction between d6erchile and s6erchile as 'unfree' 

and 'free', respectively. The problem with this literal rendition of these terms, 

however, is that only free men were legally competent to enter into the formal and 

reciprocal relationship of ceilsine, so that despite the literal rendition of djer as 

'unfree', the d6erchJle, by defmition, must have been a free man. An appreciation of 

this fact has resulted in the more recent tendency to render these terms as 'base 

clients' and 'noble clients', respectively. It is this more recent understanding applied 

to these terms that provides the foundation to Larnbkin's thesis -a proposal that is 

seductive if one considers Miel Main, Dublitir, Elair of Ros Cr6, Diarmait of Iona 

and others of similar renown, but becomes less so when one considers those largely 

anonymous individuals to whom the term cili De is applied in an annalistic context, 

who appear to constitute distinct communities within communities tending the sick 

and the poor. The annalistic record exclusively refers to the cili DJ in this context, 

but begins only from the tenth century, with the earliest notice belonging to 921 (see 

n. 3, above). 
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In light of Lambkin's hypothesis, it would be, clearly, a necessary 

undertaking to re-examine what the legal texts relate in regard to cili. The term cJli 

Di was certainly current in the eighth century and it is clear from the poems of 

Blathmac, dateable to the third quarter of the eighth century, that the concept of 

c6ilsine with God, in specific circumstances, was certainly understood. 7 This would 

seem to indicate that when the term cift Di was used in this context, it was intended 

in the full, legal sense and not merely as some informal indicator of a follower or 

devotee of God. Cjilsine was a cornerstone in both the political and economic 

structure of early Irish society and there is a significant amount of surviving material 

in the extant law tracts that deals with the topic. " The Cdin A icilln2 relates in some 

detail the rights, responsibilities and obligations of the cile giallhai, while the Cdin 

S&rralthlo does so for the soerchile, although, in its extant form, this is a 

fragmentary text. There is a large section on c&lsine included in the Munster law 

7 j. Carney (ed. ). 77je poem OfBIathmac, Dublin, 1964. The eXPUCit reference to MIsIne is in regard 
to the Jews, the chosen people of God: 

§106 Cachfeb tecomnacht in rl 
do lucftb ara cJIsIni, 
batar mofni do mogedb. ' 
ro, coillset a cobfWaid 
-Every advantage bestowed by the King 
upon the Jews in return for their cgilsine 
was a wealth to slaves; 
they violated their obligations. ' [I have amended Carney's translation. ] 

The concept of ceilsine with God, however, is also implicitly referred to in regard to the early 
Christian martyrs: 

§256 Anro-chJsasat indfir 
did riagad i corpaib, 
bethus digal digrais de, 

nfdat c6ili drochltdge- 
For w1w those men have suffered 

in the torturing of their bodies 
they shall have keenest vengeance; 
they are not cJU of [a lord ofl bad oaths., 

8 It is clear from these various tracts that there was some, often significant, regional variation in the 
terms of ce`ilsine- See T-M Charles-Edwards- F4r1Y Christiem Ireland, Cambridge 2000,71-80. 

9 CIH 1778.34 - 1804.11; 479.23 - 502.6. Gýdn Alcillne is translated in Hancock et al (edd. ), 7he 
Ancient Laws ofireland1l, 223-341 and edited byRudoif Thurneysen in zcp 14 (1923), 338-94. 

10 CIH 1770.15 - 1778.33; Hancock et at, Ancient La" of Ireland IL 195-22 1; 'Iburneysen, ZCp 15 
(1925), 239-53. 
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tract Bretha Nemed Tolsech, while the text Di Dfigiud Raith 7 Somai, 1,7,1 ne aFaih, 

contained within the Senchas Mdr, most probably written in the northern Midlands, " 

outlines the requisite obligations there. 12 Crith Gablach, 13 providing detail in 

delineating the various grades of free society, illustrates the relative extent to which 

rank, in theory at least, depended upon, or allowed, specified numbers of cjjj. In line 

with his understanding of the c8i Dj, Larnbkin believed that 'Unqualified, c6le 

usually indicates sOer-chdle, i. e. a "noble" man 1,14 but the use of the simple - that is, 

uncompounded and unqualified - term cJli in the early eighth century tract CrIth 

Gablach would appear to indicate that this understanding needs to be revised. in its 

formulaic definition of the levels of nobility, for example, Crith Gablach notes: (IL 

328-3 1) Aire disa ... 
Deich cili leis - coic cili giallha[i] leis 7 coic s6erchili; (11.368- 

70) Aire ardd-fiche cjili leis, x. c9i1i glallna[fl 7 x. s6erchili; (11.386-9) Aire 

t0se ... vii. ceili-xx la sulde, c6ic ceili. x. gialna[fl 7 dd s6erchili. x. lais; (11.417-22) 

Aire forggaill ... cethorcha cJili la suide, fiche cJle giaIna[i] 7 fiche s6erchffi. it 

would certainly appear to be clear, from its usage in these instances at least, that the 

simple, uncompounded and unqualified term ciii should not be seen as an indicator 

of any particular grade of retainer. 

Outwith its usage in this definition of noble rank, there are six further 

instances of the use of the simple term dfli in Crith Gablach. Of these, three 

explicitly qualify the term with a reference to taurchreic. " The taurchreic was a 

grant of land or stock in return for a fixed annual food render and, although it is clear 

from the respective tracts Cdin Aicillne and Cdin S6erraith that the form of cjilsine 

Kelly, Eorly Irish Law, 114-5. 
12 GH432.21 - 436.32; 919.25 - 922.11. 
13 CI11777.6 - 783.38; 563.1 - 570.32. D. A. Binchy (ed. ) Crith Gablach, Dublin 1941 (repr., 1979). 
14 I=bkh 'Blathmac and the Cdill N', 14 1. cf T. NL Charles-Edwards, &wV Christian Ireland, 68, 

where '... [henceforth] "client" without qualification will refer to the base client rather than to the 
more privileged 'Tree client". ' 
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undertaken by both Me glallhai and soerchili involved the provision of an annual 

food render, the reference to taurchre1c, as will be seen, clearly indicates the cili 

gfallnai in this context. Of the other three, one appears to refer implicitly to c8i 

gjalinai, 16 while the final two would certainly appear to be applicable to both cJfi 

giallhai and s6erchili. 17 This would negate any argument that the simple term cili 

itself ought to be understood to mean s6erchili, but what of the more recent general 

tendency to render s6erchili as 'noble' cili? 

Crfth Gablach names the aire disa as the lowest level of noble rank, where 

his rank is defmed by, or is entitled to, ten CJU - five c8i giallhai and five s, 6erchili. 

While the s6erchile 'may have often been of the same social class as his lordyg it 

would appear unreasonable to consider this to have been the case in every instance 

and, if the aire disa was the lowest level of noble rank, then it clearly cannot be 

correct to consider the soerchile to have been noble by defmition. From this 

perspective, the formulaic usage employed in Crith Gablach must also be 

noteworthy: here the order, consistently, is x number of cili giannai followed by x 

number of s6erchill. This consistent order of notice would be contrary to expectation 

if the description as s6erchile was understood to be an indication of nobility, in 

contrast to the free commoner, the c8e giallhai. 

it is clear, from CdIn Aicillne and Cdin S6erralth, that the form of Cgilsine 

undertaken by both Me giallnai and s6erchili involved the provision of a fief in 

return for military and labour services and an annual food render. The Me giallhai 

1511.249-50: ... arinSfotlen a b6airechas d thaurchrelc c9i1e; 1.2S2: ... tabeir 1 taurchreicc ceile; 1. 
259: Beriddiib derscuguddia taurchria c9liu... 

16 IL 376-7. The passage states: Cid dobeirx. s9otu x. do aineclainn don[d) fi[u]r so? v. s4oft d6 
citamus or thothacht a thigefadesin, sJt cach cifli dia ndlig hiathad n-airrhenn. 

17 11.339-40: Imdich dliged a ch6le cintaib cuir, c6in, coirddiTul co neoch atallen - 'Ile defends the 
rights of his c1li in their liabilities according to contract, law and treaty and whatever should result 
from them'; 1.373:. Arcuithethar a chgliu cur 7 chairddiu -'He represents his c9li in contract and 
treaty. ' 

Is Kelly, EmV Irish Law, 32. 
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certainly appears to have been required to fulfil the due labour services - dricht 

giallhai - personally. 19 Fergus Kelly suggested that, in the case of the s6erchile, it 

may 'be normal for this work to be done by a dependent (e. g. a slave or a fuidir) 

rather than by the free client himself 20 This is clearly possible, but the suggestion 

may rather have been provoked by the understanding that the sOerchile had noble or 

semi-noble status and that this would have been diminished by undertaking manual 

labour. The fragmentary nature of Cdin S6erraith does not allow any conclusion to 

be drawn in this respect. 

In both cases, as already indicated, an annual render is due and, indeed, the 

annual render due from the soerch6le was greater than that from the c6le gialinai. 21 

While the s6erch6le paid this render for six years, he returned the full value of the 

original grant during the seventh, 22 so that while his flaith received a three-fold 

return of the initial outlay, the s6erch6le owed no render after seven years. The c6le 

giallhai, on the other hand, owed his food-render for the lifetime of hisflaith, but, if 

he had paid this render for seven years, the fief became his after the death of his 

lord. 23The fief granted to the soerch6le, by contrast, was returned to the lord or his 

19 The tract Di Dfigiud Raith 7 Somaine stipulates further duties which the cJli giallhai must 
undertake in the event of the death of his lord, including digging the lord, s gravernound, paying a 
death-levy and attending a commemorative feast. See, ibid., 30. 

20 ibid., 33. For the terms of the labour services owed by the s6erch6le, see CIH 1770.23; 435.25; 
436.13. 

21 Both the c9le gialinai and the s6erch6le owed an annual food render proportional to the value of 
their original grant. In the case of the c6le giallhal, this depended on the value of the initial 
taurchree and appears to have been paid during the lifetimes of the principal Parties. In the case of 
the s6erchgle, the annual render was much higher, being the equivalent of me-third of the value of 
the original grant, but payable only for the first six years. 1homas Charles-Edwards, E4arly 
Christian Ireland, 75, provides reference to a case noted in Bretha Neyne J. d To sech (CIII 223 0.16 - 
20) wherein the annual render on a fief given to a b6aire by an aird d9sa was one-third the value 
of the grant. Ws would suggest the b6airech to have been the most likely source for s6erch6li, 
but, in this instance, the fief 'is not returned until heirs return it to heirs', indicating an agreement 
with the potential to remain in effect far beyond the six years stipulated in Cdin S6erralth. 

22CIH 1770.28 - 1771.18. 
23 CIH486.24-5. If the cite died first, however, his heirs maintained his contractual obligations. The 

period of seven years could be greater in Munster, depending on the gulf between the rank offldth 
and c6le: the greater the difference, the longer the required period to entitle ownership (cjH 
2230.16-17,24-5). 
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heirs following the death of either party. 24 In certain respects, therefore, the situation 

of the Me giallhai, particularly in the long term or for his heirs, was potentially 

better than that of the s6erchile. 

The initial grant given to the sOerchile, however, appears to have been much 

smaller than that typically given to the cile giallhai. Uin Sierraith, dealing with 

s6erchili, provides an example of the return due on the grant of three milch cows. '-' 

By means of comparison, the grant provided to cili giallhai varied accorded to rank: 

the ocaire was entitled to receive an initial grant worth 16 S&S; 26 while the b6aire 

was entitled to a grant worth 30 S&S. 27 Fergus Kelly drew attention to the fact that 

later glossators generally equated the relative value of the currencies in the early Irish 

law tracts to be one milch cow = one ounce of silver =2 sits = 1/3 cumal. With the 

caveat that there was some regional variation and instances when relative value must 

have fluctuated, he notes that 'Sometimes the Old Irish law-texts agree more or less 

closely with these equivalences. 28 If the example in Cjin S6errailh is at all 

representative, and there is no reason to consider otherwise, then the typical value of 

the grant to the s6erchile was roughly equivalent to 6 sits, one-fifth of that of the 

b6aire. As the Cdin S6erraith is a fragmentarY text, however, it is uncertain whether 

there were grades of grant according to rank for the s6erchili as there was for the cill 

giallhai; but, clearly, the value of the initial grant to the soerchile could be very 

much smaller than that to the Me giallhai. Thomas Charles-Edwards has noted, in 

regard to this, that 

At the end of the clientship the lord will receive back the entire fief .. In effect, 

the lord gets the entire return, although the client has contributed two of the 

24 CIH436.9. 
25 CIH 1770.28 - 1771.18. 
26 CIH485.15-6. 
27 CIH485.19-20. 
28 Kelly. EýýJjjShLaWq 116. See his discussiM pp. 115-6. 
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three factors of production, land and labour; and, secondly, that it is an aspect 
of the horiourable character of the relationship from the clients point of view 
not only that he can return the fief at any time, ending the relationship, but 

also that it is of no economic benefit to him. The relationship creates a 
clientship which, by its very paradoxical nature, demonstrates that the client is 

not economically dependent upon the lord. On this view the benefits of the 
relationship to the free client were social and political rather than econon-& 929 

In this context, it could be argued that the basis of Wer-cii1sine' was indeed 

considerably different from that of the c8i giallhal, but there were social, political 
and economic aspects to the basis of both forms of cNIsine, since, arguably, the rank 
of a lord was defined by the number of c8i he could support. Thomas Charles- 

Edwards goes on to acknowledge that 

in terms of the legal order, the rights of the lord rested on an agreement made 

with him by the [base] client ... the northern Irish lord's ownership of the 
livestock granted to his client might endure only seven years. At that point 

what began as a loan would become an outright grant. The renders and 

services of the client thus answered a grant by his lord: in that sense it was an 

exchange, an honourable relationship between two parties both of whom were 

ultimately independent agents. 30 

The distinction between c8i giallhai and s6erchili, therefore, once again, becomes 

blurred. it is clear from Cdin Aicillne that at any time a lord and his cile may 

terminate their agreement by mutual consent. In such a case the lord takes back the 

value of the original grant, less the value of the rent and services already provided. 31 

If the dissolution of the contract was not by mutual consent, however, then there 

were penalties incurred by either the cile or hisflaith in compensation. This does 

differ from the position of the soerchgle, as Di DliguidRaith 7 Somaine states that, in 

29 rbarles-Edwards, Farly Christian lrelan4 76-7. 
30 ibid., 79. 
31 CIH495.8.11. See also Kelly, &vV Irish Law, 3 1. 
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this case, either party may dissolve the contract without penalty. The lack of penalty 

in this instance, however, is almost certainly due to the fact that, unlike the cile 

giallhai, the s6erchile did not receive an initial, single payment known as sjoit 

taurchluide. 

One point of reference continually referred to in the Cdin A icillne is this sjoit 

taurchluide, which is most frequently rendered as 'chattels of subjection'. 32 This was 

a payment made to the Me giallhai when the terms of the cjilsine were initially 

agreed and it was equal in value to his honour price. 33 As Etchingham notes, 'this 

payment constituted a, material benefit ... alongside the taurchrec ... from which, 

however, it is clearly distinguished. 134 Binchy believed it entitled the flaith to 

'nothing more than a right to share in the compensation due for certain 

injuries ... committed against the client. 35 It Mi ght be thought , however, that, in many 

cases, particularly if the cile was acting on behalf of his lord or in his service when 

any offence happened to be committed against him, theflaith would have had a stake 

in the compensatory claim against the offender in any event. This, indeed, may have 

been expected whether the victim was c8e giallhai or s6erchile. Etchingham has 

recently suggested that the sJoit taurchlulde may have entitled the lord to appropriate 

part of the inheritable property of the cile giallhal, but the precise implications of 

this further legal commitment remain uncertain. 

Whatever the legal purpose and implications of sjoit taurchlulde, however, it 

appears to have been perceived by contemporaries as impinging in some manner 

upon the independent legal capacity of the cJle giallhai. It is this that appears to have 

12 in DIL the term is rendered 'recoverable chattels'. Since sJt was a recOgnised unit of value and may 
be translated as an object of value as well as a chattel, however, the meaning of sJoit taurchlidde 
appears to have been something along the lines of 'the worth, or price, of fore-purchaseq. 

33 CIH 1780.9. 
34 EtChingtkUn, Chlrch Organisation, 467. 
35 Binchy (ed. ), Crith Gahlach, 97. 
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been the principal difference between the c6le giallhai and the s6erchile - all other 

discernible differences could be argued to be merely matters of degree. Yet this 

conclusion must be tempered and the implications of sjoit taurchluide, whatever 

they may have been, should not be perceived as a crippling handicap. it must be 

remembered that all c8i, by definition, must have been free men, legally competent 

to enter into ceilsine and, as an individual could, legally, have been cile giallhai to as 

many as three lords at the same time, 36 this payment of his honour price clearly did 

not entail a surrender of his legal standing. If the independent legal capacity of the 

cile giallhai was indeed acknowledged to have been restricted to some degree by 

acceptance of sJoit taurchluide, it could have been so only in a very specifically 

defined capacity that was clearly understood by contemporaries. Otherwise, the legal 

rights, responsibilities and dues of the cile giallhai were unaffected and exercised 

according to his status as a free man in society. Nevertheless, the legal implications 

resulting from the payment of sJoit taurchlulde, however narrowly they may have 

impacted upon an individual's independent legal competence in practice, appears to 

have been the principal determinant in the distinction between the Me giallhai and 

the sOerchile. The distinction between the Wle of submission, and the 'free cilel, 

therefore, appears rather to have had an economic, rather than a hierarchical, 

difference in the basis of cillsine. Consequently, it is all too easy to overemphasize 

this distinction in status between the Me giallhai and the soerchile, which certainly 

does not appear so stark in practical ternis as the rendition of such fundamental 

36 CIH488.1-3; 434.13; 435.9,32. The restriction on the taking Of subsequent lords was only that the 
tuarchrec granted by the second lord could not exceed two-thirds of the value Of that of the 
principal lord and the value of that of third lord no more than One-third of the principal. See also, 
Kelly, Early Ifish Law, 32. 
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divisions as 'unfree' and 'free' or 'base' and 'noble' would indicate . 
37 It is clear that 

the greatest numbers of both the cJfi giallhai and the s6erchill came from the same 

social level in society and, from this perspective, Lambkin's understanding that 

'Unqualified, cile usually indicates s6er-chJle, i. e. a "noble" man' must be 

considered to be pushing the evidence too far. He cited Byrne's understanding that 

the Isoer-chile ... gave the lord political support, becoming a member of his retinue 

(dim); for the word cile, like the feudal Latin comes, means "companion! " and used 

it as one of the principal props to his conclusion that Me concept of the cile Di was 

a profoundly aristocratic one. ' 38 )While Lambkin's proposals should appreciated as an 

attempt to provide a fresh approach to the concept of the c8i Dj, and will be looked 

at again from a broader perspective distinct from this discussion of what was meant 

by the term c8i Dj, there are clear problems with this hypothesis as it stands. The 

understanding he draws from Byrne is not so straightforward as it is presented. 

Byrne's comment that 'the word cJle, like the feudal Latin comes, means 

"companion"', should not be understood to mean that that this singularly refers to 

s0erchJU - the rendition, necessarily, must be accepted to mean the same in 

compound form as it does in simple form. Lambkin may have been misled to some 

degree by Byrne's understanding of the differences between cJU gialinal and 

s6erchill. Byrne stated that 'The Me giallhai ... paid a food rent and performed 

certain menial services ... 
The s6er-chJle - the "free" or "noble" client - paid a higher 

rate of interest on his stock and gave his lord political support, becoming a member 

of his retinue. 39 This clear distinction is misleading, for, as already noted, both the 

cile giallhai and the sOerchile owed labour services and food renders and both owed 

37 The section dealing with cJilsine in the Munster tract Bretha Nemed Tofsech, indeed, appears to 
make no such distinction (see Etchingham, 402-3) even although it clearly had some legal 

significance. 
38 ibid., 141,142; Byrne, Irish JUngs and1ligh JUngs, 28. 
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military service. Nor, indeed, should the s6erchili be understood to constitute the 

lord's retinue. To refer again to the definition of the alre disa, the lowest level of 

nobility, provided in Crith Gablach: this level of lordship entitled, or was determined 

by, ten cjli - fIve cili gialInai and five s6erchili - and a retinue of six. Should this 

be taken to mean that his retinue consisted of the five s6erchili allowed for, plus one 

other? Or should it be understood to mean that a lord's retinue was intended to be 

distinct from his cili? The example of the aire disa is Particularly useful, since in all 

other cases of the grades of noblemen other than kings, the number allowed for in his 

retinue is less than that of the s6erchili allowed for by his position and it could be 

thought that his retinue may have been drawn from his s6erchili in rotation. 40 This 

question of whether a lord's retinue indeed consisted of his s6erchili consequently 

has a fundamental impact on Lambkin's proposal that the cili Di were the 

ecclesiastical equivalent of s6erchili who constituted, in effect, God's retinue on 

eartlL 

This examination of what the legal texts relate in regard to cjli is far from 

exhaustive, but it ought to be sufficient to indicate that Lambkin's hypothesis, as it 

stands, has some significant difficulties to its basis. Indeed, this re-examination of 

what the legal texts relate in regard to c8i has been considered a necessary 

undertaking only in light of this hypothesis. However, any discussion attempting to 

uncover what was meant by the term cili Di must also inco rate other, s, U, TO imi ar 

terms found in early Irish ecclesiastical texts by way of comparison. The 'Rule of 

ym , 
Ilish'Ungs ad ITghUngs, 2 8. 39 Be 

40 TIle aire 0-di was entitled to twenty OR - ten cJU giallhai and ten s6erch, 11i - and a retinue of 
seven within his tuath and five abroad; the aire tidse was entitled to twenty-seven cjli - f1fleen 

cjjj gialInd and twelve s6erchili -and a retinue of eight within his tuath and six abroad; the aire 
forgain forty cm - twenty of each - and a retinue of nine and seven. 
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Comgall', 41 for example, contains the both the term muintir Dj (§ I 6b) and the 

apparently unique term cde maic Maire (§22 - diamba chile maic Maire42). 'Tbe 

Rule of Ailbe'43 (§39a) states: 

Nech dothii do chJlidiu co mugada DJ 

Ni bes dech adcelhar bad ed 6nfogii. 

Which 0 Neill translates as 'A person who goes on a visit to servants of God, the 

best thing he sees, let it be that he learns. '44 The context of the use of muinfir DJ in 

the 'Rule of Comgall' could be understood merely as a generic for Christians, but the 

context of the term mugada Dj could be taken to imply its application to a 

community. These two instances may not shed much light upon the, present 

discussion, but they do serve to indicate that the term c8i Dj was not unique in its 

composition and this must have some bearing on the weight of significance which 

can legitimately be placed upon it. 

More importantly, however, must be the range of terms found within those 

texts connected to Tallaght itself These are the inter-related texts Yeagasg Maoij 

Ruain, Ridgail na Celed nDj (RCD) and the text containing the notes on the customs 

of Tallaght which has subsequently become known as the Monastery of Tallaght 

(Mon. Tall. ). These texts will be discussed in detail in chapter 3. Another text With 

Tallaght connections, if the account contained within its prose Preface is to be 

believed, is the RUM 6engusso (FO). Here, as will be discussed below, however, 

the term cili DJ is conspicuously absent from the range of terms employed in the 

41 John Strachan dated the 'Rule of Coingall' to c. 800 CAn Old Irish Metrical Rule% t1ju 1 (1904), 
191-208). The rule is referred to twice - §§68,80 - in Mon Tall. 

42 The use of this phrase strikinglY mirrors the forinuiaic usage that opens each of the sections in 
Tothad's Rule (Dia mba(t)... 'If you should be... '), except for that for c911 DO, which opens with 

43 
the first person plural Dia mbem (see below, P. 98). 

Joseph 0 Neill, 'The Rule ofA! Ibe of Emly', biu 3 (1907192-115. 
44 VM1e 0 Neill states that 'the Middle-Irish plural inugada ... is such a late form That it seems to point 

to some corruption in the text (93), §39a is one of the twelve s zas fd in e tan 0M th two A group 
variants, but missing from the two later B group transcriptions. Of the two groups, 0 Neill notes 
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course of the work. There are certainly references to c8i DJ in the other texts, but 

while they do appear to be specific in context, they do not appear to be exclusive to 

these specific contexts. Other forms - son(s) of life and 'the monks of perfect life' 

(na manaighfhoirMthi) - are also referred to in terms which mirror the use of c8i 

Dj. It will be necessary to reproduce the relevant sections in order to illustrate this 

point and to provide a basis to attempt to answer whether these terms are intended. as 

synonyms and, if so, what implications such synonymous reference may have to the 

understanding of the cili Di as a formally recognised or identifiable entity. 

Teagasg §§ 1-2 and R CD §§3 -4: 
Teagasg § 1: ... M neach fadesin dobereadh flach aibhni lasna Cjjj Dj acht 

neach oile. Ni biodh iomthörmach fide ardin leo-samh isna 

sollamnuibh, acht do dhigh 7 danlann 7 do neithibh eile archena. 
§2: Braiseach ni thesbhann don acnabhadh ardin gj thegmaidh n! 
dhi, djigh as anlann leo-samh I comusahe do bainne, n! d7m... 

§1: 1 ... Among the c8i Dj, no one administered castigation to 
himself, but received it from another. They admitted no increase of 

the bread ration on festivals, but only of drink and condiments and 

other things generally. ' 

§2: 'if they happen to eat cabbage [which appears, in context, to 

mean the cili Dj], it does not subtract from the allowance of bread, 

because they regard it as a condiment when dressed with milk, not 
with butter... ' 

RCD §3: ... Aran dino ni bi imthormach de lasna Celiuda De, cid isna 

sollamnaib, acht do dhig 7 andland 7 aliis rebus. 

§4: Braissech dino, ni digband in aran, cla thecma ni di, daig is 

andlann side leo-sam .I assfuirri 7 ni himm... 

§3: 1 ... the cJli Dd allow no increase of bread, even on the festivals, 

but only of drink and of condiment and of other things., 

'the A group is much Superior' (92) and the term mugada Dd is common to both A group texts, 
indicating its presence in an earlier archetype- 
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§4: 'If there chance to be any kale, the quantity of bread is not 
diminished, because they regard kale as a condiment, and it is 

dressed with milk, not butter... ' 

Teagasg §3 and RCD §5: 

Teagasg §3: Mas mor an orda eisg theigeamhas docum an Cheili De, ni 
bfuighe ni as m6 ina an eun-orda. Mas mion-oirdni bhias ann, nf 

gnath go bhfuighi se ni as mo ina a do dhiobh. Fa ceadaightheach 
doibh buinne losa no a d6 n6 a tri an tan do thegmadh. Ni 

ceaduigheadh Maol Ruain do Maol Dfthreph a desgiopal millsen n6 
druchtdn ge go ndendaois cdisi 7 marsin puirsuin don millsin. A cht 

nir crosta ort[h]a he o tit blditheach ar afud n6 an gruth do nithi 
de marsirL Nir crosta buaidren, or as d'ardn... 

§3: if the piece of fish that falls to the lot of a cile Dj is large, he 

may not have more than one piece: if they are small pieces, it is not 

customary that he should have more than two of them. They were 

permitted to have a head of leeks, or two or three, when there 

chanced to be any. Mdel Ruain did not allow his disciple Mdel 

Dithruib curds or whey, unless they were making cheese: in that 

case he was allowed a portion of curds. But if buttermilk was mixed 

with it throughout, this was not forbidden to them, nor the curds 

made therefrom likewise. Buaidren was not forbidden, because it is 

made from bread... ' 

RCD §5: Tri buinde no iiii. de luss. Millsen dino, no druchtan ni caiter 
leo-som, sed fit chaisse de. Dognither imOrrO guthrach doib, acht ni 
theit binit ind, 7 ni aurchuill iarum. Bad aire dino ni aurchuill, 

fobith is aran som... 
§5: 'Three or four heads of leeks are allowed. Curds and whey are 

not eaten by thern, but are used to make cheese. Guthrach is made 
for thern, and is not forbidden, provided that no rennet is put into it. 

The reason why it is not forbidden may be that it counts as bread I 

Teagasg §3 and R CD § 12 (cf. Teagasg § 1): 
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Teagasg §3: Rach aibne aca do gnathaighthi aca o mioncaisg go cingcidhis 
7a notluig stjil (L epiphania) ar ball. i. gan beith saor uaidi acht 
idir da caisg 7 idir da nodluig. 
§3: 'It was their custom to administer castigation from Little Easter 

to Pentecost, and immediately after Star Christmas (i. e. Epiphany), 

that is, with no exemption therefrom save between the two Easters 

and the two Christmasses. ' 

RCD § 12: Ni nech budessin dino dosbeirfiach n-aibne lasna Celiuda De 

sed alius 7 doberar o notlaic steill 7o mhinchaisc cu notlaic mor 
iterum. 

§12: 'With the c8i Dj, castigation is not inflicted on a man by 
himself, but by some one else; and it is administered between 

Epiphany [and Easter], and between Low Sunday and Christmas 

Day following. ' 

Teagasg §7: Codladh a leinidh Wr ghnath leo, 7 nir dhleisdeanach a bhelth 

fa enneank 7 nir Wail leis na Ceilibh De an t-edach do bhiodh 

iompa san la go madh e do bheith iompa san oldhche 'na 

ccodhladh. 
§7: 'It was not their custom to sleep in a shirt and it was not 

permissible for anyone to lie in such, nor did the cJli DJ desire to 

sleep in the same garment as they wore by day. ' 

RCD §30: Nifosgni tra lasna Celiuda De cotlad i ndaurrthig. Issed dino 

fosgni leo-som . i. 
dias dib isin daurrthig co hiarmergi 7 na . 111. do 

chetul doib, 7 im Min prainnit, 7 codlalt co hoidche, 7 contuilet, 6 

iarmdrgi co mataim Dias eile dino o iaemdrg! co mataig *7 cetul na 

. 111. beos dolb, 7 cotlaid larum cu teirt 7 celebralt in teirt hi comain 

fria cach. 
§30: It is not the Practice of the c8i DJ to sleep in the oratory. 
Their practice is that two of them should remain in the oratory until 

matins and recite the hundred and fifty Psalms: they dine in the 

afternoon and sleep until night, and sleep from matins until lauds. 

Two others then remain from matins until lauds and they also recite 
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the hundred and fifty Psalms and then sleep until tierce and say the 

office of tierce in company with all the brethren. ' 

RCD §31: Is edfosgni lasna Celiuda De - i. fer oc airrlegend tsoscela 7 

riagla 7jertai noem cen bit oc praindig daig na beth a menma isin 

praind sed hin Deo, 7 praindid o n6in infer pritchas and, et in die 

singuli 7 rogantur de quod predicatum est dus in and bis a memna 
in nocte an ann. 

§3 1: it is the practice of the c8i Dj that while they are at dinner one 

of them reads aloud the Gospels and the Rules and the miracles of 

saints, to the end that their minds may be set on God, not on the 

meal: and the man who preaches at that time has his dinner in the 

afternoon and in the course of the [following] day they are 

questioned about the object of the sermon, to see whether their 

minds were occupied with it on the [previous] night or not. I 

RCD §35 and Mon. Tall. §40: 

RCD §3 5: Ni dlegar dino do Chele Di 61 neich iar tabairt ajhuail. 

§35: It is not lawful for a cile Di to drink anything after urinating. ') 

Mon Tall. §40: Nifogni lasna celiu di 61 neich lar tabirt do neoch afuail. Is 

sed rochuala la maol dithruib isedfognid la siadal mac testa o alrd 
möir ba diching aralüsadfer a muindtiri banne lar mbrith afuail 

immach. Is sed danoforägen! la cuminefotal. Is sed danofogni la 

clemens mac nuadat ma danetarredsom dagmenme no mesce tre ol 

cormce no chingid medx inddand dondecmised Troscud darahesi 

aidchi arabarach statim. 
§40: 'It is not the practice of the celi DJ for one to drink anything 

after urinating. This is what I have heard from Miel Dithruib. This 

was the practice of Siadal mac Testa of Ard Mor: - it was forbidden 

that anyone of his monastery should drink a drop ýafter urinating. 
This had also been the practice of Cummene Fota; this is also the 

practice of Clemens mac Nuadat - if he were Overtaken by jollity or 

tipsiness through drinking beer or a goblet of mead, when this 
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happened to him, he had to fast the next night inunediately 

thereafter. ' 

Mon Tall. §45: Nifogni lasna celiu di ni di nach ret do denam iar nespartain 
domnaich. 

§45: 'It is not the practice of the cili Dd to do anything whatever 

after evensong on Saturday. ' 

While these instances do give the clear impression that the use of the term 

cili Di implies a distinct 'order' of monks, it can be compared to other terms in the 

same texts: 

Mon Tall. §I and Teagasg §32: 

Mon. Tall. §1: Athlaoch boi hi comaidecht meic bethad Asbert niconfeddur 

cidfll do sirgaball na biaide 7 cantaci maire (i. magnifcat). Ni 

handsai im ol sessomh. i. fer indorsafti bun cruche ind molad ocus 
ind nemeli noferfad frisind rig immo saorad is foion ion*das sin 
fermaidni nemelifri rig nime isind biald immo ar sa'orad Imarchide 

iarom dano andiol dichoid de muldach muire ingin! iar compert din 

spirad naob la tascc ind aingil I la haithisc Cethe cathbarr 

nogablhaforsind cetul hifil molad dJ 7 nemelifris. 

§ 1: 'A former layman was in company with a son of life. He said, I 

do not understand your continual singing of the Beati and the 
Canticle of Mary (i. e. the Magnificat). " 'This is not difficult to 

explain, truly", said the other. "As a man, being now at the foot of 

the gallows, would pour out praise and lamentation to the king, to 

gain his deliverance; in like manner we pour forth lamentation to 

the King of Heaven in the Beati, to gain our deliverance. And it is 

fitting also that the song which came from the head of the Virgin 

Mary, when she had conceived by the Holy Ghost at the angel's 

announcement, i. e. at the message: - that this should be set as a 

crown upon the chant which contains praise of God and lamentation 

addressed to Him. "' 
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Teagasg §32: Brat[h]air tuata do bhI a ccuideachta melc beathadh la ann 

adubhairt mar so: 'Nifeadar, ar se, 'crJud an tarbha bhios duinn 

beith ag sir-radh na blaide 7 chantaige Muire 'na coimhideacht tar 

urnaigthi oile. ' Wa blodh sin 'na cheisd ort no 'na chonntabhairt, 

ar an mac beathadh: 'Ionnamhall, 'ar se, 'do bh1adh neach fd bhun 

croiche do chom a chrochda, an moladh do gheunadh se don righ 
do bhiadh da chrochadh 7 neimheile (L tuirsi) do geunadh se ris ag 
iarraidh a shaorta air, as a leithid sin do mholadh 7 do nemeile do 

nimid-ne re ri nime annsa bNaldfar sdoradh o phianaibh ifrinn. As 

lomchubhaldh, ' ar se, 'na brial[h]ra do chuaidh as beul Muire 

inghine lar mbeith torrach an sbiorad naomh lefailti an aingil do 

chur mar chathbharr tuas ar an urnaigthi ina bfuil moladh De 7 

neimeili (no tuirsi) ris da deagh-mhalsiughadh. 

§32: 'One day a lay brother who was in the company of a son of fife 

said to him: I do not know, " he said, "how it profits us to be 

perpetually Saying the Beati and the Canticle of Mary along with it, 

more than other prayers. " "Let not this cause you any doubt or 
difficulty, " said the son of life. "Just as one at the foot of the 

gaRows, ready to be hanged, might utter before the king who was 

about to hang him praise and lamentation, imploring him for 

deliverance - such is the praise and lamentation that we utter in the 

Beati to the King of Heaven for our deliverance from the pains of 

Hell. it is fitting, " he said, "that the words which came from the lips 

of the virgin Mary, when she conceived by the Holy Ghost at the 

angel's greeting, should be set as a crown upon the prayer wherein 

there is praise of God and also lamentation, as an embellishment. "9 

Mon. Tall. §25: ... ol mdolruin. Ernitir dona macaib bethad na cridi scela, 

maithi conescomriter doib afochrici amailforfertis a cridiscejx 

nah! sin. 

§25: '... said Mdel Ruain, 'Let the good desires of their hearts be 

granted to the sons of fife, so that their rewards may be paid them 

according as their desires should bring about those results. ' 
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Mon. Tall. §39: Fri saltair do gjss nogebad mac bethad a salmu Issed 

asberedsom desuidiu atat tri foglaide oc mo fogail mo suil 7 mo 
tengx 7 mo menme dosnairce1w hule int saltair. Is sed immurgu 

asrubart maolrýaoinfri maoldithruib ni lugx mbis ind menme hisin 

cheill dia gabail ind tsailm de memur indas cidfri saltair. 
§39: 'A son of fife should always recite his Psalms by the Psalter. 

This is what he used to say of this: there are three adversaries busy 

attacking me, my eye, my tongue and my thoughts; the Psalter 

restrains them all. Howbeit, this is what Mdel Ruain had said to 
Miel Dithruib: the thought is no less occupied with the meaning 

when one is reciting the psalm by rote than it is when he is reading 
it with the Psalter. ' 

Mon. Tall. §61: Arale cendaigi taighigit hi fir muman ind amsir samdine 
dobered huadisi imchomrac ua mac bethad in tire... 

§61: 'There was a certain itinerant pedlar in Munster in the time of 
Samdan, who used to carry greetings from her to the sons of life in 

that country. - .' 

Teagasg §37: As I figheall do niodh MuIrOeartaOh MaO 01ohobar 

airohinneaoh Cluana Ferta, di Wald deug do radh ar son na tri 

ccaocat psalm, ar an adbar go raibhe a jhios aige gurb lia dona 

manchaib, no don aos peannalde, aga mbiodh an Waid do 

mhebhair ina na psailm, 7 adeireadh se Magnificad a ndeireadh 

gach bialde. 0 mac beathadh fuair se an gnathugadh sin .L 
Magnificad do radh ar deireadh gach biaide. Adubairt mar so: 
'Obair do gentaoi do righ, ar se 'as coir a beith ar na horadh 7a 

beith breaghdha don taobh amuigh As j oradh na hoibre ud do 

n1mid-ne do DNA 'ar se, "an chaintic do labhair an sbiorad naomh 

tre bheul Mhuire. ' 

§37: The vigil which Muirchertach mac Olchobar, airchinnech of 
Clonfert, used to keep was to say the Beati twelve times in place of 

the hundred and fifty Psalms, because he knew that there were more 

of the monks or penitents who knew the Beat! by heart than knew 
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the Psalms; and he used to say the Magnificat after each repetition 

of the Beati. He learned this practice of saying the Magnificat after 

the Beati from a son of life. He said: "it is right that the work that is 

made for a king should be gilded and adorned outwardly. And this 

is the gilding of the work that we fasten for God, " said he, "even the 

canticle which is the Holy Spirit uttered through the mouth of 
Mary. 919 

Mon. Tall. § 13 and Teagasg § 62: 

Mon. Tall. § 13: Luss bongar ind domnuch n6 braisech n6 ard fonither n6 

mirai no cnoi bongar dia domnaich nifogni leisim a cathim na 

raod sin nach lasnafirchlerchiu. 

§ 13: 'A herb that is cut on Sunday, or kale that is cooked, or bread 

that is baked, or blackberries or nuts that are plucked on a Sunday, 

it is not his practice, nor the practice of true clerics, to eat these 

things-9 

Teagasg §62: Nir ghnath leis nafir-chleircibh lus do beantaoi dia domnaigh 

no praiseach, da mbeanfuldhe, no aran, di bhfuinfidhe ann, do 

chaitiomhfa mar do hoibrighead idd san domhnach. 

§62: it was not the practice of the true churchmen to eat leeks or 

cabbages that were cut or bread that was baked on a Sunday, 

because labour was spent on them on a Sunday. ' 

Teagasg §75: Do chuir Elair uadha an mheid do ghlac se chuige ddos na 

hanmchairde, mar nach diongnadaois a ndicheall 7 go cceildis cuid 

da bpeacaibh sanjhaoisidin. Nifuilngeadh se en-duine do theacht 

chuige do chom a anmchairdeasa do ghabhail gidheadh do 

jhuilngeadh se 7 do mholadh sJ don aos pennaide dul 

dyhiafraighidh-neithfa ch0s a n-anmann don aosjhoibhthi. i. na 

manaigh ihoirbhthi aga mbiodh eolas ar theagusg do thabhairt 

doibh fa chuis a n-anmann: acht n! ghaibheadh se chuige flin do 

chom comhairle do thabhairt doibh daoine ar bith aga measfadh se 

anmchara do beith acafein dobheuradh comhairle dhoibh. 
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§75: 'Elair dismissed all that he had accepted under his spiritual 
direction, because they would not do their best, and because they 

concealed part of their sins in confession. He would not suffer 

anyone to come to him to receive spiritual direction: however, he 
did suffer and encourage penitents to go and question men of 

perfect life for their souls' sake - that is, monks of perfect life, who 
had experience in giving them instruction for their souls, sake. But 

he did not himself accept, with a view to have confessors of their 

own who might give them counsel. ' 

The degree to which these texts are interdependent makes it clear that, 

generally, they cannot be used as independent witnesses, but here these textual 

comparisons clearly demonstrate that the terms found in these extant texts were used 

in the archetype which provided the common source. While, as may be anticipated, 

there is a monopoly of usage of the term c8i Di in RCD, the term Mac / meic bethad 

is used as frequently in Teagasg as cill Dj (§§32 (x2), 37 and §§ 1,3,7 respectively); 

while in M= Tall., Mac bethad is indeed used more frequently (§§1,25,39,61) 

than c8i Di (§§40,45). Although there is no reproduction of the passage in the other 

texts to allow confirmation, the use of the term na manaigh folrbhthi in §75 of 

Teagasg can be reasonably accepted to have been used in the archetype (see p. 89, n. 

48). 45 

The context of the use of Mac bethad in MoiL Tall. would appear to be 

suggestive. Many of the sections in Mon. Tall. are concerned with the recitation of 

the Beati and the Canticle of Mary, 46 indicating their significance to the community 

of Tallaght -a significance explained by a 'son of life' in §I Of MOn Tall. and §32 

There is also the instance offirclerchiu / nafir chleircibh in Mon Tall. §13 and Teagasg §62, but it 
is used in such a context that it cannot be convincingly argued that there was any significance 
attached to the description beyond the straightforward exhortation that devout ecclesiastics should 
not eat any food prepared or gathered on a Sunday. 
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of Teagasg. In §37 of Mon. Tall. Muirchertach mac Olchobar was stated to 'have 

learned this practice of saying the Magnificat after the Beati from a son of life., 

Similarly, §39 of Mon. Tall. states that 'a son of life should always recite his Psalms 

by the Psalter. ' These examples of the usage of mac bethad could be considered to 

indicate that the term was synonymous with cile DJ, even if, as in the instance cited 

in §39, the guideline was stated to differ from the practice of Wel Ruain. 47 If this 

could be argued to be the case, what then of the understanding that the cili DJ were 

some form of religious order or reform movement who were known by this name? 

The tenn mac bethad is also found in the 'Old Irish Table of Penitential 

Commutations, and again, once, in Felire 6engusso. §23 of these commutations 

relates, in the case of penitents close to death, that a year of penance may be 

commuted to the recitation of 365 pater nosters while holding the stance of a cross- 

vigil and the recitation of the Bead while prostrate on the ground, concluding: 

Patraicc timmarnai in figill-si 7 colum cille 7 maidoccferna- 7 molacca mend 

7 brendab moccu alice 7 colum mac craim 7 mochamoc insi celtra 7 enna airn! 

timarnasat cethri primsuid herenn gresfria tu cach mac bethad adcobra nem 

.L hua minadain 7 cumaine fota 7 muirdiu bur 7 mocolmoc mac commain a 

haraind. 

'Patrick has recommended this vigil and Colum Cille (d. 597) and Maedoc of 

Ferns (d. 626) and Molacca Menn and Brdnainn moccu Altae (d. c. 580) and 

Colum. mac Crimthain (d. c. 550) and Mocholm6c of Inis Celtra (d. 549) and 

Enda of Aran. The four chief sages of Ireland, that is Ua Minadan and Cumaine 

Fota (d. 662) and Murdebar and Mocholm6c mac Cumain (d. 751) from Aran, 

§§1, Z 5,8,28,30,31,33,47 and 83. There are still further sections concerned with the recitation 
of the 'Three Fiffies' of the Psalms and the Pater Noster. 

47 BinChy (in 'The Old Irish Table of Penitential Commuitations', blu 19 (1962), 47-72) states that 'In 
Mon. Tall. § 1, etc., mac bethad apparently means a member of a 'Ctddeel community. But in other 
texts it is used of any professed religious' (notes for §24, p. 7 1). Such perplexity is understandable, 
but the observation seems to negate the view that the cJU DJ constituted a reform movement, ,a 

sharp reaction against the laxity and corruption of the older monastic federations..., (ibid., 65). 
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have recommended its constant practice to every son of life who desires to 

obtain heaven. 48 

The individual to whom FO is ascribed, 6engus ua 6ibledin, was, according 

to the prose Preface subsequently added to the work, a member of the community of 

Tallaght during Miel Ruain's abbacy. Lines 437-8 in the Epilogue of thefilire state: 

Anim cech maicc bethad 

is truit ro noebad 
'The soul of every son of life 

has been sanctified through you. 9 

This is the sole instance of the use of mac bethad, but it is still greater than the use of 

cili Dj, which is wholly absent in this form. Nonetheless, there are four references to 

being a cile of Christ. Lines 13-14 of the Epilogue refers to Hi; asalathra ng & 1, i , fi th, 

do Christ cfapter ciii... - 'Patriarchs, prophets, though they were cili of Christ ... 1; 

otherwise, these references are to. the compiler himself. lines 307 and 426 of the 

Epilogue both state d Christ dianda chJle - '0 Christ, whose cile I am9; while the 

Epilogue closes with the plea (lines 553-4), 

Rom-s6erae, d issu, 

ol is duit am cile. 

'May you save me, Jesus, 

for I am a cile of yours'. 

These four instances of, essentially, Wle Christ', like c8e Maic Maire in the 'Rule 

of Corngall', could, perhaps, be argued to be synonyms for cill Dj, but, if so, then 

the important point must be that they indicate a singular lack of consistent use of the 

form expected if c8i Di itself indicated the formal' adherence to a movement or 

order, however loosely defmed. This is the more pointed in a work ascribed to an 

individual reputed to have been one of the community of Tallaght. Even so, however, 

any argument that Wle Christ' could be a synonym for c8i Dj would, in this 

48 The translation is ftt of Binchy, ibid, 63,65. 
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context, appear weak and it would seem that the sense of its use was rather to 

indicate the compiler's claims to be a devout follower of Christian teaching. 

There are flirther terms used in a similar context in FO: lines 77 and 141 of 

the Prologue refer to miled Jssu - 'soldiers of Jesus, - and thfiaith Di - 'people of 

God' - respectively; the stanza commemorating C6emgan of Glendalough under 3 

June, too, names him explicitly as Mil Crist; while line 396 of the Epilogue refers to 

thfialth issu. These are, clearly, variations of a theme and both thfiaith Dj and thfiaith 

Issu would seem, simply, to denote Christians generally; however, miledissu and Mil 

Crist are hibernicized forms of the Latin miles Christi, the significance of which will 

be discussed below. Finally, in an apparent variation of mac bethad, lines 428 and 

429 of the Epilogue refer to macc lire - 'son of piety'. 

The use of the term mac bethad is not restricted to the texts connected with 

Tallaght, however -Apgitir Chrdbald states: 

[§22] Cethoir trebairi inda mac mbethad. L credbud inda tol, omun inda piaJ4 

serc innafoehaide, cretem indafochralce. Man! credbatis inna told, nj 1ecf1fis. 

Mani digtis inda plan4 n1fomnibfis. Mani cartis inna fochaidi, nifudimais. 

Mani cretis indafochraici, ni ricjItis. 

, The four safeguards of the sons of life: erosion of the desires, fear of the 

torments,, love of the tribulations, belief in the rewards. If the desires were not 

made to wither, they would not be abandoned. If the torments were not feared, 

they would not be heeded. If the tribulations were not loved, they would not 
be endured. if there were no belief in the rewards, they would not be attained. ' 

[§30] Inna teora tonna fiagde tar duine i mbathis, trefretechfris-toing indib 

I fris-toing don domun cona adbchlossaib, fris-toing do demun cona 

inntledaib; fris-toing do tholaib colla. Is ed in so immefolngai duine dend-I 

bes mac bais combi mac bethad, dend-f bes mac dorchai combi mac solse. 

'The three waves that pass over a person in baptism, in them he makes three 

renunciations: he renounces the world with its pomps; he renounces the devil 
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with its snares; he renounces the lusts of the flesh. This it is that causes a 

person to be a son of life from being a son of death [and] to be a son of light 

from being a son of darkness. ' 

Here, clearly, there is no sense of mac bethad indicating an individual who was 

concerned with monastic reform - nor, even, is it certain that 'the four safeguards of 

the sons of life' were necessarily thought of as belonging to a specifically monastic 

context - §30 appears to relate to a 'son of life' in the broadest terms of one who 

upholds his baptismal vows. This looseness in definition again takes some added 

relevance to the current discussion when it is remembered that the Apgitir Chrdbaid 

' 49 itself was originally included in Mon. Tall., making it far from clear whether the 

compilers of the textual archetype, dateable 83 1 x4o, placed any great importance on 

the term. Since the usage of melc bethad is related in the same terms as the usage of 

cili Dj, the same uncertainty must arise about the significance of the use of the term 

cili DJ in the Tallaght documents. If it cannot be demonstrated from the texts 

associated with the community of Tallaght, and the Practices of Mdej Rfiain they 

relate, that the term cili De had any formal or acknowledged or particular 

associations, or even monopoly of usage, why then should it be considered that the 

cili Dj were a reform movement, or practitioners of a more austere form of 

asceticism? At the broadest level, both cJli Di and meic bethad could be interpreted 

to simply mean devout and conscientious Christians. 

Yet such a wholly informal sense for cili Dd does appear to be at variance 

with other contemporary evidence. From the evidence of Tothad's Rule', it would 

appear accepted that there was some formal difference between an ordinary monk 

and a cele DJ, at least by the compiler; however, there is not the least indication of 
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what he considered that difference to be. The duties of the c6le DJ outlined in the 

Rule would have been, one would think, equally applicable to any individual in any 

coenobitic community of the time. Tothad's Rule' is the only contemporary text to 

provide any indication that the cili Dj differed in some regard from ordinary monks, 

but this suggestion exists only because of the separately headed sections, not because 

of any indication in the extremely limited content of the stanzas. This fundamental 

lack of detail, frustratingly, makes Tothad's Rule' an uncertain witness in this 

respect and provides no clear evidence of what was meant by the term cili Dj at this 

time. 

The variety of terms used in contemporary texts, including those with 

acknowledged Tallaght connections, is bewildering and difficult to explain if there 

had been a reform movement or an 'order' specifically called cili Dj. It has already 

been briefly alluded to that, despite the association of Tallaght with the cili Dj, Miel 

Ruain, whom Binchy believed was their founder and 'patron saint', is nowhere 

referred to as c8e Dj. However, the one unequivocal reference to Mdel Ruain - in 

his obit - is as a 'soldier of Christ. " The prevalent consensus that the c6li Dd had 

emerged as reformers to the degeneracy of the church in the eighth century has 

undoubtedly camouflaged the particular usage of this term miles Christi in earlier 

sources. There are no fewer than thirteen instances of the term in Adomrdn's Vita 

Columbae, 51 two instances in A U, including that of Mdel RUain, 52 and one instance in 

49 It follows §8o in the text ofMon Tall. in RIA NIS 1227, but while notice of its inclusion was made 
by Gwynn and Purton, it was omitted from their published edition. 

50 AU 792.1: Mael fluain Tomlachtai, Akftln Rathain Aedhan h COn CUMbu, episcopi 7 milites 
Christi in pace dormierunt. 

51 There are twelve specific instances and one inferred instance. The latter instance, in 113 1, calls 
Colum Cille's companions 'fellow-soldiers' -pro quo commilitiones sanctum mesti rogitant ut 
oraret. The twelve specific instances are: Second preface - Christi militi spiritu revelante sancto; I 
2- religioso sene praespitero Christi milite Oisseneo; 120 - Mailo&anus nomine Christi miles; I 
32 - longaque in brevi Christianae tempora militae conplentes; 1 36 -, prespiter Fi e rid, hanus, 
Christi miles; 140 - Christique commilitones; 143 - Lugbeus, Christi miles; 149 - Christi miles 
Finanus nomine, qui uitam multis anchoriticam; 11 4- Silhanus Christi miles Sancti legatus 
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AU of miles Dei. ̀  Of the instances of use in VC, three are priests and soldiers of 

Christ, one an anchorite and soldier of Christ and one, in 111 7, a soldier of Christ 

'who built a little monastery for himself' It has been noted, too (above, pp. 66-7), 

11 j pr that the compiler of Mire 6engusso provided the terms m id ssu ( ologue, 1.77) 

and, more significantly, MY Crist (under 3 June). These two terms, the latter 

particularly, as hibernicized forms of miles Christi. The term cili Dj, therefore, 

would appear to be one of several, including 'cili Crfst', c8i maic Maire and Mil 

Crist, which were used as vernacular renditions Of miles Christi and miles Dei. While 

miles Christi is attested to from at least the seventh century, the emergence of the 

term cili Di by the middle of the eighth century occurred during a period which saw 

an increasing emergence of vernacular ecclesiastical texts and Of vernacular terins 

used for ecclesiastical positions (see chapter 5). Consequently, any attempt to 

understand what was meant by the term cili Dj through an examination of the Irish 

socio-legal concept of cJilsine would be largely fruitless, as it Presupposes that the 

term was Irish in its original construction. 

The description of miles Christi to an individual certainly appears to denote a 

reputation for particular piety, but it could also be argued, given its martial image, to 

reflect individuals perhaps concerned with reform. Also, if the term cili Dj was a 

vernacular rendition of an epithet previously applied to individuals, in what way 

could it be applied to communities? 

The community of Tallaght has the best claim to be called a community of 

ciii Dj at this period, even although they, and those most influenced by them, 

referred to themselves as meic bethad at least as frequently as cili Dj in their own 

Columbae; 1110 - et deiweps Cristianae usque in exitum militae mancipandus; 1142 - Cormacus, 
Christi miles; and 1117 - Alium Christi scio militonem qzd sibi in eodem terriorio in quo et ego 
commnebwn monasteriolum constrtait, nomine Dformitium. 

52 The other entry is AU 729.1: Eicbericht, Christi miles, in ii Pasca die pausat. 
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writings. These writings allow a better insight into this community than any other 

and it is for this reason it is difficult even to suggest that this community provided a 

blueprint for those later communities, established within existing communities, to 

whom the name cili Di appears to have been universally appended and who appear 

to have been principally concerned with the sick and the poor. The poor, by contrast, 

are mentioned very rarely in MOIL Tall.: 

§ 3. A forbi tra danofor lortaid na muindtire bis id choimidecht. ised is choir 
laissom di thabairt donda bochtaib ar nistd Ie6 leth docoiset do chuincid 

neich. acht is dual duitsiu cena narrabae let sentaisc de dia de na mbocht de 

chrochaib saildi 7 di rusccaib imma 7 reliqua 

'Whatever remains after the monks that live under you are satisfied, this he 

thinks it right to give to the poor, for they have nowhere that they can go to 
beg anything. But it is meet, even if you have no old leavings, (to feed] the 

poor with flitches of bacon and firkins of butter and so on., 

§35. Muin doberthar o thuatib is faitciu laissom a nemfairitiu- Arisfemat 

araile do fodail kusom do bochtain iaram fobithin arna fodlat ind tuati do 

bochtaib. Ata lasna tuad iarum beith 16r d6ib do ascnam nime acht dorotat ni 
dona hanchairtib 7 bidsom iarumfria to! L Isferr a nemgabail iarum acht ontl 
bassformbW n6t! addaim anwartine. 

'Gifts (? ) that are given by the laity, he is careful not to accept. Some accept 

such things to be distributed by them to the poor thereafter because the laity 

do not distribute to the poor. The consequence is that the laity deem it enough 

to win a place in Heaven, if they have given something to their confessors and 

after that they think it will be at their pleasure. It is better then not to accept 

anything, save from one that is holy, or from one who submits to spiritual 
direction. ' 

53 A U738.2: Tole, epiSCOPus CIUOW IrOirC4 digmis D? i miles, P=C'(. 
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§57: Ni haurcul laisim dano cid arfaomtar nl o lex dos 7a tabirt detsiu iarum 

do bochtaib neich forbi lortid do muindtir de fobithin maith leisim bess ni 

tabrait ni de dena bochtaib. 

'He considers it not unlawful that somewhat should be accepted from idle 
folk, and that you should afterwards give to the poor anything that is left of it 

when your own monks are satisfied, because if it is in the hands of the idle, 

they give none of it to the poor. ' 

It is clear from these few passages from Mon. Tall. that provision for the poor carried 

no great priority for Mdel R6ain and was far from the central concern to his 

community. This is all the more surprising as provision for the poor was generally 

considered an important aspect of the duties of the church. 54 There is little evidence 

here to believe the Tallaght community to have been the forerunner of those cili DJ 

communities evident from the middle of the tenth century. 

So what, in the final analysis, can be said about what was understood by the 

term cili De when it emerged in contemporary sources between the mid-eighth and 

mid-ninth centuries? The origin of the term appears to have been a vernacular 

rendition of miles Christi and, as such, does not derive from a formal, legal concept 

of ceilsine with God. Those ecclesiastics to whom the term miles Christi, and, 

presumably, therefore, cili DJ, was applied certainly appear to have numbered 

among the intellectual and spiritual elite, however: one that included the foremost 

ecclesiastical minds of their day. These were men well versed in Scripture and who 

appeared to devote much time to exegesis within the bounds of the rigorous 

discipline they maintained and were most commonly described as scribes, bishops 

and anchorites in their obituary notices. The term appears as an honorific to denote a 

devout individual who devoted his life to teaching, or scribal activity or otherwise 
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advance the glorification of God and the honour of the church. Yet while it is clear 

that individuals could thus be respected at the end Of their lives and revered as a 

devout soldier of Christ, it is clear, too, that particular communities - Tallaght under 

Miel Ruain, Finglas under Dublitir, Elair's new foundation at Ros Crd, Terryglas 

under Mdel Dithruib and very likely others - could apparently be collectively 

considered c8i Dj. As it is clear from the Tallaght documents themselves, however, 

the appellation cili DJ was far from being the sole, or even the prevalent, term used. 

It cannot be claimed, therefore, that these communities formed a cohesive movement 

- there are several instances in the Tallaght texts, particularly Mon. Tall., where 

different practices in regard to particular circumstances are reported in some of these 

communities - who were known as c8i Dj. The degree to which there were reports 

of different practices in Mon Tall., particularly, makes this text largely anecdotal in 

nature, providing an indication of 'good practice', rather than providing, in any 

sense, a 'Rule'. Clearly, therefore, these communities maintained and followed their 

own practices and did not constitute an 'order', however loosely defined. 

Equally clearly, however, these communities were regarded in some sense as 

distinct from the majority of ecclesiastic foundations. This has led to the belief that 

the cili DJ were a reform movement emerging in reaction to a, necessarily, 

degenerate and corrupt clergy. This understanding will be discussed in detail in 

chapter 4, but, for the meantime, it will have to suffice to say that it is unwarrented, 

but has given rise to a belief that the cili Di represented a more severe form of 

asceticism or were clerics of stricter observance. What, rather, appears to 

differentiate these communities from others was not severity of discipline, but, it is 

suggested here, that once they had entered the community, the monks rarely, if ever, 

The law text C6rus Bescnai, for example, requires alms from the laity to feed the Poor (CIH s24. 
234). 
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left its confines, 55 that the individual became, as the heading to the section in the LB 

variant of Tothad's Rule' (below, pp. 97ff) puts it, 'the CJ1e DJ or the cleric of the 

enclosure' (Do celiu Dj n6 di clirech Rklesq). It would appear to have been this 

form of 'white martyrdoM, 56 which entitled the community to be regarded as ciii Dj, 

meic bethad, c8i macc Maire, meic lire, milidIssu or any of the other terms noted to 

have been current in contemporary texts. This is not to suggest that they were any 

stricter in their discipline or more devout in their observance, but that they simply 

devoted their entire existence to the contemplation and devotion of God. Nor, indeed, 

is it to suggest that the members of these conununities were prohibited from leaving 

their confines - monks travel&g abroad are explicitly mentioned in §6 of Moll. Tall. 

and Dublitir of Finglas presided over the COngressio senodorum at Tara in 780 (see 

chapter 5) - but it may have been that, on these occasions, it was the elders of the 

community abroad on specific business Of the community. similarly, the 

consideration that the basic profile of the cJli DJ emerged in the eighth century 

cannot be maintained, although scholarly consensus in this respect is already 

Changing. 57 

55 Ms may account for the -year of purification' alluded to in FO and Mon Tall. and undergone by 
thosewho wished to join the community- This may have allowed the individual an opportunity to 
oq)ericnce such withdrawal before becoming full members of the community. §2 of Mork Tall. 
also states As for those who came to converse with him [? W- el Ruain], it is not his usage to ask 
them for news, but to see that they Profit in those matters Only for which they came. Because it 
might harass and disturb the mind of him to whom it was told'. It is also clear from MO TI n. al 
however, that some, at least, of Mdel Ruain's community could leave the confines of the 
community on occasion: the oft-quoted stanza on drinking (§6) indicates that although Wel Ruain 
did not allow the drinking of beer in Tallaght and, 'When his monks used to 90 anywhere else, 
they used not to drink a drop of beer in T"r Cualann, whomsoever they might meet. Ilowever, 

when they went a long distance, in that case they were allowed to drink. ' It is clear, therefore, from 
this that, on occasion, members of these communities did travel abroad, but, if the hypothesis that 
the monks in cili Di communities rarely, if ever, left the confines of the monastery is correct, then 
it may be surmised that those who did travel did so on community business and were perhaps the 
elders of the community. 

For the various forms of martyrdom in early medieval Ireland, see Clare Stancliffe, T4 white and 
blue martyrdom', in D. Whitelock, P_ McKitterick and D. Dumville (edd. ), Ireland in Early 
Medieval Europe, cambri dge, 19 82,21-46. 

57 Colm, 1n Etchingliam, for eKample, has stated that the 'CJU DJ of the Tallaght memoir were 
advocates and practitioners of cenobitism whU4 however, was combined with an ideology of 
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These Wli Dj' communities did not constitute a movement, nor, in any 

sense, should they be considered an 'order'. The appellation cili Di, and its 

anglicised form 'Culdee', has been exclusively applied to them and has been partly 

responsible for the impression of an 'order' of reformers. The appellation appears to 

have had no specific si0ficance and was One of many used in contemporary 

writings. The exclusive use of c8i Di by modem scholars may be due to its 

adoption, to judge by the frequent latinisation of the terffl, by those later 

ecommunities within communities' concerned with the sick and the poor, but which 

have no apparent connection to the 'cili Dj' during the period under study. While it 

can be seen that these Wli Dj' communities no more constituted a movement any 

more than the church itself can be considered a movement, they were a part of a 

development of the church as a whole which had visible roots by the end of the 

seventh century. it remains to be seen, therefore, to what extent those individuals 

described as miles Christi and who founded or developed these cjli Di communities 

evident in the eighth and ninth centuries may be regarded as reformers. 

anchoritic or eremitic mortification. Such a combination ... is attested in sources from as early as 
the seventh century. ' Church Organisation, 354. 
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3 

The primary source material derivinp_from the cili DJ 

As may be expected from the late eighth / early ninth centuries, marked by the 

prevalence of annalistic references to 'scribes and anchorites', there are many 

ecclesiastic texts which survive, albeit in much later transcriptions, which were 

originally compiled in this period. Not all of these, however, should be considered to 

be cili Dj in origin or have cJU Dj connections; but there are devotional or liturgical 

texts - the Rlire 6engusso (FO), ' the Mar"Ology of Tallaght (T)2 and the 'Stowe 

MiSSal'3 _ which are accepted to have been compiled in the scriptorium at Taffaght, 

and disciplinary works - the Old Irish Penitentiae and the 'Old Irish Table of 

Stokes (ed. ), Filire 6engusso C91i DJ. Stokes suggested FO Survives in ten extant MSS: (1) 
Brussels Bibliot6que Royale MS 5100-4, folios 94a-119b. This is a seventeenth century tM 
written almost, %&bolly in the hand of Michael () Cldirigh, one of the Four Masters. (2) National 
Library of Ireland MS, G. 10, which dates c. fifteenth century. (3) British Museum MS, Egerton 
88, dating to the second half of the sixteenth century. (4) MS A7, ff 548d in the Franciscan 
library at Killiney. This fifteenth century text is heavily glossed and has additional saints to the 
original text of FO, indicated by the formula in hoc die. (5) Trinity College, Dublin, MS 11.3.18. 
Only 112 quatrains of FO are recorded in this MS. (6) Laud 610. This MS, in its extant form, was 
transcribed in 1453 from the Saltair Caisil and other Mss. FO is contained in folios 59-75. (7) 
Lebar Brecc. A fourteenth century compilation, FO is contained within ff 75-106. Stokes, 
however (xvii), records 'though oldest in date of all the MSS, it deviates most from the 
archetype. ' (8) Royal Irish Academy NIS 23. P. 3, transcribed in 1467. The prose preface, Prologue 
and quatrains for MAY, Sept. and Dec. are missing. (9) Ravdinson B505. An early fifteenth 
century parchment MS, FO is contained in 211-220. Stokes (xxi) considered that though prose- 
preface, prologue and epilogue are missing, this copy is, as far as it goes, by far the best that has 
come down to us. ' (lo) Rawlinson B512. A parchment MS written in various hands of the 
fourteenth and fifteenth centuries. The prose-preface to FO begins at 59. a. 1 and the text begins at 
53b, but contains only 60 lines. 54a-56b contains the Epilogue and 57a-64a contains notes on the 
main text of FO, which is not contained within the MS. One of the most recent commentators on 
FO, however, adds a further text unknown to Stokes, National Library of Ireland MS G. 169, but 
discounts two of Stokes, texts as they are glossaries containing excerpts of FO, rather than true 
texts: see Marc Schneiders, "Pagan Past and Christian Present' in 'Felire Oengusso", in 
Cultural Identity and Cultural Integration Ireland and Europe in the E4r1y Middle, 4ges, edited 
by Doris Edel, Dublin, 1995, pp. 157-69. 

2 Yhe MartirolOgY Of Tallaght, edited by P-1. Best and ILL Lawlor, 1113S 68, London, 1931. T 
survives in two extant MSS: the Book of Leinster (L) 3S5 fol-a-365 fol. c and Brussels Bibl. Roy. 
5100-4 folios 182-97v (Br). For the former, see Yhe Book of Leinster, vi, edited by Anne 
0, Sullivan, Dublin, 1983, pp. 1596-1648. The periods 30 January-1 I March, 20 May-31 July and 
I November-16 December are missing from L, but the loss, with the exception of I Nov-16 Dec, 
can be recovered from Br. 

3 7he Stoue Afissalf edited by G-F- Warner, IIBS 32, London, 1906. 
4 E. J. Gveynn, 'An Irish penitential', tKu 7 (1914), 121-95. The only surviving copy of the text is 

contained in RIA MS 1227, formerly the 'Tallaght codex' RIA MS 3B 23. 
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Penitential Commutations" - which cannot, with any certainty, be attributed to any 

specific scriptorium, but which have clear cJIi Di connections. Also of primary 

importance, from the perspective of the current study, are the inter-related texts 

Teagasg Maoil Ruain, " Riagail na Celed nDj (RCD), 7 the text containing notes on 

the customs of Tallaght which has subsequently become known as the Monastery of 

Tallaght (Mon. Tall. ); $ and the Rule which has been variously ascribed to Mochuta of 

Rathan and Lismore (d. 636) and to Fothad na Can6ine (d. 819). ' These particular 

texts have demonstrable cJIi DJ connections - Teagasg, RCD and Mon Tall. are 

clearly concerned with c8i Dj practice, while the internal context of Fothad's / 

Mochuta's Rule indicates that it was compiled by a cile Di (below, p. 98). The 

archetype which provides the common source for the extant variants Yeagasg, RCD 

and Mon. Tall., therefore, which is reflected to some degree in a textual comparison, 

can be seen to have clear and unequivocal c8i De origins and, consequently, provide 

some insight into how the cili DJ viewed ecclesiastical Organisation. As will be 

indicated in the subsequent two chapters, all of these texts Will emerge as crucial to 

our understanding of the wider concerns of the c8i Dj. 

Reeves called Riagail na Celed nDj the 'Prose Rule of the Cdfi Dd' in order 

to distinguish it from that section on the c8i DJ contained within Fothad's / 

Mochuta's Rule he cited in isolation and called the 'Metrical Rule of the Cdfi DdY0 

Correspondingly, the 'Prose Rule' is often regarded as a prose version of the 

'Metrical Rule', even although there is no direct equation between the two. There is, 

5 D. A. Binchy, 'The Old-Irish Table of Penitential Commutations', biu 19 (1962), 47-74. This tract 
is found in the MSS Rawlinson B 512 and in RIA 1227, with the latter providing the fuller text 
and the basis for Binchy's edition- 

6 E. j. Gwynn, -The We of Tallaght, Hermathena 44 2nd Supplementary volume (1927), '2-63. 

Teagasg Maoij Ruain survives only in a single text, G. 36, in the Franciscan library in Dublin, 
written in the first half of the seventeenth centuryý 

7 Ru=es , 
2he Culdees of the BlIfish lslw7ds, 84-97; Gwynn, 'The Rule of Tallaght', 64-87. The 

extant text is preserved solely in Lebar Brecc, folios 9v- l2v. 
8 E. J. Gwynn and W. J. Purton, The Monastery of TallaghL' PRU 29 C (1911), 115-79. 
9 The text survives in six MSS - B. M. Addit. 30512, fol. 20 a 1; 111 11, TCD, fol. 125v, Lebar 

Brecc, p 261 a 1, which carries the heading Incipit Regla Mochuata Rathin; RIA 23 N 10, which 
carries the heading Fothad na Can6lne cc. hanc regzdwn; vol. 28 of the Murphy collection in 
Mqynooth Library; and Yellow Book ofLecan, 112 16, TCD. See also n. 63, p. 98, below. 

to Reeves, yhe Culdees of the Bfifish Islands, 82-97. 
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on the other hand, a clearer and much more direct textual relationship between 

Riagail na Celed nDJ, Teagasg Maoil Ruain and the Monastery Of Tallaght. The 

fmal sections of Riagall na Celed nDj, that is §§55-65, have been incorporated from 

other texts: §§ 55-56 from the Rule of Colum Cille, while §§57-65 also coffespond to 

parts of Riagail Ph6traic. 

As already noted briefly in the preceding chapter, the basis for the 

understanding that the c8i DJ constituted some form of reEgious 'order' essentially 

appears to stem from the survival of the Rfagail na Celed nDj. This text is clearly a 

composite work and consists of sixty-three sections, the subject matter of which 

concems the fo wing: 

1: 'The Beati of the refectory is sung standing and thereafter the Magnificat 

and Ego vero and other canticles... ' 

§§2-6: concerned with various aspects and prohibitions of diet. 

§7: a note to lay additional penance - although without specific indication - on 

cooks, scullions and milkers who spill the produce. 

§§8-11: again concerned with various aspects of diet. 

§12: a prohibition upon self-castigation; the outline of periods within which 

castigation was pennissible. 

§13: an outline of the progressive involvement of newcomers in the midnight 

mass at Easter over their first seven years in the community. 

14: an outline of the specific stances to be adopted while reciting the pater 

Noster, called the 'Shrine of Piety' and the 'Corselet of Devotion. ' 

15: the stipulation that mass must be attended on Thursday if missed on 

Sunday. 

§ 16-18: concerned vvith aspects of confession. 

§19: diet. 

§20: the stipulation that the Beati is to be sung while washing feet. 

§21: the stipulation that only baptismal names are to be used at the celebration 

of vespers. 

§§22-3: relate aspects concerned vvith the recitation of Psahns. 
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§§24-5: matters of diet. 

§26: a prohibition on holding mass by priests who have abandoned their orders. 
§27: the stipulation that the effect on the keeping of the evening vigil is 

dependent upon the day of the week upon which a chief festival falls. 

§§28-9: anmchairdine and its problems. 

§30: a prohibition upon d1i Di sleeping in the oratory and an outline of the 

correct times to sleep and to recite the Psalms. 

3 1: relates the practice for c8i DJ to have religious works read to them while 
eating. 

§32: an outline of the proper penance for missing mass. 

§33: a prohibition against drinking at Particular times of the day. 

§34: an outline of the proper penance for anger towards a servant. 

§35: a prohibition against a Me Dj drinking after urinating. 

§36: a notice that Miel R6ain's community fasts on half rations once a month. 
§37. concerned with the proper actions and sanctions regarding anmchairdine. 

§38: a list of the four most heinous acts for which, in IreLT4 no penance could 

ever be done. 

§39: relates opinions on diet. 

§40. relates the manner in which diluted whey or buttermilk ought to be drunk. 

§4 1: an outline of the proper penance for eating outwith the proper time. 

§42; an assertion that lavatories are inhabited by demons and of the necessity 
for making the sign of the Cross within them. 

§43: a prohibition upon the keeping of food in the same house as a sick nmn or 

eating in the cornpany of the dead. 

§44: an anecdote concerning MAel Main's disapproval ofperegrinni. 

§45: an affirmation that posthumous piety on behalf of the dead benefits the 

soul of the deceased. 

§46: directions in regard of reducing rations in order to practice abstinence. 

§47. a prohibition upon bathing in polluted water. 

§48: a notice that giving half of one's rations to God serves in lieu of a fast. 

§49. a stipulation that the unborn child of a woman near to death should be 

named Flann or Ceflach. 
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§5o. a notice that menstruating nuns are to be excused vigils and prohibited 
from attending mass. 

§5 1. - a prohibition upon eating food transported on a Sunday. 

§52. a notice that castigation to be undertaken on a Sunday should be 

administered at nones on Saturday. 

§53: a notice that the tonsuring of the head was to be undertaken once a 

month, on a Thursday. 

§54. relates the collection of tithes. 

§§55-6. sections taken from 'The Rule of Columcille'. 

[§55: an exhortation to avoid idleness and an indication of appropriate labours. 

§56. an exhortation to eat only when hungry, sleep only when tired and speak 

only when necessary. ] 

§§57-65; sections taken from RIagall PhLitraic (see below, pp. 87,89). 

It can be seen that the greatest single concern within Riagail na Celed 

nDj was diet, with which twentyý-One of these fifty-seven sections were concerned in 

some aspect or other. The other principal topics were concerned with prohibition, for 

whatever reason, upon individuals holding or receiving mass; with outlining 

appropriate or necessary occasions for reciting the Pater Nosier or the 'Three Fifties' 

of the Psalms; and relating the trials and tribulations of the responsibilities of soul- 

friendship, to another. Several of the sections are anecdotal in nature and, other than 

the title appended to it, there is little apparent reason to consider the text to be a 6rule' 

at A Indeed, several of the topics are concerned with pastoral, rather than ascetic, 

themes. §§26 and 54, particularly, are unexpected in a text considered to have been a 

rule, however loosely defined, compiled for the adherence of what has been believed 

to be an ascetic reform movement. Those sections appended to the text from Riagail 

Adfraic are profoundly concerned with pastoral provision, resulting in a text that, 

rather than one exclusively concerned with ascetic contemplation, was rather more 

concerned with ecclesiastical matters as a whole, even if in the fragmentary and 

disjointed manner which resulted from its compilation as a composite texL Rather 
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than a 'rule' for the Icili Dj', this text appears instead an amalgam of anecdotes and 

practices touching upon the full spectrum of ecclesiastical concerns. 

Reeves dated Riagail na Celed nDj to the twelfth or thirteenth centuries, but 

this was revised by Strachan, on the basis of extensive linguistic analysis, to being 

'probably of the ninth century. "' These interdependent texts would appear, from 

internal evidence, to derive in part from a source dating to the first half of the ninth 

century, although they do not evidently share the same exemplar suggesting the 

original was copied and recopied. " E. J. Gwynn also stated that Riagail na Celed nD6 

was 6originally written perhaps in the ninth century, '13 but went on to indicate that the 

extant form of the text must be an abbreviated and generalised form of this original 

(see below, pp. 83-90). The extant text is preserved solely in Lebar Brecc, folios qv- 

l2v, and carries the heading Incipit Nagail na Celed nDe o Moelruain cecinit. 

It appears to have been this heading which has introduced and preserved the 

understanding of this amorphous compilation as a 'rule', reinforcing the acceptance of 

the cili Dj as an 'order'. The accreditation to Mdel Main, if correct, would place it 

firmly in the latter half of the eighth century; however, the consensus over the 

likelihood of a ninth century date of compilation on linguistic grounds is reinforced 

with its clear relationship to Mom Tall., datable to 831AO, and Teagasg Maoil 

Ruain. Reeves, who understood the extant version to date to the twelfth or thirteenth 

century, believed this heading to indicate that the 'rule' derived 'from that, Mael 

Rýain compiled. This reasoning was essentially accepted by Gwynn, who suggested 

that there had been a later attempt to fashion a rule for the cill Dj from Moiz. Tall. 

and the Teagasg or from the common original. In any event, it is clear that Miel 

Main could have had no part in the compilation of any of these texts as they, were 

written long after his death in 792. While Reeves' translation and edition 14 consisted 

11 john strachan, libe Deponent VerF, Transactions ofthe Philological Society, 1892,516-7, n. 1. 
12 E. L Gwynn, in 'The Rule of Tallaght', saw 'no reason for Postulating more than one ultimate 

source, (xii) for Monastery of Tallaght and Yeagasg Maoij Ruain, which is undoubtedly correct, 
but it would appear clear from the variation in the texts themselves that there were certainly 
intermediate copies between the original text and the extant survivals. 

13 ibid 
, Vii. 

14 p , eMS, 7he Culdees of the British Js1w? ds, 84-97. 
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of unnumbered paragraphs, Gwynn's re-edition of the text numbered the paragraphs 

to allow direct comparison with Mo& Tall. and Teagasg Maoil Ruain, providing an 

indication of the extent of interrelationship. This work is summarised and commented 

upon below. 

The text relating the customs from the monastery of Tallaght survives only in 

a single copy, contained in the Royal Irish Academy MS 1227 (formerly the 'Tallaght 

codex' RIA MS 3B 23) and appears to date to the later fifteenth century. " The text 

ftselý however, contains some orthographic and textual peculiarities which distinguish 

it from the other material included in the MS, but Gwynn and Purton believe the MS 

to have had a single scribe and that these peculiarities are probably copied by him 

from the archetype which he had before him, " The original text clearly post-dates 

MAel Ruain's death (d. 792), but appears to have been mainly compiled during the 

lifetime of his disciple Wel Dithruib, whose death is recorded in AFM sa 840, § §86- 

go (of §§go) was added after his death, which 'is quite consistent with the disjointed 

character of the document,... a collection Of memorabilia, probably jotted down from 

time to time. 917 Gwynn reasons the original text to have been compiled 83 1 x4o, 18 It is 

principally concerned with outlining practice in discipline and observance, but is 

clearly no Rule, being largely anecdotal in outlining practices of prominent ali De 

which are often related informally as a discourse between individuals. The text 

essentially comes across as being one concerned with the provision of example as a 

guide in an attempt to introduce standardisation. 

Teagasg Maoil Rualn also survives in a single text, G. 36, in the Franciscan 

library in Dublin, written in the first half of the seventeenth century. Gwynn believed 

the transcription was initially undertaken by Louis Dillon, who compiled the first half 

of the first page, but that the remainder was compiled by John Colgan, who referred 

toan 'old book' as his authority. " 

See Gwynn and Purton, 'The Monastery ofTallaght, ' IIS. 
ibid, 120. 

"ibid., 12 1. 
See the discussion, ibid., 120fE 
See his discussion in 'The RWe of Tallaght', v-viii. 
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Gwynn and Purton's edition of Mon. Tall, consists of 90 numbered sections; 

Gwynn's edition of Teagasg Maoil Ruain of 106 sections and his edition of RIagail 

na Celed nDJ of 65 sections. Gwynn undertook a direct textual comparison of these 

three texts, providing an indication of the interrelationship that may be outlined thus: 

Mon. Tall Te RCD 

§ 83 (in part) §1 §§ 1-3, § 12 (in part)20 
§2 §4 21 
§3 §5, § 12 (in part) 

§4 § 13' 
§5 
§6 §14 
§7 

§8 23 §6 

§9 §2 

§10a § 13 

§10b §7 
§11 
§12 

§56 §13 
§ 14 
§15 
§ 16 
§17 
§18 
§ 19a 
§ 19b §15 
§20 §16 
§21 §17 
§22 §18 

§23 §8 
§24 
§25 §§19-20 

20 § 12 ofRCD is drawn from §I and §3 of Teagasg. 
21 §4 OfRCD covers only part of the material covered by §2 of Teagasg. 
22 The material summarised in § 13 is covered in §4 and §I Oa of Teagasg. 
23 §51 of Mon Tall. also relates to diet over Easter but does not aPPear to be the source of §8 in 

Teagasg or §6 in RCD. 
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Mon. Tall. Te RCD 

§26 
§27 
§28 
§29 
§30 
§31 

§1 §32 
§33a §21 

§2 §33b 
§3 §34 
§4 24 §35 

§5 {§36 25 §22 
§31 
§33 
§37 §23 

§24 

§38 §9 (in part) 
§6 §39 

{§40 
§7 §41 
§8 (in part)26 §42 

§43) §9 (in paft) 
§ 1027 

§44 
§45 § 1129 

§46 
§47 

§9 §48 §41 
§49 

§10 §50 
§11 §51 

§52 
§53 
§54 
§55 §36 

§56 §26 

"' There appears to be some duplication of subject matter here mrith §77 ofMorL Tall. 
25 §36 of Teagasg relates anecdotal material concerning Wel Ruain and Mel Dfthruib Mich is 

covered in §5, part of §31 and §33 ofMorL Tall. 
§8 covers material related partly in §42 and partly in §91 of Teagasg. 

27 §9 of RCD is derived from §38 and §43 of Teagasg, but po of RCD also overlaps with §43 of 
Teagasg. 

28 The material in §IlofRCDis derived onlyfrom the initial part of §45 of Teagasg. 
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Mon. Tall. 

12 

§13 
§ 14 32 

§15 
§16 

§75 
§76 

§17 
§18 
§19 
§20 

§21 
§22 

§23a'4 
§23b 
§24a 
§24W" 

§25 
§26 

§27 

§28 

Te 

§57 
§58 29 

§5930 

§6031 
§61 
§62 
§63 
§64 
§65 

§66 
§67 

§68 
§6933 

§70 
§71 
§72 
§73 
§74 
§75 
§76 35 
§77 
§78 
§79 
§80 
§81 
§82 

§83 
§84 

§85 
§86 
§87 
§89a"' 

RCD 

§25 

§44 
§45 

§27 

§28 

§30 
§31 

{§51 
(§52 
§53 
§54 

§32 

"' one sentence of §48 ofM= Tall. briefly touches on the material dealt with in §58 of Teagasg. 
30 §59 OfMOM Tall. indirectly touches upon the material contained in §59. 
" There is some overlap of material on diet at Easter with §12 and §51 ofmrL Tall. 
32 'Mere is again some overlap with material in §50 ofMon. Tall. 
33 This may be the source of the gencrallsed section §26 in RCD. 
34 There is some overlap in subject matter Wth §54 ofMon Tall. 
35 This may derive from the source for section §29 ofRCD. 
'Incre is again soine overlap of subject material, this time with §42 ofMolz Tall. 
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Tegggsg Te RCD 

§29 §89b 
§30a §90 

§8 (in part) §91 
§92 
§93 
§94 

§30b 38 §95 
[§96a 
§96b" 
§971 §33 
§9814' 

§31 §99 
gloo 

§32 §101 
§33 § 102 
§34 § 103 

§ 104 
§35 § 105 
§36) § 106 §34 
§37) 
§38 
§39 
§40 §35 
§41 

§43 
§44 
§45 
§46 
§47 

§49 
§5o4l 
§5 142 
§52 
§53 

§57 
§58 

37 There is no numbered §88. 
38 The material contained in §30b is covered by §§95-96a in Teagasg. 
39 A small part of §55 ofMorL Tall. reflects the material in §96b. 
40 §§97-98 covers the material contained in §33 ofRCD, but §98 also appears to indirectly re e material in §48 ofMorL Tall. fled th 
41 See entry for Moa Tall. § 12. 
42 See entry for Mon Tall. § 14. 
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Mon. Tall. Te RCD 

§60 
§61 
§62 

§63 

§64 

§65 
§66 
§67 
§68 
§69 
§70 
§71 
§72 
§73 
§74 

§78 
§7945 

§80 

§81 
§82 

§84 
§85 
§86 
§87 
§88 
§89 
§90 

§38 
§3 943 

§40'4 

§42 
§43 

§37 

§47 
§48 
§49 
§50 

§§55-65"" 

It can be seen, therefore, that the greater part of Teagasg Maoil Ruain is 

derived from the same material which provides the basis to Mon. Tall. Riagail na 

43 There is also some overlap here with the material in §46 of RCD. 
44 §48 ofM= Tall. may have been the ultimate source for §40. 
4' With some overlap of material with §23b and §54 ofMon Tall. and §75 of Teagasg. 
46 These final sections are unconnected with these other texts, with §§55-56 taken from the Rule of 

Columcille and §§57-65 frOzn Rfagail PMtraic- For the Rule of Colum Cille, see W. F. Skene, 
Celtic Scotlwzd, 11,508-9 and KmO Meyer, ZCP 3 (1901), 28-30; for Rjagail phdtraic, see j. G. 
O'Keefe, 'The Rule of Patrick', triu I (1904), 216-24. 
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Celed nDj, in turn, it would appear, largely derived directly from the original source 

to both, but adapted its material into a more succinct and generalised form and added 

material from the Rule of Columcille and the Riagail Ph6traic. When directly 

compared Eke this, it can be seen that there are material omissions from the extant 

texts that must have been present in the original source. An indication of the 

omissions from the extant text of MmL Tall. particularly can be gauged from a 

comparison of the extant text of Teagasg: §§7-19, §§16-19a, §§24-3 1, §44, §§46-7, 

§49, §§52-59, §70, §78, §80, §96b and §97 of Teagasg have no equivalent sections in 

the extant text of MoiL Tall., but the greater number, if, indeed, not actually all, of 

these sections certainly seem to derive from the common archetype. 47 The source for 

§§13 and 14 is uncertain - §13 relates the conflict of opinion between 'some of the 

Old Fathers', concerning approval or disapproval over provision of the sacrament to 

'people of imperfect life' on their death-bed; while §14, similarly, relates that while 

some of the Old Fathers disapproved of the provision of commemorative mass for 

monks who did not receive communion before dying, others approved. These 

paragraphs merely record the Merence of opimon without comment. §56 of Mon 

Tall. relates Colchu's approval of the provision of sacrament at the point of death as it 

could bring salvation. This was clearly a contentious issue, which provoked much 

debate. It is difficult, therefore, to postulate an origin for these particular sections in 

relation to the rest of these texts. 

The archetype for M= Tall., therefore, appears to have been more extensive 

than the extant text suggests. Evidence for some editing of motL Tall. can be 

perceived from the text itself- § 18 ofMon Tall., for example, ends ... J"Iii pro Mortuis 

parentibus debent pdentere 7 cetera. This fmal sentence, in Latin, added to an 

otherwise Irish entry relating the fasting of Moedoc and the community of Ferns for 

47 §§ 12,44 and 47 take the form of a discourse between Wel Ruain and Wel Dithruib, as so many 
of the entries do in MOA Tall. §§8-9,16-19a, 25-31,46,52-58,70,78,80,96b and 97 all either 
mention Wel Ruain himselt or relate the practice within the community of Tallaght, or begin 
with the opening sentence 'It was not his custom in common with other entries in the ex=t 
Mon Tall. § §9 and 28 refer to the Rule of Mdel Ruain friagla Anaou Ruain], and § F, 24 and 49 
may have come directly from this Rule, or, perhaps more likely, indirectly, having been included 
in the Mon. Tall. archetype. 
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the release of the soul of Brandub mac Echach from Hell, and particularly that final '7 

cetera', indicates that there was clearly more to this entry originally that has been 

replaced with a Latin summation of 'the moral of the story'. More broadly, the textual 

comparison indicates the loss of some thirty-three sections, at least, from MoIL Tall. 

which have been included in Teagasg. 

While there is a clear, and very close relationship, between these two texts 

which mainly, but not entirely, maintains the same order of sequence for the entries in 

common, there is a different relationship with Riagail na Celed nDj- The latter part 

of this text, §§67-74, derives from Riagail Phdtraic. Little of the first half of Rjagail 

na Celed nDj is not reflected in either Mon Tall. or Teagasg, but very little of the 

latter half is reflected - of §§41-75, only §§42,44,47,50-52 and 60 is reflected in 

either text - and none of the material deriving from Riagail Ph6traic appears in the 

If other texts, suggesting it has been a late addendum. The Rule itse 
, therefore, is 

clearly a composite and the order in which extracts from it appear is, in places, 

significantly different from the extant version published by Reeves. This may have 

been as a result of editing by the scribes of the other texts; however, the scribe of 

Teagasg, particularly, was clearly meticulous in copying the material exactly as he had 

it before hie" and it is fairly certain that, in this case, he transcribed the entries from 

49 In §3 1, for example, he relates that a vessel called a decimn6ir was kept to receive the tithe of fish 
and gruisle, but adds 'I do not understand the meaning ofgruisle unless it is the same as gruth or 
unless it is used for the morsels of food which they ate' [n1 thuigim criad as ciall do ghruisle 
munab jonann e7 gruth no munab ar na greamannaib do ithdis do beirtheir e]. In §40, relating 
a discourse between Wel Ruain and Dublitir, the scribe writes -my monks drink ale', said 
Dublithain or Dublitir (it is written thus: Dublit-) ['Ibhid mo mhuinntem--sa, Or Dubhlithain no 
Dublitir (mar so sg7jbthar e, Dubfit-)'. In §61, he writes 'I have heard from him, says the author 
of the book (but I do not understand from whom he heard this)... [Do chuala me aige (ar ugdar 
an leabhair, acht nj thuigim cfa aga ccualaidh se sin)... ' The 'source' would certainly appear to 
have been Wel Dithruibl- There are numerous other examples of such notes or comments 
throughout the text, but these are sufficient to indicate that the scribe was a meticulous copyist 
who transcribed the material he had before him faithfully, even if he was uncertain as to meaning 
or relating outdated customs, but, at the same time, modernising the language to the Irish of his 
own day. It is tracts from Mon Tall. and Teagasg which are largely responsible for the reputation 
of the cjjj Di as reformers reacting against a degenerate clergy, as Dr I lughes indicated (above, 
p. 24), particularly §4 ofMom Tall. and its equivalent, §35 of Yeagasg. Tle language employed 
in §35 of Teagasg, however, is greatly exaggerated from that of §4 of Mom Tall., with those of 
the 'old churches' repeatedly referred to as evil (010, which is far in excess to the corpsiu lcoirptj 
Icorpat employed in Mon. Tall. Clearly, this exaggeration did not originate with this scribe and 
indicates at least one intermediate transcription. 
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the Rule in the order related by his source, one patently quite diff4erent in places from 

the extant text. It is interesting, in this context, that the extant texts of Fothad's Rule, 

too, are largely quite Merent in their order of sequence from each other. It would 

appear that it was an acceptable trait among cýll D16 scribes to re-order the sequence 

of existing texts where it suited their needs, where, presumably, they wished to 

provide different emphases ofpriority, according to circumstance. 

It has been understood that there is some connection between the archetype of 

these Tallaght texts and the Old Irish Penitential. This text, together with the 'Old 

Irish Table of Penitential Commutations' (below), is found in RIA MS 1227, formerly 

the 'Tallaght codex' 3B 23, the inclusion in which, for the latter, was cited by Daniel 

Binchy as suggesting it 'forms part of that early corpus of religious literature in the 

vernacular associated with the rise of the C61i Dd or "Culdees". 49 Binchy considered 

the Old Irish Penitential to have been a product of Tallaght, but that it was based 

entirely upon the earlier Latin penitentials. 50 Robin Flower believed that it was 

compiled at, or as a consequence of, the congressio senodorum at Tara in 780 (below, 

pp. 144-6). The variant to the Penitential contained in MS Rawlinson B512 does 

begin with the statement that 'The elders of Ireland have drawn up from the rules of 

the Scriptures a penitential for the annulling and remedying of every sin, both small 

and great , 
51 but Binchy rejected Flower's theory (below, pp. 145-6). Gwynn judged 

that the 'Penitential cannot have been originally compiled earlier than the last quarter 

of the eighth century'52 and 'can hardly have been put together much before A. D. 

800., 53 

The Penitential is based 'on the "schema of the eight principal sins", which is 

ultimately due to John CaSSian., 54 The extant text, however, which has suffered from 

49 Binchy, 'The Old-Irish Table of Penitential Commutations', 47. 

50 Mid., 49. 
51 Conawdetar sruithe Erenn a fiaglaib na screptra, pennatoir dilgind 7freptlup cech Pecjhce 0 bfuc 

comm6r. 
52 Gvom 'An Irish Penitential', 13 1. 
53 ibid., 130. 
54 ibid., 12 1. 
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both textual damage and from omission in the transcription from an earlier text" 

contains only seven - headed de luxuria, de guld, 56 de avaritia, de invidia, de ira, de 

tristitia, and de vana gloria. 

Certain parts of the Penitential are reflected in Mon. Tall. These specifically 

deal with particular aspects of diet and refrain from sexual intercourse during 

particular periods, both of which are covered by the section of the Penitential that 

should be headed de guld. § 14 of the Penitential covers material contained in § 12 of 
Mon. Tall.; while §36 of the Penitential forms part of §§14 and 50 of Mon. Tall. 

These may be reproduced here for comparison: 

Penitential § 14: Nech asrochoiliud nadn[safeoil no saill no imh no niha coirm 

no ass. Dlegar dau tri mirend no tri lomand di cach a, ar chaisc 7 notlaicc fri 

galar 7 anches dia tichtu nofri huais ngorta- no n6inafor tuatha condinappail 

cach toruth bis leu cenmotha ani asrochoili nech do gabad de. no frisreire n- 

anamcharat lasna b1i naill do thorud arabera b1th ind asrochoiji inn anminitar 

dia. combifochraicc nambi de. 

'Anyone who takes a vow that he will not eat flesh or bacon or butter, or will 

not drink beer or milk, is bound to take three morsels or three sips of each of 

them at Easter and Christmas against the occurrence of disease and suffering; or 

against distress through flunine or scarcitY falling upon the people, so that all the 

victuals they have perish, except the particular thing which he has vowed [not] 

to partake of; or in case of a repast provided by a confessor, who has no other 

sort of victuals which the man may eat who has taken that vow of abstinence for 

God's sake: so that it is for God's sake that the relaxation is granted, when it so 

happens, and so that he gets a reward for what he does., 

Moiz Tall. § 12 (= §60 of Teagasg and §25 of RCD): Issed rochualal jaisim cid 

indhf nad caodet feoil dogres dogniad pars isind chaisc de feoil fre terc! 7 

gorti do tecmung isind bliadaia Issed rochualai laisim. Issedfognfd i tir da 

55 See Gwynn, s discussion, ibid., 121-3 1. 
56 The heading de gda itself has been omitted fron the extant transcription, although the subject 

matter clearly deals vvith the excess of appetites and, from comparison %ith other Penitential 
texts, both Irish and Continental, the section would be expected to carry this heading. 
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glas indtan romb9i ind riaguil and lsenad uli amail notreigtis addurtaig 

med6n Idoi dia caisc dochum na chuchdiri d6ibfochetor co ndenad cdch diob 

andpars defeollfrif0imtin terci no bochde in ando ar mani thuaslalcea isind 

chaisc nipo assa doib jarum cosin caiscc nailipost andum. 
, This I have heard from him: even those who do not eat flesh regularly take a 
particle of flesh at Easter to guard against scarcity and hunger occurring in the 

course of the year. This I have heard from him; this was the practice at Tir dd 
Glas when the Rule was there: the whole congregation, when they left the 

oratory at noon on Easter Day, used to go straight to the kitchen that each of 
them might take a particle of flesh there, as a precaution against scarcity or 
poverty during the Year; for unless a man relaxes at Easter, it would not be easy 
for them to do so afterwards until the next Easter a year later. "' 

Penitential §3 6: Nech bis hi lanamnas dligith itte a besa inso .i denma in trib 

corgusaib na bliadna 7 aine 7 cetain 7 domnuch 7 eter di notlaicc 7 itir di 

chaisc mani theis di sacarbaic ar notlaicc 7 caiscc 7 cengciges. Dlegar doib 

dano denma i n-aimsir galair mista donaib banscalaib 7 ind aimsir comperta 7 

trichae aidchi iar mbreith ingine. xx. aldchl iar mbreith maic. 

Dlegair doib dano beith cen saill cen carna i trib corgusaibna bliadna. 

, Anyone that lives in lawful wedlock, these are his rules of conduct: chastity 

during the three Lents of the year, and on Fridays, Wednesdays and Sundays, 

and between the two Christmasses and between the two Easters, if he does not 

go to the Sacrament on Christmas Day and Easter Day and VAlitsun Day. Also 

they are bound to observe chastity at the time of their wives montWy sickness,, 

and at the time of pregnancy, and for thirty nights after the birth of a daughter, 

twenty nights after the birth of a son. They are also bound to go without bacon 

or flesh during the three Lents of the year., 

57 -MS is supplemented in §51 OfMO? L Tall.: 

Mom ch, 11theadanofeoil 7swIIInPaschaCd9OrIai no genti dodwmalrcet do Chaithimfeolm 7nimbe 
anaild,, rbera bith isferr laisim 7 is inil&u d, 3 daul do ecaib tv comaldhad a ingill in&ljs tuaslucud 
forfe6il 7 ar martra, atnmther d3 ceddonecmW bds indar comalnadandmowirmgen do anjwhwjjit, 
. Now if he does not eat bacon and flesh at Easter, even though hunger or heathen constrain him to eat 
meat, and he has nothing else that he may eat, he thinks it better and safer for him to face death for the 
sake of fWflling his vow than to relax in regard to meat; and it is reckoned to him as martyrdom if he 
chance to die for it, to fulfil what he had promised to his confessor. ' 
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Mon Tall. § 14: indtf do dos tuatha (no e) arfaom anmcardini a chongbail 6 d 

ab uxore sua in his tribus noctibus .L aidchi darddoin aidchi sathairn 7 aidch! 

ndomnaich Cid aldchi Noin ma dorona Accus indtan mbis galar mlostai for 

bandscal dlegar do neuch a chongmail uadi iar nanmchardini petir ind libris 

clementis. 
'if one of the laity accepts spiritual direction, he is to keep himself from his wife 

on these three nights, Wednesday night, Friday night and Saturday night. As to 
Sunday night, he is to do so if he can. And when a woman is in her monthly 

sickness, a man ought to keep away from her according to the ghostly counsel 

of Peter in fibris Clementinis. ' 

Mon. Tall. §50: Beim a6sa lanamnasa forsamb! anmcharti. 0 anteirt dia 

luaoin co matin dia cetaoin Suiri 7 dilmalne d6ib in his diebus duobus 7 

noctibus etirpraind 7 lanamnaisAbstinitforaib idrumfrifeoil 7 Idnamnas. 0 

matin dia cetaoin co matin dfa darddoin Suire d6ib iterum o matin dia 

darddoin co matin dia aoine. .4 congmail iterum doib o lanamnas o matin dia 

aoine co matin luaoin . i, fribus diebus 7 noctibus in SeParatis 4pstinait praindi 

ineiunioforaib cum nocte scanti 7 in sabato cum nocte dominica die Suire d6ib 

arprainn tantum did domnuich 7 aidchi luaoin. 

'The course prescribed to a wedded couple who are under spiritual direction. 

From prime on Monday to matins on Wednesday, for these two days and nights 

they are given exemption and licence both for meals and conjugal intercourse. 

After that time abstinence is imposed on them both from flesh and intercourse, 

from matins on Wednesday to matins on Thursday. They are given exemption 

again from matins on Thursday till matins on Friday. They must keep 

themselves again from intercourse from matins on Friday till matins on Monday, 

that is, they are to live separately for three days and three nights. Abstinence 

from meals is imposed on them on Friday and the following night, and on 

Saturday and Saturday night. They are given exemption, for meals only, on 

Sunday and Sunday night. ' 

As the Penitential would pre-date the exemplar of Mon Tall. by roughly half a 

century, it would appear, if there was indeed some connection between these texts, 

that the Penitential would have been used as a source for this archetype. There 
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appears to be little in the way of direct borrowing, however, and it is noteworthy that 

there is so little material in common. The use of Latin in the passages from Mon Tall. 

may indicate a Latin text, or texts, since §§ for 14 and 50 provide differing detail and 

are contradictory in places, one of which is named as the libris Clementinis, as the 

authorities for these passages. The lack of penitential provision in §§14 and 36 of the 

PenitentiaL however, marks them as distinct from the rest of the text. There is a break 

in the text of the Penitential before §36, however, suggesting some confusion in, or 

damage to, the source of the extant transcription. The indication in §36 that 'these are 

his rules of conduct', highlighted above, is reminiscent Of, but not identical to, the 

frequent statement in Mon. Tall. that 'it was his [invariably mdel Ruain, s] custom..., 

Binchy suggested that the 01 term arr(a)e, with the specialised sense of penitential 

commutation, was unique to cill Dd texts (see below) and noted its use five times in 

the Penitential: in §27 of de luxuria (x2); in § 15 of de avaritia (X2) and in §3 of de 

invidia. This, together with the fact that both Mon. Tall. and the Penitential were 

found in the 'Tallaght codex', now RIA MS 1227, suggested to him that the Old Irish 

Penitential was a product of the Tallaght scriptorium. and that it may have been used 

as a source for Mon Tall. There appears to be nothing in either text to support this 

however - if there is any borrowing at all between the texts, it would appear rather 

that §36 of the Penitential was interpolated from Mon. Tall., but 
, 
this, too, is uncertain 

- and, in any event, as Binchy noted, the Penitential derived from earlier, Latin 

Penitentials and, as such, provides little information for the purposes of this present 

study. 

One penitential text which provides material of much greater value to the 

current study, however, is the tract Binchy named the 'Old Irish Table of Penitential 

Commutations'. Binchy, again, believed this tract to have been a product of the 

Tallaght scriptorium, what he termed the 'Tallaght school', but his understanding of 

the cili De - as a reform movement representing 'a sharp reaction against the laxity 

and corruption of the older monastic federations', 5' who demanded 'the renewal of 

58 Binchy, -fbc old-Irish Table of Penitential Commutations', 53. 
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ancient monastic zeal"' - proved to be greatly at variance with the content of the text 

itself and this created unnecessary problems concerning which much of his discussion 

of the text spent trying to resolve. 60 The significance of this 'Old Irish Table of 

Penitential Commutations' fies in its purpose and in the reasons it provides for the 

necessity of this purpose. As Binchy's title for the tract indicates, it provides a system 

of reduced periods of penance for stipulated sins, although §5 provides a list of those 

sins which are not entitled to any remission of the penance due for them, 'unless God 

himself shorten it by means of death or a "message" of sickness or the amount of 

mortification a person takes upon himself (man! chuimrigetar d1afessin tria bas no 

epistil ngalar no meit an saothair docharadar nechfairfessin). §§7-37 of the tract is 

taken up with the appropriate remission for the otherwise legislated penance 

stipulated for particular sins or with examples of the practice of particular ecclesiastics 

in such regard, reminiscent of passages in Mon. Tall. The greatest impact of these 

commutations is upon the length of the period of penance and the philosophy behind 

such remission is outlined in §6: 

Ar iss edh cethardce adrimet ind ecnx ara ndentar na arrce . 1. ar emi scartha 

frisin pecad iarna chomlepaid ar oman imtormaich ina pecad ar chiund ar 

59 ibid., 54. 
1 The principal problem in this regard was the fact that the text provided a standard for the 

reduction in the period of penance Prescribed for most - but not all - instances of sinful 
behaviour. This basis was at variance with Binchy's conceptualization of the cel! DJ, leading him 
to state that surely then the leaders of such a movement would be most unlikely to introduce a 
systern of commutations designed to shorten (and in some cases, as we shall see, to lighten) the 
traditional forms of penance? ', ibid, 54. Ms was the root cause of his subsequent confusion. 
Mving argued the text to have been the product of a c8l Dý scriptorium and to ask whether, as 
the evidence appeared to suggest, the 'whole system of penitential commutations is a product of 
the"Culded" movement' (ibid., 47,53), Binchy was, given his understanding of the nature of the 

c9li Dj, forced to the conclusion that 'it seems more probable that the a-re represents an ancient 
practice of the Irish church' (ibid., 54), despite the fact that 'none of the older Latin Penitentials 

of Irish provenance refers to an arrewn or any similar type of commutation' (ibid, 53). Again 
due to his belief that the c9li DJ were a reform movement established by Wel Ruain in the latter 
half of the eighth century, Binchy was forced to the conclusion Of the antiquity of the acceptance 

of penitential commutation, since to accept that it was introduced by the cJU DJ was also to f4orce 

the conclusion 'that the entire chapter De Arreis [in the Collectio Canonum lRbernensis] has 

been interpolated in the Irish Canons, for it could not have been compiled before the beginning of 
the ninth century at the earliest' (ibid. ). Yet Binchy also acknowledged that 'despite these 

arguments, there remains a formidable difficulty in the way of a Latin original [and, therefore, an 
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chumreg scegull resiu risar forcend peindi conmoladar a n-anmcharat ar 
ascnam coirp cr 7 afola, tria chomeicniugadpeindi. * amail as marb in corp 

cen dig cen biad tria aimsera sira is amlaid ind ainim cen corp xr 7a fuil 

triasin uile scegal indiu cen sasad a anmce * 

'The sages enumerate four reasons why the commutations are practised: (1) for 

a speedy separation from the sin with which one has been united; (2) for fear of 
adding to the sins in the future; (3) for fear that one's e cut sho fore the lifi be rt be 

end of the penance decided by a soul-friend; (4) in order to [be free to] 

approach the Body and Blood of Christ by restricting (? ) [the period ofl 

penance. * As the body [which is left] for long periods of time without food and 
drink perishes, so does the soul [which is left] throughout the whole of its 

present without the Body and Blood of Christ, without the food of the soul. * 

The purpose behind such penitential remission, therefore, is explicitly concern for the 

souls of those for whom the church was responsible. The significance of this and its 

manifestation in other Tallaght texts will be discussed in detail in the following 

chapter, although, for present purposes, it can be said that it indicates that c8i Dj 

concerns were much more broadly based than the usually ascribed asceticism and 

mitigates against the view that they were severe in the implementation of their aims. 

The principal concern with souls in this text is further emphasized with the 

opening sections, §§ 1-4. These are concerned with various means by which souls may 

be rescued from Hell. §I indicates that 3 65 Pater Nosters, 3 65 genuflections and 3 65 

blows on the hand with a scourge every day for a year would rescue a soul from Hen; 

§2 states that reciting the 'three fifties' and the Beati daily for seven years will rescue 

a soul from Hell; §3 indicates the same result after the recitation of a Psalter with 

Lauda and the Beati and a Pater Noster at the end of each psalm daily for three years. 

§4 re-iterates merely that 'Each of the foregoing commutations rescues souls out of 

Hen if intercession may be sung for them' (doessairc anmanda, a iffurnd cach arrT 

donaib arraib-se mad inga-balm a ecdairc). These opening sections sat uncertainly 

earlier tradition of penitential commutation]: why should the inventors of this system of 
commutation have chosen an old native word to denote Iff (ibid., 50). 
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with Binchy, who considered that 'they represent the intrusion of a totally different 

idea 961 and, indeed, that confusion over the meaning of arr(a)e 'was responsible for 

the introduction of these sub-Christian practices, based on survivals of primitive magic 

into the Est of more orthodox commutations. 162 This analysis of these opening 

sections is bizarre. There is nothing to indicate that these Practices were 4sub- 

Christian'. indeed, quite the reverse, and suggestion that -they were intrusions 

becomes questionable when considered alongside § 18 of Mon. Tall., which contains 

the anecdote relating how the soul of Brandub mac Echach was released from Hell 

following the year-long fitst by Moedoc and the community of Ferns. In this instance, 

the means of release differs from those outlined in the table of commutations, but the 

concept of the release of an individual's soul from Hell as a result of sustained 

intercessory action over a prolonged period is the same. Clearly, the understanding 

among Irish ecclesiastics at this time was that the condemnation of the soul to Hell 

was not irreversible. Neither, from this perspective, can the position as the opening 

sections in the text be thought of as out of place: the tract begins with the means by 

which the souls of individuals in the past - the dead - could be saved from Hell, 

followed by an indication why this may be necessary and followed in turn by the 

means by which the salvation of those souls of individuals in the present - the living - 

may be achieved. Correspondingly, the 'Old Irish Table of Penitential Commutations9 

can be seen as a carefully considered and balanced whole, but one concerned with the 

ultimate outcome of pastoral provision, not tancient ascetic zeal'. Again, the 

significance of this will be dealt with more fully in chapter 4, but it is clear that 

Binchy9s understanding of the c8i DJ, which was, to be fair, very much the received 

wisdom of his day - and, indeed, remained so for the following decades - seriously 

undermined his understanding of this important text. 

Another important text providing an indication of cili DJ concerns, and 

apparently independent of the Tallaght texts, is the 'Rule9 of Fothad / Mochuta. This 

"' ibid., 56. 
62 ibid. 
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metrical composition consists of a series of self-contained sections, each outlining the 

duties and responsibilities considered appropriate to each indicated level of society. 63 

John Strachan dated the text 'at the latest in the beginning of the ninth century', 64 

which effectively discounts Mochuta of Rahan (d. 636) as the compiler, even although 

the ascription was unlikely to have ever intended to suggest Mochuta's actual 

authorship. The more probable intention in such cases, where ascription to the 

founder of a house, or series of houses, was an indication that the rule was observed 

within, or throughout, these foundations. In this particular instance, however, the 

appellation of 'rule' is something of a misnomer, as will be seerL The equation 

between Fothad of Fathan and Mochuta's community of Rahan, however, is difficult 

as there is no overt connection between the two. Kenney has provided the most 

feasible explanation to date: 'A confusion of the names "Fathan7' and "Rathan,, might 

result in the "rule of Fathaif' becoming the "rule of Ratharf, and, therefore, of the 

great saint of Rathan-'65 it would certainly appear to be significant that N, which 

appears to be the most complete of the extant texts, ascribes authorship to Fothad (d. 

819). In addition to this, the section dealing with the CJ1i DJ opens Dia mbem fo 

mdm chOrchechta - if we should be under the yoke of cl6rchecht' - while an the 

other sections relating the duties, responsibilities and expectations of a position begin 

Dia mba[t]... - if you should be'... - indicates the text to have been compiled by a 

Me D6. Further, it may be considered that there are parallels between Tothad's Rule' 

and the three interdependent Tallaght texts. Under the sections for both the bishop 

and the priest, there is an emphasis on a knowledge of Scripture and Rules and to 

63 The text survives in six MSS - B. M. Addit. 30512, fol. 20 aI [B]; 111 11, TCD, fol. 125v [I q; 
Lebar Brecc, p 261 aI [LB]; RIA 23 N 10 [M; vol. 28 of the Murphy Collection in NPynooth 
Library M, which is a late copy of N; and Yellow Book ofLecan, 112 16, TCD [YBL]. much of 
the fIrst Mf of yi3L is illegible; however, Mere it is legible it appears to follow the same order 
of 113. B has been used as the basis of Kuno Meyer's edition in 4rchiv far cellische 
Lericographle 3 (1907), 312-20. It carries the heading Incipit Regula mocuta Raithni. Meyer 
also provides the variants from N, which carries the heading Fothad na Can6ine cc. hanc 
regulam. jj3 was used as the basis of the edition by 'MacEcWse', published in the Irish 
Ecclesiastical Record, e series, 27 (1910), 495-517. It carries the heading Incipit Regla 
Mochuala Rathin. 

64 Strachan, Trmuactions of the Philological Society (1892), 510-7, n. 1. 
65 1<ýenney, Sources, 474, n. 324. 
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ensure the validity of baptiSM. 66 These points clearly carried a deep significance for 

the church hierarchy at this time and will also be discussed in detail in the following 

chapter. §4 of the outline of the duties of a priest reflects the circumstances of 

receiving confession and the provision of communion for an individual on his death- 

bed, a topic related in Mon Tall., §§13,14 and 56. Similarly, §2 of the duties of a 

confessor prohibits accepting alms from those who are not obedient to the directions 

of the anmcharad; while §8 stipulates the distribution among the poor of such alms as 

may be accepted. Agah this same topic is covered in MorL Tall-, §35, but from the 

approach that it is better not to accept alms from the laity at all. 

Overall, however, there is little correlation between TOthad's Rule' and the 

slightly later interdependent Tallaght texts. The material that they do share in common 

- knowledge of Scripture and Rules, lawful baptism, acceptance Of Confession and 

communion at death, refusal of alms from disobedient laity - provide an indication of 

the topics of concern to the c8i DJ in the first half of the ninth century. As such, even 

although Tothad's Rule' provides no indication of what the compiler understood 

constituted the distinctiveness of the cili DJ, it does provide some evidence that the 

cjli Dj at this time should not be thought of as restricted to Tallaght itself 

These points are not in themselves proof of Fothad's authorship, but, equally, 

there appears to be no good reason to discount this traditional ascription without 

evidence to the contrary. Whether or not the ascription to Fothad is accepted, 

however, the text, compiled as it was by someone who considered himself to be a cile 

DJ, provides a reflection of the ideal of how society should be as perceived at the very 

time the cili DJ were entering the period of their greatest influence in Ireland, in the 

late eighth and early ninth centuries. 

66 From the text of Tothad's Rule' in LB and edited bY 'NiacEclaise': BS - Dia mebrach san 
noebscriptuir intan geba and: or ba lesnwe eclais! dia mba boeglach borb; B6 -Ar is borb cech 
n lanecnaid isin a fir cert., don coimdid ni comarba nech na leg a recht, D2 - ferr duit nir ba 
hanecnald do legend bat cert - ba mebrach ba daigeolach I riagluib 7 recht, D3 - do baitir bad 
d1i9fide is dual dO gnim dil, ' is sruith infer cOnOibre sPirut noem do nim. 
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Kenney observed 'The arrangement and extent of, these sections varies 

considerably in the several versions', "' without finiher comment. From a comparison 

of the arrangement and extent of the order of the variant texts, however, there are 

clearly sections common to all extant versions and sections restricted or specific to 

particular texts. A 'General Preface', 'preaching the Ten Commandments to every 

single person' (do forcetul x. timna for cech aen duine (LB)) is a common 

introductory section to all texts, following which comes the considerable variation in 

order. None of the extant texts, however, include all Of the variant sections. Unless it 

is accepted that all of the texts are incomplete and that all of the various transcribers 

evidently felt at liberty to discard those sections not included, to rearrange the order 

of the sections they have included and to add to or delete from the section on kingship 

from, presumably, a single original text, then there must have been, from the outset, 

several different texts reflecting, for whatever reason, different priorities or conditions 

among different intended recipients. In such a case, then, the variation in the order in 

which the sections appear must surely have some significance beyond a whim of the 

transcriber. The order in which the sections appear in the variant texts are: 

LB YBL (? after LB") 

1. 'General Preface' 1. 'General Preface' 
2. bishop 2. (? bishop) 
3. abbot IU abbot) 
4. priest 4. (? priest) 
5. anmchara 5. anmchara 
6. monk 6. monk 
7. dle Di 7. Me Di 
8. refectory 8. refectory 
9. king 

N 
1. 'General Preface' 1. 'General Preface' 
2. king 2. bishop 

3. bishop 3. dle Dj 

ibid., 473. 
See n. 63. 
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4. abbot 
5. priest 
6. maccleirich 
7. cile Dj (no title) 
8. refectory 
9. husbandman 

4. king 
S. priest 
6. abbot 
7. anmchara 
[8. 'conclusion' -this fmal 
section is composed in a 
different metre, however, and 
is unlikely to have been a part 
of the original composition. ] 

From all texts, the list of sections covers the duties of bishops, abbots, monks, 

priests, novices, c8i De, 'soul-friends' or confessors, kings and husbandmen. These 

different sections cover the spiritual duties and responsibilities for virtually all of 

society, together with the observations to be followed in the refectory for observances 

concerning feasts and fasts. 

In N, the first section after the 'general preface' relates to the king. It includes 

considerably more material, and is given greater priority, than the corresponding 

section in the other texts, where it is placed fourth in B, last of all in LB and oznitted 

altogether in YBL. N, and its later copy M, are unique in containing the section on 

husbandmen (Dia mba trebthach ... ), all of which appears to give the text a more 

'secular' feel; however, N (and M) are also unique in containing the section on the 

novice (maccleirich). indeed, only the sections for the manach and the anmchara are 

missing from those known from other variants, from what may otherwise be a 

ficomplete' accoUnt. 69 

B, on the other hand, the variant which appears to have a greater deviation in 

order than the others, has, as an order of priority of bishop, cJle DJ, king, priest, 

abbot and anmchara- This may indicate a text addressed more to a cJli Dj 

69 A 'complete' text may be expected to include a section for those of the nobility ranking between 

kings and husbandmen. Thomas Charles-Edwards, however, notes that 'people who maintained 

themselves by skill and knowledge ... were sometimes put under a single heading, "the people of 

crafr, ajs dina, to distinguish them from "the farming peopleý', ais trebthal (Ea"Iy Christian 

jre&ý Cambridge, 2000,68). In such a case trebthach may also have had a more broad-ranging 

meaning of those of free society whose means of maintenance derived from the land, rather than 

its more restricted sense of 11hrmer', and, as such, perhaps trebthach could be taken to include the 

nobility beneath the rank of king, The 'missing' sections for the manach and the anmcha, -a 

perhaps ought not to be expected in a more 'secular' version of the text. 
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community, as the section on the c8i DJ is otherwise consistently listed in seventh 

place in the other extant texts. In this case the order in which the king appears raises 

interesting questions, although no more so than the Placing of abbot, below priest, and 

the ornission altogether of monk. 

Fothad's 'Rule' is unlike any other. Monastic rules, in essence, deal with the 

Organisation, life and practice within a particular community orfamilia, or, as in the 

case of the cili Dj, as the ideal to which individuals within communities should aspire. 

iff Fothad's 'Rule' is similar to the latter, in providing an ideal; however, where it d ers 

from all others is in its scope. All the extant versions begin with a 'general preface' 

outlining the re' onsibilities and duties of all Christians; and, while it has an SP 

undeniable, and natural, emphasis towards the religious community, N indicates that it 

also has a much broader range of intended audience. The inclusion of the king, in N 

given such prominence, at some point in all bar one of the extant orders of listing, and 

the section on husbandmen suggests that, in fact, what was intended was the 

reflection of a suitable modus vivendi, albeit in fairly general terms, for a Christian 

society, religious and lay. The text itself, consequently, was compiled in fairly general 

terms, exhorting the ideals of Christian virtue - conscientiousness, humility, 

obedience, piety and so on - and appears to have been compiled in such a way that it 

could be adapted, perhaps was encouraged to be adapted, to suit specific conditions 

as a complement to established custom, which would account for the considerable 

variation in the order of the extant texts. As suck with the general provision of a 

broadly based ideal, it could indeed be considered to be a 'canon', rather than a 'rule,, 

and thus, perhaps, reinforcing the attribution to Fothad na Can6ine. 

Two further texts require some consideration here as they purport to provide 

the names of those individuals of those 'at one' with, firstly, Mdel Ruain of Tallaght 

and, secondly, with Feidlimid mac Crimthainn, king of Cashel, who is listed in the 

oentu Mdel Ruain, and whom, it will be suggested in chapter 8, was himself cjIe Dj. 

There are two versions of first of these, the Oentu Mdel Ruain, both of which are 
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preserved only in the twelfth-century Book of Leinster . 
70 As will be seen when cited 

in their entirety (below, p. 236), there is too little beyond the mere listing Of the names 

for the language to provide any indication of the original date of compilation, 

although even if this had been the case, it is accepted that, where there are survivals of 

other transcribed texts available for comparison, the compiler(s) of the Book of 

Leinster modernised the language of the texts to the Middle Irish of their own day. 

One problem which may be raised in connection with the use of the 6entu Mdej Ruain 

as evidence for specific relationships in the mid-ninth century, therefore, is the 

question of the date of compilation. As there is nothing in the language of the 6entu to 

indicate, one way or another, the date of its original compilation, it could be 

considered that the oentu may have been a late compilation, one resulting from an 

antiquarian interest, rather than a contemporary record. As such, the reliability if the 

witness of the list could be suspect, providing an uncertain basis for any close 

analysis. 

The one potential indication of the date of compilation from the extant text 

itseK however, may be the final sentence of the first version, although, even here, this 

cannot be taken as conclusive. In this version of the 6entu, Mdel Ruain is listed with 

thirteen adherents. A gloss to the source of this first version, and which has been 

incorporated into this extant version, equates this with Patrick and his twelve apostles. 

Clearly, however, just as an abbot with his twelve monks was considered the ideal for 

a monastic community throughout Christendom, the basis to this accepted ideal in 

composition was emulation of Christ and his twelve disciples. The final sentence, 

relating the inclusion of Cormac mac Cuilennain (d. 908), does not appear to have 

been a part of the original text, of which the twelfth name provided was that of 

Oengus, and it looks as though it may have been a gloss appended to an earlier text 

but which was incorporated into the 6entu when it was transcribed into the Book of 

Leinster. However, the second version of the 6entu consists of two simple stanzas 

which are attributed to Cormac and it is possible that this association itself could 

70 The Book of Leinster, vol. 6 (ed. Anne O'SWfivan), 1683,1686. 
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account for the subsequent addition of Cormac to the first version. Otherwise, the 

stanzas in the second version correspond with the twelve preceding names to Conmc 

in the first. Unless the first, 'prose', version used the two stanzas attributed to 

Cormac as a source, there must have been a further, perhaps original, record to which 

the glosses incorporated into the extant version in the Book of Leinster had been 

added. 

The 6entu Mdel Ruain, quite clearly, originally listed Mdel Ruain and twelve 

adherents and the fact that the final sentence of one version has the appearance of a 

gloss adding Cormac's name to an earlier record, while the second version, rightly or 

wrongly, carries a heading attributing the compilation of a poetic account of the 6entu 

to Cormac, would appear to be enormously valuable. As Conmac died in 908, it 

would be reasonable to accept that the original compilation of the 6entu belonged to 

the ninth century. Mdel Ruain's reputation and influence was at its greatest in the first 

half of the ninth century - this was the period during which the sources for the extant 

MSS of M011. Tall., Teagasg Maoil Ruain and Riagail na Celed nDJ all originate. 

Tbis, clearly, is not necessarily proof that the original record of the 6entu Mdel Ruain 

was compiled in the ninth century, but it is not unreasonable to consider that, if Mdel 

Ruain's reputation and influence rested on practices which were recorded and cited as 

examples worthy of emulation, then a list of names of those considered most closely 

'at one' with Mdel Ruain would have been compiled during this same period. 

Conversely, the later heading appended to RCD states Riagail na Celed nDJ o 

Maelruain cecinit. This, surely, indicates that the scribe considered the name of the 

compiler to have been 6 MAefruain. Such a SUP would not have been made in the 

ninth century and perhaps indicates that the personal esteem in which Mdel Ruain had 

been held in the late-eighth / early-ninth centuries was, inevitably, fading over time. In 

this case the question must be what relevance would the 6entu MM Ruain have had 

in the period prior to the compilation of the Book of Leinster in the twelfth century if 

the compilation should be considered to have been at a late date? Again, such 

reasoning does not constitute proof, and could even be considered sophistry, but the 
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Book of Leinster is a miscellany of genealogical record, folklore and ecclesiastical 

texts of assorted type, at least one of which, the Martyrology of Tallaght, is of 
demonstrably ninth-century origin and was itself once thought to be a compilation by 

Mdel Ruah7l In this case, unless there is clear evidence to the contrary, there seems 
to be no good reason for accepting that the 6entu Mdel Ruain recorded in the Book 

of Leinster is of anything other than genuine ninth-century origin, and, therefore, a 

close contemporary witness. 

The second tract which requires some consideration is that which has become 

known as '6entu Feidlimthe', although the only extant version, again in the Book of 
Leinster, ' carries no heading. The text consists of a series Of stanzas and it is 

apparent from the opening fines of the flrst of these that the poem commemorates 

those most in accord with Feidlimid mac Crimthainn, in this case, however, to the 

number of twenty-four. The stipulated number of twenty-four is double that 

anticipated and one of those named is Feidlimid himself- 

(§5) Fland mac Fairchellaig rofess. 

Fland m Duib Chonna ra chness. 

Flannan is Mael Dithruib dil 

is Feldlimid mac Crimthaina 

Feidlimid's inclusion in his own 6entu is unexpected. Certainly, the five individuals 

named in this stanza are all included in the 6entu Mel Ruain - indeed, the names of 

all of those named as at one, vAth Miel Ruain, vAth the exception of Cormac mac 

Cuflennain, ftmher reinforcing the suggestion his name was appended to one of the 

two extant variants, are found in 'oentu Feidlimthe'. This may suggest that the 

compiler of 'oentu FeIdlimthe' used 6entu Mel Rualn as a source, but the listing of 

the names common to both do not follow the same sequence and the additional names 

in Yentu Feidlimthe' intersperse the common names: 

71 See Craig jjaggaM 11be date of coinpositiOn of the Mire 6engusso and its relationship with the 
Martyrology of Tallaght%biu, forthcaning. 

72 The Book of Leinster, vol. 6 (ed. Anne O'Sullivan), 1707-8. 
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6entu Mdel Rua '6ent i Fe Zimthe' 

MAel Tufle Dimn-dn Arad 

MAcl Anfaid LobrAn Uaithne 

Fl= Find m Faircheffaig Mdel Tufle 

Flann mac Duib Thuinne Mdel Anfaid 

FlannAn mac Tiardelbaig Mdel Ruain 

Mdel Dithruib Eochaid 

DfinniAn Arad Mofing 

Dalbach Cinaed 

Feidlimid mac Crimthainn 6engus rrL OebRain 

Diarmait Diarmait 

Eochaid 6engus afle 
6engus m Oibleiin Dalbach 

[Corinac mac Cuflennain] Rectgus 

Rechtgniad 

Brocan 

'EPscop Sc6ithl 

MO Chonna Daire 

Feradach 

Dub Tire 

Fkm m. Fairchetwg 

Flmn nL Duib Chonna 

Flannan 

Mdel Dithruib 

Feidlin-W mac Critnthainn 

Fl= Find mac Fairchellaig has lost his epithet, perhaps to fit the metre of the stanza; 

Duib Thuinne has become Flann mac Duib Chonna, perhaps as the result of a 

misreading by a subsequent copyist, but, otherwise, those 'at one, with Miel Ruain 

are similarly identified as those 'at one' with Feidlimid. The difference in the order - 

although it is to be noted that the cluster of names from Flann mac Fairchellaig to 

Miel Dithruib in 16entu Feidlimthe' follow the same sequence in which they are listed 
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in 6entu Mdel Ruain - may indicate an independent record of the 6entu Mdel Ruain, 

although the inclusion of Feidlimid himself in §5 may perhaps rather point to a 

composite work. In marked contrast to the 6entu Mdel Ruain, '6entu Feidlimthe' 

contains important incidental detail and while any consequent reworking - if the text 
is a composite - may account for the variation in order between the two lists, the 
inclusion of Feidlimid in his own 6entu points to some carelessness on the part of the 

compiler of the composite (if such it was) and indicates the need for caution when 

considering the value of this incidental information. 

Kathleen Hughes discussed the distribution of the ecclesiastics named in the 

6entu Mel Ruain, noting that of the thirteen named, three, including, M4el Ruain 

himself, belonged to Tallaght, one each to the counties of Westmeath, Kildare and 

Clare, two to Cork and five to Tipperary and concluded 'Munster provides a weighty 

element in this pattern of distribution. " This distribution is, obviously, n1irrored in 

'6entu Feidlimthe'. of the remainder of the names, not all can be identified: Mo 

Conna Daire can be fairly securely accepted as belonging to Daire Eidneach and so 

reinforcing the Munster contingent; Rechtgnia, however, is very likely Rechtgnia of 

Clonmacnoise (d. 784); Cinaed may have been Cinaed mac Cummuscaig, abbot of 

Durrow (d. 793) or Cinaed mac Cellaig, abbot and bishop of Trelec Mor, in Co. 

Tyrone (d. 814); Feradach may be the abbot of Rechru, now Lambay in Co. Dublin, 

who died in 799 or the scribe, priest and abbot of Aghaboe, in Osraige, who died in 

813.74 Of the others, Lobrdn Uaithne and 'EPscop Sc6ithe' are, unfortunately, 

unidentifiable. 6engus is too common a name to be identifiable and while Mo Ling, 

Rectgus, Brocan and Dub Tire are much rarer names, there is no annalistic reference 

to any of them. Nonetheless, those that may be tentatively identified would indicate 

that although those from Munster provide the largest contingent and there is a clear 

emphasis on ecclesiastics from the south and east, ecclesiastics from the north and 

Kathleen ilughes, 'The distribution of Irish scriploria and centres, of learning from 730 to III,, 
in N. V_ ChadvAck et al, ShOes in the early Bfitish church, Cambridge 19S8,243-72, at 263. Not 

74 
all of the identifications, however, can be as secure as this listing of distribution vMllld suggest. 

The potential identification of these individuals has benefitted greatly from discussion %ith Dr. 

T. O. Clancy. 
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west are also represented. Neither list, therefore, would appear to be Promoting the 
interests of any particular region or church, although the promotion Of any interest 

would be difficult to argue from the mere listing of names in the 6entu Me Ruain 41 

particularly. 

The language of 16entu Feidlimthe' is Old Irish throughout. None of those in 

the list who could be suggested as tentative identifications Post-decease FeidHznid 

himselfý perhaps indicating that it was compiled - or, if a composite work, the 
information contained in the sources was recorded - within the generation or so after 
Feidlimid's death. The likelihood of this is perhaps reinforced by the absence of the 

name of Cormac niac Cuilennain altogether from '6entu Feldlimthe', particularly, it 

may be thought, as it is likely to have been included if the work was a composite using 

6entu Mel Rualn as a source. This would perhaps suggest '6entu FeidlimlW to 

have been compiled early in the second half, most likely in the third quarter, of the 

ninth century. 

Mthough caution needs to be exercised in the use of '6entu FeidliInthe" as a 

source, the apparent Proximity Of its compilation to Feidlimid's lifetime - or that of its 

sources if a composite work - perhaps by someone who knew him, could well 

indicate that the incidental detail contained in the work, such as Feidlimid's 

connection to Daire Eidneach, is largely accurate. Consequently, therefore, once 

again, without good evidence to the contrary, there appears to be no good reason to 

discount the evidence provided in the incidental detail of the piece and the information 

provided in these stanzas will be discussed in chapter 8. 

There is a significant amount of material from the late-eighth / early-ninth 

centuries which can be seen to be connected with the cili Di, or compiled by 

individual cile DJ, and which provides some indication Of how the nature and 

structure of the church and its role in society was perceived - and justified - by these 

churchmen. The question that remains is whether this primary evidence Supports the 

accepted view of the c9li DJ as a reform movement concerned to Preserve an austere 

form of asceticism. 
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4 

The eighth-century Irish church: 
degenerate and vulnerable to an encroaching secularisation? 

The first chapter noted that there was a heavy emphasis on what has been 

perceived as the degeneration of the Irish church during the course of the eighth 

century. Peter O'Dwyer, for example, emphasised that 

This century introduces us to the murder of abbots and bishops, to the 
violation and burning of churches, wars between monasteries and between a 
king and a monastery, contention for the abbacy and the killing of pilgrims. 
These occurrences are not frequent and it may be that while they had occurred 
in earlier centuries, they were not noted by annalists. 1 

This is contrasted with the previous century where 'there is hardly a single instance of 

oppression of the church or of its ministers, or of the misconduct of monasteries or 

clerics', ' occurrences of which were taken as 'a general indication of the abuses which 

were beginnin to affect the church in Ireland in the first half of the eighth century. MM9 23 

As already indicated (above, p. 26), O'Dwyer considered the OW Dj to be a reform 

movement that emerged to counteract what was to be the chief cause of the downfall 

of Irish monasticism in the twelfth century, namely the introduction of the lay-abbot. 94 

While O'Dwyer did point out that such abuse was infrequent, it was 

emphasised as a principal reason for reform As Brian Lambkin has noted, however, it 

4seems too much of a coincidence that laxity and corruption in the Church should 

have become an acute problem at exactly the time when the historical record becomes 

much fuller" (see also p. 150 below). The very fact that the MnAdomnejin of 697 

prohibited the slaying of clerics - followed by what would appear an even more 

emphatic treatment of the same topic in Lex Patricii, in 737 - suggests that such 

1 O'Dwyer, GJU DJ, 6. 
2 ibid., 5. 
3 ihid, 9. 
4 Mid., 192. 
'5 Lambkin, 'Blathrnac and the Uili Dd', 151-2. 
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incidents were not unknown in the seventh century, although no doubt as infrequent 

as those of the eighth, but the annalistic notice from the middle of the eighth century 
6 serves to emphasise the subsequent sense of growing abuse. 

O'Dwyer's understanding had drawn heavily upon that of James Kenney and 
Kathleen Hughes. Kenney had considered that by the eighth century the beginnings 

were apparent of that secuLuization which overwhelmed the monastic churches in the 

tenth and eleventh centuries. " Hughes" noted the emergence in the annalistic record 

of clergy establishing dynasties, when individuals were succeeded in office by their 

sons; of the holding of office in plurality; and, again, Of the mention Of warfare 
involving religious foundations. " Again, the fact that there were periods within the 

eighth century which witnessed more detailed annalistic record, often providing some 

genealogical and geographical detail to the hitherto fairly basic formulae employed in 

obituary notices, has tended to highlight these points and consequently to distort the 

perception of the historical circumstances which gave rise to them. Hughes herself 

tried to be even handed in consideration of the circumstances behind these trends, but, 

nevertheless, the perception, among scholars generally, Of the cili DJ as a reform 

movement and the perception of a clergy whose degeneracy had resulted in the 

increasing secularisation of ecclesiastical interests had become interdependent 

supports to a circular understanding of the Irish church in the eighth century. 

In addition to the content of Lex Innocentium, Adomrdn refers to an 'impious mar4 an attacker of 
churches' in VC H 24. He relates that while Columcille 'set about excommunicating those men 
who persecuted churches', one, Ldm Dess, 'attacked St Columba with a spear, meaning to kill 
him'. One of the monks took the blow instead, but he was unharmed due to the protection 
afforded by Columcille's cowl. The episode indicates that instances of raids on churches by 
individuals who had no qualms about the killing of clerics apparently Occurred even in the sWh 

7 
century. 

Kenney, Ecclesiastical sources, 468. 
8 In Ae Owch in Early Irish Society, 157-72. 
9 Kathryn Grabowski suggested that an entry in the Annals of Inisfallen, sa 752.2 - recording the 

battle of Fdtamair between Bodgbal mac Fergaile and Cenn Faelad - 'is a battle appar tly en 
between the abbot of Mungret and the king of the Uf Bidgeinte, in whose lands the monastery 
lay. ' Kathryn Grabowski and David Dumville, Chronicles andAnnals of Medieval 'FreQW azd 
Wales, Woodbridge, 1984,31. AU 759.8 records a battle between Clonmacnoisc and Birr, the 
earliest recorded conflict between two religious foundations. 



O'Dwyer considered that the encroaching secularisation of the church was 
Personified by the emergence of the airchinnech, a position an too commonly referred 
to as 'lay-abbot'. Richard Sharpe, however, realised that where 'church historians 
have pointed to secularisation, usuafly regarding it as an abuse, it has generally meant 
the Separation of the abbatial and coarbial functions', 10 but considered that 

The monastic revival of the late eighth century, which may have been rather 
limited, did not try to change churches; it sought to invigorate the small 
religious communities within the churches or living separately as small ascetic 
monasteries. 7here was no attempt to reverse the secularization of large-scale 

POwer, merely to avoid the wholesale neglect of the devotional lire. II 

'0 
'AlUe Sharpe realised that 'the separation of the abbatial and coarbial functions, - 
which resulted in the emergence of the airchinnech or princeps - should be 

considered an abuse was a misconception, the last sentence above indicates that he 

himself misunderstood the impetus behind it. He apparently considered, from the 

suggestion that Mdel Ruain's monastic revival' was a reaction concerned solely with 

avoiding 'the wholesale neglect of the devotional life', making 'no attempt to reverse 

the secularization of large-scale power', that 'the separation of the abbatial and 

cOarbial functions' was either driven externally - by definition by the WtY - or 

internally, by a presumably degenerate clergy overly concerned with secular affairs. 

This, too, was to accept the view that the c8i DJ were a reform movement concerned 

solely with a 'monastic revival'. As hinted in the previous chapter, the ali Dd were 

'lot so exclusive in their concerns and the extent to which they were concerned with 

all aspects of the church will be examined here. While the devotional life was to be 

encouraged, it was recognised that it could not possibly be embraced by all - Society 

still had to function and the church was well aware of its responsibilities towards all of 

society. There was no attempt to reverse the secularization of large-scale Power' 

because, as will be indicated, the 'separation of the abbatial and coarbial functions, 

110 
SharPe, 'Some problenis', 265. 
ibid., 266-7. My italics. 
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appears to have been a development instigated by the church itself - indeed, any 
r. monastic revival, could only have been possible because of it - and not by a 
degenerate clergy concerned with the trappings of secular power, but one greatly 
concerned with a uniformity of standard for both the devotional fife in coenobitic 
communities and for pastoral care to the community at large. 

The extent to which the church was concerned with all aspects and levels of 
society is apparent from Tothad's Rule', compiled by an individual who considered 
himself aile Di. The significance of this text Res not so much in what it says, as it is 

Compiled in such general terms, but as an indication of the Philosophy behind it. 
Firstly, it encompasses the ideal for free society as a whole; while, secondly, it has an 
underlying emphasis on ordination, that is, the station of the individua Vi ty IM ithin soc e 
being ordained by the will of God. The majority of the sections wh h de vith ic a] m 

specific positions open with a formulaic reference to being under the (fe 'i 'yoke' om M) 
Of that station. WUt appears to be reflected is the consideration that an individuaps 

station is a burden which must be borne, whatever his rank, within a society which has 

ultimately come about as a consequence of Man's Fall from Grace and, as a result, 
been ordained by God to provide each individual with a vehicle through which he may 

strive to attain the salvation of his soul. While the status of the individual was thus 

Ordained by God, it followed that, so too, the structure of society itself must equally 
be ordained as it was the instrument chosen by God to allow the faithful the 

opportunity of salvation. Consequently, it was to be preserved and supported. This 

concept of the ordination of station, but within a framework which allowed the 

individual exercise of free will, a chance to accept or reject the means of salvation for 

the immortal soul, appears to have been one which took on increasing ecclesiastical 

and political dimensions during the course of the eighth century. 12 

12 Ille development of the concept of ordination according to the will of God Inevitab'Y'"DUld have 
had an impact on the pre-existing concept of the source Of authority for kingship and nobitity. 
This can be seen in a comparison of the understanding of the source of such authority in the twO 
approximately contemporary texts Crt1h GaNach and MI CG, which 1homas Char, es 
Edwards has considered in Ns respect, is a tract on status which concludes with a discussion of 
the nature of kingship (Charles-Edwards, Crith Gablach on kingship', 107-19. "his Paper Is a 
continuation of his earlier article, 'Crith Gablach and the law of status', Perilia 50 986), 53-73. 
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The 'separation of the abbatial and coarbial functions', nevertheless, was 

indeed a consequence of 'large-scale power'. The church, by necessity, had always 

had a political responsibility because it had a political significance. In a hierarchical 

society where the personal ties of lordship / dependency largely determined an 

individual's status, which in turn provided the basis of his legal standing, the manaig, 

Neil Mdeod's article, 'Interpreting Irish law- status and currency, (part 1) Zeftschrift far 
Celtische Philologie 41 (1986), 46-65; and (part 2) ZCP 42 (1987), 41-115, covers some of the 
same material. ). This concluding section opens with the question 'Which of the two is of higher 
status, king or peopleT, to which it provides the paradoxical answer: 'The king is of higher 

status, although they are of equal status; for it is the people which ordains a king, it is not a king 

which ordains a people. ' This concept of the conferral of the dignity of kingship 'makes it 

unlikely that CHth Gablach's contractual approach has its roots in canon. law' ('Crith Gablach 

on kingship', 119). In this instance, as Charles-Edwards points out, 'nobility is determined by the 
number of base clients; the larger the lord's clientela, the more noble he is. Nobility is conferred, 
therefore, from below 

.. 
Base clients, who are not themselves noble, confer nobility upon their 

lords. ' (ibid., I 10). This is in contrast to the contemporary CCH, where the source of authority 
for royal dignity was by the will of God. The first two chapters of Book XXV of CCH, entitled De 
Regno, outlines the references to ordination in the Books of Kings (Bart Jaski has noted that 
while Recension A, that published by Wasserschleben, has Book 25 begin with the chapter on 
Saul's unction by Samuel, followed by the chapter in which Said is chosen by lot, Recension B 
(which adds a number of chapters not found in A) opens with a quotation from Isidore on the title 
of king and then cites the two chapters of Recension A in reverse order: first lots are drawn, then 
follows the unction, 'a more logical sequence from the point of view of Irish practice of 
succession and ordination' ('C(i Chulmne, Ruben and the Compilation of the Collectio Canon= 
Hibernensis', Pefitia 14 (2000), 51-69, at 61)). Charles-Edwards has also noted, in connection 
with Adomndn's account of Aeddn's ordination, that 

The substitution, as the crdainer, of the saint for the people shifts the focus of interest away from the 
relationship between ruler and ruled towards the relationship between ruler and God. Once this has 
happened the critical issue is no longer to be the discharge of matched obligations by king and people, 
but the moral condition of the ruler in the sight of God. In Adoinnfin's story, God's deterrnination to 
have Aeffin as king triunThs even over the saint's strong preference for AedAn's brother &gandn; the 
Ddl Riata - the people - are out of the picture entirely. ('01th Gablach on kingship', 118. ) 

This ideology, first reflected by AdomnAn's account, must have resulted in a significantly 
different relationship between the church and the ruling elite: if kings ruled by the will of God, 
then the church itself increasingly became the source of legitimacy for kings and nobles and, 
consequently, acquired an increasingly important political role throughout the course of the 
eighth century. This is not to suggest that this political power was deliberately pursued by the 
church, but there can be no doubt that it arose because the church had come to effectively 
supplant the dependent population as the source of the sanction to rule. 

The disassociation of kingship from the basis of a mutual, contractual obligation with a free 
population, in favour of an ideology advocating the right to rule by divine consent, sanctioned by 
the church, removed the personal ties between king and people and, correspondingly, allowed a 
more abstract concept of kingship. This change in the understanding of the source of royal 
authority would have the greatest impact, inevitably, upon the understanding of the potential 
extent of political power as the ruling elite came to consider that they ruled by divine, rather than 
popular, consent. It resulted in the removal of the geographical restriction of kingship, hitherto 
derived from, and dependent upon, the localised population over which kings could legitimately 
claim to rule. This allowed the increasing centralisation of authority among the more powerful 
kings that, ultimately, would result in a concentration of power within the hands of a narrowing, 
ultra-elite group contesting the very pinnacle of the ruling hierarchy with the title of ritrenn. 
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the socio-economically dependent tenantry of ecclesiastical estates, " provided the 

church with that political significance. The heads of ecclesiastical foundations would 

have been political figures, if for no other reason than they were the embodiment of 

the legal standing provided by the status of their church. This political power, whether 

desired or not, could not have been neglected or ignored. 

This 'large-scale power' had been progressively more focussed since the 

second half of the seventh century. The claims put forward by TirechAn and Muirchfi"' 

and by Cogitosus, " that the paruchia of Patrick or of Brigit consisted of the whole 

island of Ireland, resulted in a change of perception in the basis of rights to superiority 

over land. "' This, in turn, led to an increasing centralisation of ecclesiastical authority 

within the hands of the greatest of the religious foundations as they vied for 

supremacy and the consequent acknowledgement of metropolitan status. While the 

basis of paruchide centred on pastoral provision at a local level, " the manaig of 

13 For the development of the debate m both the meaning of the term manach and the position held 
by manaig, see Kathleen 14ughes, 'The Church and the world in early Christian Ireland', Irish 
Historical Studies 13 (1962), 99-116; idem, Yhe Church in Early Irish Society, 134-274; Corish, 
Yhe Christian Mission, 32-49; Sharpe, 'Churches and communities', 81-109; T. Nt Charles- 
Edwards, 'The pastoral role of the church in the early Irish laws', in Blair & Sharpe (edd. ), 
1992,63-80; Etchingliam, Church Organisation, esp. 363-454. 

14 For the text of both Muirchfi's Vita S Patricii and TfrechAn's Collectanea, see Bieler, Patrician 
Texts, 62-122; 122-62. For a discussion of the purpose of the Collectanea, see Catherine Swift's 
article, 'Tirechdn's motives in compiling the Collectanea: an alternative interpretation, triu 45 
(1994), 53-82. 

15 For Cogitosus' rita S Bfigidae, see S. Connolly and J. -M Picard, 'Cogitosus: Life of Saint Brigit, 
JRSAI 117 (1987), 5-27. 

16 That is, in the right to superiority by the gift of God. TfrechAn could claim that, of Patrick, 'God 
gave him the whole island with its people through the agency of an angel of the Lord' ( ... Deus 
dedit illi ... totam insolmn cwn hominibus per anguelum Domini ... ) (138 §18.2,3). Cogitosus, 
notably, could not lay such a claim, projecting only that Kildare was 

Czpd pene oninium lRbernensiwn ecclestarwn et culnwn praecellens omnia nwnasteria Scotorw? & 
cuius parochia per totwn 1177bemenswn terrcan &ffusq a nwi usque ad rmre extensa est. 
Head of almost all the churches of the Irish and pinnacle surpassing all the monasteriwn of the Gacl, 
the parwhia of which is spread through the whole land of Ireland and extends froin sea to sea. 

17 Parochia, in Late Latin, can mean any area of ecclesiastical jurisdiction, although usually 
'diocese' or later 'parish'; but the spelling convention ofparuchla, used by Kenney and retained 
by I lughes, derives from TfrechAn's paruchia Patricii, which Sharpe considered was the origin of 
the term. As with so much else concerning early Irish ecclesiastical history, consideration of the 
nature ofparuchide has undergone some revision in recent years, Sharpe ('Some problems', 243- 
4) believed that the understanding of the meaning of paruchia as a technical term for a non- 
territorial jurisdiction over all monasteries with a common founder probably stemmed from 
Kenney (Sources, 291-2), but was popularised by Kathleen I lughes. Ile understood Paruchia to 
refer to the jurisdictional rights of an ecclesiastical community ('Some problems'. 244, n. 4). 
Colmdn Etchingharn pointed out that the evidence for paruchiae is contradictory, appearing 
differently from its usage in canon law and in hagiography - the canons apparently Indicate an 
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dependent spheres of jurisdiction provided the 'property and political rights"a for 

those houses at the very apex of the ecclesiastical hierarchy to increase their status 

and press for supremacy. This would account for the apparently contradictory 

evidence for the nature of paruchide in the various sources. The paruchla of a 

prfmthfiath, for example, would consist of several tfiatha, which would be a single, 
defined territorial entity, 19 while the paruchia of one of the greatest religious houses 

could well consist of several prfmthfiatha, which, while most likely those nearest the 

community, need not be so - such as Tirechdn's claim for Armagh of all the primary 

churches of Ireland (omnes primitiuae cecclesside Hibernlae) - and, therefore, could 

'earlier, geographically coherent episcopal paruchia, while hagiography depicts the later 
dispersed "monastic pairuchia.. ('Implications ofparuchia', Eriu 44 (1993), 139-62, at 140. ). He 
concluded from the evidence of CCUthat 

the panwhia of the canonists was a demarcated sphere of pastoral jurisdiction, normally that of a bishop, in which, however, the presiding official need not himself be a bishop ... 1here is no reason to 
doubt that the paruchia contemplated by the canordsts was both a geographically coherent and a 
relatively compact entity, rather than a federation of widely scattered churches (ibid., 146-7). 

For the development of the revision of the meaning of paruchia, see Hughes, 7he Church in 
Eý2rly Society, 57-78; Dormchadh 6 Corrdin, 'The early Irish churches: some aspects of 
organisation', in 0 CorrAin (ed. ) Irish Antiquity, Cork 1981,32741; Sharpe, 'Some problems', 
130-70; idem, 'Churches and communities in early medieval Ireland: towards a pastoral modep, 
in J. Blair and R. Sharpe (edd. ) Pastoral care before the parish, Leicester 1992,8 1 -109; Thomas 
Charles-Edwards, 'The pastoral role of the church in the early Irish laws', in Blair and Sharpe 
(edd. ), Pastoral care before the parish, 63-80; ColmAn Etchingham, 'The implications of 
paruchia' idem, Church organisation in IrelandAD 650-1000, Maynooth 1999. 

While the evidence for the nature of pawhide is indeed apparently contradictory, as 
Etchingham indicated, these apparent contradictions derive from the emphasis of the particular 
sources. The canons are concerned with episcopal duties and pastoral provision and so emphasize 
this aspect of jurisdiction within paruchide; while the saints' lives are concerned to relate the 
ascetic ideal and holiness of their subject and so emphasize other aspects of paruchiae. 
Etchingham has also drawn attention to the fact that there is some overlap in the apparent 
contradictions, observing that: 

VVhile TfrechAn's porwhia also seems on a very much larger scale than that of the Mbernensis, two 
important features are reminiscent of the canons. First is the fact that Patrick's paruchia is portrayed 
as a temporal asset or property which might be claimed, legitimately held, or 
misappropriated ... Secondly, influence over both territory and people, the community of the faithful, is 
once more what is at issue. The pastoral dimension ofparwhia is rendered explicit by connecting it 
with indoctrination and baptisrn. It is also noteworthy that the passage immediately following [in 
TfrechAn) includes the statement that ipsius stw omnes primitiuae Mberniae 'all the prinmy 
churches of Ireland are his' (138 §18.4). It appears reasonable to deduce a link between authority over 
these and the island-wide sway designatedparuchia. (Church organisation, 115-6). 

The sources, therefore, have their own difference in emphasis on the nature of paruchiae, 
according to their individual requirements, rather than a difference in meeming of what a 
paruchia constitutes. It would appear that what was meant by paruchia was any sphere of 
jurisdiction by a church over another church or churches and the community or communities to 
whom they administered. 18 Sharpe, 'Some problems', 264. 

19 The term primtht2ath is noted in the variant of Riagail Phdiraic appended to Rlagail na Celed 
nDJ: Is se ata [sic ? foratd] anmunnaJher nErenn i timna Patraic, co raibe prim-espoc cecha 
prim-tuathi i nErenn ... (Gwynn, 'The Rule of Tallaght', §60). 
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easily consist of scattered dependencies. As Sharpe noted, 'Disputes between great 

churches at this level in the structure are about power and about property; they are 

not about who was responsible for the supervision of pastoral care in local 

communities. "' 

The affiliation of free churches to those principal foundations contesting 

metropolitan status from the late seventh century led to an increasing centralisation of 

ecclesiastical authority and a recognised hierarchy within the church. 

Correspondingly, the 'property and political rights', focussed upon the greatest 

religious foundations, provided both a concentration of political power and an 

accumulation of resources that was unprecedented. This is not to suggest that this 

political power itself was necessarily focussed, for the rivalries among the greatest 

houses often saw them pulling in different directions to each other; but it was this 

accumulation of resources through such centralisation of authority which would 

necessarily lead to 'the separation of the abbatial and coarbial fimctions', in order to 

prevent the dilution of the primary, ecclesiastical, duties of senior churchmen who 

would have needed to spend a proportionately greater amount of time attending to the 

mundane practicalities attendant upon the administration of the paruchia. 

A great deal of the misunderstanding concerning the early medieval Irish 

church has resulted from the bewildering array of titles recorded of ecclesiastical 

rulers and from confusion over what was meant by these titles. Abbas, for example, 

has, naturally, been interpreted as 'abbot', particularly with the belief that the Irish 

church was based on monasticism. In both the ninth century Vita Tripartita Sancti 

Patricii, " however, and the vita of Affbe of Emly, ' the pope is described as the abbas 

20 Sharpe, 'Churches and communities', 107. 
21 Mulchrone, Bethu Aitraic. For considerations of the date of compilation of Via Tripcolita, see 

note 20, p. 13, above. 22 WjW- Heist, Vitae Sanctorwn 117berniae, Brussels 1965,118-3 1. Heist places the compilation of 
the vita in the eighth century More recently, Richard Sharpe, in Medieval Irish Saints Lives, 
Oxford 1991, and Wire Herbert, '11agiography, in Kim McCone and Katharine Simms (edd. ), 
PrOgress in Medieval Irish Studies, Abynooth 1996,79-90, consider a date in the late eighth or 
ninth centuries. 
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of Rome, which ought to give pause to the unquestioned acceptance of the meaning 

of 'abbot' in the conventional sense. As Thomas Charles-Edwards has recently noted: 

Abbas was a more personal term (abba 'father') for any superior of a religious 
community or of an individual. In sixth-century Ireland, it was not yet 
monopolised by monks: the abbas was not always an abbot. When we later 

meet the pope being described as 'abbas of Rome', this is not necessarily 
because the early Irish church was so monastic that it conceived of all 
ecclesiastical superiors as abbots, but rather because abbas preserved an older 
and wider meaning lost in the rest of Christendom. ' 

The question, in this case, would therefore be for how long this wider meaning for 

abbas was understood in Ireland, but the fact that it was so used in the Vita Tripartita 

Sancti Patricil, which may perhaps date to the last decade of the ninth century, 

suggests that during the entire period under study, abbas could be used of any 

ecclesiastical head. 

Another term which may be considered ambiguous as to meaning, but was 

perhaps more specific in the context of its authority, was comarba, the Latin 

equivalent of which, heres, was used by TirechAn to describe the head of the paruchia 

Patricii. 24 It has been generally understood that the title comarba, together with the 

name of a saint, meant the abbot of the community founded by that saint, so that, by 

the tenth century, comarba was understood as a synonym for 'abbot'. More properly, 

comarba depicted the head of afamilia. 2' However, John Bannerman has pointed out 

that the use of comarba does not occur until the mid-ninth century, a point that is true 

from the witness of A U, and that the original secular meaning of comarba concerned 

the inheritance of land . 
26 It would seem to Mow from this that the earlier references 

23 Charles-Edwards, Early Christian Ireland, 249. 
24 The context of TfrechAn's use of heres is speciflc: si quaererat heres Patricii paruchMm 111jus... 

25 
Bieler (ed. ), Patrician texts, 13 8, §§ 2,3. 

See the discussion by John Bannerman in 'Comarba Coluim Chille and the Relics of Coiurnba,, 

26 
Innes Review 44 (1993), 1447. 

ibid., 14-5. Bannerman discounts the reference to Failbe son of Guaire as heres Mael Rubj, 4por 
Crossan in AU 737.2 as 'likely to be a later interpolation' (14, n. 5). I le makes no comment on the 
references to the use of heres1comarba in . 471"g sa 758 (x2); AFM, sa 740 (=A U 745.6, where 
prinncipis is used instead), 813,818 (--A U 820.1, prinnceps), 821,829 (=A U 831.3, prinnceps), 
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to heres / comarba in an ecclesiastical context, such as that of Tirech6n, should be 

understood in reference to the administration of ecclesiastical estates, rather than in 

any spiritual capacity. This would indicate that heres Patricii meant 'heir of Patrick's 

estates'. However, when Bendn became heres Patricii at the beginning of TirechAn's 

account, Armagh may have had little in the way of estates and therefore the original 

meaning of the term could have been 'heir to Patrick's authority' generally. 

Bannerman's observations, in regard to the period from the mid-ninth century, 

however, appear valid and it seems clear that by this time at the very least the term 

heres / comarba had become primarily associated with the administration of 

ecclesiastical estates. 

Wendy Davies stated that, in Ireland, princeps 'was used of heads of monastic 

houses - abbots - and ... this constitutes a particularization which is exceptional .. it is 

not normally to be found with this sense in other areas of Europe. "' Indeed, she goes 

on to say 'the use of princeps for 'abbot' could hardly have become so common 

without the analogy of the secular ruler in mind. "' A similar understanding, that the 

princeps was, in effect, synonymous with the abbot, may he at the root of the 

common rendering of airchinnech, the vernacular equivalent of princeps, as Jay- 

abbot'. Colmdn Etchingharn, however, considered that the compilers of the Collectio 

Canonum Hibernensis changed the title of the head of a paruchia to princeps, to 

835 (--A U 836.2, pirinceps. This entry in AFM is a duplication of the obit of 136rdang son of 
Cathusach, which is also noted under 833, but where he is merely referred to as abb Corcaige) 
and 846. Certainly as far as AU is concerned, there are no references to heredes / comarbada 
before 851, excepting the reference to the successor of NMel Ruba. It is uncertain, therefore, 
whether Bannerman considered all these references to be later interpolations to the sources of 
A77"g and AFMor whether he restricted his investigation to the witness ofA U. It is impossible to 
tell from the context of the extant entries ofA71g and AFM whether they were later interpolations 
to their sources. For comarbae as the inheritors of land, see Fergus Kelly, A Guide to Early Irish 

27 
Law, Dublin, 1991,102-5. 
Wendy Davies, 'Clerics as Riders: Some implications of the terminology of the ecclesiastical 
authority in early medieval Ireland, in N. Brooks (ed. ), Latin and the Vernacular Languages in 
Early Medieval Britain, Ieicester, 1982,81-97, at 83. She points out that the meaning of 
Princeps is 'first chief and applied 'not only to the emperor in classical Rome but to all sorts of 
rulers in early medieval contexts - kings, dukes, counts, heads of households, and so on., 
Evidently an 'accurate' translation depends on context, but note that the connotations are entirely 
secular. 

28 ibid., 84. 
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express more unambiguously than does abbas ... [the head of a church] who was 

neither necessarily in major clerical orders nor a conventional abbot. 129 

Book xxxvii of CCH, entitled De Principatu, considered the position of 

princeps in detail. In a recent consideration of CCH, Etchingham notes that: 

The respective profiles of the bishop and the princeps in the Hibernensis 
indicates that sacramental power and specific pastoral functions are peculiar to 
the bishop as a member of the clerical order, but that administration of 
property may be undertaken by either bishop orprinceps. " 

While Book xxxvii 'affirms that the aspirant princeps should himself have been a 

monachus', -1, it is plain from Book xlffi §6 

that the paradigm of the princeps is non-clerical, though it is anticipated that 

some principes might be in major orders. 6 Corrdin observes that his 

relationship with his church resembles the secular marriage contract ... and this 

passage also clearly reflects Old Testament models in that the princeps 
provides for the clergy just as Moses, a Levite but not a priest, supplied the 
material needs of the priest Aaron. " 

Further, Etchingham notes that 

Much attention is devoted to the problem posed by mali principes 'evil 
leaders', moved by greed and vainglory, who cupidatem pecuniae magis 
exercent quam animarum 'exercise a passion for riches rather than for souls' 
and there is a warning against a laicus 'layman' who is irregularly tonsured and 
seizes the principate, while the subjectilsubditi are instructed to admonish the 
wayward superior but to remain obedient. " 

29 Etchingban, 'Implications ofPwuch1a', 145. 
30 Etchingham, Church Organisation, 53. 
31 jhid. 
32 ibid., 52; Donnchadh 6 Corrdin, 'Irish law and canon law, in P. Nf Chathdin and Nt Richter 

(edd. ), Irkwd und Europa., dieVrche in Frahmittelaftes, Stuttgart, 1984,157-66, at 161-4; D. 6 

33 
CorrAin, I. Breatriach and A. Breen, The lam of the Irish', Peritla 3 (1984), 382-438. 

Etchingliani, Church Organisation, 51. 
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The provision of example, precedent and sanction in Book xxxvii certainly 

gives the impression that the concern of the compilers of CCH to provide such 

precedents was due to the fact that it was a relatively new position, that the 

separation of the abbatial and coarbial functions' described by Sharpe, suggested as 

being underway by the end of the seventh century, at least in Armagh, by Tirechin's 

reference to the heres of the paruchia Patricii, was, by the second quarter of the 

eighth century, sufficiently widespread to warrant such guidance. In another recent 

study, Jean-Michel Picard has noted that, while 'the terms princeps and principatus 

are well attested in Hiberno-Latin literature from the mid-seventh century, their use in 

the Annals of Ulster does not become widespread until the end of the eighth century, 

flourishes between 800 and 940, and disappears after 9482" He concludes that the 

Hiberno-Latin texts contain enough evidence to show that the principatus was 

a specific and important function in Irish society and not just a variant for 

abbatia. it Probably developed during the seventh century and is attested in 

multiple sources from the 680's. It became a regular feature of Irish society 
from the mid-ninth century and was maintained as one of the highest social 

positions, with real political and economical power, at least until the twelfth 

century. 35 

While, on the one hand, it may be considered that the term abbas and princeps were 

largely interchangeable - an alternate view adhered to by some - it is clear from the 

conclusions of these scholars that they believe there was a distinction that would have 

been understood by contemporaries. The problem arises when the same individual is 

referred to by both titles, thereby blurring any distinction. 

It seems to have been the case, however, that the head of a church, responsible 

for the administration of the resources within his church's sphere ofjurisdiction, was 

generally referred to as abbas, even although this term in its wider, familial, sense 

could equally refer to a bishop or an abbot. The increasing centralisation of 

34 jean_MChel piCard, Trinceps and principatus in the early Irish church: a reassessment', in A. P. 

35 
Smyth (ed. ), Seanchas, Dublin, 2000,146-60 

Mid, 156. 
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ecclesiastical authority towards the end of the seventh century, however, and the 

resulting concentration of resources available to those foundations at the apex of the 

ecclesiastic hierarchy, led to the emergence of specialist administrators of the church's 

temporalities, the 'separation of the abbatial and coarbial functions'. Correspondingly, 

subsequent references to the highest of offices of the church, together with abbas, 

become variously noted as heres / comarba or princeps / airchinnech. While the 

former title derived from a context relating to the inheritance of land, it does seem to 

have become restricted to the head of an ecclesiastical familia and thus generally 

limited to the heads of the greatest foundations; the latter, however, appear to have 

been intended as specialist ecclesiastical administrators, a position which, from the 

evidence'of CCH, could be held by bishop, abbot or layman and should not be 

considered synonymous with the abbot or anyone else. 

Jean-Michel Picard has noted a distinction in the use of abbas and princeps / 

airchinnech. He draws attention to the fact that 

in the case of the well known larger monasteries like Armagh, Clonmacnois, 
Clonard, Clonfert, Glendalough, abbas is the dominant title and princeps is 

used only occasionally, in the case of other ecclesiastical sites, the ruler is 

always called princeps and never abbas. This is the case of Castledermot, 

Errigal and Santry. At Ardstraw, Cork, Derry, Dromiskin, Dunleer, Inishkeen, 
Kiltroom, Tallaght, Trevet, the preferred title is princeps or airchinnech rather 
than abbas. On the other hand, sites like Bangor, Nendrum or Connor are not 
associated with the rule of aprinCepS. 36 

While this is an interesting demarcation in the record, particularly when considered in 

conjunction with Bannennan's discussion of the recorded use of comarba'" which, as 

he indicates, was, by its very nature, restricted to 'the well known larger monasteries' 

and thus may be considered to have been linked with those sites with a predominant 

usage of abbas, it may be unwise to consider an overstrict distinction between the use 

36 ibid., 147. 
37 BannerMan, Comarba COMM Chille, 1447. 
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of these titles. This would be particularly prudent as Bannerman indicates a number of 

foundations where the title of comarba continues to alternate with princeps or 

airchinnech and Picard's own figures indicate that although princeps is used only 

occasionally of the titles recorded in connection with Clonard, it is stiff used no less 

than five times during the ninth century. One interesting point, however, is the 

preference for the use of princeps or airchinnech in Miel Ruain's foundation of 

Tallaght and the monopoly of usage in the c8i Dj foundation of Disert Diarmata, or 

Castledermot, which very much tea against O'Dwyer's consideration that the cili Dj 

sought reform against the secularisation of the church personified by the airchinnech. 

It is clear that the 'separation of the abbatial and coarbial functions' was instigated 

from within the church itself The question, in this case, therefore, must be what were 

the motives behind it? 

It was also noted in the previous chapter that there has been a common 

perception that the c8i Di were a reform movement emergent in reaction to 

degeneracy within the church. 38 Kathleen Hughes, whose chapter entitled 'Abuses of 

Power"' did much to propagate this idea, although she noted, in regard to the 

examples generally cited as evidence of degeneracy - married clergy, 'lay-abbots,, 

sons succeeding fathers in ecclesiastical appointments and offices held in plurality - 

that 'None of these customs were necessarily abuses: all were either continuous 

Practices of early usages or direct developments from the social environment. 40 

Nevertheless, she evidently considered the Irish church to have been in religious 

decline to some degree during the course of, at least, the eighth century, This decline 

was, she envisaged, counteracted, to some extent, by the emergence of the cili Di 

38 This is not to deny that the eighth-century Irish church itself was aware that individual churchmen 
could prove seriously failing in the Christian ideal. Book xvii §7 of CCH, for exaznPle, poses the 
question of the culpability of the church in regard to any individual who should prove to be a mau 
Princeps, tarnishing its reputation. The reply, cited from Jerome and Romans, is that the church, 
collectively, bears no responsibility for the behaviour of such individuals who ultimately must 
answer for their own sins. This, and similarly cited examples, should not, however, be mistaken 
as corroborative evidence for a degenerate Irish clergy, but only that the church itself was well 
aware such individuals could exist and cited precedents from Continental sources for guidance in 
the event such circumstances should arisc. 

39 In yhe ChW. Ch in Ear, 
40 ibid., 166. 

y Irish Society, 157-72. 
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which she saw as a 'religious revival', albeit a short term one, without any effective 
legacy. 

The consideration that the c8i Di emerged in reaction to a degenerate church 

essentially derives from Monastery of Tallaght (§§4,26 and 77) and Teagasg Maoil 

Ruain (§§35,82). These tracts refer to the failings of the clergy of the old churches 

Quchd na sein-cheall) and will be considered in detail below, but, before attempting 

to examine the basis of these statements, it is important to consider what was meant 

by this use of the term 'the clergy of the old churches'. It was not, as Hughes, for one, 

appears to have thought, 41 simply a reference by c8i Dj scribes to describe the church 

as a whole, before the emergence of what she believed to be the reforming c8i Dj. 

'Old church' was a term also used by Tirechin, who generally latinized the O. Ir. term 

sen chell as senella cella. 42The very fact that TirechAn latinized the vernacular term, 

rather than merely rendering the straightforward Latin translation cecclesia antiqua, 

would suggest that sen chell had a specific legal or technical definition for particular 

churches. " Richard Sharpe suggested that these old churches formed a particular class 

of churches depending on their antiquity, but with the caveat that 'one must beware of 

making the further inference that these "old churches" were necessarily ancient; a 

church founded only one generation before TirechAn wrote might have seniority, and 

consequently superiority, over little, local or private churches founded 

subsequently. 144 

Sharpe went on to discuss and6it as another word for church which puts an 

emphasis on the church's age. 141 And6it may be a borrowing from Late Latin 

41 As indicated when she stated that the 6entu Mel Ruain 'gives a list of twelve men, of whom three 
are certainly from old foundations, but others are from houses which appear to have been founded 
by reformers', 7he Church in Early Irish Society, 18 1. For the 6entu, see below, pp. 236-42. 

42 Although he also refers, on occasion, to axlessiam senem nepotwn Ailello (§7) and also to a 
church in Ard Liccc as Sendomnach (§27). 

43 Also, as Mchard Sharpe points out, 'Shankill is not uncommon as a placename element'; 
'Churches and communities', 93. 

44 ibid. 
45 ibid. 
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antitatem, where syncopation had occurred before the borrowing into Old Irish. 6 

Damian McManus noted that: 

Vendryes derives this 01 word from a British form of Late Latin antitas (< 
antiquitas), but Greene argues that this is 'another example of the 
unjustified equation of British Latin pronunciation with British origin', and 
he goes on to point out that the word is not attested in any Neo-British 
language. The argument that and6ft need not derive from British as distinct 
from British Latin, if indeed it is a Lat. loan-word at aH, is a valid one, but 
Greene's observation cannot exclude this possibility. "' 

There seems, therefore, to be some uncertainty among philologists about the origin of 

the term. Sharpe, however, noted that and6it was glossed in CIH, 620.34, with 'a 

church which precedes another is a head, and it is earlier, I the first. "" Etchingham 

elaborated on this point, suggesting that the translation of and6it as 'mother-church' 

was more appropriate than any etymological derivation for 'ancient-foundation' from 

antiquitas: 

in view of the following glosses: And6it. i. eclais doit [= dofietj in affl, as 
cenn 7 is tulside J. Ms 'i. e. a church which takes preference of another, it is 
head and is pre-erninent, i. e. precedence', and annoitJ a mbf taisf inn jr1oma 
'i. e. in which are the relics of the founder'. " 

These glosses indicate that these medieval scribes understood 'an etymological 

analysis of and6it as a ndo-fetl, " - 'that which takes precedence' - rather than from 

any Latin origin, although the tendency for medieval glossators to rationalise in such a 

WaY would mean that this etymological analysis must remain uncertain. The important 

point here, however, is that these glosses provided this rationalisation to the origins of 

a meaning that was understood - that and6it indicated a pre-eminent church. 

46 Danlian McManus, 'A chronology of Latin loanwords in early Irish, triu 34 (1983), 21-71, at pp. 
61,63 and 66. 

47 ibid., 61, n. 118. 
48 Sharpe, 'Churches and communities', 93, n. 35. 
49 Etchingharn, 'The implications ofparuchia', 154. 
51 ibid, n. 30. 
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It is clear, therefore, that and6it was understood to mean a senior church and 

like the meaning of senior itself can have a dichotomy of meaning between age and 

position. TirechAn's reference to omnes primitiuae cecclesside Hiberniae, 'all the 

primary churches of Ireland' (§ 18), which he claims for St Patrick, and thus Armagh, 

would appear to mean these churches, as Sharpe proposed. " The definition of these 

churches, according to the gloss in C6rus BJscnai -a mbf taisf inn jr/oma, 'in which 

are the relics of the Main' - indicates one of the qualifications, according to §3 of 

Bretha Nemed Tolsech, 12which ennobled a church. And6it, then, was a noble church, 

under which were dependent churches. It is clear from the context of references to the 

term that the various legal and ecclesiastical texts in which it is mentioned 'bind the 

term and6it firmly into a context of local pastoral provision, even if on occasion the 

'ýmother-churclf' in question may have been a larger, monastically-oriented 

establishment like Clonmacnoise or Iona. '--' The question, then, is whether the term 

sen chell, used by Tirechin or the source for both Mon. Tall. and Teagasg Maoil 

Ruain, equates with and6it. If sen chell is considered a 'senior church', rather than an 

6 old church', with the emphasis on seniority in position rather than age, then the 

correlation is clear. The two terms should not necessarily be seen as synonymous, 

however. The and6it was a senior church, but, further, one ennobled by the relics of 

its grlam. This may or may not be true of the class of churches legally defined as a 

whole as sen chill - clearly the senior churches in a pastoral network - but an and6it 

would certainly have numbered among those considered to have been sen chell. 

The argument that the cili Dj were a reform movement emerging in reaction 

to a secularisation and degeneracy of the church has, to some degree, been somewhat 

circular. They were perceived as a reform movement because the evidence of Mon. 

Tall, and Teagasg decries an iniquitous, defiled and evil clergy; nevertheless, it is true 

51 Sharpe, 'Some problems', 254 M 
52 Breatnach, 'The first third of Bretha Nemed TO[sech', 8. For the Jrlxn, see 'Ibomas Charles- 

Edwards, ltrlwn: The Patron-Saint of an Irish Church', in R. Sharpe and A. lbacker (edd. ), 
Local Saints wd Local Churches (fortlicoming). 

53 nn ev ew T. O. Clancy, 'Annat in Scotland and the origins of the parish', 1A es Ri 46 (1995), 91-115, at 
100. 
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that it often appears the case that the 'clergy of the old churches' are depicted in the 

worst possible light because the cili De were accepted as reformers and thus needed 

something to react against. Hughes' own presentation is a case in point. Despite her 

awareness that 'ardent reformers are bad witnesses to the piety of their 

predecessors', ' she cites in full §35 of Teagasg, which explicitly calls the clergy of 

the old churches evil, then refers to §4 of Mon. Tall. as 'another version'. This 'more 

succinct' account has no reference to evil clergy. It has been seen that these texts are 

closely related and thus not independent evidence; but Hughes' context gives the 

impression that the latter was an abridged version of the former. While neither of the 

surviving texts of Mon. Tall. nor Teagasg are original versions, both ultimately 

deriving from an earlier single source, this impression is misleading. The sole 

surviving text of Mon. Tall. dates from the fifteenth century and Teagasg, surviving 'in 

a seventeenth-century hand, has evidently been subsequently embellished with 

exaggerated language. The exaggerated phraseology, which explicitly referred to the 

clergy as 'evil' (o1c), clearly did not originate with the extant transcription (see above, 

p. 89, n. 48), but, equally clearly, did not derive from the original source. The sections 

cited - §§4,26 and 77 of Mon. Tall. and §§35 and 82 of Teagasg - are not 

independent. While there is no direct equivalent section for §77 from Mon. Tall. in 

Teagasg, §4 equates to §35 and §26 to §82 (see above, pp. 83,85). It is worthwhile 

reproducing these sections here to allow a full textual comparison of what is actually 

stated. 
§35 of Teagasg states: 

Dojhiafraig Maol dithreib do Elair an bhudh choir ni do thoradh na 
heagailsi do ghlacadh o cleircibh na sein-cheall ara bfionnfuidhe nach 
beith beatha mhaith aca. Dofreagair Elair do gur ch6ir, 'do brigh, ' ar se 
'nach luigheann enni dia n-o1c ort-sa muna raibhe cuid agad da ngabaill 

no do ccongmhall isna ceimionnaibh a bhfuilid no isna hordaigh, 7 ge go 

mbeiddis-sion coirpthe ar son a ndroc-bheathadh flin, ni coirpthi toradh 

na cille no an naoimh do bheannalgh innte. Asfearr an ceart ald againne 

54 1 lughes, Yhe Church in Early Irish Society, 175. 
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ar a ghabhail, ma gheibmid j, ina ata acasan ar a bheith aca, 7 iad go 
holc. 

Mdel Dithruib asked Elair whether it would be right to accept any of 
the fruits of the church from the clergy of the old churches who were known 

not to be leading a good life. Elair replied that it was right, Tor, ' he said, 
'you have no responsibility for their evil ways if you had no hand in 

receiving or maintaining them in the degrees or orders which they occupy, 
and even though they be corrupt, by reason of their own bad life, the fi-uits 

of the church, or of the saint who left his blessing there, are not corrupt. We 
have a better right to receive them, if we do receive them, than they have to 

own them, being evil as they are. 155 

Here the clergy of the old churches are described as evil and corrupt by reason 

of their own bad life. It may be argued that there is some ambiguity as to meaning 

here, but it is surely plain that the reading is intended to refer to only those 'Who were 
known not to be leading a good life' and not as a blanket condemnation of the entire 

clergy of the old churches. When compared to the corresponding tract - §4 - of Mon. 

Tall.,, the extent to which the original meaning of §35 of Teagasg has apparently been 

subsequently misappropriated ought to at least give pause before its citation as 

evidence of a wholesale reprobate clergy. §4 states: 

larfacht maoldithruib do helair manipad lor reim iond aosa i 

senchellaib dfis ind gebad n1 do thorad ionda cilci huadaib Issed asbert 
helair a airidiu. arnit corpsiu manibe cuid deld inda gabail n6 indafostud 

isna hordaib. arced coirpt! sium olsessim ni corpat torud ind erlamai Ar is 
disliu [sic -? dilsiu] he d0ni olsessim inddas doibsim. Is se ardn dobeirtj 
dosom fadesin cid ina insi fadessin am6in aran ruis cree. aran mochue 
olsesim (L elair) be hi dobertar dfiin. 

Miel Dithruib asked Elair whether, if the folk in the old churches had not 
properly performed their duties, he ought to accept from them any of the 

produce of the church? Elair replied that he should accept it, 'for it does not 
deffle thee, if thou have no share in receiving them or in confirming them in 

55 Gwynn, 'The Rule of Tallaght', 20-1.1 have slightly amended the translation. 
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orders: for', he said, 'though they be defiled yet they defile not the patron's 
fruits. For', he said, 'that belongs to us rather to thenL' The only bread that 

used to be brought to himself, and into his own island, was the bread of Ros 
Cr6. 'Let it be Mochua's bread, ' he said (that is Elair) 'that is brought to 
US. 06 

While it is clear that, here, the 'folk of the old churches' nevertheless refers to 

the ordained clergy, the question regards a situation, not of receiving the fruits of the 

church from an evil clergy, corrupted by their own bad fife, but one of receiving the 

fruits of the church from those who had not properly performed their duties. This 

places a somewhat different emphasis on the problem. Presumably, Mochua's old 

church at Ros Cr6, from which the foundation of Elair's new community had been 

deliberately placed, was not considered failing in this respect. This is a particular 

useful illustration for, otherwise, the deliberate siting apart of Elair's new CjIi Di 

community could be considered as a response to the perceived degeneracy of 
Mochua's community, who, after all, maintained the new foundation. However, this 

clearly was not the case and this older version of the text indicates that the problem 

instead concerned a failing in the standard ofpastoral care and not debauched monks. 

This may be compared to §§2-3 of Riagail Phdtraic in LB and §59 of Riagail na 
Celed nDJ, whereRiagall Phdtraic has been appended: 

Riagail Phdtraia 
§2 .... Nachfer graid didiu oc na bf dlighed nd eolus timthirechta a grdid 

cond bf Malaing oiffrind nd ceileabartha ar bilaib rig 7 epscop, ni dlig 

sdire nd eneclainnfir grdid i tt; aith nd i n-eclais. 
§3. Nach epscop dobeir t; asalgrdda for nech nd bi tfialaing [a] n- 

airberta eler chrdbud 7 Migend 7 anmchairde nd eolus rechta, nd riaglq, is 
bibda bdis do Dia 7 do d6inib in t-epscop sin. Ir is imdergad do Crist 7 da 

eclais a comgrdda do thabairtfor neoch nd bf tfialaing a n-airbertafri nem 
7 talmain, co mbi brdth do thz; athaib 7 do ecallsib conid alre dlegar secht 
mbliadna peinne 7 secht cumail fri henech in Dz; ileman. Ir is ed fotera 

galar7 angcessaforsna clanna, eter eltrai 7 milliuda olchena, cen bathius 

56 Gwynn and Purton, 'The Monastery of Tallaght', 128.1 have slightly amended the translation. 
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ndligthech 7 cen dul fo Idim n-epscoip i n-aimser thichtai, ar ni thic 
comIdine in spirta n6im, cipe a ljire baistither in duine, mane tif6 Idim n- 
epscoip iar mbathus. 

§2 ... Any ordained man then who is mindful neither of the rule nor of the 
knowledge of service of his order so that he is not capable of the offering or 
of celebrating the Hours before kings and bishops, he is not entitled to 
exemption [i. e. From the privileges of the clergy of exemption from taxes, 
military service and other social obligation] or to the honour-price of one 
ordained, in laity or the church. 

§3. Any bishop who confers high orders on anyone who is unable to 
practise them in piety and reading and spiritual guidance, and who has not a 
knowledge of the law or of the rule, that bishop is guilty of death to God 

and men. For it is an insult to Christ and to His Church to confer their 
orders on anyone who is incapable of using them towards Heaven and earth, 
so that it is ruin to peoples and churches; wherefore seven years of penance 
and seven cumals are necessary by way of reparation to the Creator. For it is 

this which causes plague and sickness to tribes, both eltrai and other 
destructions, not having lawful baptism, and not going under the hand of a 
bishop [in confirmation] at the prescribed time; for the perfection of the 
Holy Spirit comes not, however fervently a person is baptised, unless he 

goes under the hand of a bishop after baptism. " 

The equivalent passage in Rfagal na Celed nDJ reads: 
Nach espoc din dosber uasal gradfor neoch na be tualaing nairberta i 

crabud acas legend acas anmcaiýdessa, acas eolas pecta acas riagla, acas 
freipuide culbde di cec peccad ar cena is bidba do Did acas duine in 
tespoc sin, uair is immdergad do Crist acas dia eclais an do roine, et ideo 

sex annos poeniteret, acas tabrad sect cumala oirfria henech in Duileman 
beos. 

Any bishop, likewise, who confers noble orders upon any one who is not 
able to instruct in religion, and reading, and soul-friendship, and who has 

not a knowledge of the law and the rule, and of the proper remedy for all 
sins in general, that bishop is an enemy to God and man; for he has offered 

57 O'Keefe, 'The Rule of Patrick', 218,22 1.1 have slightly amended the translation. 
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an insult to Christ and his church et ideo sex [sic -? recte septem] annos 
poeniteret, and he shall also pay seven curnals in gold as a penalty to God. 18 

These tracts indicate that there was a problem concerning priests being 

ordained who were unable to carry out the obligations of their religious functions. 

Indeed, the emphasis of the nature of the complaint - where a priest had insufficient 

'knowledge of service of his order so that he is not capable of the offering or of 

celebrating the Hours before kings and bishops' - clearly indicates that the 

Predominant problem was that there were ordained priests whose grasp of the 'law 

and the rule', that is of the Liturgy and, perhaps, these tracts would seem to imply, of 

theology generally, was inadequate to the requirements of their position. Riagail 

Phdtraic and Riagail na Celed nDj, in those passages cited above, provide an outline 

of the necessary duties which the ordained clergy were required to perform. In this 

Sense, at least, both texts provide the distilled essence of the relevant tracts in CCH A 

poor grasp of Latin would have retarded even basic ritual function and it would 

certainly have hindered the reading of Scripture, rule 'and the proper remedy for all 

sins in general'. Simply, a priest without a sufficient grounding in theology, 

knowledge of liturgical observance or command of Latin could not fulfil the 

obligations of pastoral provision and the problems cited in these tracts can be readily 

perceived to stem from an enormous variation in the standard of learning among 

priests. 

There has been a great deal of work undertaken by several notable scholars on 
the topic of pastoral provision since Sharpe's re-evaluation of the organisation of the 

early Irish church. 19 Scholarly consideration of the monastically based model had 

Previously, largely neglected this fundamental aspect of the role of the church. 

" Reeves, Yhe Culdees ofthe British Islands, 94-S. I have slightly amended the translation. 
59 P. J. Corish raised the question of the provision of pastoral care before Sharpe's revision in 'The 

Pastoral mission in the early church, Machial Cholm Cille 2 (1971), 14-25. For Sharpe's re- 
evaluation and the subsequent progress of the discussions, see: 'Some problems', 230-70; Idem, 
'Churches and communities', 81-109; Colmdn Etchingham, 'The early Irish church: some 
observations on pastoral care and dues', triu 42 (1991), 99-118; idem, 'The implications of 
Paruchia', triu 44 (1993), 139-62; idem, 'Bishops in the early Irish church: a reassessment,, 
Studia Hibernica 28 (1994), 35-62; idem, Church Organisation, 105-238; T. A Charles- 
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The primary obligation of the church to pastoral care is indicated in Bretha 

Nemed Touech, where 'being without baptisn, 4 without communion, without mass, 

without praying for the dead, without preaching' are the first in a long list of 

'disqualifications debasing a church'. ' There is little apparent consensus among 

scholars on the effective extent of pastoral provision, with a range of opinion which is 

framed by Richard Sharpe on the one hand, who considers that the early Irish church 

had 'one of the most comprehensive pastoral organizations in northern Europe', 61 and 

Cohnin Etchingharn on the other, who, although acknowledging the stated ideal of 

pastoral care for all, considers that in practice it was restricted to the manaig. 62 

The two most important texts concerning pastoral provision are Nagail 

Ph6traic and the secular legal tract C6rus Bescnakll The TCD H. 3.17 variant of 

Riagail Phdtraic closes with the statement: 'For it is this that would be due: an 

ordained man to every church, since there is not full fine of the Church of God save 

where there are ordained men and proper novices, and they are innocent, for 

frequenting the church. "' This can be seen to be in accord with the definition in 

Bretha Nemed Toisech that failure to provide full pastoral care debased a church. The 

importance placed on such provision is plain in Riagail Phdtralc: 'For there is no 

heavenly abode for the soul of a person who is not baptised according to lawful 

baptism before everything. "" Failure to provide at least basic pastoral care would 

Edwards, "I'lie pastoral role of the church in the early Irish laws', in Blair & Sharpe (edd. ), 
1992,63-80; Donnchadh 0 Corrdin, 'The Early Irish Churches; Some Aspects of Organisation% 
in Irish Antiquity: Essays and Studies Presented o of. MJ 0 Ke y, D. 0 Co tN, 11 rrdin ed. 
Dublin, 1994,327-41; T. O. Clancy, 'Annat in Scotland and the origins of the parish-, nnes 
Review 46 (1995), 91-115. 

60 §6 Coteat m6rolad d6ertho ecalso? Nihawae: buith cen bathais, cen chomnai, cen oifreng cen 
immon n-anmae cen phrecept, cen des n-aithrige cen achtdil cen teoir uzsce tree for alt6ir, 
es6in ofged z1aidi. - nac, dichmairc, sainchron; fodord fiithairle chJile, ath1dech inna hairitiu; 
gillae innaferthigsiu: 4 caillech dof6cru a Irdth; afadergad cofidl, a corf0flaith, a tascnam far 
fogail, afothlaefo mndib, m6radflachjuiri, afochnam co peccact afochralc doflaith n6fni. 
Breatnach, 'The first third of Bretha Nemed Tolsech', 11. 

61 Sharpe, 'Churches and communities', 109. 
62 Etchingharn, Church Organisation, 249-71. 
63 1 lancock et al, 7he. 4ncient LaKs of1relmid, 111,3 0. 
64 §I6,4r is ed ba dligidfier gr6id cecha chille, tiair ndd bf I&zdlre na eclaisi Dd acht dzi I mbi 6es 

65 
9rdid 7 maiccffifig indraice at J endWcfri afthgid n-ecalsa. 

ibid., §5. Ar n1fuil aitreib nime do anmain duine n6d baithister 6 bailhus d1ig1[hjech rof cech 
ret,... 
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result not only in the loss of status of individual churches, but also, more significantly, 

the loss of Christian souls who had not undergone 'lawful baptism'. 

Yet, clearly, from the evidence of Riagail Phatraic there was a problem with 

the practical provision of such care. It was with this that the cili Di were concerned 

in the passages cited above, but it has been mistaken for a blanket condemnation of 

the degeneracy of the 'older churches'. The first three paragraphs of Riagail Phdtraic 

encapsulates the problem. § §2-3 have already been cited in full above; §I states: 

Foratd anmandafer ntrenn a limna Pdtraic. Primepscop cecha lzýaithe 

accu fri huirdned a n-6essa grdid, fri coisecrad a n-eclas, 7 fri 

hanmchairdes do flaithib 7 do airchindc[hjib, fri noemad 7 bendachad a 

clainde iar mbathius. 

It is on the souls of the men of Ireland from the Testament of Patrick: - 
each lay community to have a chief bishop for the ordination of their clergy, 
for the consecration of their churches, and for the spiritual guidance of 

princes and chieftains, and for the sanctification and blessing of their 

children after baptism. " 

By explicitly emphasising that 'it fies upon the souls of the men of Ireland by the 

Testament of Patrick', Riagail Phdtraic makes it clear that the responsibility had been 

placed upon each lay community to ensure that the pastoral hierarchy within their own 

tfiath was appropriately staffed. it was, after alt their souls at risk otherwise. This, if 

true, may have been a contributary factor in the problem, as the number of priests 

required must have been very large, resulting in the ordination and appointment as 

priests those whose abilities were such as condemned in § §2-3 of Rfagail Phdtraic. 

Clearly, the problem was perceived to be that priests were being ordained 

who, it was considered, could not provide 'lawful baptism'. The prohibition on such 

individuals undertaking pastoral provision evidently affected a significant proportion 

of priests, since R[agail Phdtraic allowed that: 

" OKeefe, The Rule of Patrick', 218,221.1 have slightly amended the translatim. 
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§ 13. Md beth tra do Maite ind dessa grdid lasna tfiatha, cia beit tri 
hecails! n6 a cethairfor cubus cech fir grdid acht ros6 comand 7 baithius 
do anmain chdich 7 oiffrend hi sollamnaib 7fjilibfor a n-alt6ir. 

§ 13. If in the opinion of the lay community the ordained folk be too few, 
[it is permitted] that there be three or four churches on the conscience of 
each ordained man, provided that there come communion and baptism for 
the soul of each and Mass on solemnities and festivals on their altars. "' 

Cohnin Etchingham considered, in the most recent contribution to the study 

of Pastoral provision, that this shortage of qualified clergy resulted in a situation 

whereby 'a regular ministry and concomitant payments may have applied consistently 

only to those over whom the church exercised particular authority, the "lawful laity,, 

or manaig', and that the 'admittedly meagre evidence would lead one to suppose that 

efforts to give wider effort to the pastoral mission and enforce general liability for 

tithes and the Eke were probably rather sporadic. "' Certainly, Etchingham was correct 

to point out that the detail of pastoral provision in Rfagail Phdtraic revolves around 

the manaig. The principal obligations of pastoral provision are repeatedly stressed in 

Riagail Phdtraic: 'baptism and communion and the singing of the intercession by 

every church to proper manafg' (§5); 'an equivalent of baptism and communion and 

the singing of the intercession to each person whose proper church it is' (§7); any 

church in which there is no service to manaig for baptism and communion and the 

singing of the intercession... ' (§8); 'An airchinnech is not entitled to impose [his wnil 

on his manaig ... unless the reciprocal obligations of the church be fully discharged of 
baptism and communion and the singing of the intercession' and, again, in the same 

Paragraph, 'baptism and communion and the singing of the intercession for manaig 

67 ibid., 220,223.1 have slightly amended the translation. Note that this is nothing less than 
sanctioned plurality among the clergy, entirely for the benefit of the laity. It may be possible, 
therefore, that the plurality of abbacies may also have been sanctioned, for the benefit of the 
communities involved, although this has been cited as evidence (see p. 122) for the degeneracy of 
the Irish church in the eighth century. 68 Etchingham, Church Organisation, 271. 
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both living and dead' (§9); and 'baptism and.. communion and the singing of the 

intercession of all the manaig living and dead' (§12). These clearly indicate a 

particular relationship with the manaig, as would be expected; however, §13, cited 

above, refers explicitly to the broader lay community - 1z; a1ha - and mentions only 

'communion and baptism for the soul of each and Mass on solemnities and festivals 

on their altars'. It is noticeable that there is no mention of the singing of the 

intercession. Can this be inferred to mean that this was a particular provision reserved 

for the manaig alone? Baptism, preaching 'to those who would hear' and communion 

and Mass on solemn and feast days otherwise appear to have been intended as a 

universally available provision. 

Riagail Phdtraic and C6rus Bismai both stipulate clearly the intent of 

universal availability of pastoral provision - indeed, there was an awareness of 

responsibility, in the church generally, of being held answerable to God for every 

Christian soul lost through the negligence of the church concerning such provision 

where it was responsible. Yet it is clear that the manaig were in a closer, mutually 

beneficial, contractual relationship with the church. Was this intercessory supplication, 

for both the living and the dead, the difference in pastoral provision between the 

manaig and the general populace of the Natha? The contractual nature of Riagail 

Phdtraic and C6rus Nscnai indicate the dues owed to the church in return for 

Pastoral care and the ministrations of the priest. These are specified as tithes, 

firstlings, first-fruits" and death-dues, the tertia Deo, 70 as well as labour services. 

Etchingham points out that while some formulations of tertia Deo appear directed to 

69 Etchinghani, citing evidence from CCH, points out that the distinction between first-Wts and 
firstlings was generally considered to be that 

first-fiidts were envisaged as a charge on the produce of the soil - bread and vegetables - payable 
annually, while firstlings might be levied of the dean animals - cattle and sheep - and of human 
offspring, in both cases restricted to males in soar famulations. There is a suggestion, however, that 
S"odus Sapiendwn was prepared to allow that first-fiuits, as well as firstlings, could be levied on 
livestock. The two are distinguished in that the firstling is envisaged as the first-born which 'opens 
the womb' of a female, whereas the first-huit is regarded simply as the first offspring of one's 
livestock in any given year. One opinion cited in Synodw &pieWwn is that tithes pertain crAy to 
livestock, but another, favoured too by both the unpublished texts from the Ifibemensis, is that tithes 

70 
may also be taken of the produce ofthe soil. ibid., 24 1. 

See the discussion on tertia Deo in Etchingham, ibid., 275-8. 
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the populace in general, CCH and later material suggest that the liability was borne by 

the manaig and believes, with some justification, that, 4as regards the general 

populace, ministration and the exaction of dues is more likely to have been, at best, 

patchy, sporadic and largely dependent on the co-operation of lay magnateS'. 7' This 

certainly appears justified from the perspective of the exaction of dues; but if the 

church had a responsibility, and accepted that it would be held to account for the loss 

of Christian souls, for pastoral provision to all Christians, what, exactly, were the 

manaig receiving in return for these dues? Baptism, confirmation, preaching and Mass 

on solemn and feast days were available to all, if §13 of Riagail Phdtraic is at all 

representative, which Etchingham understands 'outlines a realistic minimum service to 

be performed in the context of a shortage of clergy', ' and the singing of the 

intercession appears to be a key differentiation. This is, after all, as its description 

would appear to indicate, an active intercession on behalf of the individual by the 

church for divine acceptance. Certainly, this is a great deal to build on the foundation 

of a single passage -§ 13 of TCD H. 3.17 text of Riagail Phdtraic. §58 of the variant, 

LB, text of Riagail Phdtraic appended to Riagail na Celed nDJ, however, outlines 

the dues owed to 'an ordained priest from the minor churches of the laity', " for 

ministration stipulated to be 'baptism, communion, intercessory prayer for the living 

and the dead and mass every Sunday and every chief high-day and every chief 
festival'. If so, this would nullify any suggestion that intercessory prayer was a benefit 

restricted to the manaig, as here it appears due to the laity at large; however, the 

corresponding section in TCD Riagail Phdtraic makes it clear that this passage, 

again, pertained specifically to the manaig. 1 There is no equivalent passage to §13 in 

the variant text of Riagail Phdtraic with which it may be compared and so the 

suggestion that the singing of intercessory prayer was a provision restricted to the 

Manaig can be no more than tentative, based as it is on such restricted evidence. 

71 ibid., 288-9; quote 289. 
72 ibid., 254. 
73 Cech eclais Ira i mbffer grdid do mhi[n]-eclaisib Maithe. 
74 § 12. Aftire dog6fria Idim de manchaib cech ecails! besfor a chubus 
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However, the Hkelihood that this was the case would certainly resolve some of the 

apparently contradictory aspects of the material regarding pastoral provision, while 

shedding some fight on the specific benefit for the manaig in return for their labour 

and dues in this reciprocal relationship they had with the church. 

Preaching, communion and baptism, otherwise, were available to A As 

already noted, Riagail Phdtraic makes it plain that 'there is no heavenly abode for the 

soul of the person who is not baptised according to lawful baptism' (§5) - lawful 

baptism, it is made clear elsewhere, must be confirmed by going under the hand of a 

bishop 'at the prescribed time' after baptism (§3). It is clear that it was not 

confirmation itself, seen as a necessary requirement, which made baptism lawful,, so 

what, then, constituted lawful baptism, or, perhaps the question more appropriately 

ought to be, what was it that may have cast doubt on the validity or 'legality' of 

baptism? 

Bede recounts an anecdote related to him by Herebald, abbot of a monastery 

near Tynemouth, who, as a young cleric, had become involved in a horse race having 

been forbidden to do so by his bishop, John of Beverley. During the course of the 

race, Herebald was badly injured having been thrown from his horse and lay close to 

death. Despite the best efforts of the prayers of the community, Herebald's condition 

did not improve. 

Then, inspired by God - as was soon evident - he [Bishop John] asked me 
[Herebald] if I knew for certain whether I had been baptized. I answered that I 

was sure beyond a doubt that I had been washed in the waters of salvation for 

the forgiveness of sins; and I told him the name of the priest who had baptized 

me. But he said: 'If you were baptized by that priest, you were not validly 
baptized. For I know him. When he was ordained priest, he was so slow-witted 
that he could not learn how to catechize and baptize.. For this reason, I ordered 
him to cease presuming to exercise this n1filistry, because he was too ignorant to 

carry it out properly'. 15 

73 HEV6. 
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Herebald was then 'validly' baptized and made a full and rapid recovery. Similarly, in 

outlining the influence of Virgil, bishop of Salzburg (d. 784), one of the many Irish 

ecclesiastics who had migrated to the continent, Michael Enright relates the fact that, 

in the early months of 746, 'Boniface ordered Virgil and his like-minded companion 

Sidonius; to rebaptize individuals previously initiated by a poorly educated Bavarian 

priest who had employed the ungrammatical formula Baptizo te in nomine patria et 

filia et spiritus sancti. " Clearly, the grammatical form and form of the ritual used in 

baptism was of a precise and fimdamental importance. In such a case it is all too clear 

how ignorance, or a lack of understanding, could have been considered to place souls 

at risk - souls for which the church itself would have been held accountable. The need 

for an accepted and universal standard would have been palpable. 

The practical results of this consideration may be reflected in the 'Old Irish 

Table of Penitential Commutations', a text Daniel Binchy suggested was a product of 

'the "Tallaght" school' (above, pp. 94-7). its cili DJ credentials, therefore, would 

appear unimpeachable, but the concerns of this tract, as already indicated in the 

previous chapter, was not merely the salvation of souls, but concerned with this 

responsibility of the church for the souls in its care. This is evident from the 

composition of the text, which opens with various means whereby active intercession 

by the living could rescue souls of individuals from Hell. These sections are followed 

by an account of why it is desirable to avoid the imposition ofpenance over prolonged 

Periods: (§6) 'As the body [which is left] for long periods of time without food and 

drink perishes, so does the soul [which is left] throughout the whole of its fife without 

the Body and Blood of Christ, without the food of the SOUl-). 77 The remainder of the 

tract then provides examples and directions for intensive penitential acts which would 

serve in lieu of the much less intensive, but greatly prolonged, periods of penance 

Provided for otherwise. Binchy drew attention to the fact that the term used for such 

penitential commutation was the 01 word arr(a)e, which, when used in Latin texts, 

76 Michael I Exight, Iona, Tara and Soissons: the origin of the royal anointing ritual, Berlin and 

77 
New York, 1985,103-4. 

For a full transcription and translation of §6, see above, pp. 95-6. 
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was latinized, in the dative case, as de Arreis. The fact that an Old Irish word was so 

latmilzed indicates that, as Binchy concluded, 'it proves beyond doubt that the practice 

itself is of Irish origin. '78 Binchy's observation that 'the specialised use of O. Ir arr(a)e 

in the sense of a commutation of penance ... was originally confined to the religious 

literature of the Culdees'" led him to ponder whether this system of penitential 

commutations was a product of 'the "Culdee" movement'. " Despite the indications 

that this system of penitential commutations did indeed emerge in c8i DJ texts, 

Binchy was forced, on the basis of his understanding that the cili Di were an austere 

ascetic reform movement emerging in the eighth century, to reject this. Since neither 

the understanding of the cili Di as a movement nor as emerging in the eighth century 

are any longer tenable, Binchy's objections to his own conclusions are largely 

removed. It is the final objection - that the c8i Di were austere ascetics - which is 

primarily under examination here. 

As those individuals undergoing penance were prohibited from approaching 

the altar and, consequently, partaking Of the Sacrament, prolonged periods of penance 

could thus place the souls of these penitents at risk. The thinking behind such 

commutation, reflected in §6, was that prolonged periods of penance could thus do 

more harm than good, hence the introduction of shorter, but often more intensive, 

periods of penance for all but the most heinous of crimes. Again, it would seem clear 

that the motivating factor behind such philosophy was the accountability of the church 

for the souls of those for whom it was responsible. 

This motivation would, even more clearly, appear to be the driving force 

behind the opening sections of the text which relate sustained intercessory action by 

which the souls of the dead may be rescued from Hell. It would appear a reasonable 

assumption that the church generally would not be greatly concerned about the fate of 

the souls of those whose actions in life would merit the descent into Hell, so the 

question must be, therefore, for whom was it considered these intercessory actions 

78Binchy, 'The Old-Irish Table of Penitential Conunutations', 54. 
79 ibid., 47. 
go ibid., 53. 
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were justified? As already noted, §5 of Riagail Phdtraic is explicit that 'there is no 
heavenly abode for the soul of the person who is not baptised according to lawful 

baptism', so, in this respect, it could be argued that while moves were afoot to 

provide an accepted and universal standard in pastoral provision, there was an 

awareness by the church that there were souls in Hell who were not there by their 

own failings, but, potentially, by ungrammatical - and therefore unlawful - baptism. 

Means had to be found, therefore, for the salvation of these souls at least. 

The understanding that the cift Di were a reform movement who emerged in 

reaction to an increasingly degenerate church, corrupted by secularisation, rests on 

passages from Monastery of Tallaght and Yeagasg Maoil Ruain. These texts are not 

independent, both deriving from a single source, and a comparison of the language 

indicates the evolution of the concept of an 'evil' clergy. Mon Tall., the earlier of the 

surviving texts, indicates, rather, a problem with the fulfilment of the pastoral duties 

the church was obliged to undertake. The priests required to fulfil these obligations at 

a local level constituted the bottom layer of the hierarchical pyramid and the numbers 

required must have been substantial. The church, evidently, had to balance its pastoral 

obligations with a standard of education which, at times, fell below that the ciii Dj 

scribes considered appropriate - no doubt the consideration of accountability for lost 

souls had much influence in this regard. Hughes suggested that there may have been a 

heavy mortality among the clergy during the plague outbreaks of the middle of the 

eighth century, which may have resulted in the ordination of priests who were not 

sufficiently versed in theology or proficient in liturgical ritual. The celi DJ, it would 

appear, were deeply concerned about the standard of education of some of the priests 

being ordained, evidently considering, naturally enough, that an insufficient grasp of 

the basis of the appropriate ritual was resulting in baptismal ceremonies which were 

not 'lawful' and, in effect, equal to no baptism at all. The concern for pastoral 

provision among the cdli DJ is reflected in the very fact that Riagail Ph4traic was 

appended to Rjagail na Celed nDJ. The attempts to standardise the quality of 

learning of those ordained - without which 'there will be no belief, but black 
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heathenism in the land of Ireland"" - is reflected in the. texts, together with 

condemnation of those unsuitable and those who ordain them; and provision for a lack 

of clergy, with provision for priests to minister three or four churches if they felt they 

were able, on their conscience, to do so. This solution was intended only as a stop- 

gap, however, until there would be 'an ordained man to every church'. The concerns 

of the c8i Dj were to establish and to maintain standards of literacy and of learning 

amongst the ordained clergy. This is not to suggest that the standard, hitherto, was 

wholly inferior - although it is clear that in the cases of many individuals it must have 

been - but, rather, that the standard of learning of the ordained could be greatly 

varied. The assertion that the early Irish church was becoming increasingly secularised 

under a degenerate clergy during the eighth century cannot be maintained when the 

evidence cited to support this instead indicates that it was concerned with providing a 

uniformity of standard of pastoral provision. 

The belief, therefore, that the cJ11 De emerged in the eighth century as a 

reform movement in reaction to a degenerate, evil clergy should be discounted; and 

the considerations that they were simply concerned with 'ascetic revivall, 82 or With 

(restoring monastic studies to their rightful place', " are misleading. They appear 

instead to have been concerned to introduce a minimum standard of teaching in 

theology and of competence in liturgical ritual and Latin literacy, in order to maintain 

what they considered to be an appropriate provision of pastoral care. The c8l Di 

were not wholly concerned with standards of asceticism - the appending of Riagail 

Phdtraic, one of the most important texts regarding pastoral provision, onto Riagail 

na Celed nDJ, indicates this. They were clearly concerned with all aspects of religious 

duty and well aware of the obligations of the church generally. Acceptance of the ali 

Dj as a reaction to a degenerate, 'evil' clergy, therefore, is misplaced. If the c8i Dj 

are indeed to be considered reformers, and the remainder of this thesis will endeavour 

8' The quotation comes from the variant of R[agail Mimic appended to Rlagail na Celed nDJ cited 
in Reeves, 7he Culdees of the British islands, 95. 

8' 1 Jugbcs, Ae Church in Rvly bish Society, heading for cap. 16. 
93 O'Dwyer, C911 DJ, 192. 
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to determine the validity of this claim, then the understanding of the meaning of 

reform has to be carefully defined. Their aims should not be described as treUgious 

revival' and certainly not as 'ascetic revival', for they were aware of, and very 

concerned with, the responsibilities of the church in the provision of pastoral care for 

the population generally. To fulfil even the most basic obligation of pastoral provision 

throughout Ireland would have required tens of thousands of priests and the cili Dj, 

it is clear, were concerned with the standards of literacy, theology and liturgical 

practice, necessary for the church to fulfil effectively those obligations. Maintaining 

this pastoral network at a functional level would also have been expensive, so part of 

the solution to these concerns, therefore, would require a more efficient marshalling 

and harnessing of the resources available to the church. 
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5 

Church organisation and the Congressio senodorum of 780. 

The congressio senodorum held at Tara in 780 was the first such ecclesiastical 

gathering recorded in Ireland since that of Birr in 697. This, in itself, may suggest an 
impetus in the church which had taken advantage of the opportunity of such an 

assembly; and the mere fact that this congress should have been held at Tara, under 
the leadership of the head of the community whicti, together with Tallaght, was one of 
'The Two Eyes of Ireland' - an association accepted to indicate that Finglas was as 

Prominent as Tallaght in the 'reform movement' and that Dublitir, consequently, was 

a prominent cile Di - would add to the anticipation that this was an assembly of 

some importance. However, there is little annalistic notice of it: .4U records that there 

was 'A congress of the synods of the U1 NO and the Laigin, in the fortification of 
Temair, at which were present many anchorites and scribes, led by Dubhtirl; l AI 

contains no mention of the assembly and the relevant folios of CS and Ang are, 

unfortunately, missing. ACIon, however, also has some notice of the event, but it 

survives only in a late-sixteenth / early-seventeenth century translation into 'Hiberno- 

English' from an earlier Irish text. It states (sa 773)2 that 'There was a Great 

Convocation in the Ks pallace of Taragh of the o'Neales and Leinstermen & also of 

the clergie to decide their long-continued controversies, where there was a Reverent 

assembly of many worthy, Reverent & Venerable anchorites and scribes, of all which 

assembly Dowlittye was ye cheefest'. 
In view of such sparse reference, the potential significance of this ecclesiastical 

assembly at Tara has generally been overlooked and the majority of historians who 
have referred to it have done so only in passing. F. J. Byrne emphasised the 
intermediary role of the church which lay behind the convention, stating that, 

following the invasion of Leinster by Donnchad Midi, king of the Ui NO, in which he 

'AU780.12. Congressiosenodorm nepotum Neill LeWinentiumque in op[p]ldo Temro ublfienmt 

2 
ancofite 7 schbe mzdti quibus dur eral Dublittir. 

but pear that there The individual entries inACIon appear to be faithfully enough Preserved, it aP s 
has been a disclocation of chronology and the entries under the specified years for the second half 
of the eighth century appear to be consistently seven years early to those given in A U. The entry 
relating the congressio of 780, therefore, is entered sa 773. 
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3 defeated the Leinstermen 'and laid waste their territory and churches" the 'Uh Dd 

first asserted themselves on the political stage by mediating between the Ui Mill and 
the Laigin'. 4 Professor Byrne may well be correct to believe that this was the reason 

why there should have been such an assembly of churchmen at Tara in the first place; 
however, there is some prima facie annalistic evidence to suggest that there were 

several ecclesiastic offices which, although periodically reflected in other, earlier, 

sources, were first brought to prominence at precisely this time. If so, the evidence 

could therefore be taken to indicate that such development took place under the 

auspices of the c8i Dj. 

Robin Flower found the emphasis on the phrase 'anchorites and scribes', in the 

report of the congressid, to be striking. 5 Dublitir's own obituary in the Annals of 
Uster states that he was also a bishop, 6 but there is no indication of his episcopal rank 
in relation to the congress. Flower examined the ratio of references to anchorites and 

scribes and noted that the 'record of the obits of men so described only becomes at all 
frequent in the eighth century, and it is a curious fact that for two centuries they 

appear in an almost identical ratio 9.7 He Went on to provide figures, by half-century, 

for the annalistic references for these men, noting that the scribe and anchorite were 

often combined in the same person: 

700-750: 8 anchorites, 7 scribes 
750-800: 12 anchorites, 7 scribes 
800-850: 25 anchorites, 20 scribes 
850-900: 18 anchorites, 20 scribes 
900-950: 6 anchorites, 6 scribes! 

Flower considered that these flgures indicate that 'we are in the presence of a 

movement which rises, culminates and declines'. ' This movement, he observed, 

was already active in the first half of the eighth century, but it appears to have 

produced its most characteristic literary results towards the end of that century 

and in the beginning of the next century. It is sometimes called the Culdee 

3 AU780.7: ... Donnchad .. uastauitque 7 combussitfines eorm 7 eclesids. 
4 Francis J. Byrne, Irish JUngs and HIgh-Kings, London, 1973,158. 
5 Flower, 'The Two Eyes of Ireland', 66-75. 
6AU 796.1: Duhlitfir Finnglaissi, 7 Colýgu nepo Duinechlo, 01chubhur nt. Rainn filil Eire rex 

7 Fj 
Mumher4 scribe 7 episcopi 7 anchoritae, donnierunt. 
ower , 'The Two Eyes of Ireland', 68. 

8 ibid. 
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movement from the Cdifi D6, vassals of God, by which its participants were 

wont to describe themselves. " 

As he understood the cili De to have been a reform movement, Flower 

considered that the manner by which they preferred to refer to themselves, or be 

referred to by others, underwent a subtle change in emphasis. He indicated that 

With regard to nomenclature one curious point may be noted. In the period 
from 650 to 800 the current names for a man of letters in the Annals is sapiens 
(01r, ecnaide). The figures here are: 650-700,6; 700-750,13; 750-800,18. 

But in the ninth century there is a marked drop in the figures, which are for the 

two half-centuries 4 and 6. As these figures are of obits, marking the end of the 

activity of the men concerned, we shall probably be safe in asserting that, at 

any rate for what this class of evidence is worth, the sapiens was the dominant 

figure (or at least his preferred name) in the seventh and the first half of the 

eighth century, while in the second half of the eighth century the anchorites and 

scribes were rapidly coming to the front and were almost alone in prominence 

in the ninth century. We see now why the scribes and anchorites occur in that 

notice of the congress of 780, which marked the moment of intensest activity in 

the movement we are considering. " 

Flower therefore considered that the appellant of 'scribe' and/or 'anchorite' was the 

preferred one, even, on occasion, to the exclusion of reference to episcopal or abbatial 

rank amongst the cili Dj at this time. 

However he may have understood the terminology employed in the annals, 

Flower was clearly aware that the congressio senodorum in 780 may have been no 

mere gathering of ecclesiastic mediators and he himself suggested that a penitential 

was drawn up there. He drew attention to the fact that the introductory paragraph to 

the variant of the Old Irish Penitential in MS Rawlinson B512 begins with the 

9 ibid. 
10 ibid., 67. Flower himself preferred the more general description of an anchoritic movement to that 

of CJ1i DJ. For sapiens, see Mchael Richter, 'The personnel of learning in early medieval 
Ireland', in P. Nf Cathdin and NL Richter (edd. ), Ireland and Europe in the &? r1Y Middle Ages, 
Stuttgart, 1996,275-308, at 283-5. 

Flower, 'The T\No Eyes of Ireland', 68-9. 
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statement that 'the elders of Ireland have drawn up from the rules of the Scriptures a 

penitential for the annulling and remedying of every sin, both small and great'. 12 

Flower believed that this indicated the likelihood of its compilation at Tara, but added 

the caveat that while probable, the compiling of the Penitential in 780 cannot be taken 

as proved. Daniel Binchy, however, cast doubt on the idea that the Penitential was 

compiled at Tara in 780, on the grounds that 'Tbe Tara meeting was clearly an 

attempt by the clerical leaders of both states (not all of them necessarily adherents of 

the "Culdee" reform) to secure an end, or at least a truce, to hostilities; they thus had 

more urgent matters to deal with than the drafting of a Penitential in the vernacular. I" 

The problem with both Flower's suggestion and Binchy's objection, however, is the 

lack of annalistic information concerning the congress of 780. While placing the Old 

Irish Penitential firmly in the latter half of the eighth century, E. J. Gwynn believed it 

'can hardly have been put together much before A. D. 800' (see above, p. 90). The 

only surviving account of its compilation states it was drawn up by the elders of 

Ireland, which indicates that it had a broad, consensual input and the annalistic 

references to the congressio senodorum of 780 is not merely the only such 

ecclesiastical congress in the eighth century, but accords very well with the date of 

compilation provided by Gwynn's analysis. 14 Nevertheless, both Flower's caveat and 

12 ibid., 69. The beginning of the Old Irish Penitential is missing from the only other extant variant 
contained in RIA MS 1227, formerly 3B 23. The translation of the opening to B512 is that of 

13 
Gwynn, 'An Irish Penitential'. 

D. A. Binchy, in LudAig Bieler, Yhe Irish Penitentials, Dublin 1963,48-9. 
14 The congressio senadorwn recorded in AU in 804 (804.7 - Congressio senadonan nepotum Neill 

cui dur erat Condinach; abbas Xrdd Machae, i nDun Chuaer) is the only other instance of a 
gathering recorded by this name. Ibis congress is explicitly referred to as an insular affair among 
the Uf Ndill, however. Despite the explicit statement that it was held under the leadership of 
Connmach, it was more likely convened by Aed mac Will. Conmnach was almost certainly 
installed as abbot by Aed without regard to the community ofArmagh (see below, pp. 207-8) - he 
was certainly supported in the position by Aed. The congress was held at DCm Cuar, the 
traditional assembly place for the Uf Ndill when hosting against the Laigin and the record f(or the 
congress is placed between the records of two different expeditions undertaken by Aed against 
Leinster that same year. It is reasonable to assume, then, that the congress was convened by Aed 

and assembled at his camp at 136n Cuar during a pause in a concerted campaign against Leinster. 
The question in this case must be for what purpose. Aed's later actions as king of Tara indicate 
that he considered the church should be very much subordinate to his concerns. Mile he had a 
very particular concern in promoting the interests of Armagh, particularly over his political 
enemies, Aed seems to have been unconcerned about relations with the church generally, 
attacking those he considered opposed to his interests (see below, p. 192). Ills patent attitude to 
the church certainly indicates that he did not feel bound to treat it any differently from any other 
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Binchy's objection must be allowed to stand - despite the lack of an indication in the 

annals of an alternative, there no explicit account to Prove that the Old Irish 

Penitential was drawn up at Tara in 780. 

Medieval Ireland has a rich corpus of annalistic record, with the survival of 

extant manuscripts variously known as the Annals of b7ster" (All); the Annals of 
Inisfallen 16 (AI); the Annals of Clonmacnoise 17 (ACIon); the Annals of TigernachIg 

(ATig); the 'Annals of the Four Masters'19 (AFM; the Annals of Roscrea" (ARC); 

power he encountered. Ilis epithet led D. A. Binchy to conclude that Aed must have ýýe ýfirst 
king of Tara to be inaugurated with religious rites' and he suggested that this must have taken 
place at the congressio senadonan recorded in 804 ('The Fair of Tailtiu and the Feast of Tara', 
Adu 18 (1958), 113-38, at 119. For a discussion of oirdnide, see Thomas Charles-Edwards, 'A 
contract between king and people in early medieval Ireland? Crith Gablach on kingship', pelitia 
8 (1994), 109). A gloss appended to the IH2 variant of. 4 U notes Isin hliadain-s! dano ro saeradh 
cleirich Herenn arfecht 7 ar slualged la h4ed Oirnigi do hhreith Fathaidh na Canoine - 'This 
year, moreover, the clerics of Ireland were freed by Aed Oirdnide, at the behest of Fathad na 
Canoine, from expeditions and hostings. ' This concession may have been considered by the 
glossator to have also occurred at the congressid of 804 and may therefore have been the price 
exacted for Aed's ordination, if such occurred. If so, it is perhaps notable that the concession was 
granted at the behest of Fothad, not Connmach. From the current perspective, however, the 
important distinction is that the congressio senadorum of 804 appears to have been an entirely Ui 
Ndill affair, assembled under the secular direction of Aed mac Ndill although nominally under 
the leadership of his appointee in the abbacy ofArmagh. It may have deliberately been referred to 
as congressio senadorum in emulation of the congress of 780 - and, if so, is an implicit witness 
to the significance of that meeting - buý unlike the congressio senodorwn of 780 this congress 
appears to have been intended not to benefit the church, but rather to manipulate it. 

Sedn Mac Airt and Gear6id Mac Niocaill (edd. ), 7he Annals of b7ster (toA. D. 1131), Dublin, 
1983. AU has survived in two vellum MSS, which Mac Niocaill designated Hand R. His MS 
1282 (IL 1.8) in the library of Trinity College, Dublin. It was compiled in 1489, then maintained 
until 15 10, although the entries are missing after 1504. R is MS Rawlinson B489 in the Bodleian 
Library, Oxford, and is a copy of H, although the text is supplemented by later entries extending 
to 1588. 

16 Sedn Mac Airt (ed. ), Yhe Annals of Inisfiallen, Dublin, 1951. The MS known as the Annals of 
lhiSfallen is contained in NIS Rawlinson B503, in the Bodleian Library, Oxford. The extant text 
was transcribed in the final decade of the eleventh century and was subsequently maintained until 
1321. 

17 Denis Murphy (ed. ), 7he Annals of Clonmacnoise, Dublin, 1896; reprinted Lampeter, 1993. The 
extant text of ACIon was translated into 'Iliberno-English' from an older Irish text by Conell 
Mageoghagan in 1627. The original translation is lost, but two copies survive - one, copied in 
1660, is preserved in Armagh Public Library, but has lost sections of text and the survivals have 
undergone alteration and amendment. The second copy, made in 1661 by Domhnall Ua 
Sdilleabhdin, however, is complete and unaltered and is now British Academy MS Additional 
4817 in London. 

VV`hitleY Stokes (ed. ), '7he Annals of 2-1kernach: fourth fragment', Revue Celtique 17 (1896), 337- 
420; reprinted (2 vols) Lampeter, 1993. Al-ig is a fragmentary fourteenth century text, now MS 
Rawlinson 13488, in the Bodleian Library, Oxford. The entries between 766-974 are missing. 

19 John O'Donovan (ed. ), Annala Moghachta tireann: Annals of the ýVngdom of Ireland by the 
FOur Mastersfrom the earliestperiod to the year 1616 (7 vols), Dublin, 1856. Vol. I covers up to 
the year go2. 

I 
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the 'Fragmentary Annals 12l (FA); the Annals of Loch Cj22 (ALC); and the Chronicum 

ScotorUM23 (CS). All of the major collections appear to derive from a lost common 

core source, which Kathleen Hughes called 'The Chronicle of Ireland', and which 

Kathryn Grabowski demonstrated diverged into two distinct branches after the annal. 

entry for AD 911.24 

One copy of this 'Chronicle of Ireland', maintained at Armagh until 1189, then 

at Derry ll90xl220, provided the basis for AQ, while another, maintained at 
Clonmacnoise, 25 provided the basis for AI, the earliest extant manuscript of Irish 

annals, AT and CS, as well as for the early twelfth century literary compilation Cogad 

Gdedel re Gallaib. 26 In addition to these direct derivations, FA, ARC, ACIon and 
AFM are all related derivatives, although the relationship itself may be uncertain. 

The two main branches of the common core, therefore, are reflected by AU 

1 21 and the 'Clonmacnoise-group texts . The latter includes the earliest extant 

collections, while the 'common substratum is preserved most faithfully within the 

compilation of the Annals of Lfister. '2" Although the divergence of the 'Chronicle of 
Ireland' took place after 911 - and thus after the end of the period covered by this 

20 Dermot Gleeson and Sedn Mac Airt (edd. ), 'The Annals of Roscrea', PRU 59C (1959), 137-80. 
ARC survives in a seventeenth century MS which is now Brussels BibliWque Royale MS 5303. 

21 
The entries for 782-802 and 890-922 are missing. 

J. N. Radner (ed. ), 7he Fragmentaty Annals of1relmd, Dublin, 1978. 
22 WAL Hemessy (ed. ), Annals of Loch CJ. A chronicle of1rish affairsfrom A. D. 1014 to A. D. 159o, 

London, 1871. 
23 W-Nt Hennessy (ed. ), Chronicon Scotorum, London, 1866. CS is closely related to A71g, but is not 

a derivative of the extant form ofAT-g- as Grabowski puts it, TS is an abbreviated copy of a text 
like AT[ig]' (Chronicles and Annals of Medieval Ireland and Wales, 6). A Ilk and CS together 

24 
form the nucleus of the 'Clonmacnoise-group texts'. 

See her discussion in Grabowski and Dumville, Chronicles and Annals of Medieval Ireland and 
Wales, 53-5. 

25 This lost 'Clonmacnoise Chronicle' should not be confused with the extant Annals of 
Clonmacnoise. 

26 j. IL Todd (ed. ), Cogaidh Gaedhel re Gallaibh., 7he war of the Gaedhil %ith the Gaill, London, 
1867. 

27 For discussions of the textual histories, sources and development of these various collections, see: 
John Kelleher, 'Early Irish history and pseudo-history', Studia Ifibernica 3 (1963), 113-27; 
Kathleen Hughes, Early Christian Ireland- an introduction to the sources, London, 1972; A. P. 
Smyth, 'The earliest Irish annals: their first contemporary entries, and the earliest centres of 
recording', PRU 72 C (1972), 148; Gear6id Nbc Niocafll, 7he Medieval Irish Annals, Dublin, 
1975; Grabowski and Dumville, Chronicles and Annals of Medieval Ireland and Wales; 
Etchingharn, Viking raids on I? ish church settlements. 28 Smyth, 'The earliest Irish annals', 1. 
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thesis - it is clear that there has been a great deal of abbreviation of existing entries in 

subsequent transcriptions, for, despite Smyth's observation that AU preserved the 

earliest substratum most faithfully, 

it is apparent that, as the [ninth] century progresses, the proportion of the total 
annalistic record preserved in AU declines, as Kelleher showed by comparing 
that text to the Annals of the Four Masters-, the fullest of the extant 
compilations. " 

Etchingham's study of Viking raids on the Irish church settlements in the ninth 

century notes that 'just as CS, AI and AFM are indicative of a somewhat more 

extensive contemporary chronicling of raids on churches in the last two decades of the 

[ninth] century than is revealed by AU alone, so C[ogad] G[dedel re] G[aillaib] 

suggests that the record for the period 821 to 850 was originally fuller. "O 

The abbreviated record for the second half of the ninth century in AU, 

therefore, may be supplemented from the other extant sources, although, again, not 

without careful consideration. While entries from other sources may help to offset the 

lack, they also serve to highlight it at a time when there are lacunae in the entries in 

A Tig (between 766 and 973), in CS (between 724 and 803) and in ARC (782-802 and 

31 896-922). In addition to this, it must be noted that individual collections of annals 

themselves may vary in detail and range of original entry, before the question of the 

likelihood of consistency in subsequent abbreviation may come to be considered. Nor 

are the annals consistent in their representation of the geographical extent of Ireland. 

AU and AFM have the largest geographical coverage. AU mostly focusses on the 

northern half of Ireland, but here, too, is not consistent in the basis of its focus. 

Bannerman initially outlined the case that AU derived from a chronicle originally kept 

29 EtChingharn, Viking raids on Ifish church settlements, 5; cf. John Kelleher, "Ibe Tdin and the 
Annals', triu 22 (1971), 107-27, at 116-7.4FM alone, however, Could not be used to 
demonstrate the abbreviation of, 4 U, since the Four Masters also appear to have had access to an 
Osraige source for ninth-century material (below, p. 149) and that therefore the 'Chronicle of 
Ireland' was not the only source for the pre-911 entries in, 4FM. The further witness of CS and Al 

3 
is required before the subsequent abbreviation ofA Ucan be detected. 

0 Etchingliam, [liking raids onlfish church settlements, 9. 
31 Further, the entries in ALC do not bqon until 10 14. 

. 
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at Iona until c. 740, which naturally gave the corpus a strongly north-eastern Irish and 

northern British focus. " Smyth, however, argued that AU subsequently incorporated a 

set of annals originating at Clonard, c. 775, which resulted in an emphasis on events 

concerned with Meath and the midlands. " Gear6id Mac Niocain then pointed out that 

alongside 'the Clonard element there is also a series of records focussed on Armagh... 

and the surrounding area. It is reasonable to identify this with the Book of Dub dA 

Leithe. "' While AU does have a broad geographical coverage, it draws upon 

narrower, detailed sources which provide different emphases in its report at different 

times. Kathryn Grabowski indicated that AI must have drawn on a source originating 

from a foundation situated on or near the lower Shannon. " Similarly, Radner 

indicated that FA must have drawn upon a south-eastem source, not reflected in the 

other extant textS. 36 AFM, too, clearly drew upon a south-eastem source, but whether 

this was the same source used independently of FA, or whether AFM had a version of 

FA, which was originally fuller than the extant text, as a source is uncertah Most 

recently, Etchingham, following conclusions of Hughes', but modifying her 

definitions, indicated that that the heaviest annalistic focus concentrated on the two 

regions he called 'central-east' and the 'Shannon-Brosm basin', where 'ecclesiastical 

affairs in general can be shown to be disproportionately well documented. 937 

32 John Bannerman, 'Notes on the Scottish entries in the early Irish annals', Scottish Gaelic Studies 

33 
11 (1968), 149-70; reprinted in Studies in the History ofDalriada, Edinburgh, 1974,9-26. 

34 
Smyth, 'The earliest Irish annals', 23-30. 

35 
Mac Airt and Mac Niocaill, YheAnnals of Uster, xii. 
She notes that in the period 701-66 there are twenty-three obituary notices unique to X, eighteen 
of which - twelve ecclesiastics and six kings - came from Munster. Similarly, in the period 767- 
803, there were thirty-three entries unique to 41, over 40% of the whole, of which twenty-two - thirteen ecclesiastics and nine others - were obituary notices concerning individuals from 
Munster. The period 804 - 911 has sixty-three entries unique to Al, twenty-six of Mich are 
obituary notices and, agah predominately, concerned with Munster. Grabowski indicates that -in 
general, then, for Emly, Inis Celtra, Roscrea, Lorrha, and possibly Inisheer, Al's entries 
constitute the fidl record of these houses' activities' during the period 701-66 (Chronicles and 
Annals of Medieval Ireland and Wales, 29); however, 'The Emly entries also span the entire 
ninth century, but are less striking than the Lismore entries' (48). See, ibid., 28-32; 3742; 45-53. 
There could conceivably have been an Emly chronicle which incorporated a ninth century text 
from Lismore and this composite was itself subsequently incorporated into Al. Grabowski's work, 
however, has clearly highlighted the Munster orientation ofAL 36 Radner. F j 

37 
ragmentaryAnnalsxiv-xvi. 

Etchingharn, J11king raids on Irish church settlements, 17-22, quote at 2 1; 1 lughes, Barly Christian 
Ireland, 124-6,138-9. See also, Smyth, 'The earliest Irish annals', 23-30. 
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The variable geographical focus and the range of extent of detail from the 
extant annalistic compilations, therefore, inevitably means that the record of events in 

the eighth and ninth centuries is not uniform, but reflect clusters of detail, both 

geographically and temporally, which can all too readily distort the focus of attention 
in any study of the period. Such an awareness does not devalue these f damentally un 
important sources in any way, but a better appreciation of the limitation of the 

Parameters within which they were compiled - and consequently reflect - would 

allow a more accurate assessment of the record they provide, even although this 

assessment may have a much narrower basis of application than we would like. 

ColmAn Etchingharn has recently warned that, in regard to the use of the 

several annalistic compilations as primary source evidence, scholarly assessments 

have, hitherto, treated the annals as an unchanging constant, that there has been 

'insufficient account of the changing nature of the sources themselves during this 

Period. '311 Consequently, he points out, 'commentators are sometimes inclined to draw 

far-reaching conclusions from crude aggregates of annalistic data. Yet the annals are 

'lot homogeneous in character, but undergo developments in their style and content, 

even over comparatively short periods, which complicate the identification of real 

change. 139 

Etchingham's topic of Viking raids on Irish church settlements was chosen as 

an example ofjust how these variations in style and content can be deceptively simple 

at face value and that, rather than any attempt to re-evaluate Viking impact on 

Ireland, it was intended to illustrate that there 'are wider implications here for the 

Methodology to be applied in using the evidence of the annals for the study Of other 

topics in early medieval Irish history. "0 His conclusion pointedly warns that the 

mergence of a new feature in the annals, or the disappearance of a new one, 

are wont to be taken at face value as indicative of real transfomlation. 

38 EtChinglarll, P, ng raids on Irish church settlements, Preface. 
39 ibid., 10. 

'ki 

40 ibid., preface. 
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However, this may involve an argumentum ex silentio, unless proper 
consideration is given to the possibility that such evidence may betoken change 
in the annals, rather than in society. The annals, in fact, vary in their content, 
scope and style over relatively short periods. It is, therefore, essential that as 
complete a picture as possible of changes in the contemporary character of the 
annals as a body be formulated as a control upon trends in a particular category 
of information. 41 

This warning is of the most significant relevance for specific reasons to the point in 

hand, in addition to the broader truth of the observation, since (1) as Etchingham 

notes, 'reporting of ecclesiastical events (obits excluded) is relatively high in the 740s 

- evidently a key period in the development of the annals - but this is not sustained in 

the 750s or 760s. There is a further high point in the record of such events in the 770s 

and 780s, another period when significant developments in the character and volume 

Of annalistic coverage have been identified. 14' The congressio senodorum of 780 is, 

clearly, just at this time. (2) The emergence or increased usage of various 

ecclesiastical titles in the annals at this period, which can be seen from the table 

below, was cited by Hughes to illustrate the increasing secularisation of the Irish 

church at this tiMe. 43 While the model of degenerate secularisation can no longer be 

accepted, the tabulation of the use of ecclesiastical titles does indicate the emergent 

Prominence of several ecclesiastical positions from the 780s. The question which has 

to be resolved, therefore, is whether this was as a result of the 'intensification' of 

annalistic coverage at this period, or whether it was indeed a result of innovation in 

church Organisation. 

Bearing all these points in mind, an examination of all references to 

ecclesiastics in the annalistic sources in the period 700-900 was undertaken. The 

following table reflects the development of the record of title accorded to ecclesiastics 

on a decade-by-decade basis. if an individual was referred to as connected with an 

41 ibid., 59. 
42 ibid., 10; see also john Kelleher, 'The TAin and the Annals', triu 22 (1971), 107-27, at 115; 

ýOrIX Christian Ireland, 120-30,134,138,142; Smyth, Me earliest Irish annals, Ilughes,. E 21. 
30. 

43 IjUgheS, 7he Church in Ealylrish Society, 210-26. 
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ecclesiastical institution, but without any given reference to the position he held there, 

then he has been recorded as 'unspecified'. Otherwise, each ecclesiastic has been 

tabulated exactly as he has been entered. Any individual recorded as holding more 

than one position - such as Cenn Faelad, son of RwrAn, who was recorded in AU 

821.4 as scribe, bishop, anchorite and abbot of Ath Truirn - has had each individual 

title entered once under each heading; if, however, an abbot was recorded as holding 

abbacies in plurality then he has been entered only once under abbot. Similarly, where 

an individual has been accorded one title in one set of annals and a Merent title in 

another set - for example, DunchA princeps (A U, 809.3) or abbas (AFM sa 804) of 

Tulach Ldis; or Dalach, son of Congus, called prinnceps Doim Liacc in AU (820.1) 

and comarba Ciandin Doimliacc inAFM (sa 818); 14 or Robartach, son of Cathasach, 

called prinnceps Cluana MoerArddae in. 4 U (828.2) and airchindeach Cluana m6ir 

arda in AFM (sa 826) - each of the variant titles has been recorded once under the 

respective headings. Where, however, AFM has provided vernacular equivalents of 

Latin titles, such as pribir for secnap; 45 orferthigis for equonimus; 46 or the instances 

of Maenach, son of Colggu, in AU 805.3, or Torbach, son of Gorman, in AFM sa 

805, who, among other titles, are called lector rather than the more usual fer 

Ijiginn, 47 then these have been recorded in the same column, but notice has been 

provided of these different renditions of title. 

44 The dating of 4U has been preferred throughout, therefore Dalach's titles have been recorded 
under the decade 820-829, rather than 810-819. In all cases, Mere different decades arise frotn 
different annals, the dating of. 4 U is preferred. 

45 For example, Abcnach, son of Oengus, is called secnap Luscan in AU (796.4), but pribir Lusctin 
in, 4FM(sa 79 1). There are many examples of this direct equation, such as AU 809.4 = AFM 804; 
AU 813.6 = AFM 808; AU 827.7 = AFM 825; AU 836.2= AFM 834. There are many more such 
examples, but these should suffice to illustrate the point. The direct equation of secnap and pribir 
is made explicit inAFM 891 (-- AU 896):.. Maolacaid seacnabb. L prioir Cluana mic Mis... 

46 For example, Echu, son of Cernach, is called equonimus Airdd Machae in AU (796.3), but 
ferfighis Arda Macha in. 4FM (sa 791). Again, there are numerous direct equations: AU 797.2 = 
AFM 792; AU 804.4 =. 4FM 799; AU8 10.1 = AFM 805; AU 814.5 = AFM 809; and AU 817.3 = 
AFM 812, to name but few. 

47 4U 805.3 - Moenach m. Colgen, abbas Luscan, lector bonus, infeliciter 7 lacrinzabiliter uitwn 
finiuit, AFM 805 - Torbac/4 mac Gonn&n, scribhWA lechth6ir, 7 abb, 4rda Macha. Torbach's 
obit is not recorded in, 4U, but is noted in. 4CIon (sa 805) which states only'Torbach scribe and 
abbot of Ardmach'. There are no examples of variant titles in annalistic entries to show thatfer 
Wginn and lector were direct equivalents; however, the accepted rendering offer Wginn is 
'lector' in translation - although, as will be seen in the subsequent discussion in regard to the 
equation of secnap and pribir, this need not always be the most reliable basis. 
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Fig. 1. Ecclesias-tical titles from all amialistic sources, 700-900. 

P3 

tj 
i 4 io Z 

700-709 4 12 1 4 1 6 

710-719 7 15 1 2 - -- -- --4 

720-729 3 17 - - - 4 1 - -- - is 

730-739 6 13 - 2 5 3 4 - 9 

740-749 5 35 3 1 1 3 6 4 -- -- - 14 

750-759 6 34 1 - 1 1 5 6 -- -- -1 13 

760-769 2 41 1 - 1 1 3 - I. .. I-6 

77G-779 6 43 1 - - 2 4 2 -- -- --- 15 

780-789 9 50 - - - 1 10 2 248 - 6. --19 

790-799 10 40 2 3 . 5 1 5 1- 2- --1 10 

800-809 2 41 4 - - 5 4 2 2- I- -6 

810-819 9 40 8' 3 1 9 1 7 3" - 31 15 

820-829 12 36 7 1 2 4 3 7 351 - I- 16 

830-839 11 34 10 2 2 7 1 4 6" - 3- 23 

940-849 7 41 - - 1 5 3 It 4" - I- -6 

850-959 6 41 7 1 5 4 4 6 -- 
154 

- -2 

860-869 16 31 1 - - 15 2 6 V 2"6 3'" - -2 

870-879 15 '49 17 - I If 5 5 21 -- II 

88D-889 11 51 24 - 3 1 3 2 7" - I -" I -3 

890-899 4 29 11 2 1 3 1 2 2" 3 11 1 

411 Muiredach son of Uargal, pribir la COMM Olle - AFM, sa 777 -AU 782.1, where Muiredach is 
called equonimus lae, Cernach son of Suibne, pribir Arda Macka, AFM sa 779 -AU 784. Z 
where Cernach is called equonimus Airdi Machae. 

49 Consisting of one instance of lector bonus, AUsa 8053; one instance of lechth6ir, AFMsa 805. 
'5" Including one instance ofprioir in, 4FM, sa 807. 
51 Including one instance ofprioir in AFM, sa 823. 
52 Including one instance ofprioir inAFM, sa 836. 
'3 Including one instance ofpyioir in AFM, sa 839. 
54 Ferthig&, AFMsa 854. 
53 Including one insta ce ofprioir in AFM, sa 863. 
56 Including one instance of adhbhar abbadh Arda Macha in AFMsa 861. 
S7 Including one instance offierthigis in AFM, sa 867. 
'a Including instances ofp!, oir in AFM, sa4 886,888. 
59 Ferthigb, AFMsa 889. 
60 Including one instance ofprioir in AFM, sa 89 1. 
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Fig. Ia. Ecclesiastical tides fromA U, 700-900. 

:4 Ire 

ty , 2. 

«., ch r3 r. .m2mm. Z-: en, 

um 
700-709 371---41--------4 

710-719 5 10 1---2--------3 

720-729 19---41-------- 13 

730-739 6 11 -1533---8 

740-749 3 25 3--44--8 

750-759 6 26 1145--- 13 

760-769 1 26 1-3--6 

770-779 5 31 1222---... 8 

780-789 7 41 ---112--62 

790-799 10 27 21-4-51-27 

800-809 1 29 4-4'221-1-3 

810-819 8 30 838-73-311 

820-829 9 20 7-2151-12 

830-839 a 21 10 -6142-3-2 

840-849 6 26 ---4,92-1-1 

850-859 6 18 7-5425----1 

8ffl69 9 is 1--8-31-2-- 

870-879 12 16 17 -191511-1 

880-889 78 24 -11113-11 

890-899 28 11 1-2-2-311- 

Fig. I illustrates the titles recorded from all annalistic sources within the 
sample period. The record from AU was taken as a basis for this table, to which 
entries from all other sources not included in AU were added. To allow 
comparison, fig. Ia illustrates the record of titles from AU alone. 
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Although these entries are ahnost exclusively obituaries and therefore subject 

to the chance circumstance of the death of the individuals referred to, even from the 

most cursory glance at the table several features are immediately apparent: 

(1) Prior to the 780s, there is no mention of the office of equonimus recorded 
in the annals - the first reference belongs to 781 - but there are no fewer 

than six references to the position in that decade. 

(2) Prior to the 780s, there is only a single indication of the office of secnap 

recorded in the annals - but, again, the position is referred to consistently 

from the 780s. 

(3) Although infrequently referred to, there is no mention of the fer Miginn 

prior to the 780s. Similarly, there are only two individuals described as 

doctor in the eighth century, a description which, while far from common, 

is more frequent in the ninth; and only one individual described as 

airchinnech prior to the 790s. The mention of fer Miginn and doctor, 

however, may perhaps be expected, in line with the clear indication of the 

emphasis upon and expansion of exegetical learning during this period; 

however, the annalistic notice of the airchinnech, the secnap and the 

equonimus Iferthigis from the 780s is pronounced. 

While there is no instance in the annalistic record of the equonimus earlier than 

the 780s, there is one solitary exception to the position of secnap before this decade. 

This single exception, however, is important. AFM (sa 755) records the death of 

Ailgnio, mac Gnof, pri6ir abbaid Cluana Mraird; ACIon (sa 756) has 'Aignio 

mcGnoy, the second next abbot of Clonard'; while APg has Ailgino mac Gnaj, 

secundas abbas Cluana Mraird. 61 The record of Aflgnio's obit contained within these 

three sources make it virtually certain that this was a genuine entry contained within 

the source text for these compilations - the 'Chronicle of Ireland' - and not one of the 

subsequently misplaced or duplicated entries which occasionally occur. The record of 

61 Ailgnio's obit is not noted in AU, although the names of others contained %ithin the group in 
which he is included are listed in A Usa 760. 
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the entry is consistent, with ATig preserving the presumably Latin original, AFM 

presenting an Irish translation and ACIon a 'Hibemo-English' translation. As such, 

therefore, it is clear that the office of secnap is reflected in the annals in Clonard, 

earlier than 780.62 This single reference is contrasted with the record after 780, 

however, when, with the exception of the decade 850-859, every subsequent decade 

of the sample period to 900 has record of the office. Similarly, from no mention at an, 

the office of equonimus, with again the single exception of a decade, 870-879, is 

noted in every subsequent decade of the sample. Can this be entirely due to better and 

more detailed annalistic recording? 

These offices were unquestionably in existence before this date. Secundas 

abbas, for example, from which the term secnap derived, may have been in existence 

in the Irish church since the sixth century. Thomas Charles-Edwards has pointed out 

that the position of 'second abbot' - unlike the Pachomian template of an abbot 

supported by decani and advocated by John Cassian and St Benedict - was evident in 

the Rule of Basil, a Latin translation of which, to judge from the reference to the 

'judgements of Basil' in the Amra Choluimb Chille, was available in Iona, at least. 63 

Even if they were mivisible to the annals, these offices were occasionally witnessed in 

earlier sources. In Bretha Nemed Tolsech, for example, which Liam Breatnach has 

suggested was compiled around the second quarter of the eighth century, ' there is 

notice of the secnap (§3 - Cair. cis n-j dagfolad sOertho ecalso? ... des fognamo 

airlaithe, eter cet 7 chloc 7 salm 7 secnapaid ocus sacarbaic ... ); thefertighis (§6 - 

Coteat m1folad d6ertho ecalso? ... gillae innaferthigsiud) and the airchinnech (§3 - 

... airchinnech elail ... ; §5 - Is forsin n-eglais-sin nf tit michor m[airchinnig). 

62 A. P. Smyth had, it is to be recalled, suggested that a source originating in Clonard, c. 775, had 
been incorporated into A U, by which he must surely have intended to mean the ancestor of the 
O=t text. Not all scholars, however, would accept the validity of Smyth's case. It should be 
stressed that it is not the combination of AFM, ACIon and A77"g itself which suggests that this 
entry belonged to the 'Chronicle of Ireland' (because all that proves is its derivation from the 
Putative 'Clonmacnoise chronicle' of the mid-tenth century), but the common inclusion of the 
Clonard element within it. 

63 Charles-Edwards, Early Christian Ireland, 286-7. For the. 4mra Choluimb Chille, see T. O. Clancy 
and G. Mdrkus, Iona 7-he Earliest Poefty of a Celtic Monastery, Edinburgh, 1995,96-128. 

64 Liam Breatnach, 'Canon law and secular law in early Ireland: the significance of Bretha Nemed', 
Peritia 3 (1984), 439-59. 
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Breatnach has indicated that part of §3 of Bretha Nemed Tolsech, which notes both 

the airchinnech and the secnap, drew upon Book XLII of the Collectio Canonum 

Hibernensis, citing Jerome and Origen, as a source 6' although neither position is 

mentioned within CCH itself 

AdomnAn's Lex Innocenflum, promulgated in 697,66 closes with the demand 

that there be 'three guarantors for every chief church for the Cdin Adomndin, i. e. the 

secnap and the cook and the steward, and a guarantor of the Cdin from every fkmily 

in Ireland, and two guarantors of the Cdin from the high-chieftains and hostages taken 

for its payment, if there be sworn evidence of women . '67 

This same grouping of secnap, coic andferthigis, together with the abbas, are 

listed in the ninth (? ) century 'Rule of Ailbe of Emly': 

§42 Ferthaiges slemon, cobarchar, secnap slemon, gand, 
coic soichlech ocus suichlechfo rjir n-appad n-and. 

§42: 'A tactful, help-loving, steward, a gentle, sparing secnap, a generous 
cook with a well-stored pantry (? ) under the rule of an abbot there. 68 

65 ibid., 445-6. 
66 The extant text, however, dates from the tenth century and the precise dating of the latter, legal 

portions has not been certainly established. See M. Nf Dhonnchadha, The guarantor list of C6in 

, 4domn6in, 697', Peritia 1 (1982), 178-215; idem, 'The Lex Innocentium: Adomndn's Law for 
women, clerics and youths, 697 A. D. ', in Chattel, servant or citizen? Women's status in church, 
state andsociety, M. O'Dowd et al (edd. ), Belfast, 1995,58-69. 

67 §53 - Teora aitire cacha pim - egalsa fri Cdin Adomndin .L secnap 7 coic 7 fertigis. Kuno 
Meyer, Cdin Adamndin: an Old Irish treatise on the law of 4dwnndn, Oxford, 1905; the 
translation cited above was published by Gilbert Mdrkus (trans. ), 4domn6n's 'Law of the 
Innocents', Glasgow, 1997. A translation by M6irfn Nf Dhonnchada is also now available in 
Thomas O'Loughlin (ed. ),. 4domn6n at Birr, 4D 697. Essays in commemoration of the Law of the 
Innocents, Dublin, 2001. 

68 Joseph O'Neill, The Ride of Ailbe of Emly',, triu 3 (1907). 92-115. O'Neill does not attempt to 
date the 'Rule'. Kenney notes (Sources, 315) that since the title of this metrical work is Riagol 
Ailb! Imlecha oc finchosc Eogain mic Sarain, then it 'is a reasonable hypothesis that the poem 
was written originally by, or rather at the command o4 the comarba of Ailbe at EmlY to Eogan on 
the occasion of his elevation to the headship of ClCdn-C6ildin, and contained moral exhortations 
and some account of the customs and practices of his own monastery. I Iowever, as O'Neill notes, 
nothing more is known of 136gain mac Sarain other than his commemoration in the Martyrology 
of Donegal under March 13. Correspondingly, there is no further aid to dating the compilation of 
the work more specifically than the 700x950 indicated by Kenney. The similarity of the stanzas 
concerning genuflection and vigil to passages from Mon. Tall., however, may perhaps narrow this 
down to the suggestion of a ninth century date for compilation. 
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Significantly, the abbas, secnap, coic and ferthigis are listed as the four highest 

'fimctionary grades of the church' (grdda uird ecalsa) in Uraicecht na Rfar. " 

Etchingham. draws attention to a gloss in the Senchus M6r detailing the proportion of 

dire due to the church as compensation: 

... L Lethchdta airchindig do secnapaid, lelhcJlu secnapad do aursecnapaid, 
similiter per omnes gradus. 

... i. e. half the dignity of a church head to a deputy-head, half the dignity of a 
deputy-head to a sub-deputy-head, similarly through all the grades. 70 

He points out that to the airchinnech and secnap, 

Several lists of the 'functionary grades' add the cook, steward, gardener, 

doorkeeper and miller and one of these credits each, in that order, with half the 

rank of the Preceding grade, in keeping with the principle stated by the Old 

Irish glossator in the passage quoted above. "' 

If these legal tracts are at all representative of the standing of these positions, then it is 

hardly surprising that, with an eighth of the honour-price of the airchinnech, whose 

own worth was determined by the status of his church, and a quarter of that of the 

secnap, theferthigis should have been invisible to the annalistic witness. Yet while 

this was clearly, and understandably, the case prior to 780, theferthigis or equonimus 

is consistently reflected in the annals after this date. The fact that in every subsequent 

decade of the sample period, with a single exception in each case, these offices of 

secnap and equonimus are consistently recorded is even more striking when it is 

considered that, as Etchingharn noted, that while decade by decade, the 740s, 770s, 

780s, 810s and 830s had a fuller and broader than usual annalistic record, the 750s, 

790s, 800s, 820s and 890s had a much more basic reporting and that the 760s, 840s, 

69 Liam Breatnach, Uraicecht na Rfaý, Dublin, 1987,84. 
Etchingham, Church aganisation, 382. 
ibid., see also Breatnach. Uralcecht na Rfa-, 84. 
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850s 860s, 870s and 880s were quite sparse in recording detail outwith simple 

ecclesiastical obits. Yet, references to these offices are continuous. Conversely, the 

comparatively rich record of the 740s and, particularly, the 770s has no mention of 

either equonimus or secnap. 72 Clearly, therefore, there appears to have been a sudden 

change in the status, and perhaps function, of the ferthigis to reflect this new-found 

prominence in the annals, perhaps as a direct deputy to the airchinnech. It may be 

worth pointing out that while these earlier eighth-century legal tracts consistently list 

the cook higher in the list of functionaries, there is not one single instance of the 

annalistic reflection of a cook in any church at any time within the sample period. It is 

can be concluded, therefore, that, after 780, the ferthigis had a significantly greater 

standing in the church hierarchy than he had had previously. 

If these offices were indeed introduced or brought into prominence at the 

same time, then the question arises of where these offices were recorded as belonging. 

Within the sample period, these were: 

Eq 

DWeek (781) Clonard (760,838) 
Iona (782) Iona (782) 
Bangor(782) Armagh (784,812,863,865) 
Ferns (783) Lusk(796,839) 
Armagh (784,796,810,817,838, Cluain (809) 

842,856,869) Clonfert (813,882,884*) 
Slane (787,814) Cell m6r Enir (818) 

72 There is, however, one point regarding these titles which requires some comment. One of the first 
recorded instances of equonimi was that of Muiredach, son of Uargal, recorded as equonimus Jae 
in AU 782.1, yet as prioir la Coluim Cille in AFM (sa 777). Similarly, Cernach, son of Suibne, 
was recorded as equonimus Airdd Machae at his death in AU (784.2), but as prioir Arda Macha 
in AFM(sa 779). It is remarkable that here A Uis consistent with its attribution of equonimus and 
AFMwith prioir. Unfortunately, no other source mentions either of these individuals to shed any 
further light on this point. Of the four other individuals recorded as equonimi during the 780s, 
three (A U 781.5,782.2,783.6) are not mentioned in another source to allow comparison, while 
the fourth, Robartach, son of Moenach, recorded as equonimus Slane in AU (787.1), is called 
fertighis Sidine in AFM (sa 782). This is the usual vernacular rendition of equonimus In AFM, 
indicating that the problem does not arise merely from a misunderstanding of the Latin term by 
the later transcribers and translators. There is one further, and much later, instance of this 
dichotomy of record of office - Conmal, equonimus Tamhlachla in AU (865.6), is called prioir 
Runlachta, in AFM (sa 863). This maintains the consistency of the usage of the terms between 
AU and AFM. There is correspondingly no indication in any of these three cases that these 
individuals held both offices - indeed, there is no single instance in the sample period of an 
individual holding the offices of both equonimus and secnap, although this would not necessarily 
indicate that it was not possible. The use of 'prioir' in AFM, however, is problematic. Whatever 
the reason for it, the dichotomy of record in these three cases is intriguing, but cannot be 
definitively addressed. 
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Equonimus 
Clomnamoise (797,894) 
Lusk(804) 
Finnubair (829) 
Kildare (835) 
Durrow (839) 
Tallaght (865) 
Clonfert Brendan (869) 

Secn 
Ferns (819) 
Fir Rois (827,847) 
Clomnacnois (823,835,836,839,871) 
Finnubair (827) 
Kildare (845) 
Durrow (840) 
Terryglass (845,884*) 
Killeigh (846,879) 
* secnap of Terryglass and Clonfert 

The sample period carries more than a century beyond the pronounced 

emergence of these positions and those foundations recorded with the office in the 

ninth century need not have had a hand in their rise to prominence, but merely have 

subsequently introduced them. Overall, however, with the exception of Iona, Clonfert 

and Terryglass, all of which were major foundations, 73 and the possible exception of 

the unidentified Fir Rois, ' the obits of all those recorded holding the position of 

secnap and equonimus were in foundations which lay in the territories of the Laigin 

and the Ui N611 - the congress of whose elders convened under Dublitir at Tara in 

780. Indeed, of the four noted exceptions, individuals within, or the customs of, all 

four were cited as good practice, worthy of emulation, in the text known as The 

Monastery of Yallaght, the anecdotal material compiled to provide a template for 

'good practice' within coenobitic cili Di communities. 

The very fact, however, that the recorded holders of secnap and equonimus 

lay in the territories of the Laigin and the Ui N611 provides an insurmountable 

problem to proving that the prominence of these offices and their distribution was a 

consequence of the congressio senodorum of 780. As already indicated above, it is 

precisely these areas within which were situated the ecclesiastical centres where the 

bases for the extant annalistic compilations were maintained. Despite that lack of 

mention of these offices in the comparatively rich record of the 740s and 770s, and 

their continued inclusion in the sparse record subsequent to the 780s, it is simply not 

7 -' Although Iona was, of course an Uf Mill foundation and Terryglass, situated on the Leinster 
border, would, presumably, have had strong Leinster associations at this time. 

74 Dr T. O. Clancy has suggested to me that this must presumably intend the main monastery of the 
Fir Rois, perhaps Lann Ulre. VVhichever foundation was intended, the Fir Rois themselves were 
based in Co. Louth and, therefore, their lands, too, were situated YAthin the territories of the 
Laigin and the U Mill noted by, 4 U. 
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possible to demonstrate that the record of these offices can be detached from the 

clusters of detail which can distort any analysis based on the annalistic record. It is 

impossible to establish beyond all doubt that this record from the annals alone is not 

merely a reflection of specific annalistic detail or even scribal interest. 

I& however, these pre-existing offices were raised to prominence under the 

auspices of the cili Dj, who were, after all individuals who numbered among the 

intellectual and spiritual leaders of the church, is there any indication of innovation in 

the purpose of these offices insofar as their function can be determined? The secnap is 

usually perceived as a second-abbot, a vice-abbot, and invariably translated as 'prior'. 

ColnjAn Etchingham, however, has drawn attention to the fact that the secnap need 

not necessarily be 

a monastic functionary in the conventional sense. He is deputy to an ap or 

riagl6ir 'ruler' in the 'Rule' of Ailbe of Emly, but to an airchinnech in one of 
the Old Irish glosses in the Senchas Mdr, which ... apportions lethchdta 

airchindig do secnapaid 'half the dignity of a church head to the deputy head'. 

In Uraicecht Bec, therefore, the secnap can be regarded as deputy to the 
75 comarbae or ollam m6rchathrach . 

As the secnap is similarly 'placed second in line to the airchinnech in the ... list of 

"functionary gradee' of the church appended to the first section of Bretha Nemed 

Toisech', Etchingharn consequently states, with some justification, that 'translating 

secnap ... as "prior" seems too restrictive. 06 In these earlier eighth-century sources, 

75 EtChinghal% Church Organisation, 73. 
76 ibid., 77. Etchingharn states his preference to translate secnap as 'the more neutral "deputy-head" 

to "prior", which may bear the specific connotation of a conventionally monastic abbot' (76, n. 
1). In earlier Continental Latin or Iliberno-Latin texts, praepositus, rather than secundarius, is 
used to denote the ecclesiastical position of 'prior. See, for example, §65 of the Ride of Benedict 

- where the position of prior was discouraged - in Adalbert de Vog0d, La Ngle de Saint Bendit, 
Serie des Textes Monastiques d'Oecident, no. xxxv (3 vols. ), Paris, 1972. There is no mention of 
secundarius in the Rule of Benedict. The position of secundarius, however, was addressed in the 
seventh-century I Eberno-Latin Rule of the N4aster, §§22,92-3. De Vbg(W, who was unaware that 
secundarius was an Insular term, translated it merely as 'second', which may indicate that he, 
too, considered it to be devoid of any exclusively ecclesiastic meaning (de Vogild, La RJg1e du 
Maitre, Serie des Textes Monastiques d'Oecident, no. xv (2 vols. ), Paris, 1964). A subsequent 
English translation of de Vogiad's work, by Luke Eberle and Charles Phillipi, Yhe Rule of the 
Master, Kalamazoo, 1977, however, translates secundarius as 'prior'. It is clear from these texts, 
however, that, at this period at least, praepositus and secundivius were not the same thing. 
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therefore, there is an ambiguity of meaning for secundas abbas, or secnap, just as 

there is for the term abbas itself While it does not necessarily appear to have been 

intended to reflect a vice-abbot, or prior, it does appear certain, as will be seen, that 

the secnap would have been recognised as second in rank to the abbas. Daniel 

Binchy, while accepting that secnap ought to be translated as 'prior', considered that 

'secndap is obviously a borrowing of Lat. secundus abbas through British, pointing 

out that its 'Welsh equivalent, which has hitherto escaped notice, is segynabb. M He 

also notes, however, that 

'the term "secundus abbas" instead of "praepositus" or "prior" seems to belong 

to the Latin of the Celtic Church, so that the monastic scribes may have simply 
Latinized a native word in order to denote a prior whose office (unlike that of 

priors elsewhere) carried with it the right of succession to the abbacy. 78 

Binchy thus appears to have identified the significant aspect of the position of secnap 

- that it designated the 'heir-apparent' to the abbas - but considered that it belonged 

to the earliest strata of ecclesiastical organisation in Ireland, having been introduced 

from the British church. Thomas Charles-Edwards has pointed out that the form of 

John Cassian's name - Cassi6n - in the Amra Choluimb Chille, 'shows that it was 

derived from British Latin and this indicates that Irish knowledge of his writings 
79 derived initially from the British Church' . While Cassian was in favour of the 

Pachomian system of an abbot supported by decani, each in charge of ten monks, 

rather than that of the secundas abbas found in the works of Basil and Caesarius of 

Arles, this may, nonetheless, provide some support for Binchy's suggestion since 

there was a demonstrable adoption of ecclesiastical terms into the Irish church from 

Britain by the sixth century. 

77 D. & Binchy, 'Some Celtic Legal Terms, Celtica 3 (1956), 221-3 1, at 223. 
78 ibid., 224. My italics. 
79 Charles-Edwards, Early Christian Ireland, 287, n. 28. 
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In a subsequent paper, " however, David Greene, agreeing that the secnap 

denoted the designated successor to the abbas, argued that, from linguistic evidence, 

the ultimate borrowing must have been in the opposite direction. He understood that 

'Beside the tdnaise rig, the expected successor of the king, there was evolved 

the parallel office of the t6naise abbad, a term which is well attested in later 

documents [see below]. This had to be translated into Latin, and the obvious 

equivalent for t6naise was secundus, so that we get secundus abbas, and, since 

this happened in the post-Patrician period, the Latin had its British 

pronunciation. This common monastic term was borrowed back into Irish by the 

usual process of dropping the fmal syllables and treated as a single three-syllable 

word secundabb, of which the second vowel was elided regularly at some 

period in the sixth-century, thus giving secndap, the form attested in Old Irish, 

from which W. segynnab ... was boffowed. '81 

Greene's analysis, therefore, is that the term secnap was a direct 

hibernicization of a title given to an ecclesiastic position which evolved in Ireland, but 

which was originally provided with a British-Latin title, secundus abbas, and that this 

hibernicized title was subsequently borrowed into Welsh. 82 

so David Greene, 'Some Linguistic Evidence Relating to the British Church, in M. W. Barley and 
R. P. C. Hanson (edd. ), Christianity in Britain 300-700, Leicester, 1968,75-86. 

ibid., 84. For the most recent discussion of the position of the secun"lus originating in the 
concept of the tdnaise rig, see Marilyn Dunn, 'Tdnaise rfg: the earliest evidence', Peritia 13 
(1999), 249-54. 

82 There is no indication, by either Binchy or Greene, as to when secnap was borrowed into Welsh as 
segynabb. It would appear to be significant, however, that neither example cited by Binchy - 
from the Welsh law tract, where the form used is segenuab (recte - ? segennab), and the 
fourteenth-century inventory of the temporalities of the bishopric of St Asaph ('Some Celtic Legal 
Terms', 223) - would date earlier than the ninth century. A common point of discussion by both 
Binchy and Greene was Asser's description of Alfred as secundarius to his brother )Ethelred, 
king of Wessex. Both agree that this must mean Alfred was the designated successor to Ethelred 
and that the use of the term secundarius was a consequence of Asser's Welsh background. Again, 
however, this usage dates from the end of the ninth century. There is no indication, therefore, that 
the borrowing into Welsh of secnap / seg)mabb had occurred much before the latter half of the 
ninth century, by which time it had evidently acquired some significance for the Welsh church 
that it did not have before. In this respect, a comment by Dinchy - which Indicates that secnap / 
seýDmbb was not the only borrowing by the Welsh church - may carry more significance than he 
was aware. W11ile relating the the notice of the segmabb in the fourteenth-century inventory of 
the temporalities of the see of St Asaph, noted above, he states 'One is tempted to compare his 
diminished status with the equally steep decline in the position of the Irish airchinnech, once the 
leading figure (cf. W. arbennig) in the monastic Church, who appears in the Inquisitions of the 
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Greene's understanding that the form 'secnap' had emerged by the sixth 

century was largely due to its appearance in the Apgitir Chrdbald, " as he believed 

this text belonged to the late sixth century. The date of this text has been, and for 

many scholars still is, accepted to date as early as c. 600 as some variants ascribe its 

compilation to Cohndn moccu B6ognae (d. 611). " From a more or less universal 

acceptance, however, the provision of so early a date has more recently been called 

into question. Vernam. Hull, who had previously argued for a date earlier than 700,86 

subsequently came to consider that 'In its present state of transmission ... A[pgitir] 

C[hrdbaid] represents a composite text which was probably compiled sometime in the 

first half of the eighth century during the early period of the Culdee movement. 87 This 

defection brought a spirited response from Pddraig 0 Mill, who argued that the 

. 
Apgitir Chrdbaid 'demonstrates textual unity indicative of a single author ... [and that 

it] was composed ca. 600. Other references in A[pgitir] C[hribaid] lend plausibility to 

the manuscript claim that its author was Colnidn mac(cu) Bdognae. '88 6 Neill's 

reaffirmation of the early date and authorship has, again, been generally accepted, 

although Kim McCone subsequently indicated that while 6 Mill had convincingly 

argued that the text was the work of a single author, rather than the composite work 

suggested by Hull, his reaffirmation of the date is much less certain. " In regard to the 

'archaic' forms in the text which were the principal supports to 6 Mill's argument, 

sixteenth century as a mere achninistrator of 'erenagh-1, ands'for the bishop. ' ibid., 223 (my 
italics). 

84 Vernam Hldl, 'Apgitir Chrdbaid: The Alphabet of Piety', Celtica 8 (1968), 44-89. The reference to 
secnap is in §10: Cid as imgabthai do duine etal? ... tolsam fri secnapaid ... 'U'liat should be 
shunned by a holy man? -opposition to the secnap. Mill translates secnap as 'prior'. For the 
most recent translation of the Apgitir Chrdbaid, %here secnap is also rendered 'prior', see T. O. 
Clancy and G. Mdrkus, Iona. the Earliest Poetry of a Celtic Monastery, Edinburgh, 1995,200- 
207. 

85 One of the first scholars to argue for so early a date for the Apgitir Chrdbaid was 'Iburricysen, 
'Irisches', Zeitschriftfar Verglelchende Sprachforschung 63 (1936), 114-17. Consequently, he 
considered that there was nothing inherently improbable with the attribution of authorship to 
Colmdn. 

86 Vernam Ifull, 'The Date of Aipgitir Crdbaid', ZCP 25 (1956), 88-90. 
87 Ijull, 'Apgitir Chrdbaid: The Alphabet of Piety', 52. 
8" Pddraig 6 Ndill, 'The date and authorship of Apgitir Chr6baid. some internal evidence', in 

Pr6inseas Nf Chathdin and Mchael Richter (edd. ), Ireland and Christendom, Stuttgart, 1987, 
203-15, at 215. 

Kim McCone, 'Prehistoric, Old and Mddle Irish', in K McCone and K Simms (edd. ), Progress 
in medieval Irish studies, N4aynoodi, 1996,7-53, at 34-5. 
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McCone notes that 'it is a moot point whether they suffice to establish a seventh- 

rather than an eighth-century date. What is certain is that they cannot be used to 

support a dating to the late sixth or early seventh rather than the late seventh 

century. '90 

90 ibid., 35. There were five distinct areas of evidence by which 6 Mill sought to establish the date 
of compilation of the Apgitir Chr6baid to c. 600. These were: (1) the fact that 'all of the titles of 
office mentioned in A[pgitir] C[hrdbaid] (§§ 9-10) are specifically monastic, and together present 
a composite of the monastic hierarchy' is cited as evidence both for 'its author and his period' 
('The date and authorship of Apgitir Chr6baid, 206; 207). 6 Mill's paper was published in 
1987 and the apparent indication that the exclusively monastic character of the offices referred to 
in Apgitir Chr6baid was evidence for its date of compilation implicitly reflects the acceptance, 
before the publication of Sharpe's revisionist paper in 1986, that Patrick's diocesan network was 
supplanted by a monastic organisation which, in turn, was corrupted and subsumed by the laity. 
No-one now would accept this model, but even before Sharpe's revision reliance upon reference 
to an exclusively monastic context, to provide an indication of date, would have been problematic 
as there was no consensus to the time-scale in the application of this model (see above, pp. 18- 
27). Such a suggestion has doubtful credibility as evidence for the date of compilation of the text. 

(2) 6 Ndill considered that 'A second type of evidence about the authorship and period of 
A[pgitir] C[hrdbaid] are the sources on which it drew' (ibid., 207). The principal sources upon 
which he focussed were the works of John Cassian, whose 'works were cited in Irish texts, 
prominently so in the earliest fliberno-Latin works, the Rule of Columbanus, the Penitentials of 
Finnian and Cummean ... [and in the] Anzra Choluim Chille [c. 597]' (ibid. ). It is clearly true that 
there are texts which date to the sixth and early seventh centuries which cite Cassian's works, 
but, equally clearly, it must be considered unsound to believe that any text must date to this period 
because it cites Cassian. It may or it may not, but it cannot be considered to be so merely on the 
strength of its references to particular works cited. 

(3) 6 Mill considered that further evidence for the date ofApgifir Chr6baid may be gleaned 
from its reference to the three renunciations made by the aspirant to baptism. These three 
renunciations were argued to have derived from the 'Gallican rite. ' The importance of this point 
lies in the fact that there was but a single object of renunciation - the Devil - in the 'Roman rite'. 
6 Mill argued that the triple structure indicated in the Apgitir Chr6baid reflects 'Gallican 
influence on Irish liturgy .. [which] belongs to the earliest period of the Irish Church before 
Romanisation' (ibid., 210). By way of contrast to the triple structure indicated in the Apgitir 
Chr6baid, 6 Ndill offered 'the evidence of the Stowe Mssal's text (late eighth century) of the 
renunciation, which is entirely Roman' (ibid. ). The Apgitir Chrdbaid, howrver, has many 
sections which have such triple groupings (§§ 15,19,20,29,30) and there are also sections 
which have groupings of four (§§ 8,14,21,22,23,24,25,26,27,28), one of two (§ 16) and one 
of fifteen (§ 17). The section (§ 30) that refers to the triple renunciation also refers, as 6 Mill 
concedes, to baptism by triple immersion, which is also mentioned in Irish texts known to have 
been compiled in the eighth century (ibid., 20 n. 37). Apetir Chr6baid states: 

inna wora tonna tiagde tar duine i mbathis, trefretechfris-toing inchb. 1 fHs-toing don don= 
cona ct&chlossaib, fils-toing do demun cona anntledhib; fils-toing do tholaib colla Is ed in so 
imnwfoIgnai duine dend-1 bes mac bdis comhi mac bethad, dend-1 bes mac dorchai combi mac solse. 6 

chon-abbaing inda trefretech so isna t0oraib tormob t1agde tains nmi tu&g Im cl-flind afrithissi, nf 
cwnaing dg-cof i flaith DJ. I lind Wr aithirge, Und tofiscthefold i pennaind, findn. -aillse i Ilebair. 

'The three waves that pass over a person in baptism, in them he makes three renunciations: he 
renounces the world with its pomps; he renounces the devil with his snares; he renounces the lusts of 
the flesh. This it is that causes a person to be a son of We from being a son of Death [and] to be a son 
of light from being a son of Darkness. NNbenever he breaks these three renunciations [that he has made] 
in the three waves that pass over him, he cannot enter the kingdom of Q-4 unless he pass again through 
three pools: a pool of tears of repentence, a pool of blood drawn in penitential discipline, a pool of sweat 
in labour. ' (The translation is that of Hull, 'Apgitir Chribaid: The Alphabet of Piety, 74-5). 

When read in context, it is unsurprising that the renunciation invoked in baptism is referred 
to in a triple form, in common with the triple immersion and the triple course of action necessary 
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Whether the date of compilation of the Apgitir Chrdbaid can be definitively 

established from the internal evidence of its language, therefore, has yet to be agreed 

by philologists and, consequently, it means that there is no indication of the use of the 

term secnap in Irish sources which can be certainly dated earlier than Adomndn's Lex 

Innocentium. Nonetheless, however, the proposal projected by both Binchy and 

Greene, that reference to the secnap indicated the designated successor to the abbas 

and that the term secundas abbas, from which it derived, was current in the sixth 

century, appears essentially sound. Consequently, from the subsequent annalistic 

for the sinner to return to the fold. While this need not necessarily refute 6 Mill's suggestion 
that this form of triple renunciation may have originated from an early continental influence, it is 
far from providing secure evidence for a specific date of compilation for the Apgitir Chr6baid, 
particularly, as,, Aith the case here, the use of such three-fold imagery appears rather as a literary 
topos than one reflecting a specific form of a perceived early rite. 

In a similar vein, for (4), 6 Mill cited § 18 of the Apgitir Chr6baid which 'presents truth as 
a virtue which expels dorchae ngentlechtae "the darkness of paganism... ("The date and 
authorship of Apgitir Chrdbaid, 211). This sparked his understanding that it must belong to a 
particularly early period as it contained such 'references to an Irish society still not fully 
Christianized' (ibid. ). Again, however, this assumption is not so clearly obvious from the context: 

... Anaad do-furgaib 16chrann a soillsi i tegdWs dorchcd, is amlaid do-furgaib indfirinne i 
numd6n inda hinse hi cncfiu didm Cethair dorchae ada-fd]rban as a ndu-furgaib cmd, dorchae 
ngentlechtae, dorchae n-mms dorcha n-amirse, dorchapecthc; connd rogwnn na de md 

'... As a lantern raises its light in a dark dwelling, so truth rises within faith in a person's heart. 
Men it rises therein, it drives out four darknesses: the darkness of paganism, the darkness of ignorance, 
the darkness of disbelief [and] the darkness of sh so that not one of thein can find room therein. ' 
(trans. flull, 'Apgitir ChrAbaid. The Alphabet of Piety, 68-71). 

By way of comparison may be the reference in the variant of Riagail Phdiraic appended to 
Rtagail na Celed nDJ already cited (above, pp. 13940), that without leaming 'there will be no 
belie4 but black heathenism in the land of Ireland' (ni bia crefin4 acht duftenntligecht hi fir 
nErenn). No-one would posit a pagan survival in Ireland in the eighth century and, again, this 
reference to dorchae ngentlechtae does not, in itselfý provide credible evidence for the date of 
compilation of the Apgifir Chr6bald to c. 600. 

The final line of evidence considered by 0 Mill was that the 'use of alliterative rhythmical 
language in A[pgitir] C[hrdbaid] is compatible with a very early date of composition in the late 
sixth or early seventh century' ('77he date and authorship of Apgftir Chrdbaid, 214). This last 
point has been addressed directly by McCone, who stated that 'such reasoning has now been 
invalidated by recent insights ... 

into the nature and chronology of rosc or retoiric showing that 
"archaiel compositions of this type were being produced at least as late as the eighth and ninth 
centuries' (Trehistoric, Old and Middle Irish, 34. For references to the works marking the 
development of this understanding, see McCone, ibid., 18-20). While 0 Ndill's paper has 
established that the Apgifir Chrdbaid was the work of a single author and not, as I lull latterly 
believed, a composite work, the various strands of evidence he presented from the text to establish 
its date of compilation to c. 600 fails to convince, either individually or collectively, and, as it 
stands, the date of compilation of the Apgifir Chrdbaid must remain an open question. 0 Ndill 
sought to demonstrate that Colmdn moccu D6)gnae was indeed the author of the text: ifý 
subsequently, it can be proved that the. 4, pgifir Chrdbald does indeed date to c. 600, there would 
appear to be no good reason to doubt this attribution; K however, the text is ultimately 
demonstrated to belong to a later period, which, If the date is ever established at all, it may be 
suspected will prove to be the case, then the attribution to Colmdn may rather indicate that the 
Apgifir Chrabaid was originally composed in Colmdn's foundation at Lynally. 
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references to secnap it may indicate that the participants in the congressio senodorum 

of 780 encouraged the designation of a successor during the tenure of the abbas. 

By the 860s, however, other terms appear in the annalistic record, evidently as 

a variant to secnap - AFM (sa 861) notes the death of Mdel Pdtraic, son of Finnchd, 

bishop, scribe, anchorite and 'potential' abbot of Armagh (adhbhar abbadh Arda 

Macha). Again in AFM (sa 865) notice is provided of the death of Aedacdn, son of 

Finnsnechta, 'tanist-abbot' of Cluain (tanaisi abbadh Cluana). AU 875.1 records the 

death of Maengal, tanist of Clonmacnoise (tanisi Cluana M. Nois), who is called 

prioir Cluana mic Nois in AFM (sa 873). There are fiirther examples. In AU 891.4, 

there is mention of a 'tanist-abbot' of Clonmacnois; (tanisi Cluana M. Nois) who is 

identically referred to in AFM (sa 887 - tanaisi abbaid Cluana mic Mis). A 

reference in AU 896.8 - Mael Achidl; tanusi Cluana M. Nols - was, however, ag i 

referred to in AFM (sa 891) as Maolachaidh seacnabbJ. prioir Cluana mic Mis; 

and, finally, the example of Cathusach, son of Fergus, the Itanist-abbot' of Armagh 

(tanuse abad Aird Macha -AU 897.1; tanaisi abbadh Arda Mach - AFM, sa 892). 

Twice, therefore, AFM explicitly equates this 'tanist-abbot' with the position of 

secnap. The name secnap, given to a position which had emerged in Ireland, had 

derived from the hibernicization of a Latin title created for it. While there is clear 

evidence of the existence of the position beforehand, it certainly appears to have 

become significantly more widespread after 780 and by the mid-ninth century, the 

Irish title with Latin roots had begun to give way to a wholly Irish appellation - the 

tdnaise abbad. 

Perhaps the positions of the airchinnech and the equonimus would allow a 

more significant impact on the organisation of the church. Although the references to 

the airchinnech are more numerous than the secnap or equonimus Iferthigis, they are 

still relatively few in number, 91 but, nevertheless, enough to demonstrate that the term 

was current, and its use widespread, throughout the eighth century. VVhile there was 

For a detailed consideration of the references to the airchinnech in early sources, see Etchingham, 
Church Organisation, 63-79. 
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only one specific annalistic reference to the airchinnech prior to the 790s, and that 

belonging to the more detailed annalistic record of the 740s, it could, however, be 

objected that some of the references to principes were intended to convey the 

position of airchinnech. Even after the 790s, in the sample period, annalistic 

references to the airchinnech are sparse in comparison with the princeps, with an 

average frequency of reference to merely one per decade. 

The earliest single reference to the equonimus would appear to be contained in 

Cogitosus, who mentions within the Vita Brigitae the incidental detail that some 

masons and workmen were appointed by the oeconomus of Kildare to fashion a 

millstone. This stray reference, together with the demand in AdomnAn's Lex 

Innocentium - although preserved only in a tenth-century text - that the secnap, coic 

andferthigis of the church stand as guarantors, clearly show that both the secnap and 

ferthigis were ecclesiastical positions of long standing, even if invisible to annalistic 

record before 780. 

The one stanza within the 'Rule of Ailbe of Emly' which specifically relates to 

theferthigis says. nothing at all about his lunction, " but from the usual understanding 

of the position as a steward suggests that it was intended as some form of fiscal 

officer, perhaps, as already suggested, as a deputy to the airchinnech. While the 

church had always had material resources for which it was responsible, and generally, 

it would seem, administered by the abbot, the equonimus appears to have been the 

introduction of a specialist steward. The concentration of the material resources of the 

church in the hands of a full-time specialist official would have had a two-fold benefit: 

it would improve the marshalling of church resources, allowing a better provision of 

priests, the fiznishing of scriptoria and, no doubt, the patronage of the free-standing 

stone crosses which begin to emerge by the early ninth century; and, while the abbot 

would maintain the final say in the affairs of the community, leaving the day to day 

92 §40a: Ferthaiges wnal aurlithe don chumang conicc 
bendachad ocusf6ltefil cech n-, 6in dodnic. 
'A steward, humble, obedient, to the extent of his power, 
blessing and welcome for everyone who comes to him. ' 
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practicalities in the hands of the equonimus would allow the abbot more time 

generally to focus on spiritual affairs. 

One final aspect of this discussion which ought to be considered is who these 

secnapaid and equonimi were. In the majority of cases where individuals are 

stipulated with these titles, they are merely names and nothing more is known of 

them. In the case of Armagh, however, Mdelduin son of Donngal of the Ui Bresail 

Airthir managed to acquire the position of equonimus of Armagh, interjecting himself 

between the occupancy of that position by the sons of Cernach in what was becoming 

an Ui Niallain preserve at this time (see below, p. 211, n. 36). Mielduin's father, 

Donngal (d. 791) had been king of Airthir and, while there was a great deal of 

political pressure exerted on Armagh by secular rulers (see chapter 7), making the 

circumstances regarding Armagh unique, this may indicate an alternative suggestion 

to the apparently sudden acquisition of prestige to these offices - that members of 

royal dynasties were anxious to control the resources of great churches and secured 

these offices as a means to this end. 

By the end of this sample period, however, there was occasional mention of a 

further position with fiscal duties, but, it would appear, with perhaps a more focussed 

remit. In AU 814.1, the death is recorded of Feidlimid, abbot of Ciff Moine and 

Patrick's steward of Brega (moer Breg o Phatraic). In AU 888.3, notice is given of 

the death of Mael PAtraic, princeps of Tre6it and steward of Patrick's community for 

the district south of the Mount (maer muintirl Patraiccfrl S11abh andes). This title is 

repeated six years later with the death of Maelodar son of Forbasach (A U 894.1 - 

maer muinnfiri Patraicc o Sleib fadhes). Clearly, however, the area of jurisdiction 

was something dffferent, with an indication of the stewardship of part of the paruchia 

of Armagh, or, perhaps more likely, to do with the administration with Lex Patricii 

(see below, pp. 175ff). Whether or not the moer Breg o Phatraic equated with the 

later and more formal title of 'the steward of Patrick's community for south of the 

Mount' is uncertain, but was perhaps a forerunner, and, again, it is surely significant 

that such a position is only recorded in reference to Armagh. 
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There are two distinct questions which arise from the material in this chapter: 

(1) was there some form of re-organisation of the administration of church resources 

in the last quarter of the eighth century and (2) did this take place at the congressio 

senodorum at Tara in 780? If these points could be demonstrated, then they would 

show that there was a concerted attempt to harness more effectively the material 

resources of the church through more efficient stewardship; and that this concerted 

effort was first addressed at a congress under the auspices of a c8e DJ. The 

indications are then that while it would appear that there were examples of the offices 

of equonimus and secnap found in earlier sources, they acquired an importance 

significant enough to merit annalistic attention consistently from the 780s. Annalistic 

references to the airchinnech, similarly, became more frequent, but to a lesser extent 

and are perhaps disguised by the use of princeps. While there is nothing explicitly 

stated to account for this, it appears that this prevalence of usage emerges quite 

suddenly after the congresslo senodorum at Tara in 780, a gathering of ecclesiastics 

organised by Dublitir of Finglas, accepted as one of the most prominent c8i DJ of his 

day. Certainly, these offices emphasise 'the separation of the abbatial and coarbial 

fimctions' and the more efficient harnessing of the material resources of the church, 

reflected by the new prominence of these offices, would allow the more widespread 

provision of priests, trained to a more consistent standard, necessary to maintain basic 

pastoral care; and maintain the scriptoria responsible for the significant increase in the 

production of manuscripts and texts witnessed in the late-eighth / n-M-ninth centuries. 

In neither instance, however, can it be said that there is definitive evidence to support 

the primafacie analysis of the annalistic material and, while suggestive, there are valid 

objections which require to be considered and alternative possibilities which equally 

take account of the evidence. In neither case, therefore, can these initial impressions 

be said to be substantiated and that, consequently, any attempt to improve efficiency 

in harnessing the material resources of the church cannot be shown to have been 

concerted in this way. 
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6 

The promulgation of the 'laws of saints' in the ei2hth and ninth centuries. 

One particular feature of the annalistic record from the end of the seventh 

century to the middle of the ninth is the notice of the promulgation of the 'laws of 

saints. ' It is apparent that the record of these promulgations is restricted to this period 

and, consequently, there is a clear likelihood that these instances were further 

manifestations of the development of ecclesiastical organisation during this period. 

Further, the annalistic record, as it survives, indicates that by far the greatest majority 

of instances of the promulgation of these laws belong to the period from the early 

eighth to the mid-ninth centuries. As this was also the period in which cili DJ 

influence grew to significance and peaked, the question which naturally arises from 

this observation is to what extent, if any, were the cili DJ involved in the formulation 

and promulgation of these laws? What, if anything, can be understood with regard to 

the purpose and implementation of these laws? 

The first record of any law connected with ecclesiastical figures promulgated 

in Ireland belongs to the last decades of the seventh century with Cdin bmfne Mn, ' 

Cdin Fhuithirbe' and Adomndn's Lex Innocentium, later known as Cdin Adomn6in, 1 

in 697. During the course of the eighth and ninth centuries, however, there are 

references to the laws of Patrick, of Colum. Cille, of Ciardn, of Dar-i, of ComAn, of 

Brendan, of the Týa Suanaich and of Ailbe, together with the detached record of the 

introduction of Cjin Domnaich, a somewhat different form of edict, only noted 

towards the end of the period under study but clearly observed from a much earlier 

date. 

1 Erich Poppe, 'A new edition of Cdin timfne Bdin', Celfica 18 (1986), 35-52. Poppe dates the cdin 
to the late seventh century. 

2 Dated to 678x83. See Liam Breatnach, 'The ecclesiastical element in the old-Irish legal tract CWn 
Auithirbe', Perifia 5 (1986), 36-52. 

3 For the details of which, see above, p. 157, n. 67. 
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Annalistic reference to the 'laws of saints', 700-900 

721: Inmesach the Religious established a law with the peace of Christ over the island 

of Ireland -AU, CS (sa 717), A Tig. 
727: The relics of Adonuidn were brought to Ireland and the law renewed -AU, 

A Tig. 
734: The tour of the relics of Peter, Paul and Patrick to fulfil the law -AU, A Tig. 

737: Lex Patricii across Ireland -AU, A Clon (sa 734), A Tig. 
743: Lex aui Suanaigh -AU, A Clon (sa 740), A Tig. 

744: The Law of Ciardn, son of the wright, and the Law of Brendan, simultaneously 
by Forggus son of Cellach -AU, A Clon (sa 740), A Tig. 

748: The Law of the Ua Suanaigh enforced over Leth Cuinn -AU, A Tig. 

753: The Law of Colurn Cille by Domnall of Mide -AU, A Clon (sa 749), A Tig. 

757: The Law of Colurn Cille by Sldibdne -AU, A Tig. 

(? 757: 'Rules of Saint Sagnus were yett observed' -ACIon, sa 753). 

767: Lex Patricii -AU, A Clon (sa 76 1). 
772: The Law of Con-idn and Aedin a second time on the Three Connachta -AU, 

ACIon (sa 765). ' 
775: The Law of Ciar6n on the Connachta - AL 

778: The Law of Colum Cille by Domchad and Bresal -AU. 
780: The third promulgation of the Law of ComAn andAeddn -AU. 
783: The promulgation of the Law of Patrick in Cruachan by Dub dA Leithe and 

Tipraite son of Tadg -A U. 

784: The Law of Ailbe in Munster - AL 

788: The Law of Ciaran in Connacht -AU, A Clon (sa 785). 
793: The Law of Comdn by Aildobar and Muirgius in the Three Connachta -AU, 

AFM, AFM (sa 788), A Clon (sa 790). 

793: The Law of Ailbe in Munster -AU, 'AFM (sa 788). 

799: The Law of Patrick in Connacht by Gormgal son of Dindathach -AU. 
806: The Law of Patrick byAed son of Niall -AU, CS. 

8 10: The law concerning cows in Munster by Dar-i and by Aduar son of Echen - AL 

811: Nuadu, abbot of Armagh, went to Connacht with the Law of Patrick and his 

casket -AU, CS. 
[811: '... the C61e D6 came over the sea, dry-shod, without a boat; and a written ron 

used to be given to him from Heaven, out of which he would give instructions to 

4 ACIon sa 765; 'The rules of St. Queran & St. Aldan were Practized in the three thirds of 
Cormaught'. 
5,4U793.3: The Law of Allbe [promulgated] in Munster and Artrf son of Cathal ordained king of 

Munster' (Lex. AiftiforMumcm 7 ordinatioArtroigh m Cathad in regnumMumen). 
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the Gael, and it used to be taken up again when the instruction was delivered; and 
the Cdle Dd was wont to go each day across the sea, southwards, after imparting 

the instruction. '] 
812: The Law of Dar-i in Connacht -A U, CS. 
813: The Law of Dar-i by the Ui NO -AU. 
814: The Law of Ciardn was elevated in Cruachu by Muirgius -AU, CS. 
823: The Law of Patrick over Munster by Feidlimid, son of Crimthainn, and by Artri, 

son of Conchobar -AU, CS, AFM (sa 822), A Clon (sa 820). 
825: The Law of Patrick on the Three Connachta. by Artri, son of Conchobar -AU, 

AFM (sa 824), A Clon (sa 822). 
826: The Law of Dar-i to Connacht again -AU, CS. 
836: Diarrmit went to Connacht with the Law of Patrick and his uexillis -A U. 
842: The Law of Patrick to Munster by Forann6n and by Diannait - AL 
[887: A letter, with the 'Law of Sunday' and other good instructions, came to Ireland 

with the Pilgrim -A U, CS, AFM (sa 884)] 

Within the period 700-900, then, the annalistic reference to the promulgation 

of these laws of saints is restricted to the period 721-842 and in a breakdown on a 

decade-by-decade basis can be seen thus: 

700s: - 
71 Os: - 
720s: 2 
730s: 2 
740s: 3 
750s: 3 
760s: 1 
770s: 3 
780s: 4 
790s: 3 
800s: 1 
Slos: 5 
820s: 3 
830s: 1 
840s: 1 

[None thereafter] total: 32 

From the combined annalistic sources, therefore, there are references to the 

promulgation of laws associated with particular saints between 72lx842, of which 
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there are peaks in the 740s and 750s, 770s-790s and 81 Os and 820s. While it has been 

recognised that there are peaks of detail in the annalistic record and that this record of 

the promulgation of these laws must be incomplete, the peak periods of the 

promulgation of these laws do not entirely overlap with the peak periods of detailed 

annalistic record: while the 740s, 770s, 780s and 810s have a fuller and broader than 

usual annalistic record, the 750s, 790s and 820s have a less detailed record (see 

above, pp. 158-9). This may suggest that rather than be due to more comprehensive 

recording in the annals, these periods may reflect actual peaks, for whatever reason, in 

the promulgation of such laws themselves. 

The earliest reference concerns an otherwise unknown law introduced by 

Inmesach the Religious in 72 L' This was followed by the renewal of AdomnAn's Lex 

Innocentium in 727 and an uncertain entry for 734: 'The tour of the relics of Peter, 

Paul and Patrick to fulfil the law'! Which law was intended here? The general 

assumption appears to be that it was the Lex Patricii that was referred to, but this is 

far from clear and comparisons with the circumstances of the promulgation of Cdin 

Adomndin may indicate that the law referred to was not Lex Patricii. Thomas 

Charles-Edwards has noted that 'In 727 an entry in what, at this date, are still in 

origin Iona annals declares that "The relics of Adomrdn are taken across to Ireland 

and the Law is renewed. " This was exactly thirty years since the original promulgation 

of Mn Adomn6in. "' He then goes on to note that 

In 737 a meeting was held between Aed Alldn, then king of Tara, and Cathal 

mac Finguinni, king of Munster, at the monastery of Terryglass, close to the 
frontier. The next entry for that year states that "The Law of Patrick embraced 
Ireland. " The meeting may have secured an agreement that Patrick's relics and 
Patrick's law should cross the border into Munster. In 697 AdomnAn had 

promulgated his law at Birr, another monastery on the border between Munster 

6 Dr T. O. Clancy has suggested to me the possibility that the name 'Inmesach' may Instead have 
been an epithet: in mes(s)ach 'the noble / honourable me'. 

7AU 734.3: Commotatio nzartirwn Pefir 7 Phoil 7 Phatraicc ad legem perficiendam: 7 occisio 
Coibdenaigh fila Flainn hui Chongaile - the context appears to imply that the slaying of 
Coibdenach was somehow connected to the display of these relics. 

8 T. Nt Charles-Edwards, Early Christian Ireland, Cambridge. 2000,564. 
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and Mide, some fourteen miles east of Terryglass. CJin Adomndin, therefore, 
both in its original promulgation in 697 and in its renewal in 727, may have a 
offered a model which Armagh was ready to follow. ' 

This model may have been even more closely adhered to than the suggestion here. AU 

767.10 states simply Lex Patricii. No indication is provided for the reason it was 

mentioned, but it was exactly thirty years after the first specific mention of Lex 

Patricii in 73 7 (A U 73 7.10: Lex Patricil tenuit Hiberniam) - could it be, then, as 

Charles-Edwards suggests, that Armagh adopted the model of promulgation of Lex 

Innocentium, but adopted it to the letter and renewed the original promulgation 

exactly thirty years afterwards? If so then this would suggest that Lex Patricii was 

formulated in 737 and, as such, the reference to 'the law' in 734 would not be to that 

of Patrick. It may have been that of Adonuidn himself, or even, given the connection 

of the relics of Armagh with peace-keeping, that introduced by Inmesach. " 

The next certain reference to any law, following that of Lex Patricii in 737, 

was Lex aui Suanaigh reported in 743 and promulgated over Leth Cuinn in 748. This 

law undoubtedly originated from Rahan, which is explicitly called Rahan of the Ui 

Suanaich in the entry recording the obit of its anchorite, Fidmuine ua Suanaich, in 

ATig. " It is very likely, indeed, that this law had been formulated by either Fidmuine 

(d. 757) or by Fidairle ua Suanaich, the abbot of Rahan (d. 763), or both, perhaps in 

conjunction with others in the community. In any event, it clearly emerged under their 

sphere of influence and with this connection, it is therefore possible to connect the 

formulation and promulgation of this law with individuals influential as cell De - Mdel 

Tuile mac Noechuire, listed as one of the oentu Mdel Rualn, was fostered with the Ui 

Suanaich and almost certainly began his religious life with the community of Rahan 

(see below, p. 236). In this case, it is unfortunate that the content and aims of this 

law, as with so many of the others, have not survived. 

9 ibid. 
10 The Bachall isu, the chief relic in Armagh, would have been particularly apt for enforcing 

Inmesach's 'law vvith the peace of Christ. ' 
11 Quies RaVimuine ancorile Ralhain 114i Suamigh (cf. the more ambiguous entry In AU 757.1 - 

Quies Rdinhuine ancorite Rathin, id est nepolis Suanaich). 
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The reference to the second and third promulgation of the Law of ComAn and 
Aeddn over Connacht in 772 and 780, without record of the initial promulgation, and 

the lack of record in some annals which are recorded in others, indicates that the 

record of the promulgation of such law is incomplete. Of the 32 references to laws 

associated with saints 72lx842, however, one - Adomndn's Lex Innocentium - was 

international in scope; two - Inmesach's law in 721 and Lex Patricii in 737 - were 

national in scope, or related in terms intended to project a pan-Irish observance; one - 
Lex aui Suanaich in 748 - was stipulated to have been promulgated over Leth Cuinn. 

It is noticeable that Lex aui Suanaich was a watershed in the record of the 

promulgation of these laws - the record of every promulgation up to and including 

this one were stipulated to be over areas greater than a single province, whereas every 

subsequent record which specifies an area of promulgation does so over a single 

province only. The record of three others, however - the promulgation of Lex Coluim 

Cille by Domnall Mide in 753 and again by Donnchad Mide and Bresal, abbot of 

Iona, in 778 and the promulgation of Lex Patricii by Aed mac Will in 806 - are not 

provided with an area over which they were enforced, but as all three kings were 

kings of Tara at the time of promulgation, it could be possible that it would have been 

considered that they, too, had been enforced over Leth Cuinn and so this impression 

of a watershed may be misleading. The promulgation of the Law of Dar-i in 813, 

presumably again by Aed mac N&H, was explicitly stated to have been by - 

presumably meaning among - the Ui Ndill. 

Five other references do not provide mention of the area over which the law 

was promulgated. Two of these, however - the tour of relics of Peter, Paul and 

Patrick to fulfil the law in 734 and the simple reference to Lex Patricii in 767 - may 

be supposed, at least, to pertain to the Airgialla territory around Armagh, but equally 

may be more substantial in scope. If, as argued above, the reference to Lex Patricil in 

767 reflects the renewal of an original promulgation in 737, then this may indicate it 

would have been considered in theory, regardless of the actuality in practice, to again 

pertain to the whole of Ireland. The political situation at this time, however, makes it 
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highly unlikely that there would have been a circuit throughout Ireland, as there had 

been in 737, to renew Lex Patricii, which may account for this most laconic of entries 

in 767. Reference to Lex aui Suanaich in 743 may imply promulgation throughout 

Mide, but this cannot be more than conjecture. The observance that 'The Rules of 

Saint Sagnus were yett observed' in. 40on, sa 753, may be a corrupt reference to Lex 

aui Suanaich" and perhaps indication of a further promulgation c. 757-60.11 The fifth 

of these five unspecified enactments was the promulgation of Lex Coluim Cille by 

Skib6ne in 757. 

The remaining nineteen references are explicitly provincial in scope. No fewer 

than fourteen relate to Connacht specifically and five relate to Munster. In Munster, 

the laws promulgated were those of Ailbe of Emly (x2) - the relevance of which 

appears to have been restricted to Munster so far as can be seen by the surviving 

record - of Patrick (x2) and of Dar-i. The fourteen instances specific to Connacht, 

however, relate to the laws of five different saints and appears to indicate the 

ecclesiastic interest of various kings of Connacht with Clonmacnoise, Clonfert, 

Roscommon, Kildaree"' and Armagh. However, the frequency of reference, 

nonetheless, does point to a greater concern with the Laws of Patrick (x5) and of 

Ciaran (A) than that, perhaps, of ComAn (0) and certainly than that of Dar-i (x2) 

and of Brendan (xi). The laws of Ciar* Comin and Brendan, like that of Ailbe in 

Munster, however, appear to have had only a local relevance to Connacht itself 

Thomas Charles-Edwards has provided an outline of the mechanics involved 

in the promulgation of these laws. He cites the four types of rechige (law, rule) which 

12 The extant text ofACIon frequently refers to the 'law and constitution' or the 'law and rule' where 
other annals refer only to 'laV (cf. the entries saa 734 and 740 for two of several examples. ). On 
other occasions, however, only 'rule' is mentioned when clearly 'law` is meant. For example, the 
promulgation of Lex Coluim Olle by Dornnall Mide, noted in AU (753) and AI-Ig, is entered as 
'The Rules of St. Columbkill were established in Meath by King Donell' (sa 749); and the 
promulgation of the Law of Comdn and Aeddn in 772 is reported as 'The rules of St. Queran [sic] 
& St. Aedan were Practized in the three Thirds of Connaught' (sa 765). The 'Rules of Saint 
Sagnus' referred to sa 753, therefore, can be accepted to refer to a law. 

The conversion of the chronology in ACIon to that indicated by the more reliable chronological 
frameworks ofA Uand CS is somewhat more problematic for this period in the extant text. 

14 The church associated with Dar-t. See PAdraig 6 Riain, 'A misunderstood annal: a hitherto 
unnoticed cdin, Celtica 21 (1990), 561-6, at 564-5. 
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a king can 'pledge upon his peoples', listed in CrIth Gablach. " The fourth of the four 

is noted as 'a king's rechtgel, to which 

Three other rechgti are then added, which a king may also pledge upon his 

peoples; perhaps we are to understand them to be examples of a king's 

rechtge: 
'A rechgte to repel a foreign race, that is against the English, and a rechgte to 
bring in the harvest, and a rechgte of faith which kindles [piety], such as the 
law of Adomndm"' 

These rechgti were normally promulgated at the 6enach, a gathering for 'official 

business', and the law of a saint promulgated there, Charles-Edwards outlines, would 

have four levels of surety for its observance: " (1) the existing legal guarantors 

appointed by a kindred who stood surety for that kindred's good behaviour in relation 

to Public order were incorporated as guarantors of their kindred's adherence to the 

law; (2) there were specific guarantors, the airtiri cdna, 'hostage-sureties of a Min', 

appointed, Charles-Edwards suggests, for the duration of the enforcement of the 

cdin; ̀ (3) enforcing officers were appointed who collected the penalties for violation 

of the law. In the specific case of Lex Innocentium, 

it appears that the 'stewards of the law', appointed by and responsible to the 

abbot and community of Iona, collected the entire debt 'of the cd1n', for, say, 
the killing of a woman. They would then be responsible for paying to the 

woman's kindred and lords the compensation owed to them for her death 
... In 

the absence of a Min, a woman's kindred would still be entitled to 

compensation or to pursue a vendetta if the terms of compensation were not 
agreed. The prominent role of the sponsors of the Min and their agents in 

collecting debts for violation of the terms did not annul the rights of a kindred 

or a lord. What it did mean was that the sponsors of the Min and their agents 
had a duty to collect compensation on behalf of lord and kindred ... One thing 

15 Charles-Edwards, Eivly Christian Ireland, 560. 
16 ibid.; Crith Gablach §38, lines 522-4. 
17 See the detailed outline he provides for these different sureties, Early Christian Ireland, 566-8. 
18 Ile suggests that these laws were enfbrced for a period of seven years. ibid., 563. 
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that the cdin did, therefore, was to replace the ordinary processes of feud with 
its own means of enforcing compensation. " 

(4) There were special judges appointed to adjudicate cases concerning that law. 

The vernacular equivalent of lex was Min, which has the dual meaning of 

'law' and 'tax/tribute'. It has perhaps been inevitable, given the scholarly consensus 

concerning the corrupt degeneracy within the church at this time, that the latter 

interpretation has been the prevalent one and that the promulgation of these laws were 

perceived to have been no more than a fund-raising exercise. " While it is clear that 

the sponsoring authority of a particular law was entitled to one third of the 

compensation due from violation of the law - which, undoubtedly, could have 

provided a significant source of income - this can hardly be considered as primarily a 

fund-raising scheme for the relevant church or for those kings recorded as jointly 

promulgating such law - compensation, it ought to go without saying, would only be 

exacted from those who infringed the law. 

The principal aim of Lex Innocentium was to protect non-combatants - 

women, children and clerics - from the worst excesses of the violence of the age. The 

notes appended to Mire 6engusso following the commemoration of Adomnin under 

23 September account for the formulation of Lex Innocentium and conclude: 'Now 

these are the four laws of Ireland: Patrick's Law, not to kill clerics; and Adomn6n's 

Law, not to kill women; Dar-i's Law, not to kill cattle; and the Law of Sunday, not to 

transgress at all. "' The three laws of saints outlined here are the only ones, other than 

19 ibid., 567-8. 
20 Kathleen Hughes was one of the earliest scholars to cast doubt on the automatic assumption that 

the promulgation of these laws ought to imply nothing more than a financial exercise; however, 
her valid doubts were perhaps weakened by the fact that her discussion was concerned with the 
promulgation of these laws but was illustrated by reference to the recorded tours of relics. While 
it is clear that the promulgation of law did occasionally occur in the presence of relics, it is 
equally clear that the promulgation of a saint's law and the circuit-tour of a saint's relics were not 
the same thing and her pertinent points have not subsequently enjoyed the prominence they 
deserve. See her discussion In Me Church in Early Irish Society, 167-8. 

2' At eat so dono ceithri cdna Eirenn L cain Patraic gan [nja chleirchiu do marbad, 7 caln 
Adwnnain gan [nja mna do marbatt cain Daire ga[n] bil do marW 7 Cain donmaig can 
toirimtecht etir. Stokes (ed. ), FOUre 6engusso C61i DJ, London, 1905,210-11. It has to be noted, 
howeveT, that these notes date much later, perhaps to the twelfth century, than the text of FO. 
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the survival of the peculiar seventh century Cdin timine Bdin, for which detail of 

their content has survived. This fact is almost certainly due to their promulgation 

beyond the provincial level recorded as the geographical sphere in all other specified 

instances, with the sole exception of the attributed promulgation of Lex aul Suanaich 

over Leth Cuinn. The specific area of interest for these provincial laws are, 

unfortunately, unknown, which makes it virtually impossible to account for the reason 

that one such law may have been promulgated at a particular time rather than another. 

Nevertheless, it is clear that the promulgation of the law of saints was intended to 

provide a curb to the violent excesses of the age for the benefit of society as a whole. 

While these laws were formulated to benefit society, their promulgation could 

also be of significant benefit to the sponsoring church - not, as has been commonly 

emphasized, as a fund-raising exercise, but as a means to exert influence beyond its 

immediate sphere of influence. This was particularly the case for Armagh. The outline 

provided by Thomas Charles-Edwards, cited above, for the enforcement of Lex 

Innocentium details that the 'stewards of the law', responsible for the collection of the 

penalties due from violation of the law were appointed by and responsible to the abbot 

and community of Iona. Charles-Edwards' belief that both the original promulgation 

of Adomndn's Lex Innocentium in 697 and its renewal in 727 may have offered a 

model which Armagh was ready to follow has also already been noted (above, pp. 

174-5). If the circumstances of the formulation and promulgation of Lex Innocentium 

did indeed provide a template for Lex Patricil, then it is reasonable to assume that the 

means of enforcing its observance, likewise, was adopted. In this case every occasion 

on which Lex Patricii was promulgated in Connacht and in Munster (and, - it must 

surely have been the case even although there is no specific record of it, in Leinster), 

then it would have been the abbot of Armagh who appointed the 'stewards of the 

law. " Promulgation of Lex Patricii in the provinces of Ireland, then, would not 

22 Prior to 900, there are three recorded instances of 'stewards of Patrick's community, In the annals. 
AU 814.1 records the death of Feidlimid, abbot of Cill Moine and Ratrick's steward of Brcga 
(moer Breg o Phatraic); AU 888.3 notes the death of Mdcl Pdtraic, princeps of Tre6it and 
steward of Patrick's community for the district south of the Mount (maer muinfiri Patraiccfrl 
Sliabh andes); AU 894.1 records the death of Wel Pdtraic's apparent successor, Maelodhar son 
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merely provide Armagh, or contending rival claimants to the abbacy, with the kudos 

of a law intended for the betterment of society or with the entitlement of a third share 

of the dues owed as compensation from violation of the law, but with an ecclesiastical 

infrastructure for its administration which was appointed by and answerable only to 

the abbot and community of Armagh. The record of the promulgation of law jointly 

by king and ecclesiastic takes on a greater significance from this perspective - the 

ecclesiastic appointed the 'stewards of the law', whom he may have brought with him 

from Armagh, while the king sanctioned their authority, independent from his own, 

within his kingdom. 

Lex PaIricii provided Armagh, in its attempt to secure recognition as the 

metropolitan see, with a unique advantage. While the administration of Lex Patricii 

may have been modelled on that of Lex Innocentium, there is no record of any further 

promulgation of Lex Innocentium after 727, although it is clear that it was still 

observed - Caencomrac mac Maeluidhir, abbot and bishop of Derry, is called maor 

cdna Adhamhndin in his obit in AFM under 927. The text of Cdin Adomndin itself 

dates to the tenth century in its extant form, so clearly it was still active or renewed 

two centuries after the last recorded promulgation in 727. The other law formulated 

by the Columbanfamilia, Lex Coluim Cille, no doubt also followed the means of 

enforcement established by Lex Innocentium; but Iona had one insurmountable 

problem in any presumed rivalry in recognition of supremacy - it lay geographically 

outwith Ireland. The Law of Dar-i, unique in being the law of a female saint, had, 

presumably, been formulated by the community of Kildaree, but they were unlikely to 

have been able to support such an infrastructure - indeed, the references to the 

promulgation of Dar-i are noticeable in that they do not provide the names of anyone 

of Forbasach (maer muinntiri Patraicc o Sleibfadhes). There is no record of the promulgation of 
Lex Patricii in Brega and, as already noted, there is no record of the promulgation of any 
'ecclesiastical' law after 842, although it is clear that they were still observed, so it is far from 
certain that these men were 'stewards of the law' of Patrick. I lowever, they certainly appear to 
have been involved in the administration of justice (see Etchingham, Church organisalion in 
Ireland, 211-3), so it is possible that this was indeed what was intended by the title. If so, they 
clearly attracted little annalistic attention, but are represented in the annals from the turn of the 
ninth century. 
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associated with its promulgation except the single instance of Aduar son of Echen 

noted in the entry in AI for 810. '-' It may perhaps have been the case in the 

promulgation of this particular law that enforcement in any particular region fell more 

fully upon royal officials. The promulgation of Lex Patricii, then, provided Armagh 

with a unique opportunity to expand and consolidate a position of authority on the 

ground in more distant regions that must have provided a fundamental advantage in 

its attempts to secure recognition of metropolitan status. In such a case, too, the 

advantage in the race to secure political supremacy for the northern Ui N611 kings of 

Ailech and Tara, in being able to install their preferred candidates in the abbacy of 

Armagh, was palpable (see chapter 7). 

Forggus, son of Cellach, of the Ui Briuin, king of Connacht, promulgated the 

laws of both Ciardn and Brendan in 744, within two years of the beginning of his 

reign. The Law of ComAn and Aedin was promulgated in 772 by Donn Cothaid. of the 

Ui Fiachrach (d. 773); while the Law of Ciaran was again promulgated in 775 by 

Forggus' nephew, FlaithrL son of Domnall. In 783, however, the Law of Patrick was 

promulgated for the first time in Connacht by Tipraite, son of Tadg, of the Ui Bridin 

Aiý and Dub di Lethe, abbot of Armagh. Tbomas Charles-Edwards has noted that 

Tipraite's role is interesting in that the current ruler of Tara, Donnchad mac 
Domnaill, favoured the familia of Columba rather than Armagh; in 778 the 
Law of Columba had been promulgated by Donnchad and by Bresal, abbot of 
Iona ... By this stage there was a clear pattern by which the alternation between 
Cland Chohniin and Cen6l ritogain kings of Tara was mirrored by an 
alternation between Iona and Armagh as the most favoured church of the Ui 
NO. What Tipraite mac Taidgg did in 783 was to favour the church currently 
out of favour with the king of Tara. He may have wished to be seen to pursue 
an independent ecclesiastical policy. "' 

23 In regard to Dar-1 and Aduar, son of Echen, 6 Riain noted 'Both of these personages were in fact 
saints, belonging, in so far as either ever existed, to the so-called Age of Saints (c. AD 500-650)' 
(, A misunderstood annal', 562). Ile posits that Aduar himself was Identified with a hitherto 
unknown Min concerning cattle and that the two laws dealing with a similar topic subsequently 
became conflated. 

24 CharleS_EdWardS, F 
. Xrly Chrigian Ire/, ZZd, 563. 
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The previous year 'Artgal, son of Cathal, king of Connacht took the pilgrim's staff 

and undertook his pilgrimage the following year to the island of f. " This abdication 

was presumably 'encouraged' by Tipraite and the joint promulgation of Lex Patricii 

with Dub & Lethe may perhaps suggest that Tipraite sought consolidation of his 

position from association with Armagh. 

F. J. Byrne had noted that the introduction of the Law of Patrick 'marked the 

mutual recognition of the claims of Armagh and of the Ui Bri6in in Connacht. 126 The 

Ui Briuin had provided kings of Connacht throughout the eighth century; but not 

exclusively so - the Ui Fiachrach had also provided Connacht kings. The Ui 

Fiachrach, however, regardless of how powerful they had been during the sixth and 

seventh centuries, were being displaced as rulers of Connacht by the Ui BrIUM' 

dynasties. Indeed, throughout the eighth century, the kingship of Connacht appears to 

have been gravitating towards an alternating succession between the descendants of 

the sons of Muiredach Muillethan of the Ui Bri6in: Indrechtach (the Uf BriUin Ai, 

later the Sil Muiredaig) and Cathal (the Ui Briflin Umaill, later the Sil Cathail). 

Briefly, Indrechtach, son of Muiredach (d. 723), had been succeeded by 

Domnall, son of Cellach (d. 728), his father's cousin . 
2' He was succeeded in turn by 

Cathal, son of Muiredach (d. 735) and Aed Balb, son of Indrechtach (d. 742). 

Succession then passed to Forggus, son of Cellach, Domnall's brother (d. 756), who, 

in turn, was succeeded by Ailill Medraige (d. 764) of the Ui Fiachrach. Dub-Indrecht, 

son of Cathal (d. 768), retrieved the kingship for the Ui Bri6in briefly before Donn 

Cothaid of the Ui Fiachrach succeeded. He was to be the last Ui Fiachrach king of 

Connacht. Succession reverted to the U1 Briuin on Donn Cothaid's death in 773; but 

not to the descendants of Muiredach - it passed to Flaithit son of Domnall son of 

Cellach, who abdicated in 777, presumably under pressure from Artgal, son of Cathal, 

who was himself apparently pressured by Tipraite and abdicated in 782. On Tipraite's 

25 AU 782.2 - Bachall Artgaile m Cathail regis Connacht 7 perigrinatio eius in sequenti anno ad 
insolam le. 

26 Byrne, Irish Kings md1ligh-Kings, 250. - 
27 See the genealogical tables in Byrne, ihid., 298-301. 
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death in 786, the Ui Fiachrach made a last bid for the kingship, defeating the Ui BriUin 

Umaill twice in 787. However, both Cathmug, king of the Ui Fiachrach and Dub- 

Dibeirgg of the Ui Briflin Urnaill were killed in the first encounter, recorded as the 

battle of Gola . 
28 Later the same year, the Ui Briuin Umaill were again heavily 

1.29 defeated, when 'all the nobles, including King Flaithgal son of Flannabra, fen , 
however, the heavy losses on both sides appear to have ensured that the Ui Fiachrach 

were unable to follow up on their victories to secure political dominance, for Cinaed, 

son of Artgal, of the Ui Bri6in Umaill, managed to seize the kingship. 

In 788, Ciardn's Law was promulgated in Connacht, presumably by Cinded, 

who thus appears to have had a stronger affiliation to Clonmacnoise. However, in 792 

Cinaed was defeated and killed by Muirgius, son of Tomaltach, of the Ui Briýin AL as 

a result of which the kings of Connacht were subsequently drawn exclusively from 

either the Ui Briiiin Ai or the Ui Briuin Umaill until the succession was secured 

among the descendants of Conchobar of the UI Brifiin Ai at the end of the ninth 

century and eventually monopolized by the line of Cathal mac Conchobair in the early 

tenth. 

The succession of the kingship of Connacht, then, was not secured within any 

one dynasty by the end of the eighth century, but it was certainly increasingly 

gravitating towards two lines of descent within the Ui BriAin - the descendants of 

Indrechtach son of Muiredach (d. 723) and of Cathal son of Muiredach (d. 735). By 

acting in concert with Dub dd Lethe in the promulgation of Lex Patricii in 783, 

Tipraite may have been trying to secure an acknowledgement by Armagh, not simply 

for his own defacto position as king, but more importantly for the Ui BriAin Ai as the 

ruling dynasty of Connacht as part of an attempt to monopolize the kingship. 30 

Certainly the claim of succession from the Ui Fiachrach and from other lines of 

descent within the Ui Bri6in themselves - the descendants of Muiredach's cousins - 
28 AU 787.4: Bellum Goll in quo nepotes Briuln uicti sunt. Caihmugh m Duinn Cothaigh 7 Dub 

Dibeirgg m Cathall inuicem ceciderunt. 
29 AU 787.6: Ar nepotum Briuin Ilumil apud nepothes Fjachrach Muirsce ubt omnes optiml circa 

regem Rathgalumfiliwn Flannabrat, ceciderunt. 
30 Byme, Irish )Gngs andHigh-JUngs, 250. 
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were extinguished by the end of the eighth century and such political ambition by 

Tipraite in this respect appears to have been possible. It may be, then, that Tipraite 

looked to secure recognition from Armagh in order to help provide the basis of 

legitimization in such a claim, or, perhaps more accurately, to provide a considerable 

obstacle to the rivals of Ui Bn*uin Ai monopolization. Armagh, with its aspirations to 

metropolitan recognition, but eclipsed by Iona in the receipt of Ui Ndill favour and not 

yet riven by the contention of rival abbots, was no doubt quick to grasp the 

opportunity for the expansion of its influence into Connacht. " The joint promulgation 

of Lex Patricii in 783, at least, could be considered as the means by which the 

respective interests of both parties were furthered to their mutual benefit, whereby the 

interests of one party was best served by recognition and promotion of the interests of 

the other. 

If Tipraite's aims were indeed to secure exclusive rights of the Ui Brifiin Ai to 

the kingship of Connacht, they failed and monopoly of the kingship was still nearly a 

century away. Tipraite died in 786 and had his reign been longer, there may have been 

more tangible results to any efforts to monopolize the succession; however, pursuit of 

his policy in this respect appears to have been ultimately maintained by his cousin, 

Muirgius son of Tomaltach. Tipraite himself was succeeded by Cinded mac Artgail of 

the Ui BriAin Umaill, however, and it may been the threat to Ui Bridin Umaill claims 

to the kingship by any possible attempts at monopolization by the Ui Bri6in At with 

support from Armagh, that led to the promulgation of the Law of Ciardn in 788. 

Cinded was defeated and killed by Muirgius in 792, following which the Law 

of Conidn was promulgated the next year. " Muirgius was himself defeated and driven 

out by the Sil Cellaig in 796, however, and nothing more is recorded until 799, when 

3' This is not to discount Tfrechdn's implication that the authority of Armagh was already strong in 
Connacht in the last quarter of the seventh century, but the fact that there were Individual 
churches in Connacht acknowledging the authority of Patrick and Armagh does not equate to this 
level of extended influence resulting from the direct appointment of individuals answerable only 
to the abbot and community of Armagh. 

32 Dr T. O. Clancy has suggested to me the possibility, arising from this instance, that, with the fact 
of Conidn being a local Connacht saint, the Law of ComAn may have been devised to promote 
Connacht unity. 
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Muirgius secured a return to the kingship, and later that same year Lex Patricii was 

promulgated in Connacht by Gormgal, one of the rival claimants to the abbacy of 

Armagh. The Law of Ciardn was promulgated once by Muirgius, in 814, but this 

followed the death of Nuadu, abbot of Armagh, in 812, which had sparked a 

resurgence in the struggle for power in Armagh within which the backing of Aed mac 

Mill, and thus the ffirtherance of Ui N&H interests, had become increasingly 

dominant. To advance the interests of Armagh at this time would equally be to 

advance the interests of his rivaL Aed; otherwise, Muirgius appears to have pursued 

Tipraite's policy of identifying Ui Briuin Ai interests with that of Armagh. 

Gorrngal was recorded as abbot of Arrnagh and Clones at his death in 806. " 

Kim McCone has drawn attention to hagiographic material which provides an 

indication of 'Significant connections between Airgialla and Connacht or Breifne 

monasteries on either side of the Eme" and suggests that these Tonnacht 

connections of certain Airgialla churches may help to explain the regularity with 

which the expulsions of abbots, most of them apparently with western Airgialla 

leanings, from Armagh seems to have been followed by a trip to Connacht to proclaim 

the Cdin Phdtraic. 111 In fact, there is only one instance of the promulgation of Lex 

Patricii in Connacht involving a claimant who was disputing the abbacy of Armagh at 

the time, that of Gorrngal in 799. McCone appears to consider that the promulgation 

of Patrick's Law, in Connacht specifically, had become an accepted right of the abbot 

of Armagh and was thus a means to recognition in a claim to the office: 

the man actually in Armagh could base his claim quite simply on that fact, 

whereas the ousted opponent, whether Gormgal, Artri, Diarmait or Forind6n, 

would take Patrick's reliquary or other insignia of office with him and claim his 

title on that basis, using proclamation of the Cdin Mtrale with the help of 
sympathetic rulers to raise much needed revenue. 36 

33 
.4U 806.2 - Gormgal m. Dindagaid, abbas. A ird Machae 7 Cluana. A u1s, obiii. 

34 y 
. jM MCCone, 'Clones and her neighbours in the early period: hints froin some Airgialla saints' 
lives', Clogher Record II (1984), 305-25, at 324. 

35 ibid. 
36 ihid., 318-9. 
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Such reasoning, however, appears based on the premise that the promulgation of such 

law was merely a revenue-raising exercise, although, as outlined above, this cannot be 

said to have been the case. In addition to this objection, there is no record of Forinn6n 

ever having been involved in the promulgation of Lex Patricii in Connacht; Dub dd 

Lethe jointly promulgated the law in 783, at a time when his position as abbot was not 

in dispute and Artri mac Conchobair promulgated Lex Patricii, as airchinnech and 

later as bishop, in both Connacht and Munster before E6gan Mainistrech was instaHed 

as abbot by NiaU mac Aeda. Nuadu promulgated Lex Patricii in Connacht in 811 and 

his position as abbot was never in dispute. While the involvement of Gormgal in the 

joint promulgation of 799 may indeed have been a result of Connacht-AirgiaHa 

relations at this time, the record of the promulgation of Lex Patricii in Connacht 

cannot be claimed to be merely a means of revenue-raising for individuals disputing 

the office of abbot. The frequency of reference to the promulgation of law in 

Connacht - and not merely Lex Patricii - suggests, that for whatever reason, these 

occasions were instigated from within Connacht itself, rather than by any opportunist 

outsider. 

No fewer than five of the fourteen instances of the promulgation of law 

recorded in Connacht took place during Muirgius' reign. No other king of Connacht 

is recorded promulgating any of these laws connected with a saint on more than one 

occasion, so this frequency of record under Muirgius would appear to reflect his own 

policy. This impression is reinforced in fight of the record subsequent to his death in 

815. The political unity which was the source of the power and influence of Connacht 

under Muirgius appears to have fragmented after his death, resulting in a prolonged 

struggle for power which was won, ultimately, by Muirgius' brother Diarmait (d. 

833). The uncertainty of events in Connacht in these years, due to a lack of record, is 

itself an indication of the subsequent disruption. In 818, Artri son of Conchobar, 

airchinnech, later. bishop, of Armagh, brought Patrick's shrine to Connacht. Later 

that year there was a battle between the Ui Bri6in and Uf Maine; the victors are 
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described in AU as 'The kings of the Ui Briuin, i. e. Diarmait son of Tomaltach and 

Mdel Cothaid son of Fogartach"' It would appear significant that neither of these Ui 

Briuin kings are called kings of Connacht. Four years later, however, in 822, Diarmait 

appears to have fought alongside the Ui Maine to defeat the Ui Bri6in, killing their 

leaders (duces) Dfinchad, son of Maenach, and Gormgal, son of Dunchad. " It would 

appear from this that Dýmchad and Goringal were leaders of a line of the Ui Bri6in 

excluded from the succession who had sought to press their claim in the unsettled 

political situation of the time. If so, the fact that they were recorded in AU merely as 

duces may have been as a result of the relationship of the Ui Bridin At begun under 

Tipraite, with Armagh to secure recognition as the sole rightful royal dynasty in 

Connacht. In 824, there was another battle 'between the Connachta themselves, but 

without any mention of protagonists. " It may be significant, however, that Patrick's 

Law was recorded being promulgated 'on the Three Connachta' by Artit son of 

Conchobar, the following year. Diarmait son of Tomaltach was described as king of 

Connacht in his obit in 833 (A U, A]). It may be, then, if the recent practice of fairly 

quick promulgation of Lex Patricii following the accession of the Ui Bri6in Ai kings 

was maintained, that Diarmait secured the kingship of Connacht following this battle 

in 824. 

The observation that the promulgation of law associated with saints is 

restricted to the period within the early eighth and mid-ninth centuries, and appears to 

mirror the expansion and decline in the influence of the cJli DJ, prompts the 

consideration of the degree of cili DJ involvement in the formulation of these laws. 

What, in the final analysis, therefore, can be concluded in this respect? 

One of the earliest recorded instances of such a law was AdomnAn's Lex 

Innocentium, and Adomnbm's influence on the cJII DJ, albeit indirectly, was 

37 A U818.9: Bellwn actwn est in regione Delbhne Lodot, L cath Forath ubi nepotes Man! cwn rege 
eonmi, id est Cathal m Mirchado 7 alil plurimi nobiles prostrati sunt. Reges nepotum Briuin, id 
est Diarmait m Tomallaigh 7 Mael Cothaighfi lius Fogertaigh uictores erant. 

38 AU 822.6: Bellum Torbgi inter Conachta inuicem; nepoles Briuin prostrati sunt, plurimi nobiles 
interfecti sunt, ergo duces, id est Dunchad m Moinaigh 7 Gormgal m Duncado. Nepotes Mani 
uictores erant, 7 Diarmait m Tomaltaigh. 

39 AU 824.5: Bellwn inter Connachta inuicem in quo cecidenmt plwiml. 
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considerable. However, while the formulation of the Lex aul Suanalch in Rahan could 

be argued to have cili Di connections, through the fostering of Mdel Tuile, named as 

one of 6entu Mdel Ruain, among the Ui Suanaich and his apparent connections with 

Rahan, the connection can hardly be said to be direct. Similarly, there is only one 

occasion when one of these laws can be stated with certainty to have been 

promulgated by a cile Di - the promulgation of Lex Patricii by Feidlimid mac 

Crimthainn in 823. 

Otherwise, the entry in CS sa 811 provides the single instance of explicit 

annalistic reference to the active involvement of a cile DJ in the dissemination of 

what is described as a written rofl given to him from Heaven. The entry states: 

Annusprodigiorum annso. As inte tainig in Cele Di donfairgi anes cosalbh 

tirmaib cen culucl et do bertha stuagh scribta do nimh do triasa ndenad 

procect do Gaoidelaibh, et do bertea suas doridisi I in tan toiged an procect; 

et ligedh an Cheli Di gach laoi darsan fairgge fodes, iar toirgsin an 

procecta. 

This was a year of prodigies. It was in it the Ule D6 came over the sea from 

the south, dry-shod, without a boat; and a written roll used to be given to him 

from Heaven, out of which he would give instruction to the Gael, and it used 

to be taken up again when the instruction was delivered; and the We D6 was 

wont to go each day across the sea, southwards, after imparting the instruction. 

Underlying this bizarre entry may be reference to the sabbatarian tract referred to as 

Cjin Domnaig. 

There is no explicit annalistic reference to Cdin Domnaig until 887 (A U; CS, 

AFM sa 884) when 'A letter, with the Law of Sunday and other good instructions, 

came to Ireland with the Pilgrirn. " Five extant texts of Cdin Domnaig survive, three 

40 AU 887.3. AFM provides the further information that the pilgrim was named Ananloen. CS (898) 
and AFM (sa 893) note 'the Pilgrim departed from Ireland'. and AU has a subsequent gloss to the 
entry for 888 noting "Ibe battle of the Pilgrim. ' 
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of which are complete and two partial. Vernarn Hull pointed out that while the 

statement in line 39 - 'the fines of the "Law of Sunday" are levied on the basis of a 

surety of the "Law of Patrick"' - would date the tract to later than 737 and that the 

warning in line 97 - those who violate Cdin Domnaig would be brought into bondage 

by foreign races into pagan lands - would date it later than 795, this annal entry 

would appear to date the introduction of Cdin Domnaig to 887; however, the 

language of the tract 'indicates that it was probably composed in the first half of the 

eighth century. "' Kenney believed that Epistil hu, the Epistle of Jesus, a document 

'so very closely affiliated' to C6in Domnaig, ' arrived in Ireland 'probably from the 

Frankish dominions', where it is known to have been widely disseminated by 745. "' 

That the impetus behind the cdin came from overseas is apparent both from this 

reference in 887 and the entry in CS for 811. 

Kenney suggested that the entry in CS perhaps indicated the introduction of 

C6in Domnaig to Ireland, as the 'time accords better [than the late sixth century 

floruit of Conall mac Coel-maine, whom Epistil isu states brought the text from 

Rome, and than 887] with that from which, on grounds of probability, the vogue of 

the letter in Ireland may be dated; and the development of a stricter Sabbatarianism 

appears to coincide with the institution of CM DV" The evidence of the mid-ninth 

century text Mon. Tall. (above, pp. 76ff) certainly points to observance of the 

Sabbath in accordance with Cdin Domnaig: §§13,26,27 and 49 of Mon. Tall. are 

concerned with the prohibition of labour and the consumption of anything produced 

or collected by labouring on a Sunday; while §45 relates an anecdote by the compiler 

resulting from the fact that 'he chanced to stay in the bath a while after evensong on 

41 Vernaln Ijull, Tdin Domnaig,, triu 20 (1966), 151-77, at 156. 
42 ibid., 157. 
43 See Kenney, Sources, 476-7. Ile first notice of the 'Sunday Lctter', or 'Letter from Ileaven', in 

Europe belongs to c. 580, when it was denounced by Licinianus, bishop of Cartagena. It next 
springs to prominence in the 740s, when a version of it was In the possession of the herctical 
Frankish priest, Aldebert, who was condemned at the Council of Soissons in 744 and again at 
Rome in the following year. See Dorothy Whitelock, 'Bishop Ecgred, Pchtred and Niall', In D. 
Whitelock, R. McKitterick and D. Dumvilee (edd. ), Ireland in Early Mcdieval Europe, 47-68. 

44 ibid., 477. 
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Saturday. 945 The extant text of Cdin Domnaig defines the 'sanctity of Sunday from 

evensong on Saturday to the end of matins on Monday" as its opening sentence. 

Among the many defined prohibitions it then goes on to list are not only all forms of 

manual labour, but also a prohibition on bathing. Clearly, therefore, many of the 

aspects defined in the extant text were current in the first half of the ninth century, 

when Mon. Tall. was compiled, by the latest. Dorothy Whitelock has discussed the 

notice of 'the letter written by the hand of God' in the writings of an Anglo-Saxon 

monk called Pehtred, which was the subject of a letter of Ecgred, bishop of 

Lindisfarne, c. 835. Pehtred's homily and Epistil fsu appear to derive from the same 

47 source and Whitelock suggested Pehtred may have been a monk at Mayo. Clearly 

both Cdin Domnaig and Epistil fsu were current in Ireland by the first half of the 

ninth century. It may well be, therefore, given that the linguistic evidence points to the 

early eighth century as the time when the basis of the extant text of Cdin Domnaig 

was committed to writing, that, as Hull suggested, there were periodic revisions of the 

ciin"and, as Kenney stated, that a stricter sabbatarianism developed with the cili DJ. 

The annalistic records in CS (811) and A U, CS (887) and AFM (sa 884) may, 

consequently, reflect stages of external influence which provided an impetus to the 

development of Cdin Domnaig. 

Cdin Domnaig, however, differs from the other cdna considered here in that 

there is no record of its promulgation and no clear record of its introduction, although 

there are clearly indications that it was observed and references to agents for its 

enforcement. It differs, too, in the sense that while the other cdna, or at least those for 

which indication of their content survive, were formulated to curb the violent excesses 

of the age or to otherwise benefit society, Cdin Domnaig was a religious law, a 

'Lord's Day Observance Act', and, as suck there would undoubtedly have been some 

form of observance of the Sabbath from the advent of Christianity. In this sense, the 

4' Fecht robid dzmae domchaomnacuir airisem hifithrucad sel bec ! a, - nespartain domnaich. 
46 § 1. Soire Domnuig 6 tr6th espartai Dia Sathaim cofuine maitne Die Uain. 
47 1ANteloCk, TMop Ecgred, Pehtred and Miafl', 47-50. 
48 11WI, CjinjDoMnaig, 157. 
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c6in itself appears to have evolved, rather than have been formulated; but its 

dissemination would appear to be the sole instance of explicit involvement by the cJU 

Dj. 

While the involvement of c8i DJ can be surmised, to some degree, in the 

formulation of those laws emanating from foundations with strong cj1i Dj 

connections, the promulgation of these laws, in many cases, appears to have been 

instigated by kings. Aed Oirdnide, who sought to manipulate the church and, indeed, 

violated the termon of Tallaght and was excommunicated by the muinntir Coluim 

Cille for an assault on Raphoe and killing its princeps, promulgated Lex Patricii in 

806 and, presumably, the Law of Dar-i in 813. In these instances, however, Aed's 

consistent policy of advancing the supremacy of Armagh would account for his 

promulgation of 806, while the Law of Dar-i, prohibiting the theft of cattle, was in the 

best economic interests of all and was equally accepted in Connacht and Munster. 

The clearest and presumably most complete evidence of the promulgation of 

law relates to Connacht however, where the frequency and circumstance of 

promulgation may provide an insight into the reasons for the enactment of particular 

laws at certain times. Here, for example, the majority of instances of the promulgation 

of Lex Patricii appear to have been instigated by kings of the Ui Briain Af for reasons 

which, it has to be said, would appear more political than pious. Lex Patricii did not 

monopolize the promulgation of such 'ecclesiastical' law enacted by the Ui Bri6in Af 

kings, but the Ui Briuin Ai kings monopolized Lex Patricil, so that, latterly, the 

political opponents and dynastic rivals to the Ui Bri6in Ai may have advocated the 

promulgation of Ciarin's Law in the hope that the influence of Clonrnacnoise might 

help to provide a check to their attempts in the monopolization of the kingship of 

Connacht and the corresponding influence of Armagh. 

The example of Lex Innocentium in CrIth Gablach as 'a rechgte of faith which 

kindles' piety and cited, it would appear, as an example of a rechgte a king was 

entitled to pledge upon his people, indicates that the promulgation of these laws were 

seen, first and foremost, as an act of piety and, no doubt, many such instances took 
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place for precisely that reason and no other. However, it must have been apparent to 

some kings, at least, that the particular law enacted could bring additional benefits and 

this must have had considerable bearing on which law was promulgated in their 

demonstration of piety. The prohibition on the killing of clerics reputedly stipulated by 

Lex Patricii, for example, would have been covered by the broader terms of Lex 

Innocentium, which prohibited the killing of women, children and clerics, indeed of 

non-combatants generally, so there must have been further considerations in regard to 

why Lex Patricii would have been promulgated instead of Lex Innocentium. 

The promulgation of these cdna belong to the period following the divisions 

of the Paschal controversy which fingered into the eighth century. It was following the 

first quarter of the eighth century that the church generally was in a position to be able 

to take stock and consider its purpose and its role in society. The promulgation of 

these c6na, for the benefit of society, should be seen in this respect. They were 

formulated and promulgated in the same period as the Collectio Canonum 

Hibernensis, which had such an influence in both Ireland and in Europe, and reflected 

the ideals prevalent in Iona and Dairinis, foundations in the forefront of formulating 

the aims of the c8i Dj; as Riagail Phdtraic, which carefully outlined the requirements 

of pastoral provision for the laity and which was incorporated into the Rlagail na 

nCeled DJ; and as Fothad's Rule, a canon which sought to provide a basic outline for 

the guidance of each free level of the society in which they lived, created by God to 

allow each individual the means to salvation. In this sense, the canon provides an 

outline by which all levels of free society may hope to acquire spiritual security. The 

laws of the saints, or at least those for which any record of their content survives, 

similarly, had, as their ultimate aim, the betterment of society by attempting to provide 

physical security and safety, and, indeed, to some extent economic stability, for the 

most vulnerable in society. There appears little in the way of an explicit connection 

between the cJU DJ and the formulation and promulgation of these laws, but this may 

be due to the fact that so little is known regarding the subject matter of most of these 

laws, the circumstances of their promulgation and the individuals responsible for their 
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formulation. This is not to suggest that any explicit connection with the c9li DJ 

should be anticipated - as the evidence stands, the only clear instance of c9li DJ 

involvement in any law is that of Cdin Domnaig, which is, as has been seen, different 

in several respects to these laws associated with particular saints. All that can be said 

with certainty is that the formulation and recorded promulgation of these laws took 

place during the period the c8i Dj were most influential, but without, necessarily, 

their direct involvement; however, it is clear that those who were responsible for the 

formulation of these c6na were, like the cJli DJ, deeply concerned with the 

betterment of society as a whole. 
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7 

The abbaev of Armagh 

In 768, Fer dd Chrich, son of Suibne, abbot of Armagh, died. For the next one 

hundred and twenty years, until the accession of Mdel Brigte mac Tornain in 888, the 

abbacy of Armagh was more frequently than not under dispute. As with the 

promulgation of the 'laws of saints' considered in the previous chapter, this 

contention over the abbacy of Armagh largely took place during the very period the 

influence of the cili Dj was at its peak and, consequently, the question presents itself 

whether the disputes concerning the abbacy of Armagh could be considered a 

consequence of, or, conversely, provoked cili DJ 'reform'. 

The evolution in the understanding of the concept of ordination and the 

consequent emphasis on divine, rather than popular, sanction as the basis of royal and 

aristocratic authority had removed the geographical restrictions which had limited the 

territorial extent of rule by dependence upon popular sanction (see above, p. 112, n. 

12). This had resulted in a change in the understanding of the extent of territory over 

which rule could be legitimately claimed. The most powerful of kings could now 

consider claims of supremacy at a trans-provincial level and, the ultimate objective, as 

r1trenn. In the eighth century, however, the closest thing to a pan-Irish authority was 

that of Armagh. Armagh, uniquely, was, through the frequent promulgation of Lex 

Patricii, in a position to put in place, throughout the provinces of Ireland, an 

infrastructure appointed by, and answerable only to, the abbot and community of 

Armagh. Control of the abbot and community of Armagh, therefore, would be an 

invaluable asset in the race for political supremacy. 

Developments in ecclesiastical organisation, whether or not they had taken 

place as a result of the congressio senodorum in 780, to which Armagh may have 

been party (see above, pp. 159ff), would to harness more efficiently the resources of 

the church for the benefit of both the church itself and the community at large. Those 

offices brought to the fore to deal with the fiscal responsibilities of the church were 
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not, in themselves, ecclesiastical offices and, while they could be held by churchmen, 

they were equally likely to be held by laymen. These offices brought power and 

influence and an opportunity for lesser dynasties who had been squeezed in the 

concentration of political power during the course of the eighth century. While the 

laity who held these positions acted on behalf of the church, they provided an example 

of the way in which secular interests could be furthered through association with the 

church. In the case of Armagh, however, the lure of the possibility of the ultimate 

political prize ensured a significant added dimension to 'association' with the church, 

one which effectively gravitated around the alternate succession of the kings of Tara, 

between the Cendl nE6gain kings of Ailech and the Clann Cholmain kings of Mide. Of 

these two, the proximity to Armagh of the Ailech kings ensured they had some 

advantage, even when Clann Choludin held the kingship of Tara, in applying pressure 

to guarantee that the abbots of Armagh belonged to dynasties politically dependent on 

the Cendl nE6gain and therefore cognizant of their interests. This chapter will focus 

on two specific periods of contention over the abbacy within this period: firstly, the 

twenty-year period 787-807, without doubt the most anarchic in the history of the 

abbacy, which saw, at one point, 793-4, no fewer than four rivals concurrently 

referred to as abbot; and, secondly, the period 82648, in which individuals of whom 

it will be considered were c9li DJ can be seen to have been directly involved. 

(1) Abbatial rivalry in Arinagh 787-807 and the year of four abbots. 

The struggle for control of Armagh by rival abbots in the period 787-807 was 

largely driven by the fact that neither the Clann Cholmdin nor the Cen6l nE6gain 

wished to see the political ambitions of the other served through establishing their 

nominees or political dependants in the abbacy. The church generally and the 

community of Armagh specifically, who undoubtedly considered that the appointment 

of the highest ecclesiastical offices should be no concern of secular powers and that 

the appointment of the abbot should be left to the community, had to cope as best it 
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could with circumstances which had arisen as a consequence of the influence of the 

church in the processes of centralisation and concentration of royal power. 

Following the death of Fer dd Chrich in 768, it has been suggested that there 

was a hiatus in the abbacy of Armagh until 775, when Dub dd Lethe, son of Sinach, 

became abbot. ' The reason behind, and, indeed, the very fact of, this hiatus, is 

uncertain. There is no indication of it from the annals. However, Dub dd Lethe's 

tenure as abbot saw the emergence of a power struggle for control of Armagh which 

continued, according to Lawlor and Best, until 936, ' when the abbacy of Armagh was 

finally secured in the hereditary possession of the Clann Sinaich, of whom Dub da 

Lethe was the first incumbant, and in whose hands it remained until Muiredach, son of 

Domnall, was dislodged as abbot in 1134. 

The abbots of Armagh are listed in the Comarbada Ntraic, a text derived 

from a diptych of names of abbots recorded for commemoration in the church of 

Armagh. There are four extant versions of this list of abbots: (i) The Yellow Book of 

Lecan [YBL] (T. C. D., H. 2.16), p. 327c; (H) Lebar Brecc [LB] (R. J. A., 23 P 16), p. 

220; (iii) Laud Misc. 610, f 115fb and (iv), the earliest extant version, the Book of 

Leinster [L] (T. C. D., H. 2.18), E21. YBL, LB and Laud derive from one source, L 

from a second, both of which are an intermediate stage from the archetype. 

Lawlor and Best contend that this exemplar was compiled during the abbacy 

of Amailgad (1020-49) from the commemorative list in Armagh? They also indicate 

that the compiler must have had recourse to at least two other fists of Armagh abbots, 

which provided the length of time each individual held office. ' Of the extant texts, 

only L and YBL continue beyond Amailgad's abbacy. L itself was compiled c. 1160, 

but names continued to be added to this original text until the tenure of Tornaltach, 

1 ILL Lawlor and P-1. Best, 11be Ancient List of the Coarbs of Patrick', PRM 35 C (1918-20) 316- 
62. All extant lists of Comarbada Pdtraic, except that of Laud Misc. 610 which gives fiftem 
years, agree with the provision of eighteen years for Dub dd Lethe as abbot; and since his death is 
recorded in the annals under 793, the year of his accession to the abbacy is derived at as 77S. 

2 But cf. Tomds 0 Fiaich, 'The Church ofArmagh under lay Control', Seanchas Ard Macha, Vol. 5 
(1969), 75-127, at, 84, who disagrees, with some reason, with the dates 936xl 132 proposed by 
Lawlor and Best (at 343) and instead propose the dates 965xl 134. 

3 Lawlor and Best, 'Ancient List of Coarbs', 336. 
4 See their discussion, ibid., 345-55. 
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abbot in 1181-4. YBL was continued until the 1170's. Two intermediate copies, 

X and g, were made at some point 1049x c. 1160, by which date the extant derivatives 

from both texts had been copied. Both X and g can date no earlier than the second 

half of the eleventh century. 

From Lawlor and Best, the following schema is provided: 

ri) [archetype] 

L YBL LB Laud 610 

In the list of abbots, following the death of Fer di Chrfch (d. 768), L provides the 

order: C6 Dinisc, Dub dd Lethe, Airechtach, Faendelach, Connmach; YBL, LB and 

Laud have Faendalach, Dub dd Lethe, Airechtach, Cfi Dinisc, Commach. 5 

Dub dd Lethe, son of Sinach, and his son, Connrmch, belonged to the Clann 

Sinaich of the Ui Echdach. The Ui Echdach, Ui Bressail, and the Ui NiallAin formed 

the Airthir, in whose lands Armagh was sited, and who, in turn, formed a constituent 

part of the Airgialla. As already noted, it has been argued that Dub dd Lethe became 

abbot following a lengthy vacancy in the abbacy. His tenure in the abbacy, latterly, 

was not without opposition. 

The first recorded abbot 'in opposition' to Dub dd Lethe was Cd Dinisc, who, 

according to Comarbada Pdtraic, was accredited with a tenure as abbot of four years; 

since his obit is recorded for 791, ' this indicates that he was recognised abbot in 78V 

5 The common order in YBI, LB and Laud indicates that this was the order provided In ýL 
('. 4U791.1;. 41sa 791. 
7 In the annals his father is named as C6 Fasaig (A b), CM Asaig (, 11), but in Comarbada Aitraic as 

Concas, where con appears to have been a representation of the gcnitive form of C6 in the source 
and subsequently misunderstood as a personal name. 
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Airechtach ua Faelan belonged to the Uf Bresail. ' He died in 794 and is accredited as 

being abbot for one year. Lawlor and Best suggest that 

Though the Annals caU him abbot under that year, it does not Mow that he 
died in office; for it is their habit, in recording obits, to give the title of abbot, or 
coarb of Patrick, to men who had held the office, but had resigned or been 
deposed. If we suppose that Airechtach immediately preceded Faendelach, his 

year as coarb would be 791-2; and 791 is the year of CA Dinisc's death. ' 

In normal circumstances, this suggestion would be more than reasonable; but these 

were far from normal circumstances. Lawlor and Best see the periods of CA Dinisc, 

Airechtach and Faendelach as a single fine of succession in opposition to Dub dd 

Lethe. While Airechtach, of the Ui Bresail, belonged to a rival Airthir dynasty to the 

Claim Sinaich, the origins of CA Dinisc and Faendelach are uncertain. A tradition 

recorded in Comarbada Aitraic concerning Faendelach relates his support to have 

come 'from the South' (see below), and Kim McCone, for one, believes this to mean 

he was Donnchad Midi's candidate in the abbacy. 'O 

The record concerning Faendelach's abbacy gives the strongest indication of a 

struggle for control of Armagh. He died in 795 and Comarbada Pdtraic states he was 

abbot for three years, that is from 792 when Dub dd Lethe was still alive. WNle his 

obit in AI - Quies Foendledaich Bic, abb A ird Macha - and even that in AU- 

Foinelaich mc Meanaigh abbas Airdd Machae, subita morte perift - give little, if 

any, indication of rival contention, AFM is more explicit: 'Foendalach, son of 

Maenach, abbot of Armagh, died, after Dubh da Lethe had been in contention with 

him about the abbacy first, and after him Gormghal. "' The note attached to 

Faendelach's name in the L version of Comarbada Pd1raic, however, provides an 

8AU 794.1 and Comarbada Pdtraic. AU glosses Faclan interlineally with alias 0 f7edhaigh; Al 
provides no patronymic. 

9 Lawlor and Best, 'Ancient List of Coarbs', 346-7. 
'0 Kim McCone, 'Clones and her Neighbours in the Early Period: I Ents from some Airgialla Saints' 

Lives', Clogher Record 2 (1984), 305-25, at 316-7. 
AFMsa 794: Faoindealach mac Maenaig& abb Arda Macha, dJcc lar mbeith d6 Dhubhdaleithe I 
nimmainfiis c9lus imon abbdaine, 7 do Ghormghal ina dheadhaidh. 
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account which would appear to make his 'sudden death', noted in A U, a distinctly 

violent one. It states: 

Mac Moenaig Mannachta is 6 docer la Dub da Lethl oc 
Rus Bodba unde dicitur 

Foendelach aness 
Is ia less. teclaim sluaig 
Dub da Lethi mac Sinaig 
Dofail co rigaib a tudid 

'Son of Moenach Mannachta. It is he who fell by Dub dd Lethe 
at Ros Bodba, of which it is said: 

Faendelach from the South 
His advantage is in the mustering of a host 
Dub da Lethe, son of Sinach 
Is at hand with kings from the North"' 

Although this source does not date earlier than the mid-eleventh century, at 

best, the statement is j docer la Dub da Lethi oc Ros Bodba would appear to indicate 

a tradition that Dub dd Lethe killed his rival at Ros Bodba. It is not possible, however, 

that this rival could have been Faendelach, whose recorded death'in 795 was two 

years after that of Dub di Lethe. Nor, indeed, is there an annalistic record of any 

conflict in which the abbot of Armagh defeated and killed a rival. Nevertheless, the 

stanza is certain enough with the identification of Dub dd Lethe, son of Sinach - there 

is little scope for misidentification, or for an interpretation of anything other than 

Faendelach, backed by a southern host, was faced by Dub dd Lethe and kings from 

the north. " 

12 Lawlor and Best, 'Ancient List of Coarbs', 322. 
13 All of the rivals who emerged in opposition to Faendelach appear to have belonged to Airgialla 

dynasties: Commach to the Clarm Sinaich of the LJI Echach; Alrechtach to the rival Airthir 
dynasty of the Uf Bresall. The Airthir, in the locality of Armagh, had bem used to providing 
abbots of Armagh. Dub dd Lethe, whose father was the eponym of the Clann Sfnaich, was the 
first incumbent of the Uf Echach; Fer dd Chrfch (abbot 758-68) and his father Suibne (abbot 715- 
30) belonged to the Uf Niallffin. The Uf Dresail had an even longer interest - the carliest 
incumbent of this dynasty was Sdgdne, son of Bresal (abbot 661-88), followed eventually by Cdle 
Petair (abbot 750-8). To judge from the annalistic entry of 793, Gormgal, son of Dindalach, was 
supported by the western Airgialla dynasty of the U Chrcmthainn. The congressio senadorum 
nepotwn Neill, presided over by Connmach, at Dun Cuair In 804, indicates the relationship of 
this Clarm Sfnaich abbot of Armagh and the Cendl nE6gain king of Tara, Aed Oirdnidc. 
Correspondingly, it is virtually certain that Aed, as king of Ailech and one of the most powerfid 
kings in the north, was one of Dub dd Lethe's political backers, referred to in the L version of 
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it has already been noted that there is a difference in the order of the names of 

the abbots between the two stems of the extant lists of Comarbada Pd1raic. Lawlor 

and Best suggested that the order had been amended due to this note in L which 

states that Faendelach fell by the hand of Dub di Lethe at Ros Bodba. Since this fact 

was recorded, they argue, the compilers reasoned that Faendelach must have preceded 

Dub dd Lethe in the abbacy, and so they merely switched the names of Faendelach 

and Cf1 Dinisc in the order of the list. "' However, the note attached to Faendelach in L 

is not present in YBL, LB, or Laud. Its absence from all derivatives of g indicates it 

was not contained within this text and, correspondingly, unlikely to have derived from 

the archetype, co. The tradition, therefore, would appear to have been a gloss 

appended to the text in X and subsequently incorporated into the main body of text 

when transcribed into L. " If the tradition that Faendelach fell by Dub dd Lethe's hand 

was unknown to the transcribers of g, or at least unrecorded, then it would have been 

unnecessary to doctor the list to account for the chronological difficulties of Dub dd 

Lethe's death some two years prior to that of Faendelach. The fact that the tradition 

was a gloss subsequently appended to X means that the written record of this tradition 

can date no earlier than 1049, the earliest date by which X could have compiled. Some 

caution, therefore, must be exercised in regard to the accuracy of the notes appended 

to L. 

Strictly speaking, neither X nor p provide a wholly accurate record of the 

order in which individuals held the abbacy. This would have been Dub da Lethe (775- 

93); CA Dinisc (787-91); Faendelach (792-5); Commach (793-807); Gormgal (c. 793- 

806) and Airechtach (794). However, the source for the archetype was a list of those 

to be commemorated and would, consequently, have been added to as the individual 

died. As a result, the order of names for commemoration in chronological order of 

their deaths would have been: CA Dinisc (d. 791); Dub dd Lethe (d. 793); Airechtach 

Conuirbada Ritraic. Ile other kings, then, may be expected to have those politically subordinate 
to, or in alliance with, the Northern U Mill. 

14 LavAor and Best, 'Ancient List of Coarbs', 345. 
There are very few notes of any kind contained in the derivatives of ýL. I, howt-ver, preserves a 
great deal of additional information, suggesting X was a heavily glossed text. 
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(d. 794); Faendelach (d. 795) and Connniach (d. 807). This would indicate, then, that 

X, reflected by its derivative L, was a more faithful transcription of the exemplar than 

g, reflected by its derivatives YBL, LB and Laud. 

Lawlor and Best's explanation, that the alteration of the order of names listed 

was a consequence of the tradition of Faendelach's death at the hands of Dub dd 

Lethe, therefore, seems improbable as it was preserved only in L. Kim McCone, 

alternatively, suggests that there were two men, very probably related, called 

Faendelach who held the abbacy of Armagh. The first, he suggests, was abbot during 

the period 768-75, when Lawlor and Best propose there had been a vacancy in the 

office, and that it was he who was killed by Dub di Lethe. He states: 

This Faendelach [i. e., who died in 795] can hardly be the same as the 
Faendelach killed by Dub di Lethe some time before 793 and probably in 

775. In the Annals of1hisfallen 795 he is called Faendelach Bec, abbot of 
Armagh, suggesting that he had an older relative of the same name, 
presumably the man killed by Dub dd Lethe earlier. The first Faendelach 

may have been abbot 668-75 [sic - recte 768-75], when there is a quite 
uncharacteristic gap in the AU record of the succession. The existence of 
two abbots of this name in close proximity and simplification of the 
doublet in annals and list of coarbs might explain the discrepancy in the 
two branches of the list's manuscript tradition as to whether Faendelach 

preceded or followed Dub di Lethe in the abbacy. Be that as it may, the 
Southern Ui Mill leanings of the first Faendelach presumably also 
applied to Faendelach Bec. Does the battle, probably in 775, between 

Dub di Lethe and Faendelach mark the first serious or successful Cen6l 

nE6gain bid to wrest control of the Armagh abbacy from the Southern Ui 
Mill and install their own candidate? " 

Such an explanation has advantages. It has already been noted that there is no 

contemporary suggestion of a hiatus in the succession of the abbacy of Armagh 

Mowing the death of Fer dd Chrich in 768; and McCone's suggestion of a 

Faendelach M6r, to complement Faendelach Bec, as an incumbent of the abbacy, 

16 McCone, 'Clones and her Neighbours, 316, n. 20. 
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could indeed be allowed for at this time. Most of all, it explains how Faendelach could 

have been slain by Dub dd Lethe, who otherwise died two years before Faendelach's 

recorded obit. 

However, there are also disadvantages. McCone suggests that two 

Faendelachs could explain why the list preserved in YBL, LB and Laud has 

Faendelach's name entered before Dub dd Lethe, while L has his name following. The 

common list from these three sources indicate that it was derived from g. It appears 

to have exchanged Faendelach's name in the sequence with Cii Dinisc. This may be no 

more than a simple scribal error when g was being transcribed from the archetype 0), 

for otherwise the list corresponds with L, X and, therefore, the original in co: 

Airechtach's death in 794 and that of CA Dinisc in 791 demonstrably show that the 

sequence of abbots contained in these fists is incorrect as it differs from the 

chronological order that would have been preserved in a contemporary 

commemorative text maintained at Armagh. Consequently, it is not possible to place 

any weight on the fact that Faendelach's name precedes Dub dA Lethe in these lists. 

McCone's suggestion would be much stronger if Faendelach's name alone had been 

misplaced and entered between Fer dA Chrich and Dub da Lethe. 

McCone's second point, that the line 'Faendelach from the South' must mean 

that Faendelach's support derived from Donnchad MidL would appear to suggest that 

the Southern Ui N6ill were defeated by a coalition of northern kings, who, in 775, 

would have been led by the king of Tara, Niall Frossach (d. 778). This is possible, but 

there is no annalistic indication of this; although, equally, there is no indication for any 

such conflict in 795 either, when Faendelach 'suffered a sudden death' (subita morte 

perfit). Niall. Frossach became king of Tara in 763, following the death of Domnall 

Midi in that year. He therefore had had the opportunity 'to wrest control of the 

Armagh abbacy from the Southern Ui NO' and install a Cen6I nE6gain candidate 

after Fer dd Chrich's death in 768. This does not necessarily negate any possibility 

that an abbot was appointed in 768, whom Dub dd Lethe, with the king of Tara's 

support, displaced by force in 775; however, and perhaps decisively, there is the 
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statement recorded in AFM that Toendalach ... died, after Dubh da Lethe had been in 

contention with him about the abbacy first, and after him Gorrnghal. ' It would 

therefore appear that, on the balance of probability, there was only one Faendelach, 

who died in 795. The simple solution to this problem of an apparent hiatus 768x7S 

may simply be, since there is no contemporary suggestion for it, that the xviii years 

attributed to Dub dd Lethe in Comarbada Pdtraic was a scribal error for an original 

reading of xxvi. Dub & Lethe died in 793. If this was his twenty-sixth year as abbot, 

this would place his accession in 768, thus removing any apparent hiatus. 

Nevertheless, there is the clear preservation of a tradition, however uncertain it may 

be in detail, that Dub dd Lethe became abbot after killing a rival at Ros Bodba. 

This information, it has been noted, is unique to the Comarbada Pdtraic 

preserved in L, indicating that it originated as a gloss to X, compiled 1049x c. 1160. 

Certainly the compiler of the archetype must have had additional sources to the 

commemorative list of abbots he used as his basis, " so it may not be unreasonable to 

assume that the compiler of %, too, had access to additional material. It may be 

possible that during the compilation of %, the compiler, aware of this tradition that 

Dub dd Lethe had killed a rival at Ros Bodba, had copied the stanza from an 

additional source and conflated the account with the tradition, in the assumption that 

the rival who fell at Ros Bodba must therefore have been Faendelach. The patronymic 

provided in AU for Faendelach who died in 795 - 'mc. Meanaigh' - is added only in 

an interlinear gloss and may not be independent from Comarbada Pdtraic. AFM (sa 

794) refers to Faoindealach, mac Maenaigh, abb Arda Macha which would appear 

to confirm the patronymic, but this is a seventeenth-century compilation which itself 

used AU as a source. Consequently, since the source of the gloss providing 

Faendalach's patronymic could well have been Comarbada Pjtraic itself, the 

attribution of the patronymic may well derive from a single, uncorroborated source. 

The stanza which names Faendelach provides no geographical details; nor, indeed, 

does it explicitly state that a battle took place, which would help explain the absence 

17 See LaWjOr and 13CSt, 'Ancient List of Coarbs, 351-3. 
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of such an encounter. The literary account may, rather, merely have reflected a 

recognition of the significance of the powerful political backing, outwith the Airgialla, 

afforded to those rival abbots - Faendelach perhaps from Mide and Dub dd Lethe 

from northern kings. There would certainly have been little advantage to Faendelach 

had he been kiRed. 

Even if this suggestion of the conflation of accounts is accepted, however, it 

still leaves the underlying tradition of a rival - referred to as mac Moenaig Mannachta 

- being killed by Dub di Lethe. Consequently, McCone's proposal of an otherwise 

unrecorded abbot, regardles§ of his name, in 768-75 being killed and replaced by Dub 

dd Lethe could still be regarded as a serious option. Otherwise, however, when 

considering his colourful tenure as abbot, from which he was, ultimately, very likely 

deposed, "' there is the possibility that the record of his killing a rival to become abbot 

in the first place, dating from the mid-eleventh century at the earliest, may be a 

manifestation of a subsequent blackening of Dub dA Lethe's character, an 

embellishment of the image of usurper, and a serious distortion of fact. The abbacy of 

Armagh was the exclusive preserve of the Clann Sinaich from 965 to 1134, " and, as 

such, it would be extremely unlikely that such a calumny concerning Dub dA Lethe, 

son of Sinach, would be recorded in Comarbada Pdtraic during this period. This may 

indicate that it was indeed well known that Dub dd Lethe had slain either a rival or, 

perhaps less likely, his predecessor in the abbacy. If so, the circumstances of the event 

cannot be recovered. However, as L was compiled c. 1160, when the gloss to X was 

incorporated into the main text, it may have been the case that the tradition was 

glossed onto XII 34x c. 1160, after Clann Sinaich had lost the abbacy. The tradition 

that Dub dA Lethe slew his rival or predecessor may, rather, reflect part of the 

processes employed by ambitious rivals to undermine the dynastic monopoly of Clann 

Sinaich in the abbacy in the twelfth century than recount actual events of the eighth. 

18 0 Fiaich, 'Arinagli under Lay Control', 83. 
19 See above, p. 197, n. 2. 
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Faendelach, then, had contended firstly with Dub dA Lethe, then Gormgal, for 

the abbacy. In 793, according to A U, occurred 'The profanation of Faendelach by 

Goringal son of Dindanach; and Ard Macha was entered and invaded, and people 

were slain in it by the Ui Chrernthainn. Faendelach was received again in Ard 

Macha'. 11 The variants of Comarbada Pdtraic give his tenure as abbot as three years 

(L), ten years (YBL) or five years (LB). Lawlor and Best, correctly, give precedence 

to L, which would thus place his accession in 792. The entry in AFM, that 

'Foendelach ... died, after Dubh da Lethe had been in contention with him about the 

abbacy first, and after him Gornighal', gives the impression, as does the entry in AU 

regarding his 'profanation' by Gornigal, that, to these annalists at least, Faendelach 

was considered abbot, to whom Dub di Lethe and Gormgal were usurping claimants. 

Yet Dub dd Lethe had been abbot since at least 775, if his accredited tenure of 

eighteen years, in all extant versions of Comarbada Patraic except Laud (fifteen 

years), is correct, and perhaps since 768 (see above, p. 204). Faendelach and Dub dd 

Lethe's contention over the abbacy had only a short overlap of 792-3, but Dub di 

Lethe had seniority. What may be indicated, therefore, is that Dub di Lethe had been 

ousted from the abbacy, or at least no longer recognised as abbot, that for some 

reason he was considered to have forfeited his position; but that he simply did not 

retire, or that he did not take this apparent forfeiture lying down, may be reflected by 

the stanza recorded in the L variant of Comarbada Pdtraic and by the entry in AFM. 

There is, however, no apparent indication to account for any such action, nor indeed 

any notice, as there would be in 835,839 and 848, of an even nominal change of 

abbot. In opposition to Dub di Lethe's tenure as abbot since 768 or 775 merely 

emerges CA Dinisc, first of all, in 787-91 and Faendelach from 792. 

There appears to have been more movement in this respect in 789. Early that 

year Fiachna, son of Aed R6n, king of the Ulaid died. He had defeated the Ui Mill in 

the battle of Emain Macha thirty years earlier, which had resulted from the enmity of 

20 Sarugad Faindelaig la Gonnghal m. nDindanaigh, 7 eccur 7 innred A ird Machae 7 guin duine 
ann la Hu Cremhtain. Receptio Foindelaig iterum i nArdd Machae. 
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Airechtach, the then sacerdos of Armagh and who would hold the abbacy briefly in 

794, and Fer dd Chrich, abbot of Armagh. " His death may have provoked some 

movement, for later that year is reported a 'quarrel' in Armagh, in which a man was 

killed before the oratory. ' No explanation or detail is provided, but may likely pertain 

to the fact that there were now rival abbots in Armagh. Towards the end of the same 

year, AU records 'The dishonouring of the Staff of Jesus and relics of Patrick by 

Donnchad, son of Domnall, at Raith Airthir at an assembly'. ` A Clon sheds more light 

on this 'dishonouring': 'The Relickes of St. Patrick were taken by force at a certaine 

faire' (sa 786). What appears to have happened was that Armagh's artefacts were 

brought and displayed at the traditional assembly-ground of the Sil nAedo Sldine, 

when they were seized and removed by Donnchad Midi, king of Tara. If any reliance 

can be placed on the late note in Comarbada Pdtraic, that Faendelach came from the 

south, and be understood to mean, as Professor McCone suggested, Donnchad Midi 

supported Cfi Dinisc and Faendelach in turn, then it could be conjectured that the 

artefacts seized by Domchad were then given into the care of Cfi Dinisc to emphasize 

his abbatial authority and lessen that of Dub di Lethe. This suggestion can remain no 

more than speculation, however, since there is no evidence to suggest the subsequent 

fate of these Patrician relics and the suggestion is based on the interpretation of a 

probably twelfth-century note; but, whatever may have happened, it seems likely that 

Dub dA Lethe, supported by the Cenel nE6gain, remained recognised as abbot in 

Ailech, where, in 793, his son Connmach, was acknowledged in his stead. 

Tomds 0 Fiaich indicated that Dub dA Lethe's abbacy 'was perhaps the most 

disturbed in the whole history of the Church there. "" Nevertheless, AU records that 

21 AU 759.2. Al"Ig relates the cause to have been discord between Airechtach and Fer dd Chrfch 
(Cath Emna Macha eter Ultu 7 Iluu Neill in desceirt cogente Airechlach sacerdote Aird 
Macha per discordimn ad abbatem Fer da crich, ubi Dungal hua Conaing et Dond-bo interfecti 
sunt. Rachna mac 4eda Roin uictorfuit. ). See Kathlem I lughes, Yhe Church in Early Irish 
Society, 170; F. J. Byrne, Itish Mngs and Ifigh-JUngs, 118f; and McCone, 'Clones and her 
Neighbours', 313, who suggests that Alrechtach was backed by the Uaid In 759. Ile may, 
therefore, have also received their support in 793-4. 

22,4 U 789.8 - Contentio i m4rdMachae in qua iugulatus uir in hostio oratorii lapidei. 
23 

.4U 789.17 - Sarugad Bachlu Isu 7 minn Patraic la Donnchad m. nDomnaill oc Raith Xrthir ar 
oenach. 

24 0 Fiaich, 'Armagh wider Lay Control', 83. 
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Dub dd Lethe and Tipraite, son of Tadg, promulgated Patrick's Law in Cruachu in 

783, thus, ostensibly, furthering the interests of Armagh in the province. Dub dd 

Lethe's abbacy could not, therefore, be said to have been wholly one of neglect; nor, 

indeed, is there any suggestion of any failing on his part in the annals or Comarbada 

Ritraic. It would appear that if Dub di Lethe was indeed supplanted in the abbacy, it 

was because of political motivation rather than ecclesiastical failing, and, if this is true, 

then it would effectively emphasize that the abbot of the metropolitan church could be 

appointed or removed by the dominant political power. Correspondingly, when Dub 

dd Lethe died in 793, his son, Connmach, Airechtach and Goringal could each stake a 

claim and could each be recognised by rival factions as abbot in opposition to 

Faendelach. 

Connmach, the son of Dub dd Lethe, held the abbacy for thirteen or fourteen 

years. " That he directly succeeded his father is explicitly noted in L: 

mac Duib da Lethi is e sin in mac i ndiad a ather ut prophetauit Bec mac De 

'Son of Dub dd Lethe. That is the son after his father, as Bec mac D6 
prophesied'. " 

Lawlor and Best perceived this inherited succession to the abbacy to have been the 

beginning of Clam Sinaich attempts to secure a monopoly in the position, which they 

understood to have been largely responsible for events in Armagh during this period, 

with Clann Sinaich dynastic ambition on one hand and representatives of resistance to 

such claims on the other. That the Clann Sffiaich had acquired such a monopoly by the 

later tenth century does not necessarily indicate their political aspirations of the late- 

eighth / early-ninth, however, and this later monopoly was instead a consequence 

rather than a cause of these circumstances. Nevertheless, the note in Comarbada 

Pdtraic relating the fulfilment of prophecy by Bec mac Dd was a potent condemnation 

25 L and Laud state xiiii years; YDL gives xul years; LB, xiff years. The attribution in YBL is almost 
certainly a scribal error in misreading xui for xiii. 

26 Lawlor and Best, 'Ancient List of Coarbs, 324. For the apocalyptic 'Prophecy of Bee mac M", see 
Kuno Meyer, Imitteilungen aus Irischen handschriften', ZCP 9 (1913), 166-88, which Includes 
the prophecy on 169-71; Mark Zumbuhl, 'Dec mac N and the tradition of Irish prophetic 
poetry', unpublished M. Phil dissertation, Glasgow, 1999. 
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of Commach's appointment. " Its portrayal in such terms indicates that Connmach's 

appointment to the abbacy was not welcomed among some, at least, of the ecclesiastic 

community and may indicate that Connmach's installation as abbot was imposed upon 

the community of Armagh, by Aed mac N64 king of Ailech. If Connniach was indeed 

imposed in 793, it helps explain why Faendalach, Gormgal and Airechtach were all 

able to secure some degree of at least factional recognition as abbot in 793-4. 

Other than that he 'profaned' Faendelach in 793, all that is known of Gormgal, 

which is yet still more than is known of many abbots of Armagh, is that he 

promulgated the Lex Patricii in Connacht in 799" and that when he died in 806, he 

was called abbot of Armagh and Clones (A U; A]). The Comarbada Pd1raic does not 

include him in the list of abbots, but he is mentioned by the compiler as having seized 

the office in a note following the listing of E6gan Mainistrech (d. 834) (see below, p. 

218). 

The plurality of Armagh and Clones which Gormgal was recorded holding at 

his death in 806 is extremely interesting, however, in light of the conclusions reached 

by Kim McCone in his paper, 'Clones and her Neighbours'. He relates two Vitae - 

that of E6gan of Ardstraw and Tigernach of Clones, noting that 'both Lives stress the 

Leinster orientations of their subjects and, by implication, their churches [i. e., both 

churches adhered to Kildare's claims to primacy, in opposition to Armagh, which held 

some validity until the end of the eighth century"] and completely ignore Patrick in a 

manner suggesting that neither Clones nor Ardstraw contemplated submission to 

Armagh's primatial claims at the time of composition. "' This time of composition, 

McCone states, is indicated to have been 'a later eighth-century date. "' Clones' 

27 The opening lines of the 'prophecy' make it clear that such succession did not meet approval in 
some quarters: 

Is mairg thairgeubhai a hairisne a luc 11ri na nGdidheal 
In mac ndfaid a athar a n, 4rd Machai... 
'Sorrowful the news that will come to the land of the Gael 
the son succeeding his father in Armagh... ' 

28 A U- Lex Patridifor Connachta la Gormgal m Dindataigh 
29 See MCCone, Trigit in the Seventh Century- A Saint with Three Lives', Perilia I (1982), 10745 
30 McCone, 'Clones and her Neighbours', 308. 
31 ibid., 322. 
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'concerted resistance' to the claims of Armag W2 had led to adherence to Kildare, but 

by the end of the eighth century, Kildare had ceded her paruchia outwith Leinster to 

Armagh. " This submission by proxy at the end of the eighth century, therefore, 

cannot have been viewed with any great enthusiasm. McCone points out that in the 

Life of Tigernach, Duach, abbot of Armagh, dies, but is resurrected by Tigernach. He 

states: 

Although this passage obviously claims a close relationship between 
Tigernach's foundations and Armagh, it implies equally clearly that this is to 
be very much on Clones' rather than Armagh's terms, since the Armagh 

prelate here is cast in the role of beneficiary rather than benefactor, the part 
more usually played by Patrick and his successors in relation to other 
churches. Propaganda of this type, which insists upon Armagh's primatial 
standing but at the same time makes her appear beholden to Tigernach of 
Clones, would be ideally suited to Ui Chrernthainn claims to influence over 
Armagh, and may have a historical anchor in some fascinating events in the 
later eighth and earlier ninth centuries. " 

This historical anchor would most conveniently be Gormgal's pluralism, as abbot of 

Clones and Armagh. It is unknown whether he was abbot of Clones before attempting 

to seize Armagh with his 'profanation' of Faendelach with Ui Chremthainn support, 

but, if so, it may be conjectured - if it is not too speculative - that he wished to 

demonstrate that the transferral of Clones from the paruchia of Kildare to that of 

Armagh, Clones' rival in Airgialla, was not something that Clones intended to accept 

passively, seeking to forge the relationship on their, and U1 Chremthainn, terms. In 

any event, Gormgal's attempt to secure the abbacy of Armagh failed. His claim to the 

abbacy was no doubt maintained throughout his lifetime and he was certainly recorded 

promulgating Lex Patricii in Connacht, where he was perhaps acknowledged abbot, 

32 ibid., 309. 
33 McCone, 'Brigit in the Seventh Century', 135-44; 'Clones and her Neighbours', 319-323. 
34 ibid., 315. 
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in 799; but Mowing Aed mac Mill's accession to the kingship of Tara in 797, there 

can have been little doubt that Connmach had the weight of support as defacto abbot. 

Clann Sinaich had secured Cen6l nE6gain support in the abbacy; the Ui 

Nialldin had benefitted from the enhancement of the position of equonimus, which 

they had secured on a hereditary basis almost from the outset . 
35 Airechtach's claims to 

the abbacy in 793 may have been an attempt to maintain the Ui Bresail rights 

concerning the provision of abbots; if so, however, his death in 794 dealt a fatal blow 

to the Ui Bresail position. The fact that Airechtach was commemorated as abbot in 

Comarbada Pdtraic indicates he was indeed acknowledged by some. His support 

cannot have been great, but, in opposition to candidates supported by hugely 

powerful kings, it appears to have been briefly effective. However, the Ui Bresail 

never again provided an abbot of Armagh, 36 and their basic failure to secure 

something from the jostling for office in Armagh in the late eighth century indicates 

their relative isolation regarding significant political backing from the major powers at 

this time. 

In summary: 

Rival claimants for the abbacy of Armagh and their political backers 

(i) Clann Sfnaich, supported by the 
Cendl nE6gain: 
Dub dd Lethe (? 768-93) 
Connmach, son of Dub dd Lethe (793-807) 

(ii) Abbots supported by Donnchad 
Mdi, king of Tara: 
Cd Dinisc (787-91) 
Facndelach (792-5) 

(iii) Candidate of the Uf Chremthainn, 
and, possibly, also vvith Connacht support: 
Gormgal (793-806) 

(iv) Candidate of the Uf Dresail, 
and, possibly, also vvith Uaid 
support: 
Airechtach (793-4) 

35 Cernach son of Suibne, the equonimus of Armagh who died in 784 was succeeded In the position 
by his sons Echu (d. 796), Cummuscach (d. 817) and Muiredach (d. 842). 

36 Their former rights were never forgotten, however, and Welduin (d. 810), son of the king of 
Airthir, Donngal, who had died in 791, succeeded in acquiring the position of equonimus of 
Armagh, interjecting himself between the hereditary occupancy of the position by the brothers 
Echu mac Cernaig, Cummuscach mac Cernaig and Muiredach mac Cernaig. Nli elduin's own 
son, Muiredach (d. 863), king of Airthir, secured the position of secnap of Armagh. These two 
individuals of the Uf Bresail Airthir, therefore, managed to secure some position in Armagh, the 
former securing a brief occupancy of what was, otherwise, an Uf Nialldin preserve at this time. 
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All of these rival abbots were acknowledged as abbot in their annalistic obits - 

why was this? Even if the annalists sought to remain impartial in the matter, which in 

itself would be remarkable enough, there was no getting past a situation where the 

metropolitan see had two, three or even, as in 793-4, four contending abbots in 

opposition; yet there is the remarkable situation whereby all the contenders were 

recognised in all sources as abbot. Occasionally, such as in the case of Gormgal and 

Faendelach - one of the few instances which does provide a suggestion of considered 

legitimacy, in this case, that of Faendelach - one incumbent could be physically 

removed by another; but what of Connmach at this point, whose kin-base around 

Armagh and the support of the Cen6I nE6gain ought always to have given the Clann 

Sinaich an advantage in occupying Armagh? Further, who was installing these abbots? 

Presumably each who was so readily acknowledged as abbot in every source had 

undergone some form of ceremony which entitled him to legitimately be called abbot, 

otherwise surely at least one source would have indicated some question about 

legitimacy concerning someone at some point through possible phraseology as 'abbot 

according to some', or; 'abbot so-called', or the like. But there is nothing such 

indicated by any source. If, therefore, each rival had received some form of 

recognised legitimacy, why was there no apparent reaction from within the church 

when two, three or even four individuals were acknowledged as abbots of the 

metropolitan church? 

Much of this projected outline of the events of 787-807 is, necessarily, 

speculative and it does not answer all of the questions it provokes. One obvious 

observation, however, is that it could provide the ultimate example of the 

'secularisation' of the church which has been held to have given rise to the reform 

movement of the cili DJ. Notwithstanding the fact it is hoped has been demonstrated 

already, that the cili DJ were not a movement in any sense and that there had been 

individuals referred to as, firstly, miles Christi and, subsequently, as cJli DJ, since at 

least the end of the seventh century, the situation regarding the abbots of Armagh 

cannot be perceived as a secularisation of the church. Here, the secular interests in the 
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appointment of the abbots was imposed from outside. They were not instigated by the 

community of Armagh. The situation regarding Armagh was unique and came about 

as a result of its emergent position as the metropolitan church of Ireland. The rivalry 

between the Cen6l ntogain and the Clann Ch6hnain to secure the appointment of the 

abbots, with the hope of securing political domination on the back of ecclesiastical 

authority, or failing that, to at least prevent domination by their rivals, may not have 

secured support for every one of the rival abbots, but it had been responsible for the 

situation whereby, in the period 787-807, the abbacy of Armagh, evidently, had 

become perceived as something that could be taken and held by coercion and the 

appoi . ntment of the abbot of Armagh had degenerated into a position of one whereby 

the support of the most powerful kings determined the outcome. Inevitably, therefore, 

it was the politically dominant power in the north, the Cen6l nE6gain, and the regional 

power in whose territory Armagh lay, the Airgialla, who were most able to take 

advantage in changes of circumstance or opportunities to exert control. While 

Donnchad MidL of the Clann Cholmain, was king of Tara, there was another power, 

albeit more distant and correspondingly less capable of a swift response to sudden 

changes of circumstance, concerned with the appointment of the abbot. However, the 

succession of Aed mac Ndill as king of Tara (797x8l9) effectively brought to an end 

this period of anarchy in the abbacy of the aspiring metropolitan church, as no rival 

could effectively run counter to Cenel nE6gain interests. 

Following the death of Goringal in 806, there appears to have been no rival 

claimant to the abbacy of Armagh, although the rapid turnover of abbots over the next 

few years can have done nothing to stabilize the position. Connmach died in 807; 

Torbach, his successor, who commissioned the Book of Armagh, died within the year, 

as did his successor, Toichtech. Nuadu managed to hold the abbacy for three years 

before his death in 812; however, his successor, Flanngus mac Loingsig, held the 

abbacy for fourteen years before dying peacefully in his bed in 826 and must have 

brought some much needed stability to the situation. 
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(H) Leth Cam and its aftermath: the abbacy of Armagh 82648 

Despite the ill-fortune of losing an abbot every year, in 806,807,808 and 809, 

there appears to have been no alternative claimant after the death of Gormgal, despite 

the plentiful opportunity such a mortality rate provided. The L version of Comarbada 

P6traic omits Torbach, Nuadu and Flanngus, who is consistently referred to; as mac 

Loingsig, and the omission is accounted for by Lawlor and Best as a result of 

homoeoteleuton. YBL gives mac Loingsig a tenure of xuH years; while LB gives xiii 

and Laud 610, xiiii. The xuH of YBL is, again, most likely an error for xiiii, for the 

fourteen years prior to his death in 826 would see him succeed the abbacy directly on 

Nuadu's death in 812. Following mac Loingsig in all versions comes Artri mac 

Conchobair, accredited with a tenure of two years, followed by E6gan Mainistrech 

with a tenure of eight years. From this period, too, there are problems with 

contending claimants, emphasising the degree of political control that Aed (d. 819) 

had engineered over his rivals circumventing any potential for involvement in 

Armagh. 37 

The first annalistic mention of Artri was in 818, during the reign of Aed mac 

Neill and the abbacy of Flanngus mac Loingsig, when both A U, where he is called 

airchinnech, and CS, where he is called princeps, record that he went to Connacht 

with the scrin Pdtraicc. Kim McCone understood this to mean that Artri must have 

been a rival in contention to Flanngus, claiming to be abbot in absentia, and that 'we 

would do well to consider the cain Phdtraicc's use as a source of revenue to its 

promulgators, which would make it invaluable to an ambitious cleric cut off from his 

church's normal sources of income. "' There is no mention in the sources of the 

promulgation of Lex Patricii in 818, however, and, while it cannot be categorically 

37 Aed divided Mide following the death of Muiredach mac Domnaill in 802 and divided Leinster, 
similarly, in 805. While neither division lasted any length of time, they were successful from 
Aed's perspective insofar that the native dynasties, Aed's political opponents, diverted their focus 
and resources into rival attempts at reunification. 

38 McCone, 'Clones and her Neighbours', 317. 
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stated that it did not take place, given the incomplete record, this understanding rests 

on the rather uncertain basis that the promulgation of such law was primarily a fund- 

raising exercise (see above, pp. 179ff). While promulgation of Lex Patricil may, 

perhaps, have involved the presence of scrin Pdtraicc, it cannot be assumed that the 

presence of scrin P61raicc indicated the promulgation of Lex Patricil. McCone 

finther considered that Artri's possession of the scrin Pdtraicc accounted for the 

entry in AU the following year that 'Whitsun was not celebrated at Armagh, nor the 

shrine taken on tour; and there was a disturbance in which the son of Echaid son of 

Fiachna fell. '" This reasoning, while perhaps understandable, would, however, appear 

to indicate the belief that the record of Artri's promulgation of Lex Patricii in 

Munster in 823 and over the Three Connachta in 825 equally involved the scrin 

Pdtraicc and that Artri must have had possession of the shrine from, at least, 818-25. 

While McCone has otherwise provided perhaps the best interpretation to date of what 

he termed 'the appallingly complex political situation that lay behind the disruptions in 

Armagh 940 in this period, his understanding of Artri's motivation should be revised. 

The description of Artri as airchinnech or princeps of Armagh in 818 should not 

necessarily be seen as indicating a rival claim to Flanngus' abbacy, or that taking the 

scrin Pdtraicc to Connacht represents an independent venture when a more obvious 

explanation was that he did so as one of the highest officials of Armagh. 

There is no mention of the promulgation of Lex Patricii by Artri in CS, but 

AU and AFM note that in 823 (AFM sa 822) Feidlimid mac Crimthainn, king of 

Cashel, and ArtrL in both sources now glossed as bishop of Armagh, promulgated Lex 

Patricii throughout Munster. In 825 ArtrL again glossed as bishop in AU and A FM, 

promulgated Lex Patricii over the Three Connachta. . 
41 Again, these events took place 

39 AU 819.8: Cengciges Airdd Machae cen aigi cen tucbail scrine, 7 cwnusc ann J torchair M 
Echdach m. Flachnae. 

40 McCone, 'Clones and her Neighbours', 318. 
41 AU 825.14; AFM (sa 824); and ACIon (sa 822). In ACIon, however, the entry reads 'Artry 

McConnor, K of Connaught, caused to be established the Lawes of St. Patrick in and throughout 
the thirds of Connaught. ' The reference to Artrf as king of Connacht is bizarre. If the entries In 
AU and AFM recorded Artrf working in conjunction with the king of Connacht, then it may be 
thought that conflation of the source entry would be the reason, but, in both Instances, Artrf alone 
is mentioned. Artrf is again called king of Connacht in his obit In ACIon, under the first entry for 
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during the abbacy of Flanngus mac Loingsig, but such action, particularly if the 

glosses to his position as bishop are correct, should not necessarily be seen as 

opposition to Flanngus or as an attempt to secure recognition as abbot. 

Flanngus mac Loingsig died peacefully (in pace obift) in 82642 and WaS 

Mowed in the abbacy by E6gan MainistrecI4 the anmchara of NiaH mac Aeda, king 

of Ailech. and later of Tara. 43 While there is no evidence whatsoever to suggest that 

Artri was opposed to the abbacy of Flanngus, he was most certainly was to that of 

E6gan. AU notes the 'dishonouring' of E6gan in Annagh by Artri and Cumuscach, 

son of Cathal, in 827.44 This was followed by notice of the battle of Leth Carn, in 

which Niall mac Aeda defeated the joint forces of the Airgialla and the Ulaid and 'in 

which fell Cumuscach and Congalach, two sons of Cathal, and many other kings of 

the Airg iallai. 45 CS and AFM, however, have fuller accounts. CS records: 

[827] Saruccadh Eogain an Ard Macha la Cumasccach mac Cathail do RI 
Airgiall, ocus la Airtri mac Concupair, conadh uime sin adbert Eogan, 
ferleiginn Mainistrech, ann rann sa diar cuir a Sailmceadluidh dagallam Nell 
Caffle, diarradh comarbus Padraig do cosnamh dho: - 

830, before the missing portion of text, but where it has been subsequently glossed 'This A. was 
nor king of C., but bishop of Armagh. ' There can be no suggestion that Artri was king of 
Connacht and there is no obvious reason the translator and transcriber of the extant text ofACIon 
should have considered him as such. 

42AU826.3. The notice of his death is duplicated in CS-823: MorsFergusa mic Loingsig, AbAird 
Macha-, 826: mac loingsic& Ab AirdMacha; moritur - and. 4CIon - 820: 'Mansug mcLoyngsy, 
abbott of Ardmach, died'; 823: 'The sorm of Longseagh, abbott of Ardmach, Died. ' These 
entries, related in the same terms and spaced three years apart, clearly indicate that the 
duplication belonged to the common source of the texts (820 and 823 ofACIon = 823 and 826 of 
CS). The obit noted in AFM(sa 825) -Rannghas, mac Loingsigh, abb Arda Macha - would also 
appear to reflect this duplication, but, in this case, the second entry (? sa 828) has been removed. 
That it was 826 when Flanngus died is also indicated by Comarbada Patraic, which lists him 
immediately after Nuadu (d. 812) and states his tenure as abbot to have been fourteen years. 

43 The L version notes of E6gan: Eogan mac Anbihig comarba Patraic 7 Finnian 7 Buite anmchara 
Neill Glunduib. It is immediately apparent that Niall Glundub (d. 919) is clearly a mistake for 
Miall Caille and indicates that the attention to deWl by the glossator is not what it should be. 
E6gan is named as a successor of Armagh, Clonard and Monasterboice. Ile is certainly called 
abbot of Armagh and Clonard in his obit in AU In 834, but the ascription as the successor of 
Buite probably comes from his epithet. CS (827) and AFM (sa 825) state that he had been fer 
Miginn, rather than abbot, of Monasterboice. 

44 AU 827.2: SarugadEugain i MrddMachae la Cumuscach m. Catail 7 laArftlgh m. Concobuir. 
45 AU 827.4: Bellum Leithi Chaim re Mall mA edhafor Hu Cremtain 7fOr Muiredach m. Eachdach 

rig nUat14 in quo cecidemnt Cwnuscach 7 Congalach duo f1hi Cathail, 7 alil reges multi 
dinaibh AirgiallaiM. 
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Abair le Mall niamda 
Guth Eogain mic Anmchada; 
Na biodh san rige arabha 
Munab Abb a anmcara. 

Airtri mac Concupair baoi a ccomarbus Padraig anuais sin; mac mathar 
esidedo Ri Oirgiall. L do Cumusccach mac Cathail. Ase a cumair, tionoilid na 
Righ a sl6igh, ocusfertar cath Leithe caim a Maigh enir ria Mall mac Aodha 
for A irgiallibhocusfor Efiltaibh, in quo ceciderunt Muiredhach mac Eachach, 
R! Efladh, et Cumusccach mac Cathail, Rl Airgiall, et Congalach a brathair, 

et alii Reges &4irgiallaibh; ocus ro, gab Eogan Mainistrech ard comarbus 
Padraigfri re . ix. mbliadna iarsin, tre nert Nell Caille. 

'The dishonouring of E6gan in Arrnagh by Cumuscach, son of Cathal, King of 
AirghiaA and by ArtrL son of Conchobar; and that it was regarding this that 
E6gan, fer Miginn of Mainister, uttered the [foHowing] stanza, when he sent 
his Psahn-singer to converse with Niall Caifle, to ask him to defend the 
tsuccessorship' [comarbus] of Patrick for him: - 

Tell to the illustrious Niall 
The warning of E6gan, son of Amnchadh: 
That he will not be in the power in which he was, 
Unless his confessor is Abbot. 

[It was] Artrý son of Conchobar, that was in the 'successorship' of Patrick at 
that time; he was son to the mother of the King of the Airgialla, that is 
Curnuscach, son of Cathal. The result was that the kings assembled their 

armies, and the battle of Leth Cam was fought in Magh Enir by Niall, son of 
Aed, against the Airgialla and against the Ulaid; in which fell Muiredach, son of 
136chaid, King of the Ulaid ; 4' and Cumuscach, son of Cathal, King of the 
Airgialla; and Congalach, his brother; and other Kings of the Airgialla; and 
E6gan Mainistrech possessed the 'chief-successorship' [ard comarbus] of 
Patrick throughout the nine years afterwards, through the power of Niall 
Caifle. ' 

It is clear from the accounts in CS 47 and AFM48 that the battle was a direct 

result of the expulsion of E6gan and while this defeat of the Ulaid and the Airgialla 

46 While his presence at Leth Cwn is noted in the other sources, Muiredach's death in the battle 
appears to have been mistakenly presumed in CS as its entry for 839 notes that 'Muiredach, son 

47 
of E6chaid, King of the Uaid [was] murdered by his brothers, i. e., Aed and 6engus, and others. ' 

This is to accept that this account in CS is trustworthy. It is clear that this Information was not part 
of the 'Chronicle of Ireland', since the common material deriving from it (cf. AU 827.4 cited In 
n. 45, above) is also included in CS. The source of the additional detall, however, is unknown. 
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had enormous and immediate political implications in the north-east of Ireland, it 

would also result in a permanent change in the balance of power in Leth Cuinn. 

The entries in CS and AFM provide an indication of Artri's motives in his 

opposition to E6gan's installation as abbot. The report of the violation of E6gan by 

Artri and by Cumuscach son of Cathat' is certainly open to the interpretation that 

Artri sought to seize the abbacy for himself, but the question of emphasis is clearer in 

regard to E6gan than to Artri. Niall mac Aeda appears to have taken the opportunity, 

following Flanngus' death in 826, to install his own appointee, his confessor, E6gan, 

in the abbacy. In the L text of Comarbada Pdtraic, the listing of E6gan Mainistrech is 

immediately followed by the note: 

Tri airchinnig sunna ragsabat abdaine ar ecin nach armiter 1 n-offriund 

edön Fland Röi mac Cummascaig, meic Conchobair ro dig assin charpat, 

et Gormgal mac Indnotaig. 

'Three airchinnig here who took the abbacy by force, who are not 

mentioned at mass, i. e., Flann RoL son of Cummascach, son of Conchobar, 

who shouted out of the chariot, and Gormgal, son of Indnotach. "' 

The third airchinnech is not named, however, but Lawlor and Best pose the question 

of whether the third may have Suibne, son of Fernach, who is, somewhat uncertainly, 

recorded in AU as having held the abbacy for two months before his death in 83 0.51 It 

is unknown whether or not the name of Flann Roi's grandfather was indeed 

Conchobar, so, to add finiher to the confusion, it could be considered, if meic was 

48 The Annals of the Four Masters clearly drew upon CS as a source for its abbreviated account, 
following it closely, but it also appears to draw upon an independent tradition concerning the 
battle itself which relates that it was fought over three days, during the course of the first two, the 
Airgialla were gaining the upper hand, but with the arrival of Nall himself on the third day they 
were overcome. 

49 CS and AFM describe Cumuscach as Artrf's uterine brother. The fact that Artrf was supported by 
the Uf Chremthainn, like Gormgal son of Dindalach a generation earlier, Is perhaps the principal 
reason McCone considered Artri in the light that he does, describing him as having 'gained 
notoriety' in 818 and attempting to seize the abbacy in 827. The case Is made here that Artri's 
motivation in 827 was not to seize the abbacy, but rather to aqvl E6gan from it. The distinction 
is important. 

50 Law1or and Best, 'Ancient List of Coarbs', 324-5. 
51 ibid., 333, n. 3. 
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amended to mac, that the note was intended to read 'Flann RoL son of Cummascach; 

the son of Conchobar, who shouted out of the chariot; and Gonngal, son of 

Indnotach' with the obvious understanding that the 'son of Conchobar' was Artri. On 

the other hand, the fact that the note is inserted following E6gan's name on the list 

could be considered an indication that he was meant - E6gan's name itself follows that 

of Artrý where the note could just as easily have been inserted. However, the 

statement clearly notes that all three were not mentioned at Mass, that is they were 

not included in the commemorative list, the source for Comarbada Pdtraic itself. 

Neither Flann Roi nor Gorrngal are listed in Comarbada Pitraic, but both Artri and 

E6gan are listed and this would appear to indicate that neither would be intended as 

the third airchinnech referred to. The note attached to E6gan's name in L clearly adds 

to the problems and, again, detracts from, rather than aids, the understanding of these 

events. 

The account in CS, cited above, both supports the suggestion that, from the 

outset, E6gan was placed in the abbacy by Niall and provides the motive for doing so 

- 'he will not be in the power in which he was / Unless his confessor is abbot'. Clearly 

control of Armagh was accepted to carry a political advantage. In addition to the 

spiritual authority deriving from its claim to metropolitan status, there was, following 

the promulgation of Lex Patricii, the physical presence of the 'stewards of the law', 

appointed by the abbot and answerable only to the abbot and community of Armagh, 

throughout the provinces of Ireland (see above, pp. 180-2). The ability to install 

dependent candidates in the abbacy would have provided the kings of Ailech and Tara 

with an enormous advantage in the struggle for political supremacy and 

acknowledged recognition as ri trenn, a position which, by this point in the ninth 

century, had become a politically viable objective. 52 Viewed in such a light, it could be 

52 The terms ri trenn andfirtrenn appear in annalistic entries by the middle of the ninth century. 
AUrecords the plundering of Munster by Md- el Sechnaill mac Mdel Ruanaidh coferaibtrenn - 
with the men of Ireland - in 858. Since the target of this aggression was Munster, It can be more 
readily appreciated that the description of fir trenn was as much conceptual as actual. Md- el 
Sechnaill himself was called rl Herenn uile - king of the whole of Ireland - in his obituary notice 
in AU 862.5. This may simply be seen as descriptive of his de facto position; but Wire I ILTbcrt 
has indicated that while the 'kingship of Ireland' involved not the territorial rule over the island, 
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considered that the battle of Leth Cam was fought because E6gan's removal from the 

abbacy directly threatened Niall's political interests; victory, correspondingly, resulted 

in E6gan's reinstatement in the abbacy and subsequent maintenance 'through the 

power of Niall. 953 

The political advantage to Niall mac Aeda resulting from the insertion of his 

confessor in the abbacy of Armagh should not, nevertheless, in itself be seen as the 

basis of Artri's opposition to E6gan. What may be of much more relevance in this 

regard was the mere fact that he imposed his confessor in the abbacy without regard 

to, perhaps even in opposition to, the community of Armagh, that he considered that 

the abbacy of Armagh was his to appoint. While Artri's kinsmen and their neighbours 

may have supported him through their opposition to Cen6l nE6gain ambition, there is 

a reasonably sound basis for arguing that his own opposition to E6gan was based, not 

on covetousness of the position for himself, but on the fact that he, as airchinnech 

and bishop of Armagh, was opposed to any consideration that ecclesiastical office 

should be subordinate to or dependent upon the secular interests of kings. 

Feidliniid mac Crimthaffin, king of Cashel, and Conchobar mac Donnchada, 

king of Tara, held a royal conference at Birr in the aftermath of Leth Camý 4 (see 

below, p. 2450. While it is clear that both kings would have been opposed to Cendl 

but overlordship over the provincial rulers and the right to mobilize their troops collectively asfir 
trenn, in this case 'more than mere annalistic tribute is involved, for Mdel Sechnaill is also 
styled rf Lrenn on fligh Crosses in the Irish midlands. Indeed, the earliest known inscriptions on 
High Crosses are those which record Wel Sechnaill's royal appellation together with his royal 
patronage. Thus, rl Lrenn evidently represents the king's own approved designation, manifestly 
proclaimed on the country's most conspicuous Christian monuments. ' Wire I lerbert, 'Rlbrenn, 
Rf Alban, kingship and identity in the ninth and tenth centuries', In Simon Taylor (ed. ), Kings, 
Clerics and Chronicles in Scotlanct 500-1297, Dublin, 2000,62-72, at 64. 

53 ACIon (sa 824) records that 'Owen Manisdreach again was Restored by the c1crgie to the 
abbottship of Ardmagh', however another stanza recorded in CS, reportedly compiled by an cider 
of the community ofArmagh, states: 

Mina rucsam or mbaire; 'Not well have we gained our goal; 
Nima locbnan sec Lere (. L Lann Lere) Not well have we passed beyond Lere (i. e. Lann Uire) 
Nintar gabsamar Eogan Not well have we taken E6gan 
Sech cec ndeoraid in hEre. In preference to any exile in Erin. ' 

This stanza would appear to suggest that the community of Armagh had desired that someone 
from the community of Lam Uire, or Dunleer, in Louth, be considered for the abbacy and this, 
together with the report that E6gan subsequently held the abbacy 'through the power of Niall', 
would certainly appear to indicate that E6gan's abbacy had been imposed upon the community. 

54 AU 827.10: Mghdhal occ Birraibh iter Feidlimidh 7 Concobar. 
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nE6gain control of Armagh, there was little that either could currently do about it. In 

83 1, however, AU notes that the 6enach at Tailtiu was disturbed over the 'shrine of 

MacCuilinn and the relics of Patrick and that many died as a result. 15, There is no 

indication of the cause of the dissension or of those involved, but later in the year, 

'E6gan Mainistrech, abbot of Armagh, was dishonoured over a legal decision [? - h! 

foigafflnaig56 ] by Conchobar, son of Donnchad, and his followers were taken 

prisoner, and his horses taken away. 57 Again, no detail is provided, but reference to 

E6gan's followers may indicate that he was involved in a tour or circuit when he was 

surprised by Conchobar and arrested, perhaps on some pretext connected with the 

disturbance at the oenach Taillen. No subsequent mention is made of E6gan himself, 

merely that his followers were taken captive; however, Conchobar seems also have 

imprisoned E6gan, or otherwise effectively removed him from the abbacy, for he was 

apparently replaced by Artri. This would appear to be indicated by the tenure of two 

years in the abbacy allocated to Artri in Comarbada Ntraic. His name is listed before 

that of E6gan, although Comarbada Ntraic derived from a list of those for 

commemoration in Mass maintained at Armagh and Artri predeceased E6gan by two 

years. However, the fact that Artri is listed first led Lawlor and Best to consider that 

he was recognised as comarba from 818 until the death of Flanngus in 826, even 

although the Est provides a tenure of only two years. The reinstatement of E6gan as 

abbot of Armagh after Leth Cam in 827, holding the position for nine years 

afterwards, according to CS and AFM, or eight years according to Comarbada 

Ntraic, and his death in 834 (A 0 would mean that the attributed eight years places 

55 AU 831.5: Oenach Tailten do cumusc oc Foradhaib im scrin M Cuilind 7 im minda Patraicc 
condid-aptha M de. 

56 Mac Ain and Mae Miocaill, Yhe Annals of Uster, were uncertain of the meaning behind hi 
fbigialinaig and suggested 'over a legal decision. ' The basis of their translation appears to be that 
the verbfo-gella means 'submit to judgement' (via 'to place pledges that one will abide by the 
judgement'). The entry for gial/na, foigiallha in DIL considers the meaning to 'place under 
submission', but also provides an idiomatic example of I ngiallnus which, In context, means 
'confinement. ' Alternatively, the term may be a compound of giallhae, perhaps 'servile 
hostageship'. The precise meaning intended here is unclear, but it would make some sense, in 
light of subsequent annalistic references, if E6gan had indeed been placed In confinement by 
Conchobar in 831 and subsequently released, on Conchobar's death, in 833. 

57 AU 831.8: Sarugad Eugain Mainisdreach, abbaUsAirdd Machae, h1foigaillhaig la Conchobar m. 
nDonnchada co n-arrgabtha sochaide mdra dUb. 
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his abbatial succession in 826, that is, immediately following the death of Flanngus 

mac Loingsig. How then to account for the two years accredited to Artri in all 

versions of Comarbada Pitraic, placing him between mac Loingsig and E6gan 

Mainistrech? The entry in AU which records his death calls him abb 4 irdd Machae. 

This is the only reference to Artri as abbot and his death, in 833, was two years after 

the 'legal decision' which 'dishonoured' E6gan. It would seem likely, therefore, that 

these were the two years in which Artri held the abbacy and it could only have been 

'vacant' following E6gan's removal. 58 Niall mac Aeda appears to have been 

powerless to prevent this. AU 831.8 records the defeat of the community of Armagh 

and the captivity of 'great numbers of them' by Vikings; while 832.1 notes their 

plundering of Armagh three times in one month. " Viking raiders were roaming the 

area at will and Niall seems to have been unable to prevent it. Whatever the reason for 

this sudden military weakness, Conchobar appears to have made the most of it in this 

respect and Artri held the abbacy for the remaining two years of his life. 60 

58 The question which arises, if this scenario is correct, is that if Conchobar mac Donnchada and 
Clann Cholindin were opposed to E6gan, then why did he become abbot of Clonard as well as of 
Armagh? The only reference to E6gan as abbot of both Armagh and Clonard is in his obit (in A U, 
834.2, for example - Eugan Memistrech, abb AirddMachae 7 Cluana Irairdd). Both Conchobar 
and Artri had died the previous year (A U833.1) and it is possible, therefore, that E6gan had been 
appointed to, or acquired, the abbacy of Clonard following Niall mac Aed's accession to the 
kingship of Tara (A U 833.3). If so, however, this would be to presume that the abbacy of Clonard 
had been vacant since the death of Cormac son of Suibne in 830 (AU 830.2), which may be 
thought to have been unlikely. Alternatively, E6gan may have succeeded Cormac in the abbacy of 
Clonard in 830. However, Clonard's geographical situation, in Mdc, ensured that it fell firmly 
under Conchobar's sphere of influence, so that even if Corichobar did not actively seek to install 
his own appointee, it may be surmised that it would have been difficult to Install as abbot 
someme of whom Conchobar did not approve. The record of Conchobar's actions against E6gan 
in 831 indicate his clear opposition to him, making it extremely unlikely that E6gan was his 
choice to succeed Cormac in the abbacy of Clonard following the latter's death in 830. 
Alternatively, given that kings do not always get their own way, it may have been possible that 
E6gan was appointed abbot of Clonard, in opposition to Conchobar's wishes. If so, then this may 
have been the spur to Conchobar's actions in 83 1. The unfortunate fact that the circumstances of 
E6gan's acquisition of the abbacy of Clonard are unknown, however, makes it impossible to be 
certain of any aspect of it. 

59 AU 831.7: Cath do madhmaim i nAighnechaib re genntib for muinnfir "r&l Machae co 
mco-rgabtha sochaide m6ra diib; AU 832.1: CJtna orggain Airdd Machae o genntib fo tri I n. 
oenmhis. 

60 The L text of Comarbada Pdtraic states of Artrf that 'it is he who underwent martyrdom from 
E6gan and Niall and Suibne, son of Samech' (Is J rachold martra 6 Eogan 76 Mall 76 Suibni 
Ynac Sarvig). The patronymic provided in L appears to be a misreading of Famig and intended as 
the abbot who died in Armagh in 830. The fact that he died in Armagh has led to some confusion 
over his abbacy. AU (830.9) states only that Suibne n Faimig [with an Interlinear gloss at this 
point alias mc. Forannan] abbas duorum menswn I nArdd Machae, obiit ('Suibnc son of 
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Again, however, the question must be asked whether these rival abbots had 

cili Dj connections. Again, it has'to be answered that there is no explicit indication of 

such. If the case to be a cile Dj could be made for anyone, it could be thought the 

most likely would be Artri. There is no indication, as is often assumed, that he was a 

rival to Flamgus mac Loingsig in the abbacy - indeed, there is nothing at all to 

indicate that he ever sought the abbacy of Armagh. He most certainly opposed E6gan 

Mainistrech's appointment to the abbacy, but E6gan was installed in the abbacy by 

Niall mac Aeda. if the stanza attributed to an elder of Armagh and recorded in CS is 

both accurate and representative, then it would appear clear that Niall installed E6gan 

without any consideration of or reference to the community of Armagh. It would 

appear that it was this imposition of an incumbent in the abbacy by the king of Ailech, 

with the attendant assumption that the abbacy of Armagh was his to appoint, which 

provoked Artri's opposition to 136gan, rather than covetousness of the abbacy for 

Farnech, an abbot for two months, died in Armagh'). This was translated by NiacAlrt and 
NlacNiocaill as 'Suibne son of Farnech alias son of Foranndn abbot of Ard Nlacha for two 
months, died. ' That the obit was intended to convey that Suibne was abbot of Armagh was also 
understood to have been the case by Lawlor and Best who have included the entries from AU and 
CS relating Suibne's death into the list of the successors of Patrick, even although he is not listed 
as abbot in any version of Comarbada Pdtraic. They accounted for this by referring to the gloss 
appended to E6gan's name which stated that three airchinnig who took the abbacy by force were 
not commemorated, but which apparently names only two (see above, p. 218) and considered that 
Suibne was the third of the three. The reading is ambiguous, however, and in AU the entry has 
been marginally glossed abb. alrd macha at some subsequent point (Nbcairt and NbcNiiocaill, 
Yhe Annals of Uster, 286, note b for 830). Lawlor and Best also took the mention of what they 
believed to be a reference to the comarba Buti Bronaig in the LB version of Conzarbada Pdtraic 
to mean Suibne, although neither the meaning of the reference nor the identification is certain. 
Suibne's obit in CS calls him abbot of Daiminis: Suibne mac Fairnigh, Ab Daiminsi, a 
n, 4r&nacha quieuit. The entry in AFM, by contrast, notes Suibne mac Farnig, abb Arda Macha 
fii rJ dd inhis, do Jcc, which is unambiguous in the fact that Suibne was two months in the 
abbacy of Armagh. In such a conflict of information, however, the entry in CS is to be preferred 
to that of AFM. Ilis death, indeed, was during 136gan's first tenure as abbot and it is difflcult to 
perceive when Suibne could have been abbot in Armagh. It certainly seems that Suibne was a 
supporter of 136gan's abbacy and the natural reading of the gloss contained in L Is that E6gan, 
Niall and Suibne had brought about the death of Artri in 833. The principal problem with this 
reading, however, is the fact that Suibne died in 830 and could not therefore have been Involved 
in Artri's death. Nothing is known of the circumstances of Artrf's death, but there is absolutely 
no indication of his 'martyrdom', or of anything other than death by natural causes, in any of the 
annalistic sources. Given the contemporary ideas of different forms of martyrdom, however, 
Artri's 'martyrdom' may instead be a reference to the situation following Mall's victory at Leth 
Cam when he would have been effectively exiled from Armagh, his episcopal seat. The 
description of martyrdom reflects a sympathetic view of Artrf's circumstances, which would 
again be unlikely if he was merely an opportunist upstart looking to scize the abbacy for personal 
aggrandisement, and indicates an underlying support for his actions. 
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himself Artri did become abbot, almost certainly in 831 after Conchobar seized 

E6gan and his followers, but this need not imply that he pursued the position - if he 

had indeed championed the right of the community to elect their own abbot in 827, he 

himself may, subsequently, have been the choice of the community. This, it has to be 

said, can only be conjecture, but it takes no less account of the known facts than the 

assumption that Artri was an opportunist rival claimant to 'legitimate' abbots. He was 

the airchinnech of Armagh when he took Patrick's shrine to Connacht in 818 and, if 

the subsequent gloss to the annals is correct, bishop by the time he jointly 

promulgated the Lex Patricii in Munster with Feidlimid mac Crimthainn in 823. He 

promulgated Lex Patricii in Connacht in 825, perhaps jointly with, or at the behest of, 

Diarmait mac Tomaltaich (above, p. 188). There is not the slightest indication that 

these actions by the bishop and airchinnech of Armagh were taken to undermine or 

oppose the abbot of Armagh, Flanngus mac Loingsig - indeed, it is highly unlikely 

that Feidlimid mac Crimthainn, king of Cashel, who himself appears to have been a 

cile Di and was named as one of the 6entu Mdel Ruain (see below, pp. 236-43), 

would have acted in concert with Artri if he was a rival contender to the legitimate 

abbot of Armagh. In just these circumstances in 836, Feidlimid blockaded and seized 

one of the two rival abbots of Armagh (below, p. 254). It is clear, therefore, that Artri 

had extremely strong views about proper appointments to, and deep concern about 

the qualffications for, high ecclesiastical office. As argued in chapter 4, concern about 

proper qualffication and the standards of literacy, theology and liturgical practice is 

clearly apparent as a deep concern of the Tallaght texts. It could be expected, 

therefore, that there would have been deep concern over political interference in the 

abbacy of the metropolitan church; however, it cannot be claimed that such concerns 

would be restricted to the cJli DJ, or that the fact that Artri's actions in this respect 

indicate that he himself was necessarily a c8e Di. He may, or may not, have been, but 

the only thing that can be said in this respect is that nowhere is he ever referred to as 

such. 
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Conchobar and Artri died in the same month, early in 833 '61 and Niall mac 
Aeda succeeded Conchobar as king of Tara. E6gan was reinstated in the abbacy of 

Armagh, but died the following year (A U 834.2). AU notes that there was a change of 

abbots the following year, wlien ForannAn replaced Diarmait ua TigernAin. 62 There is 

no record of the installation of Diarmait as abbot. Subsequent events indicate the 

connection between Niall and ForannAn, so it may be conjectured that Diarmait had 

been the choice of the community of Armagh, but Niall's preference was for ForannAn 

who was thus imposed on the community as E6gan had been. Certainly ForannAn was 

blockaded and seized in Kildare by Feidlimid mac Crimthainn in 836, indicating that 

Feidlimid, for one, did not recognise that he held the abbacy legitimatel Y. 63 In 838, 

there was a meeting between Feidlimid and Niall, while, in the following year, 

Diarmait was briefly reinstated as abbot. It could be conjectured that Diarmait was 

reinstated as part of the terms of this agreement between Feidlimid and Niall, but, if 

so, it appears that Niall quickly reneged on the terms of the agreement and ForannAn 

was re-established as abbot. It is certainly the case that when the abbot of Armagh is 

next referred to in the annalistic record, in 845, it was Foranndn who was abboe' and 

it seems most likely that Diarmait was again replaced in the abbacy in 839-40, shortly 

after he was noted as again holding the abbacy (below, pp. 254-7). 

Niall was drowned in the River Calann in 846. ForannAn and the minna 

Ph6traicc returned from Munster later in the same year, but by 848, with his royal 

patron now dead, Diamiait had again replaced Foranrdn in the abbacy and, it appears, 

61 A U833. I: Artrim. ConcobairabbAirddMachae, 7Concoburm. Donncodharex Temhro, uno 
mense mortui sw2t. 

62 AU 83 5.6: Coemhcludh abad 1 nArd Macha, . i. Forindcm o Rath Mc. Malais I ndon Dermota o 
Aighearnan. 

63 Both Foranndn and Diarmait died in late 851 or early 852 and their obits are recorded together in 
AU 852.1 (see n. 65, below). Both are referred to, in this obit, in terms by Which, It may be 
thought, that Feidlimid, from the perspective of a Me DJ, would have approved. Yet Feidlimid's 
actions in 836 clearly indicate that he was opposed to Foranndn. It is clear from the entry in A U, 
835.6, that Diarmait had been replaced as abbot by Foranndn and so it would appear fairly certain 
that Diarmait had been appointed abbot following the death of E6gan Mwinistrech In 833. While 
Foranndn could be expected to have been an individual of whom Feidlimid would have otherwise 
approved, Feidlimid's opposition would thus appear to have derived, so far as can be seen, from 
this fact that Diarmait was ousted from the abbacy ofArmagh in order to make way for him. 

64 AU 845.1: Forinckn abbas Aird Machae, du ergabail du genntibh i Men Comanhicona 
mindaibh 7 cona muinnfir, 7a bpith do longaibh Luintnigh. 
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remained abbot until his death in 852. The obits of both Diarmait and Foranrdn are 
65 

recorded in the same annal entry, indicating that their deaths had occurred quite 

closely together, and with their passing the worst of the periods of rival contenders 

for the abbacy, promoted by rival political interests came to an end. It was not until 

the abbacy of Miel Brigte mac Tornain (888-927), however, that the position of 

abbot of Armagh acquired much needed stability, although, by this time, the concept 

of the position of r! trenn, which had made control of the appointment in the abbacy 

so desirable, was well established and less dependent on the precedent of ecclesiastical 

authority. Correspondingly, it would appear that there was less pressure of secular 

control over the abbacy and the community was the more able to select those whom it 

felt appropriate. 

The struggle over the abbacy of Armagh at this time was seen by Lawlor and 

Best as little more than a fairly insular and localised affair, for they conclude that 

for a century and a half [i. e. 775-936] a determined effort was made to establish 

the right of the Clann Sinaich to provide abbots for Armagh, and that for nearly 
the whole of that time the claim was vigorously resisted. It is obvious that the 
hereditary succession was not maintained in the family of which Sinach was the 

66 ancestor while this struggle lasted . 
While this latter point is true, the emphasis is misleading. The struggle over the 

abbacy of Armagh had a significance and political importance which went far beyond 

the ambition of the Clann Simich, who, indeed, were essentially the beneficiaries, 

rather than the instigators, of this struggle. Rather than the impression of a fairly 

localised affair which this otherwise excellent discussion provides, the contention over 

the appointment of the abbots of Armagh inevitably held serious ramifications 

throughout the whole of Ireland - which was, indeed, exactly the point: Armagh was 

65 AU 852.1, where a subsequent gloss claims that both men were bishops of Armagh: Duo heredes 
Patricii, da epscob Ard Macha J. Forinnan scriba 7 episcopus 7 anchorit, % 7 Dermait 
sapientissimus onwiwn doctorum Europe, quieuerunt. 

66 Lawlor and Best, 'Ancient List of Coarbs', 353. 
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significant, politically rather than ecclesiastically, precisely because it was the closest 

thing in late eighth-century Ireland to a nationally recognisable authority. 

The struggle for the control of the abbacy of Armagh was essentially 

undertaken by the rival Ui Mill dynasties of the Cendl nE6gain and the Clann 

Cholmain, principally in the race for political supremacy, but perhaps also through 

fear of exclusion from the alternating succession in the kingship of Tara should their 

rivals become too powerful. It can be readily perceived that whoever controlled the 

abbacy of Armagh would have an enormous advantage in any attempt to claim both 

de facto and de jure recognition as r! trenn. At a secondary level to this, rival 

dynasties within the Airgialla, in whose territory Armagh lay and from whom, 

previously, the abbots had been drawn, competed to maintain their interests in 

Armagh. Ultimately Clann Smaich, who had shrewdly linked their fortunes to that of 

the Cen6l nE6gain, would be major beneficiaries, but this would not be readily 

apparent until the middle of the tenth century by which time their hereditary 

succession in the abbacy would be established. The attempt to control the 

appointment of the abbot of Armagh was of a more fundamental importance than 

dynastic aspiration to exclusively provide abbots. The church had developed itself into 

a key element in the processes of centralisation and concentration of royal power, but, 

having done so, found itself subjected to those interests. Individuals, who may or may 

not have had cili Di connections, sought to resist secular appointment to 

ecclesiastical positions and to maintain the prerogatives of the church, but they were 

destined to fail. The power and interests of the church were subordinated to the more 

powerful ambitions of the greatest kings. Any individual, whether or not he happened 

to be cile Di, who wished to overturn these circumstances could only hope to do so 

through control of a military power to rival that of the kings of Tara. 
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8 

Feidlimid mac Crimthainn and the jenty Mdel Ruain 

One of the best documented individuals connected with the cJ11 DJ was 

Feidlimid mac: Crimthainn, king of Cashel 820-47, but who, like so much else 

concerned with the cili Dj, has endured too narrow an emphasis in consideration of 

his relationship with the churclL Kathleen Hughes, for example, noted that Teidlimid 

king of Cashel (i. e. Munster) was responsible during his reign (820-47) for more 

violence towards the church than any other Irishman', ' which, given the surviving 

annalistic record, was perhaps an understandable view, although whether he was 

responsible for more violence towards the church than even his contemporary, Aed 

Oirdnide, is questionable. She continued 'He must have patronised the anchorites, but 

the annals provide a long fist of profitnations 92 and thus considered him a 

personification of the degeneracy within the church. F. J. Byrne considered that 

In Feidlimid mac Crirnthainn we meet one of the most enigmatic figures in Irish 
history. King and ecclesiastic, overlord of Leth Moga and aspirant to the high- 
kingship of Ireland, a pious ruler who solemnly proclaimed the Law of Patrick 
in Munster and who is gratefufly remembered in the Vita Tripartita, a friend of 
the C61i D6 ascetics, even a member of their order and regarded later as a saint, 
a renowned warrior. At a most critical era in Irish history, when devastating 
Viking raids were succeeded by permanent base-camps and settlements, 
Feidlimid never once devoted his arms to attacking these heathen foreigners 

but distinguished his martial career by burning and plundering some of the 

greatest of Irish monasteries - Kildare, Gallen, Durrow, Clonfert, and above 
all, Clonmacnoise - captured and maltreated the abbot of Armagh, allowed the 

abbot of Cork to die without the comforts of religion in his prison at Cashel, 

and was finafly struck down by the vengeance of St. Garb. ' 

'I Iughes, Yhe Church in Early Ifish Society, 192. 
2 ibid. 
3 F. J. Byrne, Irish JUngs and Mgh-Kings, 211-2. Feidlimid's career is considered in some detail, pp. 

202-29. 
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This, in summation, has remained the perception of Feidlimid. Paradoxically, 

however, Feidlirnid was acknowledged to have been a scribe and anchorite 'and the 

best of the Gael' in his obit in AU" and regarded as a saint among the cJII DJ with his 

death being commemorated under 28 August in the Martyrology of TaUaght. This 

would be remarkable if he should have been regarded by his contemporaries as merely 

a despoiler of churches. Clearly, therefore, whatever his connections with the cJli DJ 

this could not have been the case. 

Byrne noted that Teidlimid's motives and character must be assessed from a 

tantalisingly scanty number of annalistic entries supplemented by the reputation he 

enjoyed among later generations. " While the annalistic references to Feidlimid are, in 

fact, relatively rich, if frustratingly lacking in detail -a point far from unique in regard 

to Feidlimid - it may be that the annalistic entries should not necessarily be taken at 

face value. Feidlimid's repeated harrying of Clom-nacnoise is a case in point. 

According to the annalistic accounts he burned Delbna Bethra in 826, Clonmacnoise 

and Delbna Bethra thrice in 832, Clonmacnoise, together with Durrow, in 833 and 

again, when he was struck down by Ciarin, in 846. The Munster-oriented AI is wholly 

silent on these events. CS records that Delbna Bethra was devastated thrice and 

records the burning of Clonmacnoise by Feidlimid. " It then records in the following 

year the slaughter of the muinfir of Clonmacnoise and the burning of the termon as far 

as the door of the church by Feidlimid and the same treatment for the community of 

Durrow. 'AFMalso records both assaults, under the years 831 and 832; 'ACIon, too, 

in the first section for the year 830, records that 'ffelym mcCrewhynn Burnt, spoyled, 

& preyed the lands belonging to St. Queran called TermynIands & Deluyn Bethra 

4AU 847.1: FeiAlimicfli J. ntc. Crimthainn rex Mwnan optimus Scotorun; pausauit, scriba 7 
ancorita. 

Dyme, hish Mngs and Bigh-Kings, 212. 
6 CS 832 - Inradh Bethrafo trf la Feidlimid Losccadh Temainn Cluma Cardin la Feidlimid mac 

Crinahain. 
7 CS 833 - lugzdatio muintire Cluana muc Nols, ocus losccadh a Termainn corice donis cille la 

FeMmidh Rl Caisil. Faen cwna cedna muinfir Duirmagh, co dorus a ccille. 
8 AFM sa 831 - Losccaa% termainn Cardin Id FJidhlimidk mac Criomhthaim Indradh Bethra fo 

tri lals bhe6s, - AFM sa 832 - Drong m6r do muinntir Cluana mic Mis do mharbhac#i Id 
Feidhlimidh, mac Ctiomhthainn, ri Caisil, 7 ro loiscceadh a tierinonn uile lais do doras a cille. 
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three times' and in the second section for 830 that 'Felym mcCriowhaine killed & 

made a great slaughter upon the clergy of Clonvickenois & burnt & consumed with 

fier all Clonvickenois to the very Doore of the church, & did the like with the clergy 

of Dorow to theire very Doore also'. These accounts are clearly derived from a 

common source and are therefore not independent. AU, by contrast, has only one 

entry, for 833, but the report of which has phraseology similar to the second reports 

of the others. ' There is no mention of the burning of the termon of Clonmacnoise or 

the triple devastation of Delbna the previous year and this must be explained either by 

omission in the record of A U, or, conversely to the more usual conflation of entries 

which can occur from the transcription of accounts, to the expansion of the record 

and that the accounts for the previous year in these records in fact refer to the same 

event. Clearly, the record in AU derived from the common source to the others, but 

equally clearly, there must have been an additional, intermediate, source used as a 

basis to CS, AFM and ACIon which is not represented by AU and from which 

originated an entry for the burning of Clonmacnoise in 832 in addition to that of 

833. " 

Feidlimid is again reported plundering the termon of Ciardn in 846 and 

consideration of this entry may help in detennining whether or not the initial report of 

the burning of Clomnacnoise in either 832 or 833 does indeed reflect two separate 

assaults or whether it is a 'duplicated' entry. This latest assault is noted in CS sa 846, 

AFM sa 844 and ACIon sa 843. Significantly, it is not recorded in the otherwise 

relatively full entry for 846 in A U. Again, there is no record at all in AL The entries in 

9AU 833.7 - Iugulatio muinntire Cluana Moccu Nois 7 loscudh a tennuinn co, rict dorus a cille la 
Feidhfimidh righ Caisil. Fon oencwnai muinnter Dennaighi co dorus a cille. 

10 For aspects of the interdependence of the annalistic collections, see the various discussions in 
Grabowski and Duniville, Chronicles and Annals of Medieval Ireland and Wales, esp. 42-66. 
Grabowski notes 'There is no doubt that CS and AU are closely related throughout the ninth 
century. In general, down to their annals for 904, the common material tends to occur at the 
beginning of each annal in both CS and AU, with the material unique to each source occurring, 
in most cases, at the end of each annal as a block of entries' (534). This fact would appear to 
indicate that these entries were subsequent additions to the common core. The entry relating 
Feidlimid's assault on Clonniacnoise in 846 is the final entry in CS, other than the notice of the 
accession of NMel Sechnaill mac Wel Ruanaid to the kingship of Tara, Indicating that the 
reference to this assault was not contained within the common source for AU and CS. 
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CS, AFM and ACIon are worth relating in full, as they provide the likely reason for 

inclusion in the annalistic record at this time, the year before FeidlinMs death. 
CS: (846) Orgain Termainn Ciardin d Fedhlimidh mac Crimthainn. Ciaran, 
dno, do tocht na diaigh a Mumain, ocus Forgom da bacaill [do thabhairt] do 
inn, corgabh guin meadhoin j. 
'The plundering of the Termon of Ciardn by Feidhlimidh, son of Crhthann. 
Ciarki, however, followed him to Mumhan, and [gave] him a thrust of his 

crozier, so that he received an internal wound' 
(847) Feidhlimidh, R! Muman, optimus Scotorum scriba et ancorita, quievit. 

Dursan a Dj dFeidhlimidh, 
Tonn bjis barom rodbdirdhe; 
Fodeara br6n dEirennchaib 
Nad mair mac Crimthaind Claire. 

'Feidlimid, king of Munster, the best of the GaeL a scribe and anchorite, died. 
Alas! 0 God! For FeidlinM; 
The cold wave of death has drowned him, 
It is a cause of grief to the men of Ireland, 
That the son of Crimthann of Clare lives not. ' 

AFM. (844) Orgain termainn Ciardin Id Feidhlimidh, mac Criomhthainn, 7 
Ciardn dna do theacht ina dheadhaidh, andar lais, 7forgamh dia Machaill do 

thabairt ind, gofor gabh guin medhoin, co nar bo sIdn go a im 
'The plundering of the Termon of Ciardn, by Feidhliriidh, son of Crimthann; but 
Ciardn pursued him, as he thought, and gave hhn a thrust of his crozier, and he 

received an internal wound, so that he was not well until his death. ' 
(845) Fedhlimidh, mac Criomhthainn, r! Mumhan, angcoire 7 scribh-ne6ir ba 
deach dErennchaibh ina aimris, dJcc 18 August, dia ghuln mhedhoin, tria 

mhiorbhaile Dj 7 Ciardk ba do bhds Feidhlimidh ro rdidheadh: 
Dursan a Dhe dFeidhlimidh, 

tonn b6is b6 romh rod b6idhe, 
Fo dearna br6n dEirionnchaibh, 

nad mair mac Criomhthainn Cldire. 

Ar suaithnid do Ghaoidhealaibh 
tan do anic an dedenbhaidh, 
Ro scaich dr a nErind uaigh 
on uair atbath Fedhlimidh 
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Ni deachaidh irredh righi 
marbhan bad innigretar, 
Flaithfialfo righ nailbine 
cobrath nochon gignethair. 

Teidlimid, son of Crimthann, king of Munster, anchorite and scribe, the best of 
the Irish in his time, died on the 18'h of August of his internal wound, [inflicted] 

through the miracle of God and CiarAn. Of the death of Feidlimid was said: 
Alas! 0 God, for Feidlimid; 
the cold wave of death has drowned him! 
it is a cause of grief to the Irish 

that the son of Crimthann of Clare lives not. 

It was portentous to the Gaedhil 

when his end arrived; 
Slaughter spread through sacred Ireland 
from the hour that Feidlimid died. 

There never went on regal bier 

a corpse so noble; 
A prince so generous under the king of Ailbin 

shaU never be bom' 

ACIon: (843) 'All the Termynlands belonging to St. Queran were preyed and 
spoyled by Felym mcCriowhainn without respect of place, saint, or shrine. ' 
(844) 'After his returne to Munster ye next year, he was avertaken by a great 
disease of the flux of the belly, which happened in this wise. As king felym 
(soon after his return into Mounster) was takeing his rest in his bed, St. Queran 

apeared to him with his habitt and bachall, or pastorall stafe, & there gave him a 

push of his Bachall in his belly whereof he tooke his disease and ocation of 
Death, and notwithstanding his great irregularity and great desire of spoyle he 

was of sum numbered among the scribes & anchorites of Ireland. He died of the 
flux aforesaid A* 847. ' 

These accounts may be compared with the record of A U. (847) Feidhfimidh . 1. mc. 

Crimhthainn rex Muman, optimus Scotorum, pausauit, scriba 7 ancorita - Teidlimid 

son of Crirnthann, king of Munster, a scribe and anchorite, and the best of the Gael, 

died. ' AI has an even simpler note: (847) Fedlimid mc. Crimthainn dormiuit. 
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The displacement of the chronology of AFM and ACIon would indicate that 

the respective entries should belong under 846 and are thus consistent with CS, 

however, the similarity of the report with that of the burning of the Termonn Cluana 

Ciardin in 832 and 833, together with the absence of a report in A U, and the clear 

confusion in certain records and duplication of entries, most apparent in CS, " at this 

time should indicate some caution against the simple and uncritical acceptance of the 

record. 

The record of the raid on Clonmacnoise in 846, then, relates that on this 

occasion, Garin pursued him and gave him a thrust of his crozier, so that he received 

an internal wound from which he died the following year - or in the case of A Clon, 

three years, where, despite its record under 844, it ends (? from a gloss to the source) 

that Feidlimid 'died of the flux aforesaid' in 847, the correct year of his death. The 

similarity of accounts in CS, AFM and ACIon indicates clearly that it came from a 

common source, although that contained in CS has been heavily curtailed. That 

common source would almost certainly have been the lost 'Chronicle of 

Clonmacnoise' which, it would appear, accounted for Feidlimid's contracting and 

dying from the 'Bloody Flux' -a disease frequently reported in the annals - as the 

vengeance of Ciardn. This reasoning can also be seen reported in AFM sa 843, when a 

Viking raid led by Turg6is burned Clonmacnoise, Clonfert, Terryglass, Lothra and 

other churches close to the Shannon, but was defeated and captured by Niall. mac 

For example, the entry for 823 in CS appears to be particularly confused. The note that Congalach 
mac Irgatalch ta7aisi Abbad Cluana muc Nois [quieuft] in CS 823 is repeated with an identical 
entry under 843; the record of the drowriing in the Shannon of Flann son of Flaithbertach, the 
Munster secnap of Clonmacnoise, is noted under 823, but the provision of the secnap6ite of 
Clonmamoise to the Munstermen for the first time is noted under 827; Feidlimid's defeat, at 
Magh Af, by Cathal, son of Muirgius, is placed under 823, but belongs to 837. The report, in CS, 
that Muiredach, son of Eochaid, king of the Ulaid, fell in the battle of Leth Cam in 827 is 
contradicted by the entry under 839 in which 'Muiredach, son of E6chaid, king of the Ulaid, was 
murdered by his brothers, viz., Aed and 6engus, and others'. Muiredach's participation at Leth 
Carn is noted in other annalistic reports without any indication that he died there, an assumption 
unique to CS. There may be other examples of inconsistency, but these will serve to indicate that 
there has been a great deal of corruption regarding the record of this period. This corruption Is 
most apparent in CS, but it is, to some extent, reflected in AFMalso. Since it can be seen that the 
Four Masters used CS and ACIon, or their common source, for their own compilation, they 
evidently were aware of some, at least, of these duplications and have, for the most part, removed 
them. There are, however, still some duplicate entries which have escaped the editing process. 
See, for example, the entries in AFMsaa 8 10 and 817. 
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Aeda 'and he was afterwards drowned in Loch Uair, through the miracle of God and 

Ciarain and the saints in general' (a bhddhadh hi Loch Uair iaram, tre mhiorbhalle 

Di 7 Ciardin 7 na naemh archena). Here justice was swift, however - Turg6is was 

defeated, captured and drowned while still raiding. In Feidlimid's case, however, the 

question is whether he did indeed again bum the Termonn Cluana Ciardin in 846, or 

whether the Clonmacnoise claim for the retribution of CiarAn was actually related to 

the clearly serious assault by Feidlimid in 833 when the termon was burned to the very 

door of the church and many of the community were put to death. It would appear 

strange if Ciar6n should be thought of as being roused to action after a raid in 846, 

when he had left unpunished the burning of Termonn Cluana Ciardin and the 

slaughter of his community in 833. There are clear problems with the record of the 

Clonmacnoise-group texts, most clearly reflected in CS, which, unlike AFM and 

ACIon, has not undergone the same degree of interpretation by subsequent editing in 

the intermediary stages of transmission to the present day. There must be at least the 

strong suspicion that the tradition of the raid in 846 preserved in CS, AFM and 

ACIon, almost certainly deriving from the common source of the 'Chronicle of 

Clonmacnoise', may have been due to the fact that when Feidlimid contracted the 

Flux in 846, this was attributed to the vengeance of Ciaran for his raid in 833 and that 

an outline of these actions which had warranted such vengeance may have been 

included in the original entry or subsequently added as a gloss. This was subsequently 

recorded as a further raid in all three annalistic compilations which drew upon the 

'Chronicle of Clonmacnoise'. This interpretation, by its very nature, however, cannot 

be demonstrated beyond doubt and can only be put forward as a suggestion, but, as 

the evidence stands, there must be at least strong suspicions that the annalistic 

accounts of the raids on Clonmacnoise in 832 and 833, deriving from a single branch, 

have their origins in a single event, occurring in 833, and that the record, in the same 

sources, of the assault in 846 has itself been duplicated from the account for 833. 

The career of Feidlimid as it is recorded in the annals, therefore, could perhaps 

be amended to the following: 
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820: Took the kingship of Cashel (A U, AI, CS, A Clon sa 816). 
823: Lex Patricii promulgated over Munster with Artrý son of Conchobar 

(glossed bishop of Armagh) (A U, CS, AFM sa 822, A Clon sa 820). 

826: DeIbna Bethra harried (A U, AFM sa 824). 

827: [Battle of Leth Cam] 

Feidlimid and Conchobar, son of Domchad, king of Tara, meet at Birr 

(A U, AFMsa 825, ACIon sa 824). 

[The secnap6ite of Clonmacnoise was given to the Munstermen, which 
was never done before (CS)]. 

830: Burning of Foire (AU, CSACIonsa 827). 

Defeats the Southern Ui Briflin (A U. defeats the Connachta and Ui Ndill, 
A]). 

83 1: 'Came to plunder Brega' with the men of Munster and Leinster (A U, AFM 

sa 829, A Clon sa 828). 
833: [? Munster secnap of Clonmacnoise drowned by Ui Maine (CS, sa 823)] 

Delbna Bethra repeatedly harried. Burned the termon of Clonmacnoise and 
put to death many of its community. Burned the termon of Durrow (A U, CS 

sa 832-3, AFMsa 831-2, AClon sa 830(i)-830(H)= 830-1). 
835: [? Munster secnap of Clonmacnoise drowned by Ui Maine (CS, sa 823)] 
83 6: [Wnlang, princeps of Cork, died without communion in Cashel (A&)] 

Feidlimid took the abbacy of Cork (AI). 
The oratory of Kildare seized by force of arms from Forann* abbot of 

Armagh, and the congregation of Patrick who were taken prisoner (A U, CS, 
AFMsa 835, ACIon sa 833). 

837: Cen6l Cairpre Cruim [of the Ui Maine] plundered (A U, AFM sa 836, 
ACIon sa 834). 
[Cathal, son of Muirgius, defeated the Munstermen (A b); Munstermen 

defeated by Connachta (AFMsa 836)] 
Feidlimid defeated by Cathal in Magh Ai (CS sa 823). 

838: Royal meeting between Feidlimid and Niall mac Aeda, king of Tara 
(AU, AI, AFMsa 837, ACIonsa 835). 
Feidlimid occupied the abbot's chair of Clonfert (AI). 

840: Harries Mide and Brega and 'encamped' (A U, CS, AFMsa 839, ACIon sa 
837), 'was checked' (A]), at Tara. Seized Niall's queen, the daughter of the 
king of Leinster, with her train (A]). 
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84 1: Defeated by Niall mac Aeda (A U, AFM sa 840). (Came to Wexford with a 
great army and was met by Niall. with another great army - no mention of 
outcome, A Clon sa 83 8). 

847: Feidlimid died of the Bloody Flux, contracted the previous year. 

It can be seen, therefore, that while Byrne considered this to have been 'a 

tantalisingly scanty number of annalistic entries, it is, even after some revision, a 

comparatively full record for the period 820-4 1. 

One significant piece of evidence which is often noted, but rarely considered, 

is that Feidlimid, is listed among 6entu MM Ruain - the unity of Mdel Ruain - 

preserved in the Book of Leinster. " It notes: 

Lucht oentad Mael Ruain in so . i. iar Patraic 7 larsna da apstal dic Ins! 
Fail i. Maei Ruain Tamlachta. Maei Tuile mac Noechuire. Maei Anfaid 
Darinse Märe. Fland Find m Fairchellaig i nDaire na Fland Fland m Duib 
Thuinne i nDaire na Fland Flannün m Tairdelbaig i Cill da Lua. Mael 
Dithrub i. anchorita Tir! da Glas. Dimman Arad Dalbach Cule Collainge. 
Feidlimid mac Crimthainn. Diarmait in Disirt. Eochaid epscop Tamlachta. 
Oengus h Öibledin Et nosfiurad in ballän dia ro chan Cormac mac 
Culennain Ballan barrglas 7c. l' 

The names provided by the 6entu have been looked at most closely by Peter 

O'Dwyer. "' He notes that Mdel Tuile established Disert Maeltuile on the bank of 

Lough Aininn. He may possibly have begun his religious career in the community of 

Rahan, being fostered among the Ui Suanaigh whose anchorite of Rahan and abbot of 

Rahan, who died in 757 and 763 respectively, " were 'active members in the ascetic 

12 The Book of Leinster, vol. 6 (ed. Anne O'Sullivan), 1683. 
13 There is a second variant of the 6entu Mdel Ruain contained in the Book of Leinster, vol. 6,1686: 

Cormac mac Cuilennainxecinit. 

Mael Rüain Maei Tuile im gnim ngle. 
Mael Anfaid na Dcainse. 
na triNaind Mael Dithreib dil. 
Dinmm Dalbach Feldlimid 

Diarmail Eochaid ard a scJl 
7 Oengus. h ablJn 
luch na hoentad sin uile 
im Mael R6ain in Mael Tuile. 

14 O'Dwyer, CJli DJ, 3646. 
15 

14 U 757.1: Quies Fidmhmuine ancorile Rathin, id est nepolis Suanaich;. 4 U 763.2 ... 7 Fidairle oa 
Suanaich abb Raithij% mortui [est]. 
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movement'. " Miel Tuile, abbas Benchair, died in 820. " If Benchair was Banagher in 

Offaly, then it is possible that this may have been the same individual, but it cannot be 

determined whether or not this was the case. Mael Tuile had been exiled in 817, but 

whether this had been voluntary or enforced, and if so for what reason, is not 

recorded. "' 

O'Dwyer considered that the Mdel Anfaid who is named in the list was the 

founder of Dairinis, whose floruit, he suggested, belongs to the first half of the 

seventh century. He considered that Miel Anfaid was 'most probably' included in the 

6entu because of this fact, as Mdel Ruain himself had first entered religion in Dairinis 

under Fer dA Chrich's tutelage. " This suggestion is perhaps understandable, but it 

should not be uncritically accepted before any consideration of the intended purpose 

of the 6entu, even if this purpose need be no more than a record of those most closely 

associated with MAel Ruain. In regard to the question of the identity of MAel Anfaid, 

it is surely significant to note that all of the others named in the 6entu, who can be 

identified, were contemporary with MAel Ruain himself When the question arises as 

to why these individuals were included in the 6entu, particularly when consideration is 

made of those who were omitted (below, p. 242), the assumption that the MAel 

Anfaid listed in the 6entu was the founder of Dairinis, and included for that very 

reason, becomes less secure. It would appear more reasonable that the Mdel Anfaid 

included in the 6entu was also a contemporary of Mdel Ruain and, consequently, a 

different individual from the founder of Dairinis. Following the obit of Fer dd Chrich 

16 O'Dwyer, C91i DJ, 36-7. He notes, too, the Law of the Ui Suanaich in 743, promulgated over Leth 
Cuinn in 748, indicated above, p. 175. 

17AU820.4. 
AU 817.6 - Mael Tuile, abbas Benncair, exulat (one variant noted by NIacAlrt and Nb- c Niocaill 
has exultat) -'Nlael Tuile, abbot of Bermcair, goes into exile. ' 

19 The understanding that Dairinis, on an island in the Blackwater estuary, was founded by Mdel 
Anfaid derives from early references to the church as Dairinis Wel Anfald (anglicized as 
Molana) or as Insula St Molanfide. A. Gwynn and PL N. I ladcock, in Medieval Religious Houses: 
Irelwzd, Undon, 1970, however, state that Wel Anfaid founded Dairinis in the sixth century. 
Neither they nor O'Dmyer provide any indication of the reasons for stating these respective dates, 
which merely serves to emphasize the lack of knowledge concerning the foundation of Dairinis. 
That said, however, there appears no good reason to discount the fact that, in the ninth century, 
Dairinis was known, or accepted, to have been founded by an individual named NU el Anfaid, 
however little is known about him now. 
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in 747, there is only one other certain notice of any abbot of Dairinis in the period to 

900, the obit of Daniel ua hAithmit. " AFM sa 819 (? = 822) notes the death of Flann 

Dairinsi, whom O'Dwyer suggests may have been Flann Mac Duib Thuinne, listed in 

6entu Mdel Ruain, and this may be intended to indicate that Flann was also abbot of 

Dairinis. There is ample scope, therefore, that there was an individual named Mdel 

Anfaid who was a contemporary of Mdel Ruain. There is a reference to Mdel Anfaid 

in Mire 6engusso, however, which states merely Mael-anfaid ainm remain - 'Mdel 

Anfaid, a name pre-eminent' - but which has been glossed that he was abbot of 

Dariinis. This reference with its glosses states only 'Miel Anfaid, i. e. abbot of 

Dairinis, i. e. at Mochuta's Lismore, where a great river flows into the sea'. " If the 

Miel Anfaid referred to in FO is the same individual as the MAel Anfaid mentioned in 

6entu Mdel Ruain, then it would indicate his death had occurred prior to 803.1, The 

Miel Anfaid listed in the 6entu MM Ruain maypossibly, therefore, have been abbot 

of Dairinis from c. 782 (following the death of Daniel ua hAithmit) to sometime 

before 803 (allowing his commemoration in FO). 

The next two individuals named in the 6entu are Flann son of Fairchellach and 

Fl, ann son of Dub Thuinne, both of whom belonged to Daire Eidneach and which 

subsequently became known as Daire na bFIann due to their renown. Nothing is 

otherwise known of Flann son of Dub Thuinne, " but Flann son of Foirchellach 

became abbot of Lismore in 814 and is called abbot of Lismore, Emly and Cork in his 

obit in AI in 825. Nothing is known about Flannin mac Tairdelbaigh other than the 

gloss linking him with Cell dd Ua in the 6entU. 2' Kenney suggested that 'it appears 

20 AFMsa 777 (? = 782). 
21 Mael anfaid. j. ab j)ajrjMZSj. j. ic Lis m6r mo Chula ata Dairinis, ubi abann more in mare exill. 

Stokes, FO, Notes, 54. 
22 Ilaggart, 'The date of composition of the Felire 6engusso, triu, forthcoming. 
23 O'Dwyer, reasonably, suggests that he may have been the Flann mac Duibchonna. who appears In 

Mon Tall. and that he was theRann Dairins! whose obit Is recorded In AFM sa 819, C011 LX;, 
38. Flann mac Dulb Thuirme in 6entu MUel Ruain is called Flann mac Duib Chonna In the poem 
now referred to as '6entu Feldlimthe'. 

24 The two twelfth century Vitae Sancti Flannan! relate the life of the founder of Killaloe, In Co. 
Clare, and have been examined by Dormchadh 6 CorrAin (Toreign connections and domestic 
politics: Killaloe and the LA Brialn in twelfth-century hagiography', In D. Whitclock et a/, 
Ireland in Medieval Europe, 213-3 1). While he notes that 'It can be assumed that the dossier of 
FlannAn contains no historical material on the saint himself but rather Is a product of 
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probable that the church was founded in the sixth century and that Flanrdn flourished 

in the seventh', but concedes that the 'chronological data are slight and fictitious'. " 

O'Dwyer, however, points out the entry in AI, sa 778, that notes Quies Flanndin 

Cille Aird, a church he identifies as Ibricken, Co. Clare, " and although he does not 

claim this to be the FlannAn of the 6entu, he does consider it to be 'very enticing'. " 

The next name listed in the 6entu was that of MAel Dithruib, anchorite of 

Terryglass. The text now known as Monastery of Tallaght was largely compiled 

during his lifetime (above pp. 81-2) and it is around his discourses with Mdel Ruain 

that the anecdotal nature of the text essentially revolves. His obit is recorded in AFAJ 

sa 840 (? = 841). Dhnm&4 the anchorite of Ara, in the barony of Uaithne, Co. 

Tipperary, died in 811, ̀ Dalbach of C61 Collainge, Co. Cork, died in 800 (Al), but 

nothing beyond these obituary notices is known of these individuals. Next in the list is 

Feidlimid hirnselý followed by Diarmait ua Aeda Roin, founder of Disert Diarmata in 

812 (A]), and described as 'anchorite and teacher of religion for all Ireland' at his 

death in 825 . 29 The penultimate name in the 6entu, although ornitted by O'Dwyer in 

his discussion, was that of E6chaid, bishop of Tallaght, who died in 812. Agah little 

is known about him, but the highly effective blockade of T"tiu by the community of 

Tallaght recorded in 811, in retaliation for the violation of the temon of Tallaght, " 

ecclesiastical and secular legend-building', he evidently believed Flanndn's father was 
Tairdelbach Ua Briain (d. 1086). Cmsequently, he considers 'It is interesting to note that our 
Ktae, despite or in ignorance of the chronological Impossibility, bring FlannAn Into contact with 
Feidlimid' (227). 1 le does not refer to 6entu Mdel Ruain, however, which indicates that Flanndn 
mac: Tairdelbaig lived before the eleventh century. Gwynn and Iladcock Instead suggest an 
identification of Flanndn, the founding saint of KilWoe, with the Flanndn of Cill Ard who died In 
778 W 778.1: Quies Pannain Cille Aird), Medieval Religious Houses, 86.6 Corrdin discusses 
the etymology provided in the later vita for the name of an associate of FlannAn called BracamLs 
as part of his consideration of the origins of the scribe. Could this Bracanws be- the same 
individual as the Brocdn referred to in the '6entu Feldlimthe'? 

25 Kenney, Sources, 404. 
26 O'DWYer, C-JU DJ, 39. 
27 ibid. 
28 O'D%Nyer, ihid., 40, notes that 'Nbelruain learned certain prayer patterns from a nun In Coill 

Ualthne' 
29 AU 825.2 - Diarmait hueAedha Roin, anchorita 7 religionis doctor totius Ifibernle. ohilt. 30A U 811.2 - Derbaid aige Dia Sathaimn oinigh Taillen connarecht ech na carpat la Aedl; in 

Neill, id est muinnter Twnlachta dod rorbai iar sarugad terniainn Tainlachial A faele Rualn thi U 
Neill, 7posteafamilide Twnlachtae multa munera re&h1a sunt 
The fair of Tailtiu was prevented from being held on Saturday under the aegis of Acd soti of 
Niall, neither horse nor chariot arriving there. It was the community of Tallaght who caiLsed the 
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would have taken place during his tenure as bishop. Finally listed is 6engus ua 

6ibleam, the man to whom Filire 6engusso is attributed, the Preface to which 

provides virtually all that is known about him. From the tradition contained within the 

Preface, 6engus was brought up in Cluain Eidneach and subsequently connected with 

the communities of CAl Bennchuir and Tallaght itself, before returning to Cluain 

Eidneach where he died. While the year of his death is unknown, he is commemorated 

in the Martyrology of Tallaght under II March and a poem attached to the Preface of 

FO states he died on a Friday, which led Stokes to suggest that he died in 819,824 or 

83 0.31 

Discounting Feidlimid for the moment, the eleven others named with MAel 

Ruain in the, 6entu were clearly churchmen. With the possible, if unlikely, exception of 

Mdel Anfaid, due to the lack of certainty of identification from his glossed attribution 

to have been the Mdel Anfaid who founded Dairinis, the others listed in the 6entu, 

including Feidlimid, were contemporary with Mdel Ruain. The number of individuals 

listed in the 6entu must surely be significant. Just as an abbot with twelve monks was 

considered the ideal for a monastic community, in emulation of Christ and his twelve 

disciples, here Mdel Ruain is listed with twelve adherents. The twelve listed, were 

presumably, therefore, those held to be the most closely connected with his work. If 

so, this would indicate that (1) Mdel Anfaid, too, was a contemporary of Mdel Ruain 

and not, therefore, the founder of Dairinis and (2) Feidlimid himself was an 

ecclesiastic. This fact, indeed, is indicated by the reference in Feidlimid's obit that he 

was a scribe and anchorite and the best of the Gael, despite the doubts expressed in 

this case by O'Dwyer in regard 'to the value one must place on annalistic praises such 

as scribe and anchorite. Were they merely stereotyped phrases that had to be put in 

with the obit? Or had he intimidated even the news media! "' 

boycott after the U Mill had violated the sanctuary of Tallaght of W- el Rualn; and many gifts 
were subsequently made to the community of Tallaght'. 

31 stokes, Fo, XXVi. 
32 O'Dwyer, Cdi DJ, 43. 
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Despite Byrne's earlier belief that 'we do not know ... [what Feidlimid's] 

earlier clerical connections may have been', " his later work indirectly helped to 

provide some important indications towards Feidlimid's ecclesiastical background 

when he examined the history of Daire na bhFIann. "' He pointed out that the Life of 

Rfiaddn of Loffha stated that Daire Eidneach subsequently became known as Daire na 

bhFlann because of the influence of Flann. Find, son of Foirchellach, and Flann, son of 

Dub Thuinne. Both of these individuals, as already seen, are listed in 6entu Mel 

Ruain. Independently, Nollaig 6 Muraile, in an article published in the same year as 

that of Byrne, " also noted this fact and drew attention to the significance in this 

respect of the stanzas in the Book of Leinster which are now known as '6entu 

Feidlimthe'. ̀ The fifth stanza of this 6entu appears to indicate the connection 

between five of those named in 6entu Mdel Ruain: 

Fland mc. Fairchellaig rofess 
Fland m. Duib Chonna ra chness 
Flannan is Mael Dithruib dil 
is Feidlimid mac Crimthain. 

The eighth and ninth stanzas relate this connection to have been the monastery of 

Daire Eidneach. They state: 

Nobitis ni sdeb int sreth 
maroen i nDaire Eidnech 
ic denam chrabuid cen gus 
ic crossigill i corgus. 

33 Byrne, Irish JUngs andBigh-Kings. 213. 
34 F. J. Byrne, 'Derrynavlan: The I-listorical Context, JPSAI 110 (1980). 11&26. 
35 Nollaig 0 Muraile, 'Doire na bhFlann alias Doire Eldhneach: An historical and onomastic study'. 

Studia Hihernica 20 (1980), 111-40. 
36 The Book of Itinster, vol. 6 (ed. Anne O'Sullivan), 1708. For a translation of the stanzas 

themselves, see Kathleen Hughes, 'The distibution of Irish scriplorld', 263. See also Byrne. Irish 
JUngs and Ifigh-Kings, 226-7, who cites I lughes' translation of these stanzas as cv1dence 'that 
Feidlimid was a powerful champion of the Cdli EW (226), but does not appear to recogmisic that 
the stanzas indicate that Feidlimid was himself a member of the community of Dairc Eldneach. 
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Do Dalre Eidnech co becht 
tecait do denam afert 
co toraig a techta thair 
arin licc i Tamlachtain. 

'They used to be together in Daire Ednech, no false order, practising devotion 

without extravagance, at cross vigil in Lent. ' 

'They come precisely to Daire Ednech to work their miracles, until their 
journeying arrives in the east, on the flagstone in Tallaght. "' 

Feidlimid, clearly, was firmly associated with Daire Eidneach and it is very likely, 

therefore, that he emerged from this monastery as scribe and anchorite, to take the 

kingship in 820. 

It would appear, however, that there was also some tradition of a connection 

between Feidlimid and Tallaght. Certainly those others listed in 6entu Mdel Ruain can 

be seen to have had associations with Tallaght or churches closely associated with 

Tallaght, yet the criterion for inclusion in the 6entu cannot merely be a connection 

with Tallaght. Airfliinnki, Mdel Ruain's successor at Tallaght - perhaps even chosen 

to be his successor by Miel Ruain himself - and who died in 803, " is not listed; nor 

was Aed, * abbot of Tallaght, who died in 825; " nor, again, was tchtgus, princeps 

Tamlachtae, who died in 827.1 These three men all died within the period covered by 

the range of obits of those who are listed - 800x47 - and were all heads of Tallaght, 

but none are included in the 6entu Mdel Ruain. Only twelve individuals, it would 

appear, could be included and, while the question of what could have been considered 

the necessary criteria for inclusion can be no more than conjectured, it is nevertheless 

clear that all those who were included, Feidlimid no less than the others, could not 

only be considered to be c9li DJ, but among the foremost of the cJli DJ, those twelve 

37Translation from Hughes, "Ibe distribution of Irish scriploria', 263. 
38 AU 803.1: A idbwan, abbas Twnhlachtai Mael Ruain, pausauft In pace. 39AU825.3: Aedam abbas Tamhlachtae, [moritur]. 
40 AU 827.1: &htguý prinnceps Tarnlachtae, dormiuit. 
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individuals it was considered most appropriate to be named as 'at one' with Msel 

Ruain. 

That Feidlimid himself should have been a cJle Dd should not necessarily be 

seen as surprising: in the period from c. 786-944, six of the kings of Cashel were 

abbots or bishops before becoming king, and presumably remained so thereafter, 

while there are also examples of lesser kings who were either abbots or bishops 

beforehand. "' This situation, the opposite of royal appropriation of clerical office, was 

unique to Munster. ' Indeed, Thomas Clancy has suggested" that their high clerical 

office may have been the justification of their kingship, since they did not all belong to 

the main royal lines: " and that, further, the symbol of their royal office, at least during 

the ninth century, appears to have been the crozier. " 

Feidlimid himself, however, was neither abbot nor bishop when he became 

king of Cashel in 820 and so does not conforin entirely with this criterion; however, if 

41 The ecclesiastic kings of Cashel were: 61chobur mac Flaind (c. 786-796/7), abbot of Inis Cathaig; 
Feidlimid himself; Olchobur mac Cinaeda (848-51), abbot of Fjnly*, Cenn Faclad fia Mugthigirn 
(861-72), abbot of Emly; Cormac mac CuilennAin (901-8), bishop (perhaps, as T. O. Clancy has 
suggested to me, of Inis Cathaig); FWthbertach mac Inmaindn (c. 908-c. 940, d. 944). Other 
cleric kings in Munster were: Fogartach mac Suibne, 'sage of philosophy and theology', king of 
Ciarralge (d. 908); Cormac mac Mothlai, bishop and secnap of Lismore, abbot of Cell Mo-Lalssc, 
king of Deisi (d. 920); Ffnnechta mac Loegaire, chief aininchara of Ireland, king of Clarraige 
Luachra (d. 929); Rebachdn mac Mothlai, abbot of Tuaime Grdine and king of Ddl Cals (d. 934). 

42 See Byme, IrishUngs and High-, Kings, chs 9 and 10. 
43 In a personal communication. 
44 Olchobur mac Flaind belonged to the Uf Fidgeinte who never otherwise providLNI a king of 

Munster. Olchobur mac Cinaeda belonged to the Eoganacht Locha Uin who, although providing 
a king in the person of Wel Duin mac Aeda in 786, were not normally in the frame for the 
kingship of Munster. Ccnn Faelad belonged to the Eoganacht Airthir Cliach, a distant branch of 
the main royal line. Cormac mac Cuilenndin was described as an outsider of base-birth In Calh 

45 
Belaich Mugw, Ra&er, Fragmentary Annals of1reland sa 908, p. 153. 

Byme drew attention to the fact that in the Vita Triparlita it was stated that twenty-scvm kings of 
Cashel up to and including Cenn nGdcdn (d. 902), who was known not to have been a cleric. had 
ruled 'under a crozier', a statement that he found 'obscure' (Irish Kings and Ifigh-Kings, 190). 
Similarly, the stanza recorded in AU and AFM relating Feidlimid's defeat at the hands of Mail 
mac, Aeda in 84 1, states: 

Bachall Feic#dimidhfighligh The crozier of vigil-kccping r-cidlimid 
fo-racbadh isna draighnibh was abandoned in the buslies 
dos: fuc Niall co nert n-atha Niall, mighty In battle, took It 
a cert in catha claidhinigh by right of victory in battle with svards. 

This has led to the natural, but mistaken, assumption that F-cidlimid had tx= the bishop of 
Cashel as well as king. Clancy's suggestion that the crozier was the Munster royal Insignia at this 
time would therefore make sense of otherwise puzzling statements. It would also add a dccM 
significance to the claim by Clonmacnoise that Feidlimid died as a result of a crozier thrust ftom 
St. Ciardn. 
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the understanding that inclusion in the 6entu Mdel Ruain indicates that Feidlimid was 

considered to be among the foremost of the cJli DJ is correct, then these were his 

clerical credentials. Unlike the other cleric-kings of Munster, however, Feidlimid 

belonged to a fine of the Eoganacht Chaisil which periodically provided kings of 

Munster, ' although, prior to Feidlimid, the last incumbent it had provided had been 

Cormac, son of Affill, who had died in 713. While Feidfin-ýd was, therefore, perhaps 

acceptable because of his lineage, the fact that his lineage had not provided a king for 

more than a century strongly indicates that it was his ecclesiastical connections which 

47 were the more important. Since he was neither abbot nor bishop, these ecclesiastical 

connections are most readily explained as those indicated by his inclusion in the 6entu 

Mdel Rualn, that is that Feidlimid himself was a cJle Dd. 

While the annalistic record of Feidlin-ýd's actions between 820-41 is not so 

'tantalisingly scanty' as Byrne suggested, his description, in regard to detail, is 

frustratingly appropriate. The first recorded action of his reign, the promulgation of 

Lex Patricii jointly with Artri, son of Conchobar, is understandable enough, both in 

his role as king and as cile DJ. While the record of the promulgation of the Laws of 

Patrick, of Ciaran, of Ailbe and of Dar-i are concentrated in the late-eighth and mid- 

ninth centuries and thus correspond to the period of greatest influence of the cJli De, 

the annalistic records of the promulgation of these laws are most usually noted jointly 

between the provincial ruler and the relevant ecclesiastic. 

The circumstances behind the burning of Gallen, in the kingdom of DeIbna 

Bethra, the same year, however, and the harrying throughout Delbna Bethra itself 

three years later are unknown. Whether or not the lands of Clonmacnoise were 

included in this harrying of Delbna Bethra, is equally uncertain. Although the 

assumption may be implicit, the specific mention of the burning of its tcrmon 

alongside the harrying of the kingdom in 833 prompts the impression that 

46 Byrne, Ifish Ungs and High-, Ungs, 292. 
47 Although Feidlimid's dynasty had intermittently provided kings of Munster, he, personally, In 

terms of lineage, could barely have been acceptable: neithcr his father nor his grandfather had 
been king, emphasizing the fact that it was his ecclesiastical connections Wilch vArc the morc 
important. 
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Clonmacnoise itself was untouched in 826. The monastery at Gallen had reputedly 

been founded by St. Canoc (Mochonoc) with an early school of some repute founded 

by emigrant Welsh monks. " Why this should have been a target for Feidlimid is 

unknown - nothing more is known of the foundation before the twelfth century, 

which may, perhaps, indicate its relative unimportance 49 and this complete lack of 

knowledge prevents any valid comment. Whatever may have been Feidlin-M's 

motivation, it is not now possible even to hazard a guess at his purpose. 

Following the battle of Leth Cam in 827, there was a meeting between 

Feidlimid and Conchobar mac; Donnchada, king of Tara. Who instigated the meeting 

is unrecorded, but the heavy swing in the balance of power towards the Cendl 

nE6gain threatened the interests of both kings. CS does not record this royal meeting, 

but following its account of Leth Cam it notes, uniquely, that 'The secnapdite of 

Clonmacnoise was given to Munstermen, which was never done before'. " What was 

this intended to mean? The position of secnap may only relatively recently have 

become one of significance and, if so, there could have been no more than half a 

dozen holders of the office and very likely fewer. Although there is no annalistic 

record of any secnap of Clonmacnoise, it is difficult to see how the appointment of a 

Munsterman should have been remarkable, with the note that this had never been 

done before. However, the statement concerns not the allocation of sectiap to an 

individual, but 'to the Munstermen' (do Muimnechaibh). Does this entry convey the 

situation whereby the position of secnap - the designated abbatial successor - in 

Clonmacnoise was to have become an acknowledged monopoly within the hands of 

Munstermen? This would explain the comment that this had never been done before - 

not that the position was held by an individual Munsterman, but that the position was 

to be the exclusive preserve of Munstermen. The notice of this arrangement, in a 

foundation so firmly under the sphere of influence and patronage of the kings of Tara 

48 Gwynn and I ladcock, Medieval Religious Houses, 176. 
49 Despite the fact that there is no annalistic record of Gallen at this time, its physical remains VAXdd, 

50 
however, appear to indicate that it was not necessarily as insignificant as this lack would suggest. 

CS 827: Secnopole Cluana muc Nois do tabairt do Muinnechaibh na raba riam. 
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and so soon after the meeting of 827, certainly invokes the impression that the 

arrangement came about as a direct consequence of this meeting. The new 

circumstances of NiaH mac Aeda's position in the north following the subjection of 

the AirgiaHa and the Ulaid, the former on a permanent basis, more directly threatened 

Conchobar. Since the death of Muirgius, son of Tomaltach, in 8 15, the Connachta. had 

largely fragmented with the resulting dissipation of their military power and 

Clonmacnoise, the largest ecclesiastical foundation in Ireland at this time, had 

subsequently been drawn more heavily under the influence of the kings of Tara. 

Conchobar's position in the late 820s was relatively weak and he may, therefore, have 

sought an affiance with Feidlimid, one of the terms conceded being that 'the 

secnap6ite of Clonmacnoise was given to the Munstermen. ' 

If it is accepted both that the secnap6ite of Clonmacnoise was to have become 

the preserve of Munstermen and demanded by Feidlimid as part of the agreement with 

Conchobar following the change in political circumstances with Niall's decisive 

victory, then it is more likely to have been a concession sought by Feidlin-M cJle DJ 

rather than Feidlimid H Muman. Nevertheless, what he appears to have sought was 

nothing less than a Munster monopoly in one of the highest offices in the greatest 

foundation in Ireland. If the assumption that this was sought by Feidlimid c8e DJ, 

rather than Feidlimid r! Muman, is correct, then it would evidently indicate that 

Feidfimid was deeply concerned with matters in Clonmacnoise, considering it to be 

lacking in some regard, and took steps to remedy the deficiency by ensuring that there 

would always be a Munster-trained - hence, he would presumably consider, more 

suitable - appointee as secnap. 

This appointment would appear to have some bearing on the reasons behind 

Feidlimid's clearly severe assault on Clomnacnoise in 833. Both CS and AM record 

the drowning of the secnap of Clonmacnoise, Flam son of Flaithbertach of the 

Munster dynasty of the Ui Forga, by Cathal son of Ailill, king of the Uf Maine. In 

both sources the entry is apparently linked with a defeat of Feidlimid by Cathal, son of 
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Ailill, in the plain of Mag nAi. However, there is clearly a problem of chronology: CS 

records these events in 823, while AFM does so under 834. 

Following notices of the promulgation of Lex Patricii over Munster by 

Feidlimid and Artrf son of Conchobar and the resignation of R6rdn, abbot of 

Clonmacnoise, from the abbacy and before an entry relating the burning of Bennchair 

M6r by Vikings - all correctly placed in 823" - CS notes: 

Saruccad Cluana muc Nois do Cathal mac Aililla, Rl H. Maine, for secnabad 
Muman J. Flann mac Flaithbertaig, do Vib Forga, contard isin Sinainn 

contorcair. Dliged. uii. cell ind Maidm ria Cathal mac Oilillafor Fedlimid 

mac Crimthain a Maig Hf ubi multi ceciderunt: - 
Robtar trena Connachta a Maigh Ni [sic] 

Nibdarfanna ria Fedlimid 

'The profanation of Clom-nacnoise by CathaL son of AOL king of the Ui Maine, 

against the Munster secnap, i. e. Flann, son of Flaithbertach of the Ui Forba, 

whom he threw into the Shannon, so that he was drowned. Seven churches 

were adjudged in atonement. A victory by Cathal, son of AiIiIL over Feidlin-M, 

son of Crimthaffin, in Mag n)" in which many feH: - 
Strong were the Connachta in Mag nAi, 
They were not weak against Feidlimid. ' 

This can be compared with the entry in AFM sa 834: 

Sirucchadh Cluana mic Ndis do Calhal, mac A ilella, figherna Ua Afaine, for 

FhIann, mac Flaithbhertaigh, dUibh Forggo, prior a AfWnhain, con do lard 

isin Sionainn, co ndorchair. Dlighedh u1i. Ceall do Chlardn 7 mainchine m6r. 
Maidhm ria cCathal, mac Ailealla, for Fedhlimidh, mac Crlomhthainn, rl 
Caisil, hi Maigh nf, Mail in ro, marbhait sochaidhe, conadh dd ro rdldheadh: 

Roplar trin Connachta, hi Maigh ni niptarfanna, 
A bradh nech re Feidhlimidh, cid dia ud loch na calla. 

51 Witnessed by the entries under 823.5,823.6 and 823.8 in A U. 
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'The profanation of Clonmacnoise by Cathal, son of Allill, lord of the Uf Maine, 

against Flann, son of Flaithbertach of the Ui Forba, the Munster prior, whom he 

threw into the Shannon, so that he was drowned. Seven churches were 

adjudged in atonement for Ciaran, and a great consideration. A victory by 

CathaL son of Ailifl, over Feidlimid, son of Crimthainn, in Mag nAf, in which 

many feff and of which it was said: - 
Strong were the Connachta, in Mag nAi they were not weak, 
Let anyone ask of Feidlimid, why the loch of Shouting is [named]. ' 

Clearly, these two entries, ag'ain, derive from a common source. The entry in 

CS, normally a reliable witness in terms of its chronology, is clearly misplaced, while 

that in AFM is included in a series of entries which, from the witness of 4 U, belong 

solidly to 835. This may be thought to be fairly conclusive, but the very fact that the 

paired entry in both MSS evidently originates from a common source, yet has been 

misplaced in an otherwise reliable record, ought to give pause before any acceptance 

of its position in a witness which is generally less certain chronologically. Another 

problem is the attribution of both the drowning of the secnap of Clonmacnoise and 

the defeat of Feidlimid to Cathal son of Ailill of the Ui Maine. This is clearly mistaken. 

Cathal son of Ailill was king of the Ui Fiachrach, not the Ui Maine, and his death is 

recorded in. 4 U in 816.52 The second incident, Feidlin-Ms defeat, may shed some light 

on this problem, however, as .4U notes that, in 837, Cathal son of Muirgius, king of 

Connacht, defeated the Munstermen. 5' The attribution of Cathal son of Ailill, 

therefore, appears, in this respect, to have been an error for Cathal son of Muirgius 

and Feidlimid's defeat in Mag nAi properly belongs to 837.54 Cathal son of Muirgius 

belonged to the Ui Briuin Aý however, not the Uf Maine, although FeidlH'TH*d is 

recorded plundering the Cen6 Cairpre Cruim. of the Ui Maine in 837, during or 

following the course of which he was defeated by Cathal, and this may account for the 

confused attribution of his defeat at their hands. Given that Feidlimid's defeat by the 

52 AU 816.9: Mors Cathail m. Ailello regis nepoturn Flachrach. 
53 AU 837.8: Roiniudhfor Muinmechu re Catal m. Atirgusso. 
m See also Byme, Irish Kings ard High-Kings, 222. 
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Connachta, appears to have occurred in 837, it could be considered that this nmy 
indicate that Flann's drowning also occurred in that year; however, the source of the 

account in CS and AFM is clearly confused and there is nothing, other than that they 

are listed consecutively in both CS and AFM and that both events are attributed, 

wrongly, to Cathal son of Ailill, to connect them It can be accepted as reasonably 

certain that Feidlimid's defeat in Mag nAi was at the hands of Cathal son of Muirgius 

in 837 - whether Flam was, therefore, also drowned by Cathal son of Muirgius or 

whether he was indeed drowned by the Ui Maine is not so clear, however, and neither 

is the year in which his drowning occurred. 

If the note in CS, that the secnapdite of Clonmacnoise was given to the 

Munstermen, is correctly placed under 827, then it is tempting to think that the 

drowning of Flann son of Flaithbertach properly belongs to 833 and that this triggered 

Feidlimid's vicious assault on Clonmacnoise in that year. It could be conjectured that 

the Ui Maine of Connacht had vested interests in neighbouring Clonmacnoise which 

could well have been affected by the prospective monopoly of a Munster secnap6ite 

established in or soon after 827. It could be further conjectured, therefore, that when 

Niall mac Aeda succeeded Conchobar as king of Tara in 833, he may well have 

encouraged the Ui Maine to move against Flann, personifying Munster interests in 

Clonmacnoise. It could also be speculated that the removal, if not necessarily the 

drowning, of Flann may also have been supported by the muinnfir of Clonmacnoise, 

which would account for the ferocity of Feidlimid's assault and the recorded 

execution of some, at least, of the community. 

If, however, as an alternative to such speculation, it is understood that the list 

of entries in AFM, within which notice of Flann's drowning is found, indicates that it, 

too, occurred in 835, then, clearly, this cannot have provoked Feidlimid's assault in 

833. Other than wariness induced by the demonstrable confusion in the entry for 823 

in CS (see above, p. 233, n. 11), there appears no good reason to consider that, in an 

otherwise reliable source, the entry concerning the secnapdfte of Clonmacnoise is 

anything other than correctly placed under 827. Consequently, if it is considered, from 
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its context inAFM, that Flann's drowning did indeed occur in 835, then we are left 

with the circumstance that Feidlimid's severe assault on Clonmacnoise in 833 

occurred at a time when a Munsterman. who, presumably, was his own appointee was 

secnap there. While clearly not impossible, this seems unlikely, unless it is considered 

that Feidlimid's assault was the result of the community rejecting Flann's authority - 

although this authority would have been subordinate to that of the abbot and there is 

no indication of such motivation in any of the accounts. To further complicate 

matters, AU notes the death of Cumuscach, son of 6engus, secnap of Clonmacnoise 

in 835.55 Presumably he was Flann's successor. While the record of Cumuscach's 

death should not affect any consideration of the date of Flann's death, for it is possible 

he could have held the secnapdite of Clonmacnoise for only a few months before he 

died, it is again tempting to speculate that, on the balance of probability, Flann was 

drowned in 833 and that this was the spur to Feidlimid's actions against 

Clonmacnoise. Clearly, however, the source evidence relating these actions is far from 

complete and, where evidence does survive, is certainly confused. This makes for an 

extremely uncertain outcome when trying to determine what provoked the burning of 

Clonmacnoise and the execution of many of its community by Feidlimid in 833 and, as 

a result, any attempt to uncover his motivation, inevitably, will be largely speculative. 

But why should Feidlimid have such an evident concern with Clonmacnoise? 

Byrne noted that, at this 'most critical era in Irish history, when devastating Viking 

raids were succeeded by permanent base-camps and settlements, Feidlimid never once 

devoted his arms to attacking these heathen foreigners. ' This is perfectly true and 

appears surprising, given Feidlimid's reputation and ability in both warfare and 

Politics. It is clear, too, that Feidlimid was hardly reticent in taking up arms and so his 

apparent lack of action against these heathen invaders, especially once they had begun 

to establish settlements which, in contrast to the earlier highly mobile hit-and-run 

assaults on the Irish, resulted in the Scandinavians themselves becoming vulnerable to 

assault through these bases. This evident lack certainly requires some attempt at 

55 AU 83 5.4: Cwnuscach m. Oengzis, % secnap Cluana Moccu Nois, moritur. 
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understanding. The question of Feidlimid's perception of the Vikings may, again, be 

more readily understood in relation to his background as Feidlimid Me Dd than to his 

position as Feidlimid, r! Muman: the Old Testament Book of Isaiah provided an 

explicit precedent of such punishment for those who were failing in their Christian 

duties. ' This scriptural illustration is reflected in the early eleventh-century homily of 

Wullstan, archbishop of York, when the Danes ravaged fthelred's England at will. 
For Wulfstan the remedy was clear: 

how can greater shame befall men through God's anger than often does us for 

our own deserts? ... the English have been for a long time now completely 
defeated and too greatly disheartened through God's anger; and the pirates so 

strong with God's consent that often in battle one puts to flight ten, and 

sometimes less, and sometimes more, all because of our sins ... and therefore it is 

very necessary for us to take thought for ourselves and to intercede eagerly with 
God himself Let us do as is necessary for us, turn to the right and in some 

measure leave wrong-doing, and atone very zealously for what we have done 

amiss; and let us love God and follow God's laws and perform very diligently 

what we promised when we received baptism, or those who were our advocates 

at our baptism; and let us order our words and our deeds rightly, and eagerly 

cleanse our thoughts, and keep carefully oath and pledge, and have some loyalty 

between us without deceit. Let us often consider the great Judgement to which 

we all must come, and save ourselves from the surging fire of hell torment, and 

earn for ourselves the glories and the joys which God has prepared for those 

who do his will in the world. " 

56 Isaiah 1.4 outlines the cause of divine displeasure: 'Ah sinful nation, a people laden with iniquity, 
a seed of evildoers, children that are corrupters: they have forsaken the Lord, they have provoked 
the Holy One of Israel into anger, they are gone away backward'. 'Oh Assyrian, ' God told Isaiah 
(10.5) 'the rod of mine anger, and the staff in their hand is mine indignation. ' 'I will send him 
against an hypocritical nation, and against the people of my wrath will I give him a charge to 
take the spoil, and to take the prey, and to tread them down like the mire of the streets! (Isalah 
10.6) 

57 Dorothy Whitelock (ed. ) Sermo Lupi adAnglos, Exeter, 1976; for a translation of Wulfstan's text, 
see Dorothy Whitclock (ed. ), English Historical Duc-ments c. 500-1042, London, 1955, no. 240, 
855-9. 
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For Feidlimid cile Dj, too, the scriptural illustration must have been clear and if, as 

Alex Woolf has recently suggested, " he consequently perceived the Vikings as a 

scourge sent from God, then this may help to explain his actions in regard to 

particular churches. Just as did Wulfstan in the early eleventh century, Feidlimid may 

have believed that only by rectffying the perceived failings of his own people could the 

Vikings be removed from the country. While Feidlimid c8e Dd may thus have 

understood the root cause of the problem, Feidlimid K Muman had the political will 

and the military resources to attempt its resolution. 

It may be more appropriate, therefore, to consider Feidlimid's actions in 

regard to Clonmacnoise and other churches, and his apparent lack of action in regard 

to the Vikings from the perspective, of his understanding as a Me DJ. If he did 

perceive the Vikings as a scourge sent from God - and he would certainly have been 

familiar with the scriptural precedent - then he would have understood that the way 

to remove this scourge was not to fight the Vikings themselves, but to remedy that 

which was displeasing to God. The fact that the first recorded raid occurred in 794, 

within two years of Mdel Ruain's death, may well, as Woolf suggests, have reinforced 

this belief in Feidlimid's mind. As already noted, Feidlimid was was listed as one of 

the twelve individuals who constituted the dentu Mel Ruain. if the understanding 

advocated above - that these individuals were considered (by the compiler of the 

6entu at least) the twelve most in accord with the practices and teaching of Mdel 

Ruain - is correct, then Feidlimid would surely have accepted that MAel Ruain 

reflected the ideal in asceticism. That others had perhaps lapsed from his example may 

have been perceived to have provoked this scourge from God - the presence of the 

Vikings after all had to be accounted for. Thomas Clancy has suggested that the 

Rechtgnia mentioned in the '6entu Feidlimthe' was Rechtgnia, abbot of Clonrnacnoise 

(d. 785). 59 If this is correct, then this abbot of Clorimacnoise may once have been 

thought of as numbering among the innermost band of cJ11 DJ, but the community 

58 Conference paper, Edinburgh, 2001.1 am grateful to Dr Woolf for providing me with a draft copy 

59 
of his paper. 

In a personal communication. 
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itself had subsequently become detached. This may have been perceived by Feidlimid 

as something akin to apostasy by the muinntir of Clonmacnoise. Armagh, with its 

claims to metropolitan jurisdiction, had had no fewer than four rivals contesting the 

abbacy in 793. While the first Viking raid was recorded in 794, the Viking presence 

only became significant by the 830s: clearly, therefore, his perception must have been 

that there was a progressive failure of moral leadership at the top. While God's 

displeasure with the Irish was therefore becoming increasingly apparent, evidenced by 

the fact that the Vikings were now over-wintering in Ireland, then ever more severe 

remedies would be required to bring the Irish back into God's favour. Clonmacnoise 

and Armagh, as the two greatest churches in Ireland, were clearly in most need of 

attention. While his recorded actions would show that his concerns regarding Armagh 

were no less acute, taking action when he could, it was effectively beyond the range 

of Feidlimid's active intervention. The focus of his initial concentration, then, lay in 

the region of Delbna Bethra. 

This projection for the motivation for Feidlimid's actions is founded upon an 

understanding that the 6entu Miiel Ruain reflected the general acceptance among 

contemporaries that the fisted individuals were those most closely 'at one' with MAel 

Ruain and no mere whimsy of the compiler. It is, inevitably, largely conjecture, but, 

nonetheless, may go some way to help provide an understanding of 'one of the most 

enigmatic figures in Irish history. ' Something, clearly, provided a powerful motivation 

for Feidlimid's actions towards these churches. " 

While Feidlimid had certainly acted decisively in his raid on Clonmacnoise in 

833, the annals are silent on his activities for some years afterwards, which may 

suggest that his immediate objectives had been achieved. Following his succession as 

king of Tara, however, NiaU mac Aeda spent much of his time campaigning in 

60 Even if this line of reasoning is accepted, it may still appear odd that Fcidlimid did not seek to 
oppose the Vikings by force of arms at least until his ecclesiastic 'policy' took effect. I k)vyL-Ycr, If 
the understanding that Feidlimid believed the Vikings to have been a scourge sent from CxxI Is an 
accurate assessment, then presumably it was accepted that those who bore the brunt of the assault 
must have been ungodly - they would, after all, be undergoing such a scourge for a reasAm. 
Secondly, it may have been perceived that to seek to oppose the instruments of divine will would 
be (a) flidtless and (b) no less than opposing divine will itself 
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Leinster, where he had established Bran, son of FaelAn, as king by the turn of 835. " 

When Feidlimid next receives annalistic attention, in 836, he seized Forann, * abbot 

of Armagh and the 'congregation of Patrick' (samadh Patra1c) in Kildare (see above, 

P. 225). What exactly Foranndn and the congregation of Patrick were doing in the 

oratory of Kildare is not recorded, but very likely it implies some attempt to gain 

control of Kildare, with Foranndn attempting to impose ecclesiastical domination in 

Leinster just as Niall had done politically the year before. E6gan Mainistrech had been 

succeeded as abbot of Armagh, it would appear, by Diarmait ua Tigernaig, who may 

perhaps have been the choice of the community themselves, but he had been displaced 

by Foranndn in 835. It can be surmised, therefore, that Foranndn may also have been 

dependent upon Niall mac Aeda, now king of Tara, hence his presence in Kildare the 

following year. Consequently, opposition from Feidlimid must surely have been 

expected, as, indeed, did transpire, but it had evidently been considered that Foranrdn 

and the congregation of Armagh would have been safe enough in Leinster, an 

indication of the relative strength of Niall's position in the province 833x36. 

In 838, there was a meeting between Feidlimid and Niall mac Aeda at Cluain 

Conaire. AU and AFM (sa 837) relate only the 'great royal meeting', CS not even 

that. AI, however, while placing the meeting at Clonfert, notes that 'Niall son of Aed, 

king of Tara, submitted to Feidlimid, son of Crimthann, so that Feidlimid became full 

king of Ireland that day' (corbo Idnri Hirend Fidlimid in Id sein). The Munster 

provenance of AI led Byrne to suggest that 'the statement that the high-king of Tara 

submitted to him speaks more for the patriotism of the Munster annalist than for his 

historical veracity. " There is no indication of the purpose of the meeting, nor of any 

event which may have provoked it, nor of who instigated it, but it would appear that 

the terms of the resultant agreement, whatever they may have been, heavily favoured 

61 A U835. I: SlogadhlaNiallcolLaighniucorodigesta-riforaibh,. L Bran m. rýaelan. 
62 Byrne, Irish JUngs and Mgh-JUngs, 225. ACIon, however, notes that following the meeting 'Felyrn 

mcCriowhayne went all over Ireland, and was like to depose the king and take the kingdome to 
himself (sa 835). Does this report suggest a circuit of Leth Cuinn by Feidlimid to take hostages 
following this meeting? Or is it perhaps more likely to have been a misplaced report of the known 
taking of hostages by Feidfimid in 840? 
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Feidlimid, a fact which the Munster annalist interpreted as submission. It is therefore 

intriguing that, under the entries for the following year, AU reported 'A change of 

abbots in Ard Macha, Le. Diarmait <grandson of Tigernach>, instead of Foranrkin 

<from Mth Meic Malais>' (AU 839.8: Coemchlodh abbad 1 n, 4rdd Machae, J. 

Derinait h. Tigernaigh i ndon Forindain o Rath Mc Maluis). If ForannAn was indeed 

Niall's appointee, could the demand for his subsequent removal from the abbacy of 

Armagh have been prominent in Feidlimid's terms? 

In 840 Feidlimid invaded Mide and Brega and halted at Tara. As is usual, no 

pretext is given, but by the next mention of an abbot of Armagh, in 845, it must be 
63 

significant that it is again Foranrdn who is abbot. That Foranndn's title of abbot was 

not merely courtesy, and Diarmait was not abbot during this period, is apparent from 

the entry in AU (848.8), after Niall's drowning in the Calann, when Diarmwt again 

was appointed abbot. " There is no notice, therefore, of when Foranrdn replaced 

Diarmait as abbot 839x45. Was it perhaps the case that Niall. reneged on any 

agreement soon after it was made, removed Diarmait and re-appointed his nominee, 

Forann, * that provoked Feidlimid's invasion of Mide and Brega and occupation of 

Tara? This is inevitably conjectural, but something, clearly, must have provoked 

Feidlimid's actions. As Byrne noted, Feidlimid's halt at Tara announced 'his ambitions 

in the clearest possible manner. "' Yet there is no indication that Feidlimid had held 

any ambition to seize the kingship of Tara at any time in the previous twenty years he 

had been king of Cashel. That he suddenly, and clearly, intended to take the kingship 

of Tara in 840, so soon after his meeting with Niall, requires an explanation other than 

simply 'ambition'. After Feidlimid met with Conchobar mac Donnchada in 827, CS, 

which does not mention the royal meeting, records that the secnapdile of 

Clonmacnoise was given to the Munstermen, which had never been done before. After 

63 AU 845.1 notes he was taken prisoner by the Vikings 'with his relics and fbllowingý - Afirulan, 
abbas A ird Machae, du ergabail du genntibh i Cloen Conzardai cona mindalbh 7 cona muinnfir, 
7a brith do longaihh Luinmigh. The following year (AU 846.9) 'Foranndn retumcd from 
Munster with the relics of Patrick'. 

64 AU 84 8.8: CoenzhcIoA abhad i nArd Machae, .L Dienwit in uIcem ForWain. 
165 Byrne, Itish Agngs and Blgh-Agngs, 225. 
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Feidlimid met with Niall, there was a change of abbots in Armagh - Diarmait replaced 
Foranndn, whom Feidlimid had seized in 836. The significance of these actions 
become clearer when it is remembered that Feidlimid had been a cile DJ longer than 

he had been H Muman. His primary concern appears to have been to ensure the Irish 

returned to the devout practice he must have believed lacking since the death of his 

mentor, Miel Ruain, manifest through the presence of the gentiles who were clearly a 

punishment sent from God for the Irish failure to follow the godly path laid out by 

Miel Ruain and others. This would have included a church free from the imposition of 

royal appointees in high ecclesiastical office. While the meeting with Conchobar may 

have resulted in the prerogative of a Munster, and, therefore, what Feidlimid evidently 

considered acceptably devout, secnap in Clonmacnoise, Conchobar appears to have 

stuck to this agreement. He may even have endorsed it, since it was not until after 

Conchobar's death in 833 that the Ui Maine, whose vested interests in Clonmacnoise 

may have suffered as a consequence, acted to remove the Munster secnap. Feidlimid 

would surely have expected the same commitment to keep his royal word from Niall, 

but when Niall reinstated Foranrdn in the abbacy of Armagh, Feidlimid must have 

considered this nothing short of perfidy. Just as fir flaithemon resulted in blessings 

from God, gauflaithemon, such as that so openly demonstrated by Niall, preserved 

and strengthened the scourge sent from God. It must have appeared to Feidlimid, 

then, that Niall could not be trusted and that the only solution would be to remove 

him from the kingship of Tara and that he, Feidlimid, would unite the Irish and lead 

them to a devotional fife more pleasing to God. This outline, necessarily, is, yet again, 

sheer speculation, but something, clearly, following this meeting between them in 840, 

had specifically occurred between Feidlimid and Niall to provoke Feidlimid's actions 

and this, it may be conjectured, could have been the reason Feidlimid invaded Mide 

and Brega and halted at Tara, " seizing Niall's queen in the process. 

Interestingly, while the report in AU, CS, AFMandACIon note that Feidlimid halted or encamped 
at Tara (conid-deisigh i Temhraigh), the account in Al, otherwise more fa-vourable to Fcidlimid, 
states that he was checked there (a chostud i Temraich). lie certainly seems to have fought at 
Tara. Al notes that Indrechtach, son of Mdel Wn, was killed by him there; however, none of the 
other sources provide any indication of fighting. 
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It would appear that Connacht certainly submitted to him, indicated by the 

surrendering of hostages, but A U, CS and AFM record that Niall plundered Fir Chell 

and Delbna Bethra, almost certainly in retaliation, although Niall's activities are 

recorded before those of Feidlimid in AFM (sa 83 9). 61 The fact that Niall retaliated by 

attacking Delbna Bethra must surely be significant - it must have been the case that by 

attacking here, Niall. hoped to draw Feidlimid away from Tara and perhaps indicates 

that Clonmacnoise, and possibly also Durrow, Rahan and Lynally, if Byrne's 

identification is correct, were, by this point, securely under Feidlimid's influence. 

Whether or not Niall's attempt to draw Feidlimid away from Tara worked, or, 

if not, for how long he was encamped there, is unrecorded. The next year Feidlimid 

led an army into Leinster, but was surprised and routed by Niall at Mag 6chtar, the 

occasion when 'the crozier of vigil-keeping Feidlimid was abandoned in the bushes'. 

While the surprise was complete, neither the annalistic record nor the satirical poetry 

provides any indication of heavy casualties. Nonetheless, unless one is to accept as 

fact the report of his assault on Clonmacnoise in 846, there is no further record of 

Feidlimid's activities at all before his death six years later. The psychological impact 

of the defeat appears to have been much more substantial than the physical. 

Whatever may be made of Feidlimid's actions, his motivation becomes less 

enigmatic when considered from the perspective of his c9li Dd background. The focus 

of his martial efforts were normally aimed against ecclesiastical foundations, yet 

contrary to the accounts of Feidlimid's career, they were not plundered. It was not the 

churches themselves that were the target, but the individuals within them. The entry in 

AU relating the death of DAnlang, princeps of Cork, in Cashel without communioe 

itself provides the clue to Feidlimid's treatment of him. By denying him communion, 

67 Byme identified Fir Cbell --qhe men of the churches' - as the U Will kingdom of Cendl 
Fiachrach, which bordered Delbna Bethra, 'since most of its lands were under the control of the 
great monasteries such as Durrow, Rahan and Lynally, but he mistakenly stated this raid to have 
been undertaken by Feidlimid, even although the annals are clear enough in stipulating Nall. 
Irish Mngs and Ifigh JUngs, 225. Why should Niall ravage this Uf Will kingdom? Does it 
indicate that it too had submitted to Feidlimid? 

6" AU 836.2: Dunlewg nz. Cathusaigh; princeps Corcaighe Moire, mortuus est sine communlone I 
Caishd regwn. 
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Feidlimid was, in effect, stating as clearly as he could that he evidently considered 
Ddnlang's actions, whatever they may have been, not only to be inappropriate for 

someone in his position, but even un-Christian. "Consequently, Christian comfort was 
denied him. While historians may note that Feidlimid never once devoted his arms to 

attacking the Vikings, he appears to have spent most of his reign trying to coerce a 
level of religious observation that, if he did indeed view the Vikings as a scourge sent 
by God, he would have believed would rid Ireland of thern. Clearly, therefore, the 
Irish must have been insufficiently devout and this progressive failing required to be 

dealt with. Byme noted (above, p. 228) that FeidlinW burned and "Plundered" 'some 

of the greatest of Irish monasteries - Kildare, Gallen, Durrow, Clonfert, and above all 
Clonmacnoise' - yet this was not wholly accurate. None of these houses appear to 
have been plundered. Kildare was not burned - the target was an abbot of Armagh 

who appears to have been an imposed appointee of Niall mac Aeda, who had, it 

would seem, been a party to the removal of his predecessor and who may have been 

attempting to impose a nominee in Kildare, just as Niall had interposed his nominee 
into the Leinster kingship only months before. 

There is no record, either, of the burning of Clonfert, merely that Feidlin-M 

'sat in the abbot's chair. ' It is not even known whether this implies that in doing so, 
Feidlimid removed the previous incumbent - it may have become vacant through the 

previous abbot's death, although it is clear that Feidlimid would have had no 

compunction in removing the abbot had he wished. Once he 'sat in the abbot's chair', 

69 Dfuilang's fate, however, would appear to have been at odds with the practice cited In §56 ofmon 
Tall.: 

Is sed dano is choir la colchin sacrq#7c do tabirt dond aas Us illobrae fri huar nihbdis acht dcywat 
firete, ch cech esp Iecsiu ininuo-go ildeth nde nwssfor a menmwnsonr alls indfircomt4d a= mad ed 6" 
rombeir thdsacrafric s1dw doib den chw-sin 

'This is vAiat Colchu approves, to give the sacrament to those that are lying sick at the hour of death, 
Provided they have made a renunciation of every vanity Leave it to God, however, tojudge the mind of 
suck whether it is a true conversion; and if it be so, the sacrament can bring salvation to them in that 
nicallent.. 

It may be thought that, in Wnlang's case, Feidlimid evidently did not consider he had 'made a 
rentinciation of every vanity. Feidlinild's actions, however, pre-date the compilation of Mon. 
Tall and, correspondingly, it could be the case that some of the instances cited In AforL Tall. had 
been formulated as a result of specific circumstances, such as D(Inlang's fate, which had occurred 
fairly recently beforehand. 
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it appears that he then appointed another, so it was clearly not the position itself he 

was interested in, but the quality of the holder of the position. 
Gallen was burned early in Feidlin-iid's reign, although the reason is not 

recorded, preventing any useful comment on his motive. Durrow, too, was burned, 

apparently in conjunction with Clonmacnoise and presumably for the same reasons. If 

the identification of the Cinaed and the Rechtgnia listed in 'dentu Feidlimlhe' as 
Cmaed mac Cwnuscaig, abbot of Durrow (d. 788), and Rechtgnia, abbot of 
Clonmacnoise (d. 785), is correct, then it may indicate that Feidlimid perceived that 

Durrow, and more particularly Clonmacnoise, the greatest church in Ireland, had 

lapsed from Miel Ruain's example, and were now seriously failing in their 

responsibilities. Even so, there are, at the very least, extremely strong suspicions that 

the annalistic record of Feidlimid's assault on Clonmacnoise has been duplicated on 

more than one occasion, exaggerating the frequency although not the severity. 

The motivation for Feidlimid's actions has often been perceived as an attempt 

to acquire the kingship of Tara or recognition as the king of all Ireland. Again, this is 

to distort the evidence. There is no evidence to indicate that Feidlimid sought the 

kingship of Tara prior to 840, fully twenty years after he became king of Cashel. This 

hardly points to burning ambition and, even here, may have been the result of Niall 

mac Aeda's overturning an agreement between the kings and re-establishing his own 

imposed nominee, Forann&4 as abbot of Armagh. 

While Feidlimid's association with the cili DJ has often been noted, there 

seems to have been an unwillingness to accept that he was himself Me DJ. The 

reason for this appears to derive from the facts that he was king of Cashel, and hence, 

by implication, must be a layman; and that he plundered churches and slew churchmen 

and that he vigorously pursued the kingship of Tara. These points can be seen to be 

false assumptions - from the evidence of the '6entu Feidlimthe' Feidlimid was an 

ecclesiastic, a scribe and anchorite in the community of Daire Eidneach, a community 
firmly associated with the c8i Dj. His inclusion as one of the 6entu Mel Ruain 

indicates that he was held in high esteem among the c8i DJ and considered to have 
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numbered among those most closely adhering to the teaching of Mdel Ruain. It was 

these cili Dj connections, indeed, which appear to have led Feidlimid into the 

kingship of Cashel. What has been claimed to be enigmatic behaviour becomes 

immeasurably less so when it is accepted that Feidlimid was a Me DJ prior to, and 

throughout, his reign as king of Cashel. His entire policy was driven by his ideals as a 

afle Dj, whether in relation to the church, the other kings of Ireland or to the 

Vikings. To state that Feidlimid never opposed the Vikings while brutally oppressing 

the church would, therefore, be to entirely fail to understand and to misrepresent the 

man, both as cile Di and as king. He would have recognised the biblical precedent, 

thus believing the Vikings to be the instrument of God's vengeance. He would have 

accepted that God must believe the Irish to be morally and spiritually lacking because 

of the physical presence in Ireland of the Vikings. To oppose the Vikings on the 

battlefield would be futile, since they were there by divine will. Only by bringing the 

Irish back into proper respect and worship of God would the Vikings be brought to 

leave Ireland in peace. This is not to suggest that the Irish church should be 

considered as degenerate or morally or spiritually failing, any more than the Vikings 

should be regarded as a defacto instrument of divine wrath, but Feidlimid's cJU Dj 

discipline and training would very likely have led him to perceive of the Vikings in this 

way. Those he would have perceived opposed his efforts to ensure the more rigorous 

observance of the teaching of Christ, whether ecclesiastic or lay, must therefore be 

contemptuous of the divine will of God, and, since it was such contempt which 

sustained the Vikings, they must also be opposed to the best interests of the Irish 

people for whom they were responsible before God. As such they would merit the 

strongest treatment appropriate for such perfidy. 

Feidlimid, by his very position as king, cannot be considered a typical c8e DJ 

- he was in a position to muster considerable military power to pursue his policies. 

This very fact may have further convinced him that he was intended to help the Irish 

to, once again, find the path God had intended them to follow. His belief in this 

purpose may perhaps be perceived in the fact that following his defeat by Niall mac 
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Aeda, one of those whose perfidy was palpable, in 841, the annals are silent regarding 

any subsequent activity by him, unless the uncertain account of an assault on 

Clonmacnoise in 846 is accepted as fact. This may indicate an enormous 

psychological blow as a consequence of the defeat, hugely disproportionate to the 

scale of the military outcome. God had upheld this false prince over one of his own 

miles - how then to judge what was truly divine will? 

If Feidlimid's actions are considered from the basis that they were driven by 

cili Dj ideals, then it certainly lends a somewhat different perspective to his 

motivation. Much of this examination of his motives has, necessarily, been deeply 

speculative, but, nonetheless, it takes no less account of the surviving evidence than 

the conventional understanding of this otherwise enigmatic king of Cashel. This 

position as king may have made him atypical of the cill Dj, but his inclusion in dentu 

Mdel Ruain would appear to indicate that Feidlimid was considered as one of those 

closest in attitude to Mdel Ruain himself and, as such, any attempt to study and 

understand the motivation behind his actions may help to reflect the very heart of cd1i 

Di ideals. 
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9 

Conclusion and aftermath 

This thesis set out to answer two questions: who were the cJ11 DJ and to what 

extent can they be validly considered a reform movement. It has exan-dned particular 

aspects of Irish ecclesiastical history for any indication of the influence of the cjli DJ 

in the period between roughly the middle of the eighth century and the middle of the 

ninth. This has been deliberate, although it is far from being, and does not claim to be, 

an exhaustive examination of the history of the cili Di. The study itself has been 

prompted by the fact that while the understanding of the organisation of the early Irish 

church has developed to the extent that the old model, of a monastic church 

supplanting Patrick's diocesan system but succumbing to an avaricious laity, is no 

longer accepted, the understanding of the cili DJ as a reform movement, an 

understanding entirely dependent on the old model, essentially remains intact. More 

recently still, both the degenerate laxity of the church during the course of the eighth 

century and the reflection of the rise, culmination and decline of an anchoritic 

movement in the same period which it was thought to have provoked, have been seen 

as resulting, not from actual conditions, but due to changes and developments in the 

contemporary keeping of annalistic record. Correspondingly, the perception of the 

cili DJ as a sudden and distinct 'movement' in the later eighth century is less likely 

than continuous development of an austere tradition. ' 

Brian Lambkin discussed, and rejected, the understanding of the cJ11 DJ as a 

vernacular rendition of the Latin term servus Dei. The case he made for the cJli Dd as 

an ecclesiastical elite, God's retinue on earth, challenged the understanding of the cell 

Dj, in the late eighth-early ninth centuries, as simple servants, or even slaves, of God. 

While this understanding may have been influenced by evidence for communities of 

cili Di at a later period who existed within larger ecclesiastical communities and who 

tended the sick and the poor, this was certainly not true for the period under 

discussion. However, Larnbkin's revised understanding of the cell DJ was based on 
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an analagous comparison with the c0i of the early Irish law tracts and built on an 

assumption that the term cili in this case denoted an elite that could be perceived, in 

effect, to indicate an ecclesiastical 'nobility'. Notwithstanding the flaw in its basis, this 

approach to understanding the meaning of the term cJli DJ, and the implied purpose, 

role or position for any individual bearing the appellation, appears to be from the 

wrong direction. The term c8i Dj appears instead to have been a vernacular rendition 

of the Latin term miles Christi, rather than an Irish construct, and thus seeking 

delineation of the meaning of cili from the law tracts would prove to be misleading. 

The fact that there can be seen to have been a variety of terms applied to these 

ecclesiastics, even within those texts which can be seen to have a Tallaght 

provenance, in which cili Dj is not even the most common appellation, indicates that 

the translation of the term miles Christi by cili DJ is approximate. This term miles 

Christi itself may not have been singularly in use in its application to particular 

ecclesiastics. The most common, 'alternative', usage is mac / meic bethad and this, 

together with the instance of mac solse and their negative personae mac Mis and mac 

dorchai, provides a further, distinct, range of descriptive terms which, from the 

various instances of use, appears applixcable to very general and, paradoxically, very 

precise contexts. 

Nevertheless, the term miles Christi does appear to have had some degree of 

'formal' designation. It is attested no fewer than thirteen times in AdomnAn's Vita 

Columbae and reflected in contemporary annalistic sorces, or of the less common 

variant miles Dei. Among those individuals called miles Christi by AdomnAn are 

priests, anchorites and the founder of a monastery - all, in addition, clearly belong to 

a coenobitic environment. Those mentioned in the annalistic record are most 

commonly also bishops. While the term cJli DJ itself is not attested before the eighth 

century, this vernacular rendition therefore emerges during the period when 

ecclesiastical texts written in the vernacular become increasingly common. It is to be 

noted that all of the texts associated with the cJli DJ and demonstrably with Tallaght 

connections were written in Irish, not Latin. This further supports the indication that 
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the term cili Di was an Irish rendition of miles Christi and in such a guise these 

individuals are well enough attested in the seventh century. 

I& then, cili Di was a rendition of miles Christi, this introduces the question 

of who these individuals were and by what criteria they could be considered miles 

Christi and, subsequently, cili Di. Herein fies the greatest problem - the identification 

of these individuals to allow any sensible analysis. Those individual ecclesiastics 

named by Adomrdn as miles Christi provides a litany of names which greatly 

outnumbers those individuals who are referred to as c8e DJ. Indeed, 6engus mac 
6ibleam, the putative author of Fifire 6engusso Cili DJ, is the only individual 

explicitly referred to as such and even here the appellation is unlikely to be 

contemporary. It may be possible to identify those it may be thought were cjli DJ - 
Mdel Ruain, Dublitir, Elair of Ros Cr6, Diarmait of lona and Mdel Dithruib of 

Terryglass, those named in the oentu Mdel Ruain and, perhaps by association, the 

additional names contained in the '6entu Feidlimthe'. But how secure are these 

identifications as cili DO Those listed in 6entu Mdel Ruain and, perhaps, '6entu 

Feidlimthe' are accepted as cJli Di because of their association with Mdel Ruain, but 

nowhere is Mdel Ruain ever referred to as cile Di. It may be accepted that he, and 

the others named in MorL Tall., together with those in their respective and 

contemporaneous communities, were those thought of by the compiler of the text 

when he referred to cJli Di or meic bethad, but this, in effect, is as far as the cJ1i DJ 

can be stretched from the historical evidence for the period. There are others referred 

to in the course of this thesis - Artri son of Conchobar and Nuadu, abbot of An-nagh, 

as merely two instances - who may, perhaps, have good claims to be called c8i DJ, 

but there are no references to justify this. It cannot be claimed that the motivation 

attributed to them here, with whatever degree of conjecture, was unique to, and 

therefore indicative oý the cJli Di. Even the claim of one who was included in the 

6entu Mdel Ruain - Feidlimid mac Crimthain - to have been Me DJ requires some 

degree of acceptance of faith in the value of the '6entu Feidlimthe' as a source for the 
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detail to substantiate it and a considerable amount of speculation as to how this 

coloured his motivation as king of Cashel. 

If it is not possible to identify those individuals who would have been referred 

to as cili Dj, what then of the influence they may have had on the direction of the 

church? From the examples of the individuals cited by Adomrdn and MorL Tall. a 

good claim could be made that these ecclesiastics were indeed influential among their 

peers. It is clear from the Tallaght texts that the cill DJ were concerned in all aspects 

of the church and its responsibility to society and was not merely restricted to 

particular aspects as has been understood was the case in the past. 

From a broader perspective, however, it is clear that while there were 

developments in ecclesiastical organisation, these perhaps may appear more likely to 

have largely evolved than been applied as concerted measures. By the second quarter 

of the eighth century, by which time the Paschal controversy had been resolved, the 

Irish church was in a position, for the first time, to be able to turn to other matters, 

including addressing other outstanding problems. It was at this time the Collectio 

Canonum Hibernensis was compiled by Rubin of Dairinis, the church in which Mdel 

Ruain was taught, and Cfi Chuirnne, who had been a monk at Iona under Adomndn. It 

was at this time, too, that there is a notable expansion in the promulgation of 

ecclesiastical Mna, the promotion of which, it is clear, was primarily intended for the 

benefit of society. Similarly, from the evidence of the Tallaght texts themselves, there 

were concerns to establish a common level of basic pastoral provision by addressing 

anomalies in the standard of those ordained as priests. From this perspective, then, 

Nora Chadwick was correct to state that this was 'not an Age of Reform, but of 

Formulation'. 

The cili Dj themselves should be considered from this perspective. The 

understanding that they were a reform movement who emerged in the later- eighth 

century to counter an increasing secularisation of the church is inaccurate in virtually 

every regard. They can be considered a movement only to the extent that the church 

itself can be considered a movement and Kathleen Hughes' description of them as 
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'like-minded individuals' is to be greatly preferred in this regard. Neither, clearly, did 

they emerge in the later eighth century. The one potential claim to accuracy in this 

accepted view derives only from the interpretation of the word 'reform'. Again, 

however, the understanding that the cili DJ emerged in reaction to a degenerate 

clergy is clearly false - if the description as reformers can be applied at all, it is only in 

the sense that they, presumably, were a party to the developments that took place in 

ecclesiastical organisation at this time. From the evidence of the Tallaght texts, the 

cili Di were clearly influential individuals and indoubtedly included the foremost 

ecclesiastical minds of their day, men well versed in Scripture and devoting much time 

to exegesis within the bounds of the rigorous discipline they maintained. As the 

greatest amount - although not all - of the evidence concerning the cJli DJ derives 

from Tallaght, however, the extent of this influence and the extent to which they 

represented the ecclesiastical hierarchy of their day is difficult to determine. 

Nonetheless, if they are to be considered in this light at all, it would be more accurate 

to regard them as developing, rather than 'reforming', the church at this time. 

The purpose of this thesis, therefore, has been to re-examine the c9li DJ in 

light of the revision of the organisation of the early Irish church which completely 

undermined the accepted understanding of these ecclesiastics. This thesis has sought 

to examine the extent of this connection and influence from various angles and, as will 

have been clear, these attempts have met with varying success. Some of these angles 

of approach have necessarily invoked the employment of some judicious speculation 

and, again inevitably, any attempt to understand the motivation of individuals can only 

be conjectured; but the considered use of such judicious speculation has been 

necessary in order to get away from the older, unworkable models that developments 

in the understanding of early medieval Irish ecclesiastical organisation have clearly 

invalidated. Nonetheless, any suggestion based on reasoned speculation or conjecture 

can only be tentative and, consequently, many of the suggestions, solutions or 

conclusions arrived at may not meet with universal approval - it is simply not possible 

to provide conclusive proof or definitive conclusions when faced with such jejune 
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sources. Nevertheless, while conclusive proof regarding many of the aspects examined 

here may not be forthcoming, it is clear that, at the very least, it is no longer 

satisfactory to continue to treat this key period of the greatest influence of these 

associated individuals as one of degeneracy followed by reformation. Clearly, there 

were many facets of Irish society and politics that impacted on the development of 

ecclesiastical organisation at this time and consideration of individuals like Feidlimid, 

or the contested abbacy of Armagh, serves to highlight the complexities involved in 

attempting to examine ecclesiastical government in the eighth and ninth centuries. 

. 
By the early tenth century, the cili De appear significantly different in form 

and function to those recognised as cili DJ only decades earlier. Indeed, it is only 

from this period, outwith that covered by this study, that the cJ1i DJ can be pointed to 

as a recognisable historical entity. AU 921 and AFM sa 919 record the pillaging of 

Armagh by Gothfrith grandson of Ivar, but note that he 'saved the houses of prayer, 

with their complement of cili DJ and their sick' (A U 921.8: na taigi aernaighi do 

anacal lais cona lucht de cheilibh De 7 di lobraidh). The terms of this annalistic 

reference appears to suggest that the cJ11 DJ had, by the early tenth century, come to 

represent a distinct community within the larger ecclesiastical community of Armagh 

and one, it would appear, responsible for the maintenance of a hospital. This raid took 

place towards the end of the abbacy of Mdel Brigte mac Tornain (d. 927) who, in 

addition to being comarba P6traic was also comarba Coluim 011e. Mdel Brigte had 

become abbot of Armagh in 888, by which time this change in the function of the cell 

DJ may have already been under way. The impression of the cJ11 DJ forming a distinct 

community within a community is even clearer at a later period. AFM notes that in 

1032, Conn na mBochd, the head of the cJfi DJ and anchorite of Clonmacnoise (AFM 

sa 103 1: ... cend Celedh ndhJ acus ancoiri Cluana mic Mis ... ) appears to have 

established some kind of refectory for the poor at Iseal-Chiarah to which he donated 

twenty cows of his own. In the entry for 1073, there is a report of 'a forcible 

refection' (trJn coinnmhedh) taken from the cJ1! DJ at Iseal-Chiarain, 'so that the 

steward of the poor was killed there' (AFM sa 1072: ... go ro marbhadh na mbocht 
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ann). There are further annalistic references, all obituary notices, to the head of the 

cili Dj of Clonmacnoise in AFMsa 1132; AFMsa 1170 and AFMsa 1200. There is 

also notice of the head of the cJli Dj of Iona in AU 1164 and to the prior of the cJli 

Dj of Dahninis in AFM sa 1479. The terms of reference in these entries certainly 

indicates that by the early tenth century, the cili DJ formed distinctive communities 

within the communities of churches and were concerned with care of the sick and the 

poor. It is clear, therefore, that the description cJle DJ meant different things at 

different times. The c8i Di of the early tenth century were certainly different from the 

cili Dj of the late eighth and, although further study is required to established the full 

extent to which it was the case, different from the cili De of, say, the thirteenth, 

fourteenth or fifteenth centuries. 

During the period under examination, the cJli DJ numbered among the 

intellectual and spiritual leaders of a confident, dynamic, assertive and proactive 

church. Consequently, they were undoubtedly involved in the development of both 

ecclesiastical and secular organisation and highly influential in processes that would 

ultimately provide the foundation for an embryonic state in both Ireland and Scotland. 

It is hoped, in the future, to undertake a similar study of the important influence of the 

cili Di in Scotland that will allow a comparative study of the two, but the purpose of 

the present work has been to try to provide some indication of the extent to which the 

influence of the cJli Dj contributed to one of the most important and formative* 

periods in Irish ecclesiastical and political history. 
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